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RESUMO 
 

ANDRADE, Andressa Bizutti. O setor de vídeo sob demanda e suas tecnologias: impactos 

na cultura e no audiovisual. 2021. 304 fls. Mestrado – Faculdade de Direito, Universidade 

de São Paulo, São Paulo, 2021. 

 

Este trabalho tem como objetivo analisar a estrutura do setor de vídeo sob demanda e as 

principais tecnologias por ele utilizadas para compreender o impacto de ambos na promoção 

cultural brasileira e no setor de produção audiovisual nacional, considerando os princípios 

constitucionais relacionados ao tema e as regulações aplicáveis. Com base em tal análise, 

será possível compreender a necessidade ou não de uma regulação específica do setor de 

vídeo sob demanda – considerando, principalmente, os debates promovidos pela Ancine - e, 

em caso positivo, em que tal regulação deverá focar. Assim, a hipótese deste estudo é que as 

regulações que buscarem promover o acesso, a valorização e a difusão da cultura nacional 

via o fomento do setor nacional de produção audiovisual, regulando o setor de vídeo sob 

demanda, terão dificuldades em atingir seus objetivos caso não levem em consideração: (i) 

a estrutura do mercado de vídeo sob demanda; e (ii) as tecnologias utilizadas por referido 

mercado. Para teste da referida hipótese, no Capítulo 2, se apresentará o setor audiovisual 

brasileiro e se analisará as normativas relacionadas à promoção cultural e ao setor 

audiovisual, incluindo-se dispositivos constitucionais, para que se possa entender como este 

tema foi regulado no Brasil. Em seguida, no Capítulo 3, será mapeada a estrutura do setor 

de vídeo sob demanda para que se possa compreender como esta impacta promoção cultural 

nacional e o setor audiovisual brasileiro. Ainda no Capítulo 3, será analisado se o direito 

antitruste consegue endereçar os impactos do setor de VOD em promoção cultural e no setor 

audiovisual para compreender se a estrutura deste mercado requer atuação estatal para além 

do direito concorrencial para garantir o cumprimento dos preceitos constitucionais 

relacionados à promoção cultural. No Capítulo 4, as tecnologias do setor de vídeo sob 

demanda serão analisadas a partir do mapeamento dos blogs “Netflix Tech Blog” e “Netflix 

Technology Blog”, ambos de titularidade da empresa de vídeo sob demanda Netflix, nos 

quais a Netflix, por meio de seus funcionários, apresenta e explica, desde 2010, as 

tecnologias utilizadas por ela. Por fim, no Capítulo 5, se analisará as propostas de regulação 

do setor de vídeo sob demanda para que a hipótese descrita possa ser de fato testada – isto 

é, se verificará se as propostas discutidas levam em consideração os impactos gerados pelo 

setor de vídeo sob demanda à cultura nacional, considerando os resultados obtidos ao longo 

dessa pesquisa. Ao final, com base nos resultados da presente pesquisa, serão apresentadas 

conclusões sobre o que a autora entende que deve ser o foco de eventual regulação do setor 

de vídeo sob demanda, considerando tudo o que foi analisado durante este trabalho. 

 

Palavras-chave: Vídeo sob demanda. Regulação. Cultura. Tecnologia. Estruturas de 

Mercado. 

  



 

 

ABSTRACT 
 

ANDRADE, Andressa Bizutti. The video on demand sector and its technologies: impacts on 

culture and audiovisual. 2021. 304 p. Master – Faculty of Law, University of São Paulo, São 

Paulo, 2021. 

 

This work has the purpose of analyzing the structure of the video-on-demand sector and of 

the main technologies used by it to comprehend their impact in Brazilian cultural promotion 

and on the national audiovisual production sector, considering the constitutional principles 

related to the theme and the applicable regulations. Based on such analysis, it will be possible 

to understand the need for a specific regulation of the video-on-demand sector – considering, 

mostly, the debates promoted by Ancine – and, if so, what should be the focus of such 

regulation. Thus, this study hypothesizes that regulations that seek to promote the access, 

appreciation, and diffusion of national culture through the foment of the Brazilian 

audiovisual production sector, regulating the video-on-demand sector, will have difficulties 

in reaching their goals if they do not consider: (i) the video on demand market’s structure; 

and (ii) the technologies used by such market. For this hypothesis’ testing, in Chapter 2, the 

Brazilian audiovisual sector will be presented, and the Brazilian regulation regarding cultural 

promotion and the audiovisual sector will be analyzed, including constitutional provisions, 

to understand how this theme has been regulated in Brazil. Then, in Chapter 3, the video-on-

demand sector will be analyzed to comprehend its impact on the national cultural promotion 

and the Brazilian audiovisual sector. Still in Chapter 3, an antitrust law analysis will be 

performed to understand if antitrust can address the effects of the VOD sector on cultural 

promotion and the audiovisual sector. The purpose of this analysis is to comprehend if the 

VOD markets’ structure requires state action beyond competition law to guarantee the 

fulfillment of the constitutional rules related to cultural promotion. In Chapter 4, the video-

on-demand sector’s technologies will be analyzed from the mapping of the “Netflix Tech 

Blog” and “Netflix Technology Blog” blogs, both owned by the video-on-demand company 

Netflix, in which Netflix, by its employees, presents and explains, since 2010, the 

technologies used by the company. Finally, in Chapter 5, an analysis of the regulation 

proposals for the video-on-demand sector will be performed so that the described hypothesis 

can be tested – that is, it will be verified if the discussed proposals take into consideration 

the impacts generated by the video-on-demand sector to national cultural, considering the 

results achieved throughout this research. Lastly, based on the results of the current research, 

conclusions will be presented on what the author understands must be the focus of possible 

regulations of the video-on-demand sector, considering all that was analyzed during this 

paper. 

 

Keywords: Video-on-demand. Regulation. Culture. Technology. Market structures. 
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1 INTRODUÇÃO 
 

Este trabalho tem como objetivo analisar a estrutura do setor de vídeo sob demanda e as 

principais tecnologias por ele utilizadas para compreender o impacto de ambos na promoção 

cultural brasileira e no setor de produção audiovisual nacional, considerando os princípios 

constitucionais relacionados ao tema e as regulações aplicáveis. Com base em tal análise, será 

possível compreender a necessidade ou não de uma regulação específica do setor de vídeo sob 

demanda - considerando, principalmente, os debates relacionados ao tema promovidos pela 

Ancine - e, em caso positivo, em que tal regulação deverá focar. 

 Assim, a hipótese deste estudo é que as regulações que buscarem promover o acesso, a 

valorização e a difusão da cultura nacional via o fomento do setor nacional de produção 

audiovisual, regulando o setor de vídeo sob demanda, terão dificuldades em atingir seus 

objetivos caso não levem em consideração: (i) a estrutura do mercado de vídeo sob demanda; e 

(ii) as tecnologias utilizadas por referido mercado.  

Para se testar essa hipótese, no Capítulo 2 deste trabalho, se buscará (i) apresentar os 

segmentos do mercado de audiovisual e o atual estado do audiovisual brasileiro; (ii) analisar a 

teoria de “cultural economics” e razões do porquê pode fazer sentido o Estado investir em 

setores culturais; (iii) compreender o que o Estado brasileiro buscou proteger ao incluir na 

Constituição Federal disposições sobre acesso, valorização e difusão de cultura nacional 

(chamado neste trabalho, de forma resumida, de “promoção cultural”), (iv) e demonstrar, de 

forma resumida, como o audiovisual brasileiro – cujo setor de vídeo sob demanda faz parte – 

foi regulado considerando os dispositivos constitucionais relacionados.  

No Capítulo 3, se analisará a estrutura do setor de vídeo sob demanda para compreensão 

do seu impacto na promoção cultural brasileira e no setor de produção audiovisual nacional, 

considerando a análise feita no Capítulo 2 sobre o mercado audiovisual e os dispositivos 

constitucionais e regulatórios relacionados. 

Assim, no Capítulo 3, será realizado um mapeamento referente ao mercado de vídeo sob 

demanda, incluindo-se a apresentação das principais empresas deste setor que atuam no 

mercado brasileiro, análise de informações fornecidas ao público, entre outras. Após tal 

mapeamento, serão aprofundadas características desse setor que podem impactar promoção 

cultural nacional e o funcionamento do setor de produção audiovisual. Elas são: (i) as barreiras 

à entrada presentes no setor que levam à sua concentração em empresas majoritariamente dos 
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EUA; (ii) a atuação como “gatekeeping” das plataformas de vídeo sob demanda; (iii) assimetria 

de informações; e (iv) tendências à concentração vertical (e, possivelmente, horizontal). 

Após tal mapeamento, também será analisado se o direito antitruste consegue endereçar 

os impactos do setor de VOD em promoção cultural e no setor audiovisual para compreender 

se a estrutura deste mercado requer atuação estatal para além do direito concorrencial para 

garantir o cumprimento dos preceitos constitucionais relacionados à promoção cultural.  

No Capítulo 4 serão analisadas as tecnologias utilizadas pelo setor de vídeo sob 

demanda e se elas têm o condão de impactar promoção cultural e o funcionamento do setor 

audiovisual. Como base de dados para realização dessa pesquisa, serão utilizados os blogs 

“Netflix Tech Blog” e “Netflix Technology Blog”, ambos de titularidade da empresa de vídeo 

sob demanda Netflix, nos quais a Netflix, por meio de seus funcionários, apresenta e explica, 

desde 2010, as tecnologias utilizadas por ela.  

Por fim, no Capítulo 5 se buscará entender quais são as propostas de regulação do setor 

de vídeo sob demanda para que a hipótese descrita possa ser de fato testada – isto é, se verificará 

se as propostas discutidas levam em consideração os impactos gerados pelo setor de vídeo sob 

demanda à cultura nacional, considerando os resultados obtidos ao longo dessa pesquisa.  

Ao final, com base nos resultados da presente pesquisa, serão apresentadas conclusões 

sobre o que a autora entende que deve ser o foco de eventual regulação do setor de vídeo sob 

demanda, considerando tudo o que foi analisado durante este trabalho. 
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6 CONCLUSÃO 
 

Este trabalho teve como propósito analisar a estrutura do setor de vídeo sob demanda e 

as principais tecnologias por ele utilizadas para compreender o impacto de ambos na promoção 

cultural brasileira e no setor de produção audiovisual nacional, considerando os princípios 

constitucionais relacionados ao tema e as regulações aplicáveis. Com base em tal análise, foi 

possível compreender a necessidade de uma regulação específica do setor de vídeo sob 

demanda. 

A hipótese aqui testada e que se mostrou verdadeira foi: as regulações que buscarem 

promover o acesso, a valorização e difusão da cultura nacional via o fomento do setor nacional 

de produção audiovisual, regulando o setor de vídeo sob demanda, terão dificuldades em atingir 

seus objetivos caso não levem em consideração: (i) a estrutura do mercado de vídeo sob 

demanda; e (ii) as tecnologias utilizadas por referido mercado. 

Restou claro que se não forem consideradas as estruturas do mercado de vídeo sob 

demanda, alinhado às tecnologias que tal mercado utiliza, a regulação não será eficiente, pois 

não endereçará corretamente a forma como este mercado impacta promoção cultural que é 

diminuindo a diversidade de fontes de criação. Assim, se concluiu que uma regulação do setor 

de vídeo sob demanda deve focar na busca de garantias de diversidade criativa. 

Na perspectiva mercadológica, notou-se no Capítulo 3 características do mercado de 

vídeo sob demanda que impedem o seu desenvolvimento por empresas brasileiras e que 

dificultam a promoção da cultura nacional. Elas são: (i) as barreiras à entrada presentes no setor 

que levam à sua concentração em empresas majoritariamente dos EUA; (ii) a atuação como 

“gatekeeping” das plataformas de vídeo sob demanda; (iii) assimetria de informações; e (iv) 

tendências à concentração vertical (e, possivelmente, horizontal). 

Em relação às tecnologias utilizadas pelo setor, a análise dos blogs da Netflix feita no 

Capítulo 4 demonstra que a tecnologia impacta a promoção cultural diretamente. O que é 

produzido/adquirido, como é produzido e como é divulgado é definido com base em tecnologia 

e análise de dados – claro, não se nega a existência a interferência humana, mas, conforme 

comprovado na pesquisa empírica realizada, tais decisões são fundamentadas em testes, dados, 

análises e tecnologia. E mais, em números não antes vistos no mercado audiovisual, pois antes 

da internet, não era possível ter essa quantidade de informação sobre o público consumidor, no 

nível de capilaridade apresentado. 

Assim, ao se analisar as propostas de regulação do setor de vídeo sob demanda, 

verificou-se que elas não endereçam os impactos gerados por esse setor. São propostas criadas 
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com fundamento em regulações já existentes, discutidas inclusive no Capítulo 2. Como visto, 

elas não funcionam para garantir diversidade criativa na forma como é necessária para garantir 

promoção cultural no setor de vídeo sob demanda, nos moldes como definidos pela Constituição 

Federal. 

Assim, após o resultado dessa pesquisa, foram pensadas nas seguintes propostas de 

regulação que deveriam ser endereçadas, considerando o impacto do setor de vídeo sob 

demanda na cultura brasileira: (i) alteração do formato de Condecine-Título para cobrança sobre 

o faturamento, nos moldes apresentados pelo Grupo de Trabalho do Conselho Superior do 

Cinema; (ii) criação de mecanismos regulatórios que forneçam à Ancine acesso a informações 

do setor de vídeo sob demanda para que se possa acompanhar o desenvolvimento deste setor e 

o impacto deste em promoção cultural nacional; (iii) incentivos fiscais a empresas de vídeo sob 

demanda que investirem no setor audiovisual brasileiro; (iv) incentivos fiscais maiores em caso 

de investimentos em obras brasileiras que sejam produzidas sem nenhum tipo de ingerência de 

plataformas de vídeo sob demanda; (v) alteração do conceito de obra brasileira independente 

para que reste claro que ela não pode ter qualquer tipo de ingerência de plataformas de vídeo 

sob demanda com o objetivo de garantia de diversidade criativa; e (vi) incentivos fiscais ainda 

maiores para plataformas de vídeo sob demanda que insiram em seus catálogos obras brasileiras 

independentes que sejam produzidas sem qualquer tipo de ingerência de plataformas de vídeo 

sob demanda. 

Em paralelo, sobre obrigações de cota de conteúdo nacional e de proeminência, entende-

se que primeiro é necessário acesso a informações do setor de vídeo sob demanda para que tais 

políticas possam ser construídas. 

Ao fim deste trabalho, conclui-se que mercados inovadores trazem desafios inovadores. 

Buscar soluções em estratégias existentes pode, no máximo, servir de inspiração, mas sem uma 

preocupação em se compreender como tais mercados impactam a sociedade, o direito irá falhar 

ao tentar endereçar tais impactos. Espera-se que essa pesquisa sirva de inspiração a outros 

pesquisadores que buscam entender como gerar mudanças sociais através do direito. 
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Em que nível o objeto do artigo se relaciona com promoção (acesso, 

valorizaçao e difusão) de cultura nacional? Justificativa
O tema do artigo se relaciona com o fomento do setor 

audiovisual?
O tema do artigo pode gerar consequências para a criatividade 

de quem cria?
O tema do artigo pode gerar consequêcias para a criatividade 

de quem produz?
O tema do artigo pode gerar impacto à escolha de quem assiste ao 

conteúdo na plataforma de VOD? Pontos Adicionais

Netflix Tech Blog Dec 1, 2010

Introdução do Blog: "This is a new Netflfx blog focused purely on technology issues. We’ll share our perspectives, decisions and challenges regarding the 
software we build and use to create the Netflix service."(...) "Whether it is getting our service onto cutting-edge new consumer devices, improving the start 

time and quality for streaming, building cloud-based architectures to support a business that’s growing more than 50% year-over-year, or inventing new 
personalization algorithms, it all comes back to our incredible engineering t"eam. We intend to use this blog to share the details of our approach and the 

technical challenges we face. We’d like it to be a tool for prospective employees and fellow engineers in our industry to understand the company’s take on the 
technology issues of our day. Thank you for reading and participating in the conversation!"

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
"Netflix is a software company. We don’t sell software, but nevertheless software is our lifeblood. We’ve been a software company since an accomplished engineer, Reed Hastings, co-founded the company in 1997. That competence has been critical to our growth and in our transition to a streaming-focused company from 

a company that mailed DVDs." (...) "The markets we compete in move very quickly, and Netflix moves quickly within those markets."

Why we use and contribute to open 
source software

Dec 10, 2010

Uso de código aberto: "These limits require"that we stand on the shoulders of giants who have solved technology challenges shared in common by all 
companies that operate at Internet scale. I’m really just articulating the classical build vs. buy trade off that everyone deals with when developing software. 
So, for the software we “ buy,” the question becomes how do you select the software to buy and whom do you buy it from?" (...) " Open source software 

projects often originate as a labor of love by software developers who are tired of seeing a shared problem solved over and over again in one-off solutions, or 
perhaps they realize that they can offer a more simple and elegant alternative to a commercial product. The great thing about a good open source project that 

solves a shared challenge is that it develops its own momentum and it is sustained for a long time by a virtuous cycle of continuous improvement. At Netflix 
we jumped on for the ride a long time ago and we have benefited enormously from the virtuous cycles of actively evolving open source projects. We benefit 

from the continuous improvements provided by the community of contributors outside of Netflix. We also benefit by contributing back the changes we make 
to the projects. By sharing our bug fixes and new features back out into the community, the community then in turn continues to improve upon bug fixes and 
new features that originated at Netflix and then we complete the cycle by bring those improvements back into Netflix.  Here is an incomplete sampling of the 

projects we utilize, we have contributed back to most of them: Hudson, Hadoop, Hive, Honu, Apache, Tomcat, Ant, Ivy, Cassandra, HBase, etc, etc."

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Four Reasons We Choose Amazon’s 
Cloud as Our Computing Platform

Dec 14, 2010

Uso do serviço de nuvem da Amazon: "One year ago, none of Netflix’s cu"tomer traffic was supported out of AWS, Amazon’s cloud services. Today, most of 
our member traffic is supported by software we’ve built and deployed in AWS. This includes much of our member website at Netflix.com as well as the 
software supporting many Netflix Ready Devices, for example: the Xbox, PS3, Wii, AppleTV, iPhone, and iPad." (...) "Our move to AWS will be the 

subject of various future posts to this blog, I wanted to kick the subject off with an explanation for why we chose AWS as a platform. This is a question that 
comes up fairly often when we interview engineering candidates."

"1. We needed to re-architect, which allowed us to question everything, including whether to keep building out our own data center solution. (...) After 
many fruitful years of growth on our previous three tier, database oriented architecture, it was time for us to go back to the drawing board. We could have 

chosen to build out new data centers, build our own redundancy and failover, data synchronization systems, etc. Or, we could opt to write a check to 
someone else to do that instead." (...) 2. "Letting Amazon focus on data center infrastructure allows our engineers to focus on building and improving our 

business. Amazon calls their web services “ undifferentiated heavy lifting,” and that’s what it is. The problems they are trying to solve are incredibly 
difficult ones, but they aren’t specific to our business. Every successful internet company has to figure out great storage solutions, hardware failover, 

networking infrastructure, etc.
We want our engineers to focus as much of their time as possible on product innovation for the Netflix customer experience; that is what differentiates us 

from our competitors." "3. We’re not very good at predicting customer growth or device engagement." (...) "4. We think cloud computing is the 
future."(...) "We chose to be pioneers in this transition so we could leverage our investment as we grow, rather than to double down on a model we expect 

will decline in the industry. We think this will help differentiate Netflix as a place to work, and it will help us scale our business."

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. Eles trabalham junto com a Amazon que atualmente é um competidor deles. Importante verificar como isso foi alterado ao longo dos anos.

5 Lessons We’ve Learned Using AWS Dec 16, 2010 Uso do serviço de nuvem da Amazon e erros cometidos pela Netflix N/A Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

Eles trabalham junto com a Amazon que atualmente é um competidor deles. Importante verificar como isso foi alterado ao longo dos anos. "If our recommendations system is down, we degrade the quality of our responses to our customers, but we still respond. We’ll show popular titles instead of personalized picks. If 
our search system is intolerably slow, streaming should still work perfectly fine" "One of the first systems our engineers built in AWS is called the Chaos Monkey. The Chaos Monkey’s job is to randomly kill instances and services within our architecture. If we aren’t constantly testing our ability to succeed despite 

failure, then it isn’t likely to work when it matters most — in the event of an unexpected outage."

HTML5 and Video Streaming Dec 22, 2010 HTML5 e video streaming "We are hiring! Specifically, this opening is for a position related to making video streaming in HTML5 a reality."
"Since HTML5 includes a facility to embed video playback (the <video> tag), it seems like a natural next step for us to use it for streaming video 

playback within our HTML5-based user interfaces. However, as of today, there is no accepted standard for advanced streaming through the <video> tag." 
(o que é HTML5? https://www.devmedia.com.br/o-que-e-o-html5/25820)

Tecnologia de vídeo. Médio.
Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 

conteúdo. 
Sim. Não. Não. De forma tangencial.

Existem artigos que foram deletados conforme o tempo foi passando: "My colleague John Ciancutti recently posted about our use of HTML5 for user interfaces; I thought I’d add a perspective on HTML5 and video streaming." (esse artigo que é citado, não está online). "But what if we could replace all these proprietary 
solutions with an industry-wide standard? Then Netflix, or any other video streaming service, could deliver to a standard browser as a pure HTML5 web application, both on computers and in CE devices with embedded browsers. Browser builders and CE manufacturers could support every OS and device they choose, 
leveraging the same implementations across multiple streaming services instead of building and integrating an one-off implementation for each service. Consumers would benefit by having a growing number of continually evolving choices available on their devices, just like how the web works today for other types of 

services.We believe that this is an attractive goal.
In order to help achieve this goal, we are looking into a number of options. We are already actively participating in the MPEG committee for Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) to define an industry standard for adaptive streaming, together with Apple, Microsoft and a number of other companies. The 

proposed DASH standard covers the first five items listed above: It defines a way to advertise a range of different streams to a player together with the information it needs to pick which ones to stream. It also defines media file formats suitable for adaptive streaming. The file formats enable efficient and seamless switching 
between streams, enabling a player to adapt to changing network conditions without pausing playback for re-buffering. The standard considers the differing needs of both on-demand services such as ours, and live services. And it’s all based on the use of industry standard HTTP servers.

We expect to be able to publish a draft of a Netflix profile describing a limited subset of the MPEG DASH standard early next year. It will define the requirements for premium on-demand streaming services like ours and will take advantage of hooks included in the DASH standard to integrate the DRM technologies that 
we need to fulfill our contractual obligations to the content providers, thus covering the sixth item on our list. To this end, we are starting to get involved in the community with the goal to help shape a great standard that will be useful to everybody involved in building browsers, CE devices and services for streaming 

video over the Internet.
We know that achieving this goal will take a while. In the meantime, we’ll continue to evolve our own streaming technology to make sure our members have the best streaming experience possible and to get to as many platforms as we can."

How We Determine Product Success Jan 19, 2011
"consumer science": At Netflix we engage in what we call consumer science: we test new ideas with real customers, at scale, and we measure for statistically 
significant differences in how they engage with our product. Are members staying with the service longer? Are they instantly watching more TV shows and 

movies from us?

" We absolutely believe we couldn’t build one of the best loved internet brands in the world without consumer science at the core of our product 
development methodology." "Product development at Netflix starts with a hypothesis, which typically goes something like this:

Algorithm/feature/design X will increase member engagement with our service, and ultimately member retention." "The second step is to design a test 
that will measure the impact of the hypothesis. Sometimes this simply means build it, but often we can build a prototype more quickly that captures the 
essence of the concept. Maybe the back end isn’t fully scalable; maybe it lacks polish or all of the bells and whistles we’d like to include if we roll it out 
for everyone." "But the ideal implementation is never ten times better than an artful prototype. Polish won’t turn a negative signal into a positive one. 

Often, the ideal execution is barely better than a good prototype, from a measurement perspective. Embracing this simple, battle-tested heuristic can free an 
innovator to move incredibly quickly by removing extraneous detail in the testing process." "Step three is the test itself. We roll out our prototype to a 

set of members, and we create an equal cohort set up as a control for the experiment. And then we wait. We let our members quietly tell us what the best 
product is simply by using our service. We’re always focused on increasing engagement and retention. There are, to use a technical term, zillions of other 

metrics we measure to understand our results in more detail. But in terms of business value, those headline metrics are what drive success for our 
product." "I’ll close with this last point about consumer science. Testing our product ideas frees us to make big bets, to try radical or unpopular ideas. It 

allows the best product thinkers to build a track record based on real customer value. It allows us to build consensus out of debate and to build on our 
best ideas. It helps us avoid the tyranny of “ or,” because we can test many approaches to solving the hardest challenges we face."

Costumer science. Alto. Tecnologia ligada diretamente a produção e desenvolvimento de conteúdo. Sim. Sim. Sim. Sim. 
"The best product in our market in 2015 will be far better than Netflix is today. It is our fundamental challenge to figure out what a better product can be on behalf of our members, and to build it." "Innovation involves a lot of failure. If we’re never failing, we aren’t trying for something out on the edge from where we are 

today. In this regard, failure is perfectly acceptable at Netflix. This wouldn’t be the case if we were operating a nuclear power plant or manufacturing cars. The only real failure that’s unacceptable at Netflix is the failure to innovate."

Netflix Performance on Top ISP Networks Jan 27, 2011
"The throughput we are able to achieve with these streams can tell us a great deal about the actual capacity our subscribers are able to sustain to their homes. 
In the charts below, we’re using a time-weighted bitrate metric to represent the effective data throughput our subscribers receive over many of the top ISPs."

"Currently, our top HD streams are about 4800 kilobits per second. Clients may switch through a number of bitrates as they ramp up to the highest 
stream, or shift down from the highest stream if they cannot sustain play at that rate due to throughput constraints. No client would sustain a 4800 stream 

from start to finish (there would at least be a few smaller streams averaged in for startup) but the higher the sustained average, the greater the throughput 
the client can achieve, and the greater the image quality over the duration of the play." "As we use a number of CDNs, and our clients can adapt to 

changing network conditions by selecting the network path that’s currently giving them the best throughput, Netflix streaming performance ends up being 
an interesting way to measure sustained throughput available from a given ISP over time, and therefore the quality of Netflix streaming that ISP is 

providing to our subscribers." "In the metric below, we’re filtering for titles that have HD streams available, and for devices capable of playing HD streams 
(which also filters out mobile networks), to highlight what’s achievable in terms of HD performance on the various ISP networks. As you can see, Charter 

is in the lead for US streams with an impressive 2667 kilobits per second average over the period. Rogers leads in Canada with a whopping 3020 kbps 
average."

Acesso à internet. Médio.
Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 

conteúdo. 
Sim. Não. Não. De forma tangencial. N/A

NoSQL at Netflix Jan 28, 2011 ""we have found ourselves braving the new frontier of NoSQL distributed databases."
"As Netflix moved into the cloud, we needed to find the appropriate mechanisms to persist and query data within our highly distributed infrastructure. Our 

goal is to build fast, fault tolerant systems at Internet scale. "
Cloud. Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
impacto cultural direto.

Não. Não. Não. Não.
Trata de um arrtigo explicando mais tecnologias usadas pela netflix sobre o tema.  "The reason why we use multiple NoSQL solutions is because each one is best suited for a specific set of use cases. For example, HBase is naturally integrated with the Hadoop platform, whereas Cassandra is best for cross-regional 

deployments and scaling with no single points of failure. Adopting the non-relational model in general is not easy, and Netflix has been paying a steep pioneer tax while integrating these rapidly evolving and still maturing NoSQL products. There is a learning curve and an operational overhead. Still, the scalability, 
availability and performance advantages of the NoSQL persistence model are evident and are paying for themselves already, and will be central to our long-term cloud strategy."

Redesigning the Netflix API Feb 8, 2011

Netflix API:  he Netflix API launched in 2008 with a focus on the public developer community. The expectation was that this community would build 
amazing and inspiring applications that would take Netflix to a new level in serving our members. While some fantastic things were built by this 

community, including sites like Instant Watcher, the transformational moment for the API was when we started to use it to deliver the streaming functionality 
to Netflix ready devices. In the last year, we have escalated this approach to deliver Netflix metadata through the API to hundreds of devices. All of this has 

culminated in tremendous growth of the API, as represented by the following chart:

"I already mentioned the change in focus from an exclusively public API to one that also drives our device experiences. Additionally, at the time of the 
launch, Netflix was primarily focused on delivering DVDs. Today, while DVDs are still part of our identity, the growth of our business is streaming. 

Moreover, we are no longer US-only. In October, we launched in Canada with a pure streaming plan and we are exploring other international markets as 
well. Because of these fundamental changes, as well as others that have cropped up along the way, the goals of the API have changed. And because the 

goals have changed, the way the API needs to operate has as well."

API. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Cloud Connect Keynote: Complexity 
and Freedom

Mar 8, 2011 Por que Cloud Cloud. "We moved to the clouds looking for availability. We have also found a tremendous agility by eliminating complexity, process, and control." Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"If you are building a data center that hosts less than multiples of 10’s of thousands of machines, then you are inviting complexity, centralized control, and process that you don’t need for your business. At Netflix, recurring issues of data center space, equipment upgrades, power and cooling fire drills, and data center 
moves were all accidental complexities that distracted from software development towards our essential complexities."- Capacidade cultural da Netflix em focar no que importa. "Our model is to increase employee freedom as we grow, rather than limit it.

Responsible people thrive on freedom and are worthy of freedom." "Implementing Freedom and Responsibility in our service oriented cloud architecture means the following things:
Each engineering team owns their own deployment. They push changes and re-architect when they need to without seeking widespread alignment and without a sign-off process.

Software developers own capacity procurement. In the cloud, adding cpu and storage are simple API calls.
We don’t have a single point of control over cloud spending. We’ve had a few bugs that consumed extra resources, but we also had those when we had a more centralized process for adding capacity to our data center."

NoSQL @ Netflix Talk (Part 1) Mar 29, 2011
Cloud - "In the spirit of helping others with similar needs, we are sharing our experiences with AWS and NoSQL technologies via this tech blog and several 

speaking appearances at conferences."

" By now, it is widely known that Netflix has achieved something remarkable over the past 2 years — accelerated subscriber growth with an ever-
improving streaming experience. In addition to streaming more titles to more devices in both the US and Canada, Netflix has moved its infrastructure, 

data, and applications to the AWS cloud."
Cloud. Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
impacto cultural direto.

Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Lessons Netflix Learned from the AWS 
Outage

Apr 29, 2011
"On Thursday, April 21st, Amazon experienced a large outage in AWS US-East which they describe here. This outage was highly publicized because it took 

down or severely hampered a number of popular websites that depend on AWS for hosting. Our post below describes our experience at Netflix with the 
outage, and what we’ve learned from it."

"Why were some websites impacted while others were not? For Netflix, the short answer is that our systems are designed explicitly for these sorts of 
failures. When we re-designed for the cloud this Amazon failure was exactly the sort of issue that we wanted to be resilient to. Our architecture avoids 
using EBS as our main data storage service, and the SimpleDB, S3 and Cassandra services that we do depend upon were not affected by the outage."

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Our systems are designed for failure. With that in mind we have put a lot of thought into what we do when (not if) a component fails. The general principles are:
Fail Fast: Set aggressive timeouts such that failing components don’t make the entire system crawl to a halt.

Fallbacks: Each feature is designed to degrade or fall back to a lower quality representation. For example if we cannot generate personalized rows of movies for a user we will fall back to cached (stale) or un-personalized results.
Feature Removal: If a feature is non-critical then if it’s slow we may remove the feature from any given page to prevent it from impacting the member experience." "Our cloud architecture is is designed with N+1 redundancy in mind. In other words we allocate more capacity than we actually need at any point in time. 

This capacity gives us the ability to cope with large spikes in load caused by member activity or the ripple effects of transient failures; as well as the failure of up to one complete AWS zone." "Currently, Netflix uses a service called “ Chaos Monkey” to simulate service failure. Basically, Chaos Monkey is a service that 
kills other services. We run this service because we want engineering teams to be used to a constant level of failure in the cloud. Services should automatically recover without any manual intervention. We don’t however, simulate what happens when an entire AZ goes down and therefore we haven’t engineered our 

systems to automatically deal with those sorts of failures. Internally we are having discussions about doing that and people are already starting to call this service “ Chaos Gorilla”. "We are currently re-engineering our systems to work across multiple AWS regions as part of the Netflix drive to support streaming in global 
markets. As AWS launches more regions around the world, we want to be able to migrate the support for a country to a newly launched AWS region that is closer to our customers. This is essentially the same operation as a disaster recovery migration from one region to another, so we would have the ability to 

completely vacate a region if a large scale outage occurred."

Netflix Performance on Top ISP Networks May 31, 2011 "we’ve updated our “ Netflix Performance on Top Networks” chart showing performance on Top ISPs over the last several months."
"We’re only publishing U.S. data this time. This data has become less significant for Canada in the wake of Netflix reducing default bitrates in Canada to 

help our Canadian members who are subject to low bandwidth caps."
Acesso à internet. Médio.

Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 
conteúdo. 

Sim. Não. Não. De forma tangencial. N/A

Upcoming Changes to the Open API 
Program

Jun 17, 2011
"We’re making some changes to the Open API program to support the Netflix focus on international streaming. Later this year, we will discontinue support 

for DVD-related features, degrading them through redirects or other means gracefully whenever possible. These changes will only affect the Open APIs, so 
your DVDs will continue to ship!"

API da Netflix API. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. "This change clears the path for us to add new features to the API to support international catalogs and languages. Eventually, we plan to expand our public developer community to other regions, allowing developers from around the world to build even more amazing apps and sites powered by the Netflix API.

The Netflix Simian Army Jul 19, 2011
"We’ve talked a bit in the past about our move to the cloud, and John shared some of our lessons learned in going through that transition in a previous post. 

Recently, we’ve been focusing on ways to improve availability and reliability and wanted to share some of our progress and thinking.

Cloud: availability and reliability - explicação do Chaos Monkey e apresentação dos: "Latency Monkey induces artificial delays in our RESTful client-
server communication layer to simulate service degradation and measures if upstream services respond appropriately. In addition, by making very large 
delays, we can simulate a node or even an entire service downtime (and test our ability to survive it) without physically bringing these instances down. 

This can be particularly useful when testing the fault-tolerance of a new service by simulating the failure of its dependencies, without making these 
dependencies unavailable to the rest of the system.

Conformity Monkey finds instances that don’t adhere to best-practices and shuts them down. For example, we know that if we find instances that don’t 
belong to an auto-scaling group, that’s trouble waiting to happen. We shut them down to give the service owner the opportunity to re-launch them 

properly.
Doctor Monkey taps into health checks that run on each instance as well as monitors other external signs of health (e.g. CPU load) to detect unhealthy 
instances. Once unhealthy instances are detected, they are removed from service and after giving the service owners time to root-cause the problem, are 

eventually terminated.
Janitor Monkey ensures that our cloud environment is running free of clutter and waste. It searches for unused resources and disposes of them.

Security Monkey is an extension of Conformity Monkey. It finds security violations or vulnerabilities, such as improperly configured AWS security 
groups, and terminates the offending instances. It also ensures that all our SSL and DRM certificates are valid and are not coming up for renewal.

10–18 Monkey (short for Localization-Internationalization, or l10n-i18n) detects configuration and run time problems in instances serving customers in 
multiple geographic regions, using different languages and character sets.

Chaos Gorilla is similar to Chaos Monkey, but simulates an outage of an entire Amazon availability zone. We want to verify that our services 
automatically re-balance to the functional availability zones without user-visible impact or manual intervention."

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Imagine getting a flat tire. Even if you have a spare tire in your trunk, do you know if it is inflated? Do you have the tools to change it? And, most importantly, do you remember how to do it right? One way to make sure you can deal with a flat tire on the freeway, in the rain, in the middle of the night is to poke a 
hole in your tire once a week in your driveway on a Sunday afternoon and go through the drill of replacing it. This is expensive and time-consuming in the real world, but can be (almost) free and automated in the cloud.

This was our philosophy when we built Chaos Monkey, a tool that randomly disables our production instances to make sure we can survive this common type of failure without any customer impact."

Building with Legos Aug 13, 2011
"When we started migrating our systems to the cloud we took the opportunity to revisit our complete build pipeline, looking both at how we could leverage 

the cloud paradigm as well as the current landscape for build tools. What resulted was essentially a complete re-write of how the pipeline functioned, 
leveraging a suite of tools that were rapidly maturing (Ivy, Artifactory, Jenkins, AWS)."

"In the cloud, we know exactly what we want a server to be, and if we want to change that we simply terminate it and launch a new server with a new 
AMI. This is enabled by a change in how you think about managing your resources in the cloud or a virtualized environment. Also it allows us to fail as 

early in the process as possible and by doing so mitigate the inherent risk in making changes."
Cloud. Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
impacto cultural direto.

Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Netflix Performance on Top Networks Oct 12, 2011
"As promised, we’ve been able to separate AT&T and Verizon FTTx offerings from their DSL offerings. The chart now gives a fairly complete look at 

performance on top networks, with additional insight into how different technologies (DSL, Cable, FTTx) impact potential throughput."
Comparação das banda largas Acesso à internet. Médio.

Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 
conteúdo. 

Sim. Não. Não. De forma tangencial. N/A
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Benchmarking Cassandra Scalability on 
AWS — Over a million writes per second

Nov 2, 2011
"Netflix has been rolling out the Apache Cassandra NoSQL data store for production use over the last six months. As part of our benchmarking we recently 

decided to run a test designed to validate our tooling and automation scalability as well as the performance characteristics of Cassandra. Adrian presented these 
results at the High Performance Transaction Systems workshop last week."

NoSQL data stores Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"The automated tooling that Netflix has developed lets us quickly deploy large scale Cassandra clusters, in this case a few clicks on a web page and about an hour to go from nothing to a very large Cassandra cluster consisting of 288 medium sized instances, with 96 instances in each of three EC2 availability zones in the 
US-East region. Using an additional 60 instances as clients running the stress program we ran a workload of 1.1 million client writes per second. Data was automatically replicated across all three zones making a total of 3.3 million writes per second across the cluster. The entire test was able to complete within two 
hours with a total cost of a few hundred dollars, and these EC2 instances were only in existence for the duration of the test. There was no setup time, no discussions with IT operations about datacenter space and no more cost once the test was over." "Using the Netflix cloud platform automation for AWS a dramatic 
reduction in setup time and cost means that we can easily run more and bigger tests. The table below shows the test duration and AWS cost at the normal list price. This cost could be further reduced by using spot pricing, or by sharing unused reservations with the production site."  "Unlike conventional datacenter 

testing, we didn’t need to ask permission, wait for systems to be configured for us, or put up with a small number of dedicated test systems. We could also run as many tests as we like at the same time, since they don’t use the same resources. Denis has developed scripting to create, monitor, analyze and plot the results 
of these tests. For example here’s the client side response time plot from a single client generating about 20,000 requests/sec"

Introducing Curator — The Netflix 
ZooKeeper Library 

Nov 29, 2011

oday we are announcing a portal for open source projects from Netflix. The portal is currently hosted on Github. There are several projects in the pipeline 
(including Curator which we’re announcing today):

Curator — The Netflix ZooKeeper Library
Astyanax — The Netflix Cassandra Client

Priam — Co-Process for backup/recovery, Token Management, and Centralized Configuration management for Cassandra
CassJMeter — JMeter plugin to run cassandra tests

"ZooKeeper is a high-performance coordination service for distributed applications. It exposes common services — such as naming, configuration 
management, synchronization, and group services — in a simple interface.": "curator-client — A replacement for the bundled ZooKeeper class that takes 

care of some low-level housekeeping and provides some useful utilities
curator-framework — The Curator Framework is a high-level API that greatly simplifies using ZooKeeper. It adds many features that build on ZooKeeper 

and handles the complexity of managing connections to the ZooKeeper cluster and retrying operations.
curator-recipes — Implementations of some of the common ZooKeeper “ recipes”. The implementations are built on top of the Curator Framework." 

ZooKeeper/Curator is being used extensively at Netflix. Some of the uses are:
InterProcessMutex used for ensuring unique values in various sequence ID generators

Cassandra Backups
TrackID Service

Our Chukwa collector uses the LeaderSelector for various housekeeping tasks
We make use of some third party services that allow only a limited number of concurrent users. The InterprocessSemaphore is used to manage this.

Various Caches

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Making the Netflix API More Resilient Dec 8, 2011
"To provide the best possible streaming experience for our members, it is critical for us to keep the API online and serving traffic at all times. Maintaining 

high availability and resiliency for a system that handles a billion requests a day is one of the goals of the API team, and we have made great progress toward 
achieving this goal over the last few months."

Here are some of the key principles that informed our thinking as we set out to make the API more resilient.
A failure in a service dependency should not break the user experience for members

The API should automatically take corrective action when one of its service dependencies fails
The API should be able to show us what’s happening right now, in addition to what was happening 15–30 minutes ago, yesterday, last week, etc.

API. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"As stated in the first principle above, we want members to be able to continue instantly watching movies and TV shows streaming from Netflix when server failures occur, even if the experience is slightly degraded and less personalized. To accomplish this we’ve restructured the API to enable graceful fallback 
mechanisms to kick in when a service dependency fails. We decorate calls to service dependencies with code that tracks the result of each call. When we detect that a service is failing too often we stop calling it and serve fallback responses while giving the failing service time to recover. We then periodically let some calls 

to the service go through and if they succeed then we open traffic for all calls."

Ephemeral Volatile Caching in the cloud Jan 27, 2012
In most applications there is some amount of data that will be frequently used. Some of this data is transient and can be recalculated, while other data will 
need to be fetched from the database or a middle tier service. In the Netflix cloud architecture we use caching extensively to offset some of these operations. 

This document details Netflix’s implementation of a highly scalable memcache-based caching solution, internally referred to as EVCach

Why do we need Caching?
Some of the objectives of the Cloud initiative were

Faster response time compared to Netflix data center based solution
Session based App in data center to Stateless without sessions in the cloud

Use NoSQL based persistence like Cassandra/SimpleDB/S3

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

Latency:
Typical response time in low milliseconds. Reads from EVCache are typically served back from within the same AWS zone. A nice side effect of zone affinity is that we don’t have any data transfer fees for reads." "Inconsistency:

This is a Best Effort Cache and the data can get inconsistent. The architecture we have chosen is speed instead of consistency and the applications that depend on EVCache are capable of handling any inconsistency. For data that is stored for a short duration, TTL ensures that the inconsistent data expires and for the data 
that is stored for a longer duration we have built consistency checkers that repairs it." "Availability:

Typically, the cluster never goes down as they are spread across multiple Amazon Availability Zones. When instances do go down occasionally, cache misses are minimal as we use consistent hashing to shard the data across the cluster" "Beyond the very low cost of operating the EVCache cluster, one has to be aware 
that cache misses are generally much costlier — the cost of accessing services AWS SimpleDB, AWS S3, and (to a lesser degree) Cassandra on EC2, must be factored in as well. We are happy with the overall cost of operations of EVCache clusters which are highly stable, linearly scalable."

Announcing Servo Feb 10, 2012
In a previous blog post about auto scaling, I mentioned that we would be open sourcing the library that we use to expose application metrics. Servo is that 

library. 

"It is designed to make it easy for developers to export metrics from their application code, register them with JMX, and publish them to external 
monitoring systems such as Amazon’s CloudWatch. This is especially important at Netflix because we are a data driven company and it is essential that 

we know what is going on inside our applications in near real time. As we increased our use of auto scaling based on application load, it became 
important for us to be able to publish custom metrics to CloudWatch so that we could configure auto-scaling policies based on the metrics that most 

accurately capture the load for a given application"

Dados. Médio. Tecnologia que se relaciona a análise de dados. Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Announcing Priam Feb 21, 2012 
Today, we’re excited to announce another milestone on our open source journey with an addition to make operations and management of Cassandra easier and 

more automated.

"As we embarked on making Cassandra one of our NoSQL databases in the cloud, we needed tools for managing configuration, providing reliable and 
automated backup/recovery, and automating token assignment within and across regions. Priam was built to meet these needs. The name ‘Priam’ refers to 
the king of Troy, in Greek mythology, who was the father of Cassandra." "Priam is a co-process that runs alongside Cassandra on every node to provide 

the following functionality:
Backup and recovery

Bootstrapping and automated token assignment.
Centralized configuration management

RESTful monitoring and metrics
We are currently using Priam to manage several dozen Cassandra clusters and counting."

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Aegisthus — A Bulk Data Pipeline out 
of Cassandra

Feb 27, 2012

Our job in Data Science and Engineering is to consume all the data that Netflix produces and provide an offline batch-processing platform for analyzing and 
enriching it. As has been mentioned in previous posts, Netflix has recently been engaged in making the transition to serving a significant amount of data from 
Cassandra. As with any new data storage technology that is not easily married to our current analytics and reporting platforms, we needed a way to provide a 

robust set of tools to process and access the data.

"With these needs in mind and many of our key data sources rapidly migrating from traditional relational database systems into Cassandra, we set out to 
design a process to extract data from Cassandra and make it available in a generic form that is easily consumable by our bulk analytics platform. Since our 
desire is to retrieve the data in bulk, we rejected any attempts to query the production clusters directly. While Cassandra is very efficient at serving point 

queries and we have a lot of great APIs for accessing data here at Netflix, trying to ask a system for all of its data is generally not good for its long or short-
term health."

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. Não.

Fault Tolerance in a High Volume, 
Distributed System

Feb 29, 2012 The rest of this post provides a more technical deep-dive into how our API and other systems isolate failure, shed load and remain resilient to failures.

"The Netflix API receives more than 1 billion incoming calls per day which in turn fans out to several billion outgoing calls (averaging a ratio of 1:6) to 
dozens of underlying subsystems with peaks of over 100k dependency requests per second." "The approaches discussed in this post have had a dramatic 

effect on our ability to tolerate and be resilient to system, infrastructure and application level failures without impacting (or limiting impact to) user 
experience.

Despite the success of this new DependencyCommand resiliency system over the past 8 months, there is still a lot for us to do in improving our fault 
tolerance strategies and performance, especially as we continue to add functionality, devices, customers and international markets."

API. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. "All of this work is to maintain maximum uptime for our users while maintaining the maximum number of features for them to enjoy the richest Netflix experience possible. As a result, our goal is to have the fallbacks deliver responses as close to what the actual dependency would deliver."

JMeter Plugin for Cassandra Mar 13, 2012

"A number of previous blogs have discussed our adoption of Cassandra as a NoSQL solution in the cloud. We now have over 55 Cassandra clusters in the 
cloud and are moving our source of truth from our Datacenter to these Cassandra clusters. As part of this move we have not only contributed to Cassandra 

itself but developed software to ease its deployment and use. It is our plan to open source as much of this software as possible." "At Netflix we have recently 
started to standardize our load testing across the fleet using Apache JMeter. As Cassandra is a key part of our infrastructure that needs to be tested we 

developed a JMeter plugin for Cassandra. In this blog we discuss the plugin and present performance data for Astyanax vs Thrift collected using this plugin."

"JMeter allows us to customize our test cases based on our application logic/datamodel. The Cassandra JMeter plugin we are releasing today is described 
on the github wiki here. It consists of a jar file that is placed in JMeter’s lib/ext directory. The instructions to build and install the jar file are here."

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Testing Netflix on Android Mar 14, 2012
"When Netflix decided to enter the Android ecosystem, we faced a daunting set of challenges: a) We wanted to release rapidly every 6–8 weeks, b) There were 
hundreds of Android devices of different shapes, versions, capacities and specifications which need to playback audio and video and c) We wanted to keep the 

team small and happy."
Todas as adaptações para Android Android Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
impacto cultural direto.

Não. Não. Não. Não.

"To put device diversity in context, we see almost around 1000 different devices streaming Netflix on Android every day. We had to figure out how to categorize these devices in buckets so that we can be reasonably sure that we are releasing something that will work properly on these devices. So the devices we choose 
to participate in our continuous integration system are based on the following criteria.

We have at least one device for each playback pipeline architecture we support (The app uses several approaches for video playback on Android such as hardware decoder, software decoder, OMX-AL, iOMX).
We choose devices with high and low end processors as well as devices with different memory capabilities.

We have representatives that support each major operating system by make in addition to supporting custom ROMs (most notably CM7, CM9).
We choose devices that are most heavily used by Netflix Subscribers.

With this information, we have taken stock of all the devices we have in house and classified them based on their specs. We figured out the optimal combination of devices to give us maximum coverage. We are able to reduce our daily smoke automation devices to around 10 phones and 4 tablets and keep the rest for the 
longer release wide test cycles."

Netflix Recommendations: Beyond the 5 
stars (Part 1)

Apr 6, 2012 "In this two-part blog post, we will open the doors of one of the most valued Netflix assets: our recommendation system. "

A year into the competition, the Korbell team won the first Progress Prize with an 8.43% improvement. They reported more than 2000 hours of work in 
order to come up with the final combination of 107 algorithms that gave them this prize. And, they gave us the source code. We looked at the two 

underlying algorithms with the best performance in the ensemble: Matrix Factorization (which the community generally called SVD, Singular Value 
Decomposition) and Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBM). SVD by itself provided a 0.8914 RMSE, while RBM alone provided a competitive but 

slightly worse 0.8990 RMSE. A linear blend of these two reduced the error to 0.88. To put these algorithms to use, we had to work to overcome some 
limitations, for instance that they were built to handle 100 million ratings, instead of the more than 5 billion that we have, and that they were not built to 

adapt as members added more ratings. But once we overcame those challenges, we put the two algorithms into production, where they are still used as 
part of our recommendation engine." "We have adapted our personalization algorithms to this new scenario in such a way that now 75% of what people 
watch is from some sort of recommendation. We reached this point by continuously optimizing the member experience and have measured significant 
gains in member satisfaction whenever we improved the personalization for our members. Let us now walk you through some of the techniques and 

approaches that we use to produce these recommendations." "Take as a first example the Top 10 row: this is our best guess at the ten titles you are most 
likely to enjoy. Of course, when we say “ you”, we really mean everyone in your household. It is important to keep in mind that Netflix’ personalization 

is intended to handle a household that is likely to have different people with different tastes. That is why when you see your Top10, you are likely to 
discover items for dad, mom, the kids, or the whole family. Even for a single person household we want to appeal to your range of interests and moods. 

To achieve this, in many parts of our system we are not only optimizing for accuracy, but also for diversity. ""Another important element in Netflix’ 
personalization is awareness. We want members to be aware of how we are adapting to their tastes. This not only promotes trust in the system, but 

encourages members to give feedback that will result in better recommendations. A different way of promoting trust with the personalization component is 
to provide explanations as to why we decide to recommend a given movie or show. We are not recommending it because it suits our business needs, but 

because it matches the information we have from you: your explicit taste preferences and ratings, your viewing history, or even your friends’ 
recommendations." "On the topic of friends, we recently released our Facebook connect feature in 46 out of the 47 countries we operate — all but the US 

because of concerns with the VPPA law. Knowing about your friends not only gives us another signal to use in our personalization algorithms, but it also 
allows for different rows that rely mostly on your social circle to generate recommendations." "Some of the most recognizable personalization in our 

service is the collection of “ genre” rows. These range from familiar high-level categories like “ Comedies” and “ Dramas” to highly tailored slices such as 
“ Imaginative Time Travel Movies from the 1980s”. Each row represents 3 layers of personalization: the choice of genre itself, the subset of titles selected 
within that genre, and the ranking of those titles. Members connect with these rows so well that we measure an increase in member retention by placing 
the most tailored rows higher on the page instead of lower. As with other personalization elements, freshness and diversity is taken into account when 

Recomendações. Alto. Tecnologia ligada diretamente a recomendação de conteúdo. Sim. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. Sim.

"In 2006 we announced the Netflix Prize, a machine learning and data mining competition for movie rating prediction. We offered $1 million to whoever improved the accuracy of our existing system called Cinematch by 10%. We conducted this competition to find new ways to improve the recommendations we provide 
to our members, which is a key part of our business. However, we had to come up with a proxy question that was easier to evaluate and quantify: the root mean squared error (RMSE) of the predicted rating. The race was on to beat our RMSE of 0.9525 with the finish line of reducing it to 0.8572 or less." "One of the 
reasons our focus in the recommendation algorithms has changed is because Netflix as a whole has changed dramatically in the last few years. Netflix launched an instant streaming service in 2007, one year after the Netflix Prize began. Streaming has not only changed the way our members interact with the service, but 
also the type of data available to use in our algorithms. For DVDs our goal is to help people fill their queue with titles to receive in the mail over the coming days and weeks; selection is distant in time from viewing, people select carefully because exchanging a DVD for another takes more than a day, and we get no 

feedback during viewing. For streaming members are looking for something great to watch right now; they can sample a few videos before settling on one, they can consume several in one session, and we can observe viewing statistics such as whether a video was watched fully or only partially." "Another big change was 
the move from a single website into hundreds of devices. The integration with the Roku player and the Xbox were announced in 2008, two years into the Netflix competition. Just a year later, Netflix streaming made it into the iPhone. Now it is available on a multitude of devices that go from a myriad of Android 

devices to the latest AppleTV." "Two years ago, we went international with the launch in Canada. In 2011, we added 43 Latin-American countries and territories to the list. And just recently, we launched in UK and Ireland. Today, Netflix has more than 23 million subscribers in 47 countries. Those subscribers streamed 
2 billion hours from hundreds of different devices in the last quarter of 2011. Every day they add 2 million movies and TV shows to the queue and generate 4 million ratings." "We have discovered through the years that there is tremendous value to our subscribers in incorporating recommendations to personalize as 

much of Netflix as possible. Personalization starts on our homepage, which consists of groups of videos arranged in horizontal rows. Each row has a title that conveys the intended meaningful connection between the videos in that group. Most of our personalization is based on the way we select rows, how we determine 
what items to include in them, and in what order to place those items." "If you are interested in a more in-depth description of the architecture of the similarity system, you can read about it in this past post on the blog." "Now it is clear that the Netflix Prize objective, accurate prediction of a movie’s rating, is just one of 
the many components of an effective recommendation system that optimizes our members enjoyment. We also need to take into account factors such as context, title popularity, interest, evidence, novelty, diversity, and freshness. Supporting all the different contexts in which we want to make recommendations requires a 

range of algorithms that are tuned to the needs of those contexts. In the next part of this post, we will talk in more detail about the ranking problem. We will also dive into the data and models that make all the above possible and discuss our approach to innovating in this space."

Announcing Archaius: Dynamic 
Properties in the Cloud

Jun 18, 2012

Netflix has a culture of being dynamic when it comes to decision making. This trait comes across both in the business domain as well as in technology and 
operations. It follows that we like the ability to effect changes in the behavior of our deployed services dynamically at run-time. Availability is of the utmost 

importance to us, so we would like to accomplish this without having to bounce servers.
Furthermore, we want the ability to dynamically change properties (and hence the logic and behavior of our services) based on a request or deployment 

context. For example, we want to configure properties for an application instance or request, based on factors like the Amazon Region the service is deployed 
in, the country of origin (of the request), the device the movie is playing on etc."

"Archaius is the dynamic, multi dimensional, properties framework that addresses these requirements and use cases." "Enable or disable certain features 
based on the request context.

A UI presentation logic layer may have a default configuration to display 10 Movie Box Shots in a single display row. If we determine that we would like 
to display 5 instead, we can do so using Archaius’ Dynamic Properties.

We can override the behaviors of the circuit breakers. Reference: Resiliency and Circuit breakers
Connection and request timeouts for calls to internal and external services can be adjusted as needed

In case we get alerted on errors observed in certain services, we can change the Log Levels (i.e. DEBUG, WARN etc.) dynamically for particular 
packages/components on these services. This enables us to parse the log files to inspect these errors. Once we are done inspecting the logs, we can reset 

the Log Levels using Dynamic Properties.
Now that Netflix is deployed in an ever growing global infrastructure, Dynamic Properties allow us to enable different characteristics and features based on 

the International market.
Certain infrastructural components benefit from having configurations changed at Runtime based on aggregate site wide behavior. For e.g. a distributed 

cache component’s TTL (time to live) can be changed at runtime based on external factors.
Connection pools had to be set differently for the same client library based on which application/service it was deployed in. (For example, in a light 
weight, low Requests Per Second (RPS) application, the number of connections in a connection pool to a particular service/db will be set to a lower 

number compared to a high RPS application)
The changes in properties can be effected on on a particular instance, a particular region, a stack of deployed services or an entire farm of a particular 

application at run-time." "Archaius forms an important component of the Netflix Cloud Platform. It offers the ability to control various sub systems and 
components at runtime without any impact to the availability of the services. We hope that this is a useful addition to the list of projects open sourced by 

Netflix, and invite the open source community to help us improve Archaius and other components." "

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. "We are pleased to announce the public availability of Archaius as an important milestone in our continued goal of open sourcing the Netflix Platform Stack." 

Netflix Recommendations: Beyond the 5 
stars (Part 2)

Jun 20, 2012
"Predicting movie ratings accurately is just one aspect of our world-class recommender system. In this second part of the blog post, we will give more insight 
into our broader personalization technology. We will discuss some of our current models, data, and the approaches we follow to lead innovation and research 

in this space."

"The goal of recommender systems is to present a number of attractive items for a person to choose from. This is usually accomplished by selecting some 
items and sorting them in the order of expected enjoyment (or utility). Since the most common way of presenting recommended items is in some form of 

list, such as the various rows on Netflix, we need an appropriate ranking model that can use a wide variety of information to come up with an optimal 
ranking of the items for each of our members.". "If you are looking for a ranking function that optimizes consumption, an obvious baseline is item 

popularity. The reason is clear: on average, a member is most likely to watch what most others are watching. However, popularity is the opposite of 
personalization: it will produce the same ordering of items for every member. Thus, the goal becomes to find a personalized ranking function that is better 
than item popularity, so we can better satisfy members with varying tastes." "One obvious way to approach this is to use the member’s predicted rating of 

each item as an adjunct to item popularity. Using predicted ratings on their own as a ranking function can lead to items that are too niche or unfamiliar 
being recommended, and can exclude items that the member would want to watch even though they may not rate them highly. To compensate for this, 

rather than using either popularity or predicted rating on their own, we would like to produce rankings that balance both of these aspects. At this point, we 
are ready to build a ranking prediction model using these two features." "For the purposes of illustration, let us start with a very simple scoring approach 
by choosing our ranking function to be a linear combination of popularity and predicted rating. This gives an equation of the form frank(u,v) = w1 p(v) + 

w2 r(u,v) + b, where u=user, v=video item, p=popularity and r=predicted rating. This equation defines a two-dimensional space like the one depicted 
below." "In other words, in our simple two-dimensional model, how do we determine whether popularity is more or less important than predicted rating? 

There are at least two possible approaches to this. You could sample the space of possible weights and let the members decide what makes sense after 
many A/B tests. This procedure might be time consuming and not very cost effective. Another possible answer involves formulating this as a machine 
learning problem: select positive and negative examples from your historical data and let a machine learning algorithm learn the weights that optimize 

your goal. This family of machine learning problems is known as “ Learning to rank” and is central to application scenarios such as search engines or ad 
targeting. Note though that a crucial difference in the case of ranked recommendations is the importance of personalization: we do not expect a global 
notion of relevance, but rather look for ways of optimizing a personalized model." "Many supervised classification methods can be used for ranking. 

Typical choices include Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machines, Neural Networks, or Decision Tree-based methods such as Gradient Boosted 
Decision Trees (GBDT). On the other hand, a great number of algorithms specifically designed for learning to rank have appeared in recent years such as 
RankSVM or RankBoost. There is no easy answer to choose which model will perform best in a given ranking problem. The simpler your feature space 
is, the simpler your model can be. But it is easy to get trapped in a situation where a new feature does not show value because the model cannot learn it. 
Or, the other way around, to conclude that a more powerful model is not useful simply because you don’t have the feature space that exploits its benefits." 
"The previous discussion on the ranking algorithms highlights the importance of both data and models in creating an optimal personalized experience for 

Recomendações. Alto. Tecnologia ligada diretamente a recomendação de conteúdo. Sim. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. Sim.

The previous discussion on the ranking algorithms highlights the importance of both data and models in creating an optimal personalized experience for our members. At Netflix, we are fortunate to have many relevant data sources and smart people who can select optimal algorithms to turn data into product features. Here 
are some of the data sources we can use to optimize our recommendations:

We have several billion item ratings from members. And we receive millions of new ratings a day.
We already mentioned item popularity as a baseline. But, there are many ways to compute popularity. We can compute it over various time ranges, for instance hourly, daily, or weekly. Or, we can group members by region or other similarity metrics and compute popularity within that group.

We receive several million stream plays each day, which include context such as duration, time of day and device type.
Our members add millions of items to their queues each day.

Each item in our catalog has rich metadata: actors, director, genre, parental rating, and reviews.
Presentations: We know what items we have recommended and where we have shown them, and can look at how that decision has affected the member’s actions. We can also observe the member’s interactions with the recommendations: scrolls, mouse-overs, clicks, or the time spent on a given page.

Social data has become our latest source of personalization features; we can process what connected friends have watched or rated.
Our members directly enter millions of search terms in the Netflix service each day.

All the data we have mentioned above comes from internal sources. We can also tap into external data to improve our features. For example, we can add external item data features such as box office performance or critic reviews.
Of course, that is not all: there are many other features such as demographics, location, language, or temporal data that can be used in our predictive models.""So, what about the models? One thing we have found at Netflix is that with the great availability of data, both in quantity and types, a thoughtful approach is 

required to model selection, training, and testing. We use all sorts of machine learning approaches: From unsupervised methods such as clustering algorithms to a number of supervised classifiers that have shown optimal results in various contexts. This is an incomplete list of methods you should probably know about 
if you are working in machine learning for personalization:

Linear regression
Logistic regression

Elastic nets
Singular Value Decomposition
Restricted Boltzmann Machines

Markov Chains
Latent Dirichlet Allocation

Association Rules
Gradient Boosted Decision Trees

Random Forests
Clustering techniques from the simple k-means to novel graphical approaches such as Affinity Propagation

Matrix factorization" "The abundance of source data, measurements and associated experiments allow us to operate a data-driven organization" "An extreme example of this innovation cycle is what we called the Top10 Marathon. This was a focused, 10-week effort to quickly test dozens of algorithmic ideas related to 

Asgard: Web-based Cloud Management 
and Deployment

Jun 25, 2012

"For the past several years Netflix developers have been using self-service tools to build and deploy hundreds of applications and services to the Amazon 
cloud. One of those tools is Asgard, a web interface for application deployments and cloud management." "Asgard has been one of the primary tools for 

application deployment and cloud management at Netflix for years. By releasing Asgard to the open source community we hope more people will find the 
Amazon cloud and Auto Scaling easier to work with, even at large scale like Netflix. More Asgard features will be released regularly, and we welcome 

participation by users on GitHub."

 "Asgard is named for the home of the Norse god of thunder and lightning, because Asgard is where Netflix developers go to control the clouds. I’m happy 
to announce that Asgard has now been open sourced on github and is available for download and use by anyone. All you’ll need is an Amazon Web 

Services account. Like other open source Netflix projects, Asgard is released under the Apache License, Version 2.0. Please feel free to fork the project and 
make improvements to it."

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"The AWS Management Console has its uses for someone with your Amazon account password who needs to configure something Asgard does not provide. However, for everyday large-scale operations, the AWS Management Console has not yet met the needs of the Netflix cloud usage model, so we built Asgard 
instead. Here are some of the reasons."

Scalable Logging and Tracking Jun 28, 2012
"In this post we discuss the decisions and considerations that went into building a service that accepts a few billion requests a day, processing and storing 

these requests for later use and analysis by various systems within Netflix."

"It is obvious that to capture the large amount of data generated, we need a dedicated, fast, scalable and highly available and asynchronous collection 
system that does not slow the user experience." "The data sent to and processed by this service is noncritical data. That was an important factor in our 

design where we made a conscious choice of being ok with dropping data (user events) as opposed to providing a sub-optimal client experience. From the 
client side, the call is fire-and-forget. That essentially means that the client should not care what the end result of the call was (success/failure)." "Data is 
being analyzed multiple ways by our algorithmic teams. For example — which row types (Top 10, most recently watched etc.) did most plays emanate 
from. How did that vary by country and device. How far did users scroll left / right across devices — and do users ever go beyond a certain point. These 

and many other data points are being examined to improve our algorithms to provide users with a better viewing experience."

Dados. Médio. Tecnologia que se relaciona a análise de dados. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial.
"At Netflix we work hard to improve personalized recommendations. We use a lot of data to make recommendations better. What may seem an arbitrary action — scrolling up, down, left or right and how much — actually provides us with valuable information. We work to get all the necessary data points and feedback 

to provide the best user experience."

Embracing the Differences : Inside the 
Netflix API Redesign

Jul 9, 2012
"As I discussed in my recent blog post on ProgrammableWeb.com, Netflix has found substantial limitations in the traditional one-size-fits-all (OSFA) REST 

API approach. As a result, we have moved to a new, fully customizable API"

"The basis for our decision is that Netflix’s streaming service is available on more than 800 different device types, almost all of which receive their content 
from our private APIs. In our experience, we have realized that supporting these myriad device types with an OSFA API, while successful, is not optimal 
for the API team, the UI teams or Netflix streaming customers." "And given that the key audiences for the API are a small group of known developers to 
which the API team is very close (i.e., mostly internal Netflix UI development teams), we have evolved our API into a platform for API development. 
Supporting this platform are a few key philosophies, each of which is instrumental in the design of our new system. These philosophies are as follows:

Embrace the Differences of the Devices
Separate Content Gathering from Content Formatting/Delivery

Redefine the Border Between “ Client” and “ Server”
Distribute Innovation" "Our new model is designed to cut against the OSFA paradigm and embrace the differences across devices while supporting those 
differences equally. To achieve this, our API development platform allows each UI team to create customized endpoints. So the request/response model 

can be optimized for each team’s UIs to account for unique or divergent device requirements. To support the variability in our request/response model, we 
need a different kind of architecture, which takes us to the next philosophy…

Separate Content Gathering from Content Formatting/Delivery" "In this new model, the UIs make a single request to a custom endpoint that is designed 
to specifically handle that request. Behind the endpoint is a handler that parses the request and calls the Java API, which gathers the content by calling 

back to a range of dependent services." "In our new approach, we are pushing this border back to the server, and with it goes a substantial portion of the UI-
specific content processing. All of the code on the device is still considered client code, but some client code now resides on the server."

API. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. "This change clears the path for us to add new features to the API to support international catalogs and languages. Eventually, we plan to expand our public developer community to other regions, allowing developers from around the world to build even more

Open Source at Netflix Jul 13, 2012
"At Netflix we use a wide range of Open Source technologies. In the recent months, we also released many of our internally developed components and 

libraries, starting with Curator for Zookeeper, and most recently with Asgard."

"There are many reasons why we’re opening up much of our software. To highlight some of them:
We have benefited from many other people contributing to open source, so we are paying back in kind.

Netflix was an early cloud adopter, moving all of our streaming services to run on top of AWS infrastructure. We paid the pioneer tax — by encountering 
and working through many issues, corner cases and limitations. We’ve captured the patterns that work in our platform components and automation tools. 
We benefit from the scale effects of other AWS users adopting similar patterns, and will continue working with the community to develop the ecosystem.
External community contributions — by opening up we enable the larger developer community to: review, comment, add test cases, bug fixes, ports and 

functional contributions to our components, benefiting everyone.
Improved code and documentation quality — we’ve observed that the peer pressure from “ Social Coding” has driven engineers to make sure code is clean 

and well structured, documentation is useful and up to date. What we’ve learned is that a component may be “ Good enough for running in production, 
but not good enough for Github”.

Durability — we think any code will fare better over time if it’s actively developed by an open community and used widely vs. maintained by small 
number of engineers for a single workload.

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"So far we’ve seen great community response and feedback on our Open Source efforts. Many companies are already using components listed above, and many others are evaluating and integrating them into their own software stack. We hope you find what we’ve opened so far useful. Many great libraries and components 
are coming soon, stay tuned! You can follow @NetflixOSS for news and updates. You can let us know whether you’re using our tools and send any feedback via one of our Mailing Lists."
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Enabling Support for IPv6 Jul 18, 2012

"In our first post about World IPv6 Launch we talked about our motivations for supporting IPv6. Now we’ll dive into some of the technical challenges we 
faced and how we addressed them. Our primary concern was ensuring uptime and quality of experience for our members throughout our IPv6 deployment. To 

accomplish this, our selected platforms and components were required to have robust IPv6 support and our rollout plan required incremental, iterative 
deployment and assessment."

IPV6 IPV6 Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"According to a Sandvine report covered by TechCrunch:
“ IPv6 traffic in the U.S. hit record highs yesterday, but the biggest recent gains actually came about two weeks ago when Netflix turned on IPv6 functionality for its network”

The net effect is that we now have the 2nd largest domain taking IPv6 traffic. We’re proud to have contributed in such a substantial way to the growth and evolution of the Internet!"

Benchmarking High Performance I/O 
with SSD for Cassandra on AWS

Jul 19, 2012

"Today AWS has launched a new Solid State Disk (SSD) based instance that addresses the need for high performance I/O, and we have run a few initial 
benchmarks to see how it shapes up. With this announcement AWS makes it easy to provision extremely high I/O capacity with consistently low latency. 
AWS has been competitive in instance memory capacity for a long time and is leading the industry in CPU performance along with 10GBit networks. Now 

that extremely IO intensive applications can be deployed, a commonly cited obstacle to running in the cloud has been removed."

Cassandra. Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Netflix Shares Cloud Load Balancing 
And Failover Tool: Eureka!

Sep 4, 2012
We are proud to announce Eureka, a service registry that is a critical component of the Netflix infrastructure in the AWS cloud, and underpins our mid-tier 

load balancing, deployment automation, data storage, caching and various other services.

"Eureka is a REST based service that is primarily used in the AWS cloud for locating services for the purpose of load balancing and failover of middle-tier 
servers. We call this service, the Eureka Server. Eureka also comes with a java-based client component, the Eureka Client, which makes interactions with 

the service much easier. The client also has a built-in load balancer that does basic round-robin load balancing. At Netflix, a much more sophisticated load 
balancer wraps Eureka to provide weighted load balancing based on several factors like traffic, resource usage, error conditions etc to provide superior 

resiliency. We have previously referred to Eureka as the Netflix discovery service." "In AWS cloud, because of it’s inherent nature, servers come and go. 
Unlike the traditional load balancers which work with servers with well known IP addresses and host names, in AWS load balancing requires much more 

sophistication in registering and de-registering servers with the load balancer on the fly. Since AWS does not yet provide a middle tier load balancer, 
Eureka fills a big gap in that area."  "At Netflix, Eureka is used for the following purposes apart from mid-tier load balancing.

For aiding Netflix Asgard — an open source tool for managing cloud deployments.
Fast rollback of versions in case of problems avoiding the re-launch of 100’s of instances.

In rolling pushes, for avoiding propagation of a new version to all instances.
For our Cassandra deployments to take instances out of traffic for maintenance.

For our Memcached based Evcache services to identify the list of nodes in the ring.
For carrying other additional application specific metadata about services."

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Netflix @ Recsys 2012 Sep 6, 2012
"We are just a few days away from the 2012 ACM Recommender Systems Conference (#Recsys2012), that this year will take place in Dublin, Ireland. Over 

the years, Recsys has been and still is one of our favorite conferences, not only because of how relevant the area is to our business, but also because of its 
unique blend of academic research and industrial applications."\\

"In fact, if you had to mention a single company that is identified with recommender systems and technologies, that would probably be Netflix. The 
Netflix Prize started a year before the first RecSys conference in Minneapolis, and it impacted Recommender Systems researchers and practitioners in many 

ways. So, it comes as no surprise that the relation between the conference and Netflix also goes a long way. Netflix has been involved in the conference 
throughout the years. And, this time in Dublin is not going to be any different. Not only is Netflix a proud sponsor of the conference, but you will also 

have the chance to listen to presentations and meet some of the people that make the wheels of the Netflix recommendations turn"

É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento.

"Harald Steck and Xavier Amatriain are involved in organizing the workshop on “ Recommender Utility Evaluation: Beyond RMSE”. We believe that finding the right evaluation metrics is one of the key issues for recommender systems. This workshop will be a great event to not only discover the latest research in the 
area, but also to brainstorm and discuss on the issue of recsys evaluation.

On that same workshop, you should not miss the keynote by our Director of Innovation Carlos Gomez-Uribe. The talk is entitled “ Challenges and Limitations in the Offline and Online Evaluation of Recommender Systems: A Netflix Case Study”. Carlos will give some insights into how we deal with online A/B and 
offline experimental metrics.

On Tuesday, Xavier Amatriain will be giving a 90 minute tutorial on “ Building industrial-scale real-world Recommender Systems”. In this tutorial, he will talk about all those things that matter in a recommender system, and are usually outside of the academic focus. He will describe different ways that 
recommendations can be presented to the users, evaluation through A/B testing, data, and software architectures."

Governator — Lifecycle and Dependency 
Injection

Oct 29, 2012

"Governator is a library of extensions and utilities that extend Google Guice to provide:
Classpath scanning and automatic binding

Lifecycle management
Configuration to field mapping

Field validation
Parallelized object warmup

Lazy singleton support
Generic binding annotations"

"With these needs in mind and many of our key data sources rapidly migrating from traditional relational database systems into Cassandra, we set out to 
design a process to extract data from Cassandra and make it available in a generic form that is easily 

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Post-mortem of October 22, 2012 AWS 
degradation

Oct 29, 2012

"On Monday, October 22nd, Amazon experienced a service degradation. It was highly publicized due to the fact that it took down many popular websites for 
multiple hours. Netflix however, while not completely unscathed, handled the outage with very little customer impact. We did some things well and could 

have done some things better, and we’d like to share with you the timeline of the outage from our perspective and some of the best practices we used to 
minimize customer impact."

"On Monday, just after 8:30am, we noticed that a couple of large websites that are hosted on Amazon were having problems and displaying errors. We 
took a survey of our own monitoring system and found no impact to our systems. At 10:40am, Amazon updated their status board showing degradation 

in the EBS service. Since Netflix focuses on making sure services can handle individual instance failure and since we avoid using EBS for data persistence, 
we still did not see any impact to our service.

At around 11am, some Netflix customers started to have intermittent problems. Since much of our client software is designed for resilience against 
intermittent server problems, most customers did not notice." "When we were able to narrow down the network issue to a single zone, Amazon was also 
able to confirm that the degradation was limited to a single Availability Zone. Once we learned the impact was isolated to one AZ, we began evacuating 
the affected zone." "One of the most important things that we do is we build all of our software to operate in three Availability Zones. Right along with 

that is making each app resilient to a single instance failing. These two things together are what made zone evacuation easier for us. We stopped sending 
traffic to the affected zone and everything kept running. In some cases we needed to actually remove the instances from the zone, but this too was done 

with a just a few clicks to reconfigure the auto scaling group."

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"At 11:15am, the problem became significant enough that we opened an internal alert and began investigating the cause of the problem. At the time, the issue was exhibiting itself as a network issue, not an EBS issue, which caused some initial confusion. We should have opened an alert earlier, which would have helped 
us narrow down the issue faster and let us remediate sooner." "Everyone has the best intentions when building software. Good developers and architects think about error handling, corner cases, and building resilient systems. However, thinking about them isn’t enough. To ensure resiliency on an ongoing basis, you need 

to alway test your system’s capabilities and its ability to handle rare events. That’s why we built the Simian Army: Chaos Monkey to test resilience to instance failure, Latency Monkey to test resilience to network and service degradation, and Chaos Gorilla to test resilience to zone outage. A future improvement we 
want to make is expanding the Chaos Gorilla to make zone evacuation a one-click operation, making the decision even easier. Once we build up our muscles further, we want to introduce Chaos Kong to test resilience to a complete regional outage." "Every time we have an outage, we make sure that we have an incident 
review. The purpose of these reviews is not to place blame, but to learn what we can do better. After each incident we put together a detailed timeline and then ask ourselves, “ What could we have done better? How could we lessen the impact next time? How could we have detected the problem sooner?” We then take 

those answers and try to solve classes of problems instead of just the most recent problem. This is how we develop our best practices."

Edda — Learn the Stories of Your Cloud 
Deployments

Nov 6, 2012
"Operating “ in the cloud” has its challenges, and one of those challenges is that nothing is static. Virtual host instances are constantly coming and going, IP 

addresses can get reused by different applications, and firewalls suddenly appear as security configurations are updated. At Netflix we needed something to help 
us keep track of our ever-shifting environment within Amazon Web Services (AWS). Our solution is Edda."

"Today we are proud to announce that the source code for Edda is open and available." "Edda is a service that polls your AWS resources via AWS APIs 
and records the results. It allows you to quickly search through your resources and shows you how they have changed over time.

Previously this project was known within Netflix as Entrypoints (and mentioned in some blog posts), but the name was changed as the scope of the 
project grew. Edda (meaning “ a tale of Norse mythology”), seemed appropriate for the new name, as our application records the tales of Asgard." "At 

Netflix we need to be able to quickly query and analyze our AWS resources with widely varying search criteria. For instance, if we see a host with an EC2 
hostname that is causing problems on one of our API servers then we need to find out what that host is and what team is responsible, Edda allows us to 
do this. The APIs AWS provides are fast and efficient but limited in their querying ability. There is no way to find an instance by the hostname, or find 

all instances in a specific Availability Zone without first fetching all the instances and iterating through them.

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
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" Currently AWS does not provide APIs that allow you to see the history of your resources, but Edda records each AWS resource as versioned documents that can be recalled via the REST APIs. The “ current state” is stored in memory, which allows for quick access. Previous resource states and expired resources are 
stored in MongoDB (by default), which allows for efficient retrieval. Not only can you see how resources looked in the past, but you can also get unified diff output quickly and see all the changes a resource has gone through."

Announcing Blitz4j — a scalable 
logging framework

Nov 20, 2012
"We are proud to announce Blitz4j , a critical component of the Netflix logging infrastructure that helps Netflix achieve high volume logging without affecting 

scalability of the applications."

"Blitz4j is a logging framework built on top of log4j to reduce multithreaded contention and enable highly scalable logging without affecting application 
performance characteristics.

At Netflix, Blitz4j is used to log billions of events for monitoring, business intelligence reporting, debugging and other purposes. Blitz4j overcomes 
traditional log4j bottlenecks and comes built with a highly scalable and customizable asynchronous framework. Blitz4j also comes with the ability to 

convert the existing log4j appenders to use the asynchronous model without changing the existing log4j configurations." "Blitz4j comes with the 
following differences

Remove all critical synchronizations with concurrent data structures.
Extreme configurability in terms of in-memory buffer and worker threads

More isolation of application threads from logging threads by replacing the wait-notify model with an executor pool model.
Better handling of log messages during log storms with configurable summary.

Apart from the above, Blitz4j also provides the following.
Ability to dynamically configure log4j levels for debugging production problems without affecting the application performance.

Automatic conversion of any log4j appender to the asynchronous model statically or at runtime.
Realtime metrics regarding performance using Servo and dynamic configurability using Archaius."

Logging framework. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Logging is a critical part of any application infrastructure. At Netflix, we collect data for monitoring, business intelligence reporting etc. There is also a need to turn on finer grain of logging level for debugging customer issues.
In addition, in a service-oriented architecture, you depend on other central services and if those services break unexpectedly, your applications tend to log orders of magnitude higher than normal. This is where the scalability of the logging infrastructure comes to the fore. Any scalable logging infrastructure should be able 

to handle these kind of log storms providing useful information about the breakages without affecting the application performance."

Introducing Hystrix for Resilience 
Engineering

Nov 26, 2012
"In a distributed environment, failure of any given service is inevitable. Hystrix is a library designed to control the interactions between these distributed 

services providing greater tolerance of latency and failure."
"Hystrix does this by isolating points of access between the services, stopping cascading failures across them, and providing fallback options, all of which 

improve the system’s overall resiliency."
Operacional. Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
impacto cultural direto.

Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

AWS Re:Invent was Awesome! Dec 3, 2012
"There was a very strong Netflix presence at AWS Re:Invent in Las Vegas this week, from Reed Hastings appearing in the opening keynote, to a packed 

series of ten talks by Netflix management and engineers, and our very own expo booth. The event was a huge success, over 6000 attendees, great new product 
and service announcements, very well organized and we are looking forward to doing it again next year."

"Reed talks about taking inspiration from Nicholas Carr’s book “ the Big Switch” to realize that cloud would be the future, and over the last four years, 
Netflix has moved from initial investigation to having deployed about 95% of our capacity on AWS. By the end of next year Reed aims to be 100% on 
AWS and to be the biggest business entirely hosted on AWS apart from Amazon Retail. Streaming in 2008 was around a million hours a month, now 

it’s over a billion hours a month. A thousandfold increase is over four years is difficult to plan for, and while Netflix took the risk of being an early adopter 
of AWS in 2009, we were avoiding a bigger risk of being unable to build out capacity for streaming ourselves. “ The key is that now we’re on a cost 
curve and an architecture… that as all of this room does more with AWS we benefit, by that collective effect that gets you to scale and brings prices 

down.”"

É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento.

"Andy points out that Amazon Retail competes with Netflix in the video space, and asks what gave Reed the confidence to move to AWS. Reed replies that Jeff Bezos and Andy have both been very clear that AWS is a great business that should be run independently and the more that Amazon Retail competes with 
Netflix, the better symbol Netflix is that it’s safe to run on AWS. Andy replies “ Netflix is every bit as important a customer of AWS as Amazon Retail, and that’s true for all of our external customers”. "The discussion moves onto the future of cloud, and Reed points out that as wonderful as AWS is, we are still in the 

assembly language phase of cloud computing. Developers shouldn’t have to be picking individual instance types, just as they no longer need to worry about CPU register allocation because compilers handle that for them. Over the coming years, the cloud will add the ability to move live instances between instance 
types. We can see that this is technically possible because VMware does that today with VMotion, but bringing this capability to public cloud would allow cost optimization, improvements in bi-sectional bandwidth and great improvements in efficiency. There are great technical challenges to do this seamlessly at scale, 
and Reed wished Andy well in tackling these hard problems in the coming years." "In the final exchange, Andy asks what advice he can give to the audience, and Reed says to build products that you find exciting, and to watch House of Cards on Netflix on February 1st next year." "The final keynote, fireside chat with 
Werner Vogels and Jeff Bezos has interesting discussions of lean start-up principles and the nature of innovation. At 29'50" they discuss Netflix and the issues of competition between Amazon Prime and Netflix. Jeff says there is no issue, “ We bust our butt every day for Netflix”, and Werner says the way AWS works is 

the same for everyone, there are no special cases for Amazon.com, Netflix or anyone else."

Videos of the Netflix talks at AWS 
Re:Invent

Dec 10, 2012

 Most of the talks and panel sessions at AWS Re:Invent were recorded, but there are so many sessions that it’s hard to find the Netflix ones. Here’s a link to 
all of the videos posted by AWS that mention Netflix: http://www.youtube.com/user/AmazonWebServices/videos?query=netflix" "They are presented below 
in what seems like a natural order that tells the Netflix story, starting with the migration and video encoding talks, then talking about availability, Cassandra 

based storage, “ big data” and security architecture, ending up with operations and cost optimization. Unfortunately a talk on Chaos Monkey had technical 
issues with the recording and is not available.

É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. vídeos importantes : https://netflixtechblog.com/videos-of-the-netflix-talks-at-aws-re-invent-6760a6332da3

Hystrix Dashboard + Turbine Stream 
Aggregator

Dec 11, 2012
Two weeks ago we introduced Hystrix, a library for engineering resilience into distributed systems. Today we’re open sourcing the Hystrix dashboard 

application, as well as a new companion project called Turbine that provides low latency event stream aggregation.

"The Hystrix dashboard has significantly improved our operations by reducing discovery and recovery times during operational events. The duration of 
most production incidents (already less frequent due to Hystrix) is far shorter, with diminished impact, because we are now able to get realtime insights 
(1–2 second latency) into system behavior. The following snapshot shows six HystrixCommands being used by the Netflix API. Under the hood of this 

example dashboard, Turbine is aggregating data from 581 servers into a single stream of metrics supporting the dashboard application, which in turn 
streams the aggregated data to the browser for display in the UI."

Operacional. Baixo.
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Complexity In The Digital Supply Chain Dec 17, 2012
"Netflix launched in Denmark, Norway, Sweden, and Finland on Oct. 15th. I just returned from a trip to Europe to review the content deliveries with 

European studios that prepared content for this launch."

"This trip reinforced for me that today’s Digital Supply Chain for the streaming video industry is awash in accidental complexity. Fortunately the 
incentives to fix the supply chain are beginning to emerge. Netflix needs to innovate on the supply chain so that we can effectively increase licensing 
spending to create an outstanding member experience. The content owning studios need to innovate on the supply chain so that they can develop an 

effective, permanent, and growing sales channel for digital distribution customers like Netflix. Finally, post production houses have a fantastic opportunity 
to pivot their businesses to eliminate this complexity for their content owning customers." "The equivalent of Star Trek for the Digital Supply Chain is 
an online experience for content buyers where they browse available studio content catalogs and make selections for content to license on behalf of their 

consumers. Once an ‘order’ is completed on this system, the materials (video, audio, timed text, artwork, meta-data) flow into retailers systems 
automatically and out to customers in a short and predictable amount of time, 99% of the time. Eliminating today’s supply chain complexity will allow 
all of us to focus on continuing to innovate with production teams to bring amazing new experiences like 3D, 4K video, and many innovations not yet 

invented to our customer’s homes." "If Netflix can build this experience for our customers, then conceivably the industry can collaborate to build the same 
thing for the supply chain."

Tecnologia da cadeia de fornecimento. Alto.
Tecnologia ligada diretamente à cadeia digital de fornecimento para a indústria 

de video streaming.
Sim. Sim. Sim. Não.

"Given the level of cooperation needed, I predict it will take five to ten years to gain a shared set of motivations, standards, and engineering work to make this happen. Netflix, especially our Digital Supply Chain team, will be heavily involved due to our early scale in digital distribution." "To realize the construction of 
the Starship Enterprise, we need to innovate on two distinct but complementary tracks. They are:

Materials quality: Video, audio, text, artwork, and descriptive meta data for all of the needed spoken languages
B2B order and catalog management: Global online systems to track content orders and to curate content catalogs""Netflix invested heavily in 2012 in making it easier to deliver high quality video, audio, text, art work, and meta data to Netflix. We expanded our accepted video formats to include the de facto industry 

standard of Apple Pro Res. We built a new team, Content Partner Operations, to engage content owners and post production houses and mentor their efforts to prepare content for Netflix." "Content owners that are new to Netflix delivery will be able to turn any one of many post production houses certified to deliver to 
Netflix from all of our regions around the world. Content owners ability to prepare content for Netflix varies considerably. Those content owners who perform the best are those who understand the lineage of all of the files they send to Netflix. Let me illustrate this ‘lineage’ reference with an example." "There is a movie 

available for Netflix streaming that was so magnificently filmed, it won an Oscar for Cinematography. It was filmed widescreen in a 2.20:1 aspect ratio but it was available for streaming on Netflix in a modified 4:3 aspect ratio. How can this happen? I attribute this poor customer experience to an industry wide epidemic of 
‘versionitis’. After this film was produced, it was released in many formats. It was released in theaters, mastered for Blu-ray, formatted for airplane in flight viewing and formatted for the 4x3 televisions that prevailed in the era of this film. The creation of many versions of the film makes perfect sense but versioning 

becomes versionitis when retailers like Netflix neglect to clearly specify which version they want and when content owners don’t have a good handle on which versions they have. The first delivery made to Netflix of this film must have been derived from the 4x3 broadcast television cut. Netflix QC initially missed this 
problem and we put this version up for our streaming customers. We eventually realized our error and issued a re-delivery request from the content owner to receive this film in the original aspect ratio that the filmmakers intended for viewing the film. Versionitis from the initial delivery resulted in a poor customer 

experience and then Netflix and the content owner incurred new and unplanned spending to execute new deliveries to fix the customer experience." 'Our recent trip to Europe revealed that the common theme of those studios that struggled with delivery was versionitis. They were not sure which cut of video to deliver or if 
those cuts of video were aligned with language subtitle files for the content. The studios that performed the best have a well established digital archive that avoids versionitis. They know the lineage of all of their video sources and those video files’ alignment with their correlated subtitle files.

There is a link between content owner revenue and content owner delivery skill. Frequently Netflix finds itself looking for opportunities to grow its streaming catalogs quickly with budget dollars that have not yet been allocated. Increasingly the Netflix deal teams are considering the effectiveness of a content owner’s 
delivery abilities when making those spending decisions. Simply put, content owners who can deliver quickly and without error are getting more licensing revenue from Netflix than those content owners suffering from versionitis and the resulting delivery problems.

A Closer Look at the Christmas Eve 
Outage

Dec 31, 2012
"Netflix streaming was impacted on Christmas Eve 2012 by problems in the Amazon Web Services (AWS) Elastic Load Balancer (ELB) service that routes 

network traffic to the Netflix services supporting streaming. The postmortem report by AWS can be read here. We apologize for the inconvenience and loss of 
service. We’d like to explain what happened and how we continue to invest in higher availability solutions."

"The problems at AWS caused a partial Netflix streaming outage that started at around 12:30 PM Pacific Time on December 24 and grew in scope later 
that afternoon. The outage primarily affected playback on TV connected devices in the US, Canada and Latin America. Our service in the UK, Ireland and 

Nordic countries was not impacted."
Cloud. Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
impacto cultural direto.

Não. Não. Não. Não.
t is still early days for cloud innovation and there is certainly more to do in terms of building resiliency in the cloud. In 2012 we started to investigate running Netflix in more than one AWS region and got a better gauge on the complexity and investment needed to make these changes.

We have plans to work on this in 2013. It is an interesting and hard problem to solve, since there is a lot more data that will need to be replicated over a wide area and the systems involved in switching traffic between regions must be extremely reliable and capable of avoiding cascading overload failures. Naive 
approaches could have the downside of being more expensive, more complex and cause new problems that might make the service less reliable. Look for upcoming blog posts as we make progress in implementing regional resiliency.

Janitor Monkey — Keeping the Cloud 
Tidy and Clean

Jan 4, 2013
"At Netflix, when we analyzed our Amazon Web Services (AWS) usage, we found a lot of unused resources and we needed a solution to rectify this problem. 
Diligent engineers can manually delete unused resources via Asgard but we needed a way to automatically detect and clean them up. Our solution was Janitor 

Monkey."

"We have written about our Simian Army in the past and we are now proud to announce that the source code for the new member of our simian army, 
Janitor Monkey, is now open and available to the public." "Janitor Monkey is a service which runs in the Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud looking 

for unused resources to clean up." "Since there can be exceptions when you want to keep an unused resource around, before a resource is deleted by Janitor 
Monkey, the owner of the resource will receive a notification a configurable number of days ahead of the cleanup time. This is to prevent a resource that is 

still needed from being deleted by Janitor Monkey. The resource owner can then flag the resources that they want to keep as exceptions and Janitor 
Monkey will leave them alone."

Cloud. Baixo.
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Hadoop Platform as a Service in the 
Cloud

Jan 10, 2013

"Hadoop has become the de facto standard for managing and processing hundreds of terabytes to petabytes of data. At Netflix, our Hadoop-based data 
warehouse is petabyte-scale, and growing rapidly. However, with the big data explosion in recent times, even this is not very novel anymore. Our 

architecture, however, is unique as it enables us to build a data warehouse of practically infinite scale in the cloud (both in terms of data and computational 
power). In this article, we discuss our cloud-based data warehouse, how it is different from a traditional data center-based Hadoop infrastructure, and how we 

leverage the elasticity of the cloud to build a system that is dynamically scalable. We also introduce Genie, which is our in-house Hadoop Platform as a 
Service (PaaS) that provides REST-ful APIs for job execution and resource management."

"In this article, we discuss our cloud-based data warehouse, how it is different from a traditional data center-based Hadoop infrastructure, and how we 
leverage the elasticity of the cloud to build a system that is dynamically scalable. We also introduce Genie, which is our in-house Hadoop Platform as a 
Service (PaaS) that provides REST-ful APIs for job execution and resource management." "Amazon provides Hadoop Infrastructure as a Service, via their 
Elastic MapReduce (EMR) offering. EMR provides an API to provision and run Hadoop clusters (i.e. infrastructure), on which you can run one or more 
Hadoop jobs. We have implemented Hadoop Platform as a Service (called “ Genie”), which provides a higher level of abstraction, where one can submit 

individual Hadoop, Hive and Pig jobs via a REST-ful API without having to provision new Hadoop clusters, or installing any Hadoop, Hive or Pig 
clients. Furthermore, it enables administrators to manage and abstract out configurations of various back-end Hadoop resources in the cloud.' "Genie is a 

set of REST-ful services for job and resource management in the Hadoop ecosystem. Two key services are the Execution Service, which provides a REST-
ful API to submit and manage Hadoop, Hive and Pig jobs, and the Configuration Service, which is a repository of available Hadoop resources, along with 

the metadata required to connect to and run jobs on these resources." "Although it continues to be a work in progress, we use Genie heavily in our 
production environment. It is currently deployed in a 6–12 node Auto Scaling Group (ASG), spanning three Availability Zones for load-balancing and 
fault tolerance purposes. For horizontal scalability, we adjust the number of nodes based on load (i.e. the number of concurrent running jobs). This is 

configured via CloudWatch alarms, coupled with auto-scaling policies managed by Asgard. Genie instances are registered with Eureka, and clients use the 
Eureka API to choose an available instance to run their job. To avoid client skew, Genie also forwards job requests to other lightly loaded instances, when 
an instance gets more requests than it can handle. Genie currently supports hundreds of concurrent job submissions at any time. On a daily basis, it runs 

hundreds of Hive jobs from our visualization tools and our custom Hive/Pig Web UI, plus thousands of Hive and Pig-based ETL jobs. Scaling to 
thousands of concurrent jobs is theoretically possible, simply by increasing the number of instances in the ASG."

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
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"We use S3 as the “ source of truth” for our cloud-based data warehouse. Any dataset that is worth retaining is stored on S3. This includes data from billions of streaming events from (Netflix-enabled) televisions, laptops, and mobile devices every hour captured by our log data pipeline (called Ursula), plus dimension 
data from Cassandra supplied by our Aegisthus pipeline. So why do we use S3, and not HDFS as the source of truth? Firstly, S3 is designed for 99.999999999% durability and 99.99% availability of objects over a given year, and can sustain concurrent loss of data in two facilities. Secondly, S3 provides bucket 

versioning, which we use to protect against inadvertent data loss (e.g. if a developer errantly deletes some data, we can easily recover it). Thirdly, S3 is elastic, and provides practically “ unlimited” size" "Finally, our use of S3 as the data warehouse enables us to run multiple, highly dynamic clusters that are adaptable to 
failures and load, as we will show in the following sections. On the flip side, reading and writing from S3 can be slower than writing to HDFS. However, most queries and processes tend to be multi-stage MapReduce jobs, where mappers in the first stage read input data in parallel from S3, and reducers in the last stage 

write output data back to S3. HDFS and local storage are used for all intermediate and transient data, which reduces the performance overhead."

NetflixOSS Open House Jan 14, 2013

"As many of you know, we have open sourced many components of the Netflix infrastructure over the last year — ranging from our deployment console 
Asgard and Simian Army Monkeys, to the Cassandra and Zookeeper clients that we use internally. We hope that these tools are helping you run your 

business on Amazon Web Services, just like they help us. You can find all of our open source projects at our Github site." "So far we’ve had great interest 
and involvement from the open source community, and would like to extend an invitation to our NetflixOSS Open House. At this event you can meet the 

authors of the components and deep-dive into technology and architectural choices. We’ll show how all the components fit together, and share some details 
on what’s coming next on our Open Source Platform roadmap."

É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento.
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Optimizing the Netflix API Jan 15, 2013 "This post is part one of a series on the architecture of our redesigned API."

"The new Netflix API architecture is a significant departure from our previous generic RESTful API. Dynamic JVM languages combined with an 
asynchronous Java API and the reactive programming model have proven to be a powerful combination to enable safe and efficient development of highly 

concurrent code.
The end result is a fault-tolerant, performant platform that puts control in the hands of those who know their target applications the best."

API. Baixo.
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Reactive Programming at Netflix Jan 16, 2013
"Over the last year, Netflix has reinvented our client-server interaction model. One of the key building blocks of our platform is Microsoft’s open-source 
Reactive Extensions library (Rx). Netflix is a big believer in the Rx model, because Rx has made it much easier for us to build complex asynchronous 

programs."

"Events and AJAX requests are sequences of values that are pushed from the producer to the consumer asynchronously. The consumer reacts to the data as 
it comes in, which is why asynchronous programming is also called Reactive Programming. Every web application is a reactive program, because code 

reacts to events like mouse clicks, key presses, and the asynchronous arrival of data from the server. Asynchronous programming is hard, because logical 
units of code have to be split across many different callbacks so that they can be resumed after async operations complete. To make matters worse, most 

programming languages have no facilities for propagating asynchronous errors. Asynchronous errors aren’t thrown on the stack, which means that try/catch 
blocks are useless." "The Reactive Extensions library models each event as a collection of data rather than a series of callbacks. This is a revolutionary 
idea, because once you model an event as a collection you can transform events in much the same way you might transform in-memory collections. Rx 

provides developers with a SQL-like query language that can be used to sequence, filter, and transform events. Rx also makes it possible to propagate and 
handle asynchronous errors in a manner similar to synchronous error handling."

Operacional. Baixo.
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NetflixGraph Metadata Library: An 
Optimization Case Study

Jan 18, 2013

"Here at Netflix, we serve more than 30 million subscribers across over 40 countries. These users collectively generate billions of requests per day, most of 
which require metadata about our videos. Each call we receive can potentially cull through thousands of video metadata attributes. In order to minimize the 
latency at which this data can be accessed, we generally store most of it directly in RAM on the servers responsible for servicing live traffic." "This article 

specifically details how we achieved a 90% reduction in the memory footprint of NetflixGraph. The results of this work will be open-sourced in the coming 
months." "This article has discussed one of the approaches we took for compacting directed graph data in the context of one of our more recognizable data sets 

— deeply personalized genres. Any application with data sets which lend themselves to representation as directed graphs can benefit from this specific 
optimization. We will be open-sourcing the memory optimized graph component of this library in the coming months. Stay tuned!"

"We have two main applications that package and deliver this data to the servers which enable all of our user experiences — from playing movies on the 
thousands of devices we support to just checking out our selection with their cell phones:

VMS, our Video Metadata Platform, and
NetflixGraph, which contains data representable as a directed graph" "VMS is responsible for packaging data about videos such as synopses, titles, as well 

as data about video artwork and streams. NetflixGraph contains data about relationships between entities like videos, characters, and tags (e.g. gritty, 
quirky, funny). This data enables the highly personalized service our users enjoy. Remember when you let Netflix know that you enjoyed Exciting 

movies? Fantasy movies? Remember when you enjoyed watching Spider-Man? That’s why we decided to recommend Captain America to you. In the 
directed graph NetflixGraph represents, Captain America is connected to many of the things we’ve discovered explicitly and implicitly about you." "At 

runtime, when we need to find the set of connections over some property for a given object, we go through the following steps:
find the object’s ordinal.

look up the pointer into our byte array for this object.
find the first property for the node type of this object in our schema.

while the current property is not the property where interested in: 4a. read how many bytes are used to represent this property. — 4b. increment our 
pointer by the value discovered in (4a).

move to the next property in the schema.
iteratively decode values from the byte array, each time adding the current value to the previous value.

look up the connected objects by the returned ordinals.
Results

When we dropped this new data structure in the existing NetflixGraph library, our memory footprint was reduced by 90%. A histogram of our test 
application from above, loading the exact same set of data, now looks like the following:"

Dados. Médio. Tecnologia que se relaciona a análise de dados. Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Internal to the graph data structure, we refer to each object only by its assigned ordinal. This way, we avoid using expensive 64-bit object references. Instead, the objects to which another object is connected can be represented by just a list of integers (ordinals). In the above diagram, we can see that the node which was 
assigned the ordinal “ 2” is connected to nodes 3, 5, and 7. These connections are of course fully representable by just the list of integers [ 3, 5, 7 ].

Our data structure maintains two arrays. One is an integer array, and the other is a byte array. Each object’s connections are encoded into the byte array as delta-encoded variable-byte integers (more on this in the next paragraph). The integer array contains offsets into the byte array, such that the connections for the object 
represented by some ordinal are encoded starting at the byte indicated by offsetArray[ordinal]." "Variable-byte encoding is a way to represent integers in a variable number of bytes, whereby smaller values are represented in fewer bytes. An excellent explanation is available here on Wikipedia. Because smaller values can be 

represented in fewer bytes, we benefit significantly if we can represent our connected ordinals with smaller values. If we sort the ordinals for some connection set in ascending order, we might represent each connection not by it’s actual value, but by the difference between it’s value and the previous value in the set. For 
example, if we had some ordinals [1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13], we would represent this with the values [1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 4, 2]." "Of course, there’s more to our data than just nodes and connections. Each node is typed (e.g. Video, Genre, Character), and each type has a different set of properties. For example, a video may belong 

to several genres, which is one type of connection. But it also may depict several characters, which is a different type of connection."

Announcing Ribbon: Tying the Netflix 
Mid-Tier Services Together

Jan 28, 2013
"Netflix embraces a fine-grained Service Oriented Architecture as the underpinning of its Cloud based deployment model. Currently, we run hundreds of such 
fine grained services that are collectively responsible in handling the customer facing requests via a few “ Edge Services” such as the Netflix API Service. A 

lightweight REST based protocol is the choice for inter process communication amongst these services."

"The Netflix Internal Web Service Framework (aka NIWS) forms the bedrock of this architecture in the realm of communication. Together with the 
previously announced Eureka, which aids in service discovery, NIWS provides all the components pertinent for making REST calls.

NIWS is comprised of a REST client and server framework, based on JSR-311 which is a RESTful API specification for Java. Our services use various 
payload data serialization formats such as Avro, XML, JSON, Thrift and Google Protocol Buffers. NIWS provides the mechanism for serializing and 

deserializing the data." "Today, we are happy to announce Ribbon as the latest offering of our hugely popular and growing Open Source libraries hosted on 
GitHub.

Ribbon, as a first cut, mainly offers the client side software load balancing algorithms which have been battle tested at Netflix along with a few of the other 
components that form our Inter Process Communication stack (aka NIWS). We plan to continue open sourcing the rest the of the NIWS stack in the 

coming months. Please note that the loadbalancers mentioned are the internal client-side loadbalancers used alongside Eureka that are primarily used for 
load balancing requests to our mid-tier services. For our public facing Edge Services we continue to use Amazon’s ELB Service."

Cloud. Baixo.
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Reactive Programming in the Netflix API 
with RxJava

Feb 4, 2013
"This post takes a closer look at how and why we use the reactive model and introduces our open source project RxJava — a Java implementation of Rx 

(Reactive Extensions)."

Reactive programming offers efficient execution and composition by providing a collection of operators capable of filtering, selecting, transforming, 
combining and composing Observables.

The Observable data type can be thought of as a “ push” equivalent to Iterable which is “ pull”. With an Iterable, the consumer pulls values from the 
producer and the thread blocks until those values arrive. By contrast with the Observable type, the producer pushes values to the consumer whenever 

values are available. This approach is more flexible, because values can arrive synchronously or asynchronously.
The Observable type adds two missing semantics to the Gang of Four’s Observer pattern, which are available in the Iterable type:

The ability for the producer to signal to the consumer that there is no more data available.
The ability for the producer to signal to the consumer that an error has occurred.

With these two simple additions, we have unified the Iterable and Observable types. The only difference between them is the direction in which the data 
flows. This is very important because now any operation we perform on an Iterable, can also be performed on an Observable.

API. Baixo.
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First NetflixOSS Meetup Feb 11, 2013

"The inaugural Netflix Open Source Software (NetflixOSS) meetup was held at Netflix headquarters in Los Gatos California on February 6th 2013. We had 
over 200 attendees; individual developers, academics, vendors and companies, from small startups to the largest global corporations.

For those who missed it, a video of the presentations made at the event is included below. We also had visitors from TechCrunch and GigaOM writing 
stories about us."

é um evento- "We announced a brand new project at the Meetup; we are working on multi-region failover and traffic sharing patterns to provide higher 
availability for the streaming service during regional outages caused by our own bugs and AWS issues. To do this we need to directly control the DNS 

configuration that routes users to each region and each zone. When we looked at the features and vendors in this space we found that we were already using 
AWS Route53, which has a nice API but is missing some advanced features; Neustar UltraDNS, which has a SOAP based API; and DynECT, which has 
an awkwardly structured REST API. We couldn’t find a Java based API that abstracted all these vendors into the common set of capabilities that we are 

interested in, so we are creating one. The idea is that any feature that is supported by more than one vendor API is the highest common denominator, and 
that functionality can be switched between vendors as needed, or in the event of a DNS vendor outage.

With most NetflixOSS projects, we are running the code in production at the point where we open source it on github. In the case of Denominator we are 
already sharing the code with DNS vendors who are helping us get the abstraction model right, and we will make it generally available during the 

development process. Denominator is a Java library for controlling DNS, we are building it to be as portable as possible, with few dependencies. We will 
embed it in services such as Edda, which collects the historical state of our cloud. This project is being led by Adrian Cole, who is well known as the 
author of the cross platform jClouds open source project. He recently joined Netflix and is bringing a lot of valuable experience to our platform team."

É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento.

The inside story of how this meetup happened provides another example of how Netflix culture works. We don’t have a recipe for a meetup, there was no master plan with a Steve Jobs like attention to getting the fine details exactly right. There was no process. Instead, we told people the high level goals of what we were 
trying to do, got out of the way and trusted that they could figure it out or ask for clarification as needed. On the day of the event we had excellent facilities support setting everything up, making sure people knew where to go, and staying up very late to put it all away. We had wonderful asian finger food (sushi!) and 

plenty of beer and wine." " It sounds too good to be true but good ideas “ get legs” at Netflix, and take off in a way that isn’t often seen at other companies. Netflix gets out of the way of innovation. We get more done with fewer people in less time, and this is a key ingredient to maintaining high talent density, because 
employees aren’t being frustrated by bureaucracy, the default behavior is to trust their judgement. Just like with NetflixOSS components, we apply similar philosophy with our people — whole is greater than the sum of the parts. Together, the amazing people that we have are able to accomplish much more, than all of 
their individual accomplishments put together." "Ruslan opened by showing everyone an email exchange. In mid 2011 Jordan sent an email to some managers asking what the process was to open-source a project, the reply was that there is no process or policy, just go ahead. Jordan then asked if he should just put on 
Apache license headers and show it to legal, and the response was “ If you think legal review is going to improve your code quality, go ahead!”. When the code was ready it was released in late 2011 as Curator. During 2012 another 15 projects were added, and three more already in 2013." "When we built our platform 
we focused on what mattered to Netflix: scalability so we could roll out our streaming product globally; functionality so that our developers could build faster; and availability by leveraging multiple availability zones in each region. We regard portability as an issue we can defer, since AWS is so far ahead of the market 
in terms of functionality and scale, and we don’t want to hobble ourselves in the short term. However as we share the NetflixOSS platform, there is demand from end users and vendors to begin porting some of the projects for use in datacenter and hybrid cloud configurations. For the foreseeable future Netflix is planning 

to stay on AWS, but in the long term portability may be useful to us as well."

Active-Active for Multi-Regional 
Resiliency

Feb 12, 2013
"In June, we talked about Isthmus — our approach to achieve resiliency against region-wide ELB outage. After completing the Isthmus project we embarked 
on the next step in our quest for higher resiliency and availability — a full multi-regional Active-Active solution. This project is now complete, and Netflix 

is running Active-Active across the USA, so this post aims to highlight some of the interesting challenges and learnings we found along the way."

"In general, failure rates an organization is dealing with depend largely on 2 factors: scale of operational deployment and velocity of change. If both scale 
and speed are small, then most of the time things just work. Once scale starts to grow, even with slow velocity, the chance of hardware failure will 

increase. Conversely, even at small scale, if velocity is fast enough, chance of software failure will increase. Ultimately, if you’re running at scale and still 
pursuing high velocity — things will break all the time.

Of course, not all failures are created equal. The types of failures that we’ll focus on in this post are the most important and difficult to deal with — 
complete and prolonged service outages with unhappy customers flooding customer service lines, going to twitter to express their frustration, articles 
popping up across multiple publications announcing “ service X is down!”." "At Netflix, our internal availability goals are 99.99% — which does not 
leave much time for our services to be down. So in addition to deploying our services across multiple instances and Availability Zones, we decided to 
deploy them across multiple AWS Regions as well. Complete regional infrastructure outage is extremely unlikely, but our pace of change sometimes 
breaks critical services in a region, and we wanted to make Netflix resilient to any of the underlying dependencies. In doing so, we’re leveraging the 

principles of Isolation and Redundancy: a failure of any kind in one Region should not affect services running in another, a networking partitioning event 
should not affect quality of service in either Region." "This post described the technical challenges and solutions for Active-Active. The non-technical 

level of complexity is even more difficult , especially given that many other important projects were being worked on at the same time. The secret sauce 
for success were the amazing teams and incredible engineers that work at Netflix, and the ability of AWS to rapidly provision additional capacity in US-

West-2. It’s all of the teams working together that made this happen in only a few months from beginning to end."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Netflix Queue: Data migration for a high 
volume web application

Feb 14, 2013
There will come a time in the life of most systems serving data, when there is a need to migrate data to a more reliable, scalable and high performance data 
store while maintaining or improving data consistency, latency and efficiency. This document explains the data migration technique we used at Netflix to 

migrate the user’s queue data between two different distributed NoSQL storage systems.

Our goal was to migrate data off of SimpleDB with the following requirements:
High Data Consistency

High Reliability and Availability
No downtime for reads and writes

No degradation in performance of the existing application
After careful considerations and running various performance benchmarks, we decided to use Cassandra as the new data store for Queue service as it suited 

well for our high volume, low latency writes requirements and for our reads that are primarily accessed through key-value lookups.

Migração de dados. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Announcing EVCache: Distributed in-
memory datastore for Cloud

Feb 25, 2013
EVCache is a distributed in-memory caching solution based on memcached & spymemcached that is well integrated with Netflix OSS and AWS 

EC2 infrastructure. Today we are announcing the open sourcing of EVCache client library on Github.

EVCache is a distributed in-memory caching solution based on memcached & spymemcached that is well integrated with Netflix OSS and AWS 
EC2 infrastructure. Today we are announcing the open sourcing of EVCache client library on Github. EVCache is an abbreviation for:

Ephemeral — The data stored is for a short duration as specified by its TTL (Time To Live).
Volatile — The data can disappear any time (Evicted).

Cache — An in-memory key-value store.
The advantages of distributed caching are:

Faster response time compared to data being fetched from source/database
Reduces the load and number of servers needed to handle the requests as most of the requests are served by the cache

Increases the throughput of the services fronted by the cache

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Python at Netflix Mar 11, 2013
"We’ve blogged a lot about how we use Java here at Netflix, but Python’s footprint in our environment continues to increase. In honor of our sponsorship of 

PyCon, we wanted to highlight our many uses of Python at Netflix."

"Developers at Netflix have the freedom to choose the technologies best suited for the job. More and more, developers turn to Python due to its rich 
batteries-included standard library, succinct and clean yet expressive syntax, large developer community, and the wealth of third party libraries one can tap 
into to solve a given problem. Its dynamic underpinnings enable developers to rapidly iterate and innovate, two very important qualities at Netflix. These 

features (and more) have led to increasingly pervasive use of Python in everything from small tools using boto to talk to AWS, to storing information 
with python-memcached and pycassa, managing processes with Envoy, polling restful APIs to large applications with requests, providing web interfaces 

with CherryPy and Bottle, and crunching data with scipy. To illustrate, here are some current projects taking advantage of Python:"

Python. Alto. Tecnologia ligada diretamente a produção e desenvolvimento de conteúdo. Sim. Sim. Sim. Sim.

"Our Data Science and Engineering teams rely heavily on Python to help surface insights from the vast quantities of data produced by the organization. Python is used in tools for monitoring data quality, managing data movement and syncing, expressing business logic inside our ETL workflows, and running various 
web applications to visualize data.

One such application is Sting, a lightweight RESTful web service that slices, dices, and produces visualizations of large in-memory datasets. Our data science teams use Sting to analyze and iterate against the results of Hive queries on our big data platform. While a Hive query may take hours to complete, once the 
initial dataset is loaded in Sting, additional iterations using OLAP style operations enjoy sub-second response times. Datasets can be set to periodically refresh, so results are kept fresh and up to date. Sting is written entirely in Python, making heavy use of libraries such as pandas and numpy to perform fast filtering and 

aggregation operations."

Introducing the first NetflixOSS Recipe: 
RSS Reader

Mar 11, 2013

"While we continue to open source more of our components, it would be useful to open source a set of applications that can tie up these components together. 
This is the first in the series of “ Netflix OSS recipes” that we intend to open source in the coming year that showcases the various components and how they 

work in conjunction with each other. While we expect many users to cherry pick the parts of Netflix OSS stack, we hope to show how using some of the 
Netflix OSS components in unison is very advantageous for you." "Our goal is illustrate the power of the Netflix OSS platform by showing real life examples. 

We hope to increase adoption by building out the Netflix OSS stack, increase awareness by holding more Netflix OSS meetups, lower the barriers by 
working on push button deployments of our recipes in the coming months, etc."

"This document explains how to build a simple RSS Reader application (also commonly referred to as a news aggregator application). As defined in 
Wikipedia, a RSS reader application does the following: “ In computing, a news aggregator, also termed a feed aggregator, feed reader, news reader, RSS 

reader or simply aggregator, is client software or a Web application which aggregates syndicated web content such as news headlines, blogs, podcasts, and 
video blogs (vlogs) in one location for easy viewing.”"

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Public Continuous Integration Builds for 
our OSS Projects

Mar 12, 2013

"As Netflix continues to open source our platform (26 projects at the last count), our GitHub repos are seeing more and more changes, both commits from the 
project owners and pull requests from external contributors.

To provide more visibility into the quality of those changes, we’re setting up public builds for all our open source projects so that everyone can see the latest 
build status and test results.

The builds run on a public Jenkins hosted by our friends at CloudBees, using their Dev@Cloud service which is free for open source projects."

The builds run on a public Jenkins hosted by our friends at CloudBees, using their Dev@Cloud service which is free for open source projects." Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

AMI Creation with Aminator Mar 22, 2013
"Aminator is a tool for creating custom Amazon Machine Images (AMIs). It is the latest implementation of a series of AMI creation tools that we have 

developed over the past three years. A little retrospective on AMI creation at Netflix will help you better understand Aminator."
"Aminator is a tool for creating custom Amazon Machine Images (AMIs). It is the latest implementation of a series of AMI creation tools that we have 

developed over the past three years. A little retrospective on AMI creation at Netflix will help you better understand Aminator."
Cloud. Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
impacto cultural direto.

Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

System Architectures for Personalization 
and Recommendation

Mar 27, 2013

"In our previous posts about Netflix personalization, we highlighted the importance of using both data and algorithms to create the best possible experience 
for Netflix members. We also talked about the importance of enriching the interaction and engaging the user with the recommendation system. Today we’re 

exploring another important piece of the puzzle: how to create a software architecture that can deliver this experience and support rapid innovation. Coming up 
with a software architecture that handles large volumes of existing data, is responsive to user interactions, and makes it easy to experiment with new 

recommendation approaches is not a trivial task. In this post we will describe how we address some of these challenges at Netflix."

"To start with, we present an overall system diagram for recommendation systems in the following figure. The main components of the architecture 
contain one or more machine learning algorithms." "One of the key issues in a personalization architecture is how to combine and manage online and 

offline computation in a seamless manner. Nearline computation is an intermediate compromise between these two modes in which we can perform online-
like computations, but do not require them to be served in real-time. Model training is another form of computation that uses existing data to generate a 
model that will later be used during the actual computation of results. Another part of the architecture describes how the different kinds of events and data 
need to be handled by the Event and Data Distribution system. A related issue is how to combine the different Signals and Models that are needed across 
the offline, nearline, and online regimes. Finally, we also need to figure out how to combine intermediate Recommendation Results in a way that makes 
sense for the user. The rest of this post will detail these components of this architecture as well as their interactions. In order to do so, we will break the 
general diagram into different sub-systems and we will go into the details of each of them. As you read on, it is worth keeping in mind that our whole 
infrastructure runs across the public Amazon Web Services cloud" At Netflix, our near-real-time event flow is managed through an internal framework 
called Manhattan. Manhattan is a distributed computation system that is central to our algorithmic architecture for recommendation. It is somewhat 

similar to Twitter’s Storm, but it addresses different concerns and responds to a different set of internal requirements. The data flow is managed mostly 
through logging through Chukwa to Hadoop for the initial steps of the process. Later we use Hermes as our publish-subscribe mechanism." 

Recomendações. Alto. Tecnologia ligada diretamente a recomendação de conteúdo. Sim. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. Sim.

"Online computation can respond quickly to events and use the most recent data. An example is to assemble a gallery of action movies sorted for the member using the current context. Online components are subject to an availability and response time Service Level Agreements (SLA) that specifies the maximum latency 
of the process in responding to requests from client applications while our member is waiting for recommendations to appear. This can make it harder to fit complex and computationally costly algorithms in this approach. Also, a purely online computation may fail to meet its SLA in some circumstances, so it is always 

important to think of a fast fallback mechanism such as reverting to a precomputed result. Computing online also means that the various data sources involved also need to be available online, which can require additional infrastructure." "On the other end of the spectrum, offline computation allows for more choices in 
algorithmic approach such as complex algorithms and less limitations on the amount of data that is used. A trivial example might be to periodically aggregate statistics from millions of movie play events to compile baseline popularity metrics for recommendations. Offline systems also have simpler engineering 

requirements. For example, relaxed response time SLAs imposed by clients can be easily met. New algorithms can be deployed in production without the need to put too much effort into performance tuning. This flexibility supports agile innovation. At Netflix we take advantage of this to support rapid experimentation: 
if a new experimental algorithm is slower to execute, we can choose to simply deploy more Amazon EC2 instances to achieve the throughput required to run the experiment, instead of spending valuable engineering time optimizing performance for an algorithm that may prove to be of little business value. However, 

because offline processing does not have strong latency requirements, it will not react quickly to changes in context or new data. Ultimately, this can lead to staleness that may degrade the member experience. Offline computation also requires having infrastructure for storing, computing, and accessing large sets of 
precomputed results." "Nearline computation can be seen as a compromise between the two previous modes. In this case, computation is performed exactly like in the online case. However, we remove the requirement to serve results as soon as they are computed and can instead store them, allowing it to be 

asynchronous. The nearline computation is done in response to user events so that the system can be more responsive between requests. This opens the door for potentially more complex processing to be done per event. An example is to update recommendations to reflect that a movie has been watched immediately after 
a member begins to watch it. Results can be stored in an intermediate caching or storage back-end. Nearline computation is also a natural setting for applying incremental learning algorithms." "In any case, the choice of online/nearline/offline processing is not an either/or question. All approaches can and should be 
combined. There are many ways to combine them. We already mentioned the idea of using offline computation as a fallback. Another option is to precompute part of a result with an offline process and leave the less costly or more context-sensitive parts of the algorithms for online computation." "ther unsupervised 

approaches such as clustering also allow for offline computation of the cluster centers and online assignment of clusters. These examples point to the possibility of separating our model training into a large-scale and potentially complex global model training on the one hand and a lighter user-specific model training or 
updating phase that can be performed online." "Much of the computation we need to do when running personalization machine learning algorithms can be done offline. This means that the jobs can be scheduled to be executed periodically and their execution does not need to be synchronous with the request or 

presentation of the results. " "There are two main kinds of tasks that fall in this category: model training and batch computation of intermediate or final results. In the model training jobs, we collect relevant existing data and apply a machine learning algorithm produces a set of model parameters (which we will henceforth 
refer to as the model). This model will usually be encoded and stored in a file for later consumption. Although most of the models are trained offline in batch mode, we also have some online learning techniques where incremental training is indeed performed online. Batch computation of results is the offline computation 
process defined above in which we use existing models and corresponding input data to compute results that will be used at a later time either for subsequent online processing or direct presentation to the user. Both of these tasks need refined data to process, which usually is generated by running a database query. Since 
these queries run over large amounts of data, it can be beneficial to run them in a distributed fashion, which makes them very good candidates for running on Hadoop via either Hive or Pig jobs." "Regardless of whether we are doing an online or offline computation, we need to think about how an algorithm will handle 
three kinds of inputs: models, data, and signals. Models are usually small files of parameters that have been previously trained offline. Data is previously processed information that has been stored in some sort of database, such as movie metadata or popularity. We use the term “ signals” to refer to fresh information we 

input to algorithms. This data is obtained from live services and can be made of user-related information, such as what the member has watched recently, or context data such as session, device, date, or time.""Our goal is to turn member interaction data into insights that can be used to improve the member’s experience. 
For that reason, we would like the various Netflix user interface applications (Smart TVs, tablets, game consoles, etc.) to not only deliver a delightful user experience but also collect as many user events as possible. These actions can be related to clicks, browsing, viewing, or even the content of the viewport at any time. 
Events can then be aggregated to provide base data for our algorithms. Here we try to make a distinction between data and events, although the boundary is certainly blurry. We think of events as small units of time-sensitive information that need to be processed with the least amount of latency possible. These events are 
routed to trigger a subsequent action or process, such as updating a nearline result set. On the other hand, we think of data as more dense information units that might need to be processed and stored for later use. Here the latency is not as important as the information quality and quantity. Of course, there are user events 
that can be treated as both events and data and therefore sent to both flows." "The goal of our machine learning approach is to come up with personalized recommendations. These recommendation results can be serviced directly from lists that we have previously computed or they can be generated on the fly by online 

algorithms. Of course, we can think of using a combination of both where the bulk of the recommendations are computed offline and we add some freshness by post-processing the lists with online algorithms that use real-time signals." "At Netflix, we store offline and intermediate results in various repositories to be later 
consumed at request time: the primary data stores we use are Cassandra, EVCache, and MySQL. Each solution has advantages and disadvantages over the others. MySQL allows for storage of structured relational data that might be required for some future process through general-purpose querying. However, the 

generality comes at the cost of scalability issues in distributed environments. Cassandra and EVCache both offer the advantages of key-value stores. Cassandra is a well-known and standard solution when in need of a distributed and scalable no-SQL store. Cassandra works well in some situations, however in cases where 

NetflixOSS Meetup Series 1 Episode 2 
— Announcing the Cloud Prize

Mar 29, 2013
"On March 13th we held our "second NetflixOSS meetup. It was well attended and used the same format of some presentations followed by demonstrations of 

the latest projects. Videos and slides are embedded below.
É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento.

HTML5 Video at Netflix Apr 15, 2013

"Today, we’re excited to talk about proposed extensions to HTML5 video that enable playback of premium video content on the web." "We currently use 
Microsoft Silverlight to deliver streaming video to web browsers on the PC and Mac. It provides a high-quality streaming experience and lets us easily 

experiment with improvements to our adaptive streaming algorithms. But since Microsoft announced the end of life of Silverlight 5 in 2021, we need to find a 
replacement some time within the next 8 years. We’d like to share some progress we’ve made towards our goal of moving to HTML5 video."

"Silverlight is a browser plugin which allows our customers to simply click “ Play” on the Netflix website and watch their favorite movies or TV shows, 
but browser plugins have a few disadvantages. First, customers need to install the browser plugin on their computer prior to streaming video. For some 

customers, Netflix might be the only service they use which requires the Silverlight browser plugin. Second, some view browser plugins as a security and 
privacy risk and choose not to install them or use tools to disable them. Third, not all browsers support plugins (eg: Safari on iOS, Internet Explorer in 

Metro mode on Windows 8), so the ability to use them across a wide range of devices and browsers is becoming increasingly limited. We’re interested to 
solve these problems as we move to our next generation of video playback on the web." "Over the last year, we’ve been collaborating with other industry 

leaders on three W3C initiatives which are positioned to solve this problem of playing premium video content directly in the browser without the need for 
browser plugins such as Silverlight. We call these, collectively, the “ HTML5 Premium Video Extensions”:"

Tecnologia de vídeo. Médio.
Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 

conteúdo. 
Sim. Não. Não. De forma tangencial.  é muito importante para a netflix mas não para o trabalho em si "We’re excited about the future of premium video playback on the web, and we look forward to the day that these Premium Video Extensions are implemented in all browsers!"

Object Cache for Scaling Video Metadata 
Management

May 8, 2013

"As the largest Internet TV network, one of the most interesting challenges we face at Netflix is scaling services to the ever-increasing demands of over 36 
million customers from over 40 countries.

Each movie or TV show on Netflix is described by a complex set of metadata. This includes the obvious information such as title, genre, synopsis, cast, 
maturity rating etc. It also includes links to images, trailers, encoded video files, subtitles and the individual episodes and seasons. Finally there are many 
tags that are used to create custom genres, such as “ upbeat”, “ cerebral”, “ strong female lead”. These all have to be translated into many languages, so the 

actual text is tokenized and encoded."

"This metadata must be made available for several different services, which each require a different facet of the data. Front-end services for display purposes 
need links to images, while algorithms that do discovery and recommendations use the tags extensively and search thousands of movies looking for the 
best few to show to a user. Powering this while utilizing resources extremely efficiently is one of the key goals of our Video Metadata Services (VMS) 

Platform.
Some examples of functionality enabled by VMS are metadata correlation for recommending titles, surfacing metadata such as actors and synopsis to help 
users make viewing choices (example below), and enabling streaming decisions based on device and bit rates." "As we set out to build the platform, there 

were a few key requirements to address:
Handle over a 100 billion requests a day with extremely low latency for user-facing apps

Handle very large dataset size of 20–30GB across all countries and devices
Work with high data complexity metadata processing (described in detail here)

Quick start-up times to make auto-scaling work efficiently" "We took advantage of the fact that real-time access to the very latest data is not necessary. For 
new content flowing to the site, it has a contract-start-time as part of the metadata, so the metadata is updated well in advance of the new content being 
ready to show, and the personalization algorithms ignore the title until the start time is reached. The main reason to push an update is to fix metadata 

errors" "This worked very well for us and was running in production for some time, but we faced a new challenge as Netflix expanded internationally. In 
this architecture, we needed to configure server instances and process metadata for each country, whether it was country-specific or global. For example 
metadata such as trailer data, subtitles, dubbing, language translations and localization as well as contract information varies based on the country but 

metadata such as genre, cast, director do not. We started out serving the US catalog, added Canada as a second server, but when we added Latin America, 
we had to be able to serve different content in every jurisdiction, which added 42 more variants that needed their own server. The UK, Ireland and the four 
Nordic countries added six more." "Following these encouraging results and also based on identifying areas of duplicate data or processing, we made a few 

changes in the architecture:
Streamlined our VMS Server to be structured around islands (a collection of countries that have similar characteristics) instead of per country

Moved metadata processing and de-deduplication to the server-side and applied memory optimization techniques based on the NetflixGraph to the blobs 
generated

Enabled operationally easier configuration based on what metadata an application was interested in rather than all the data
The architecture after these changes is shown below with the key changes highlighted." 

Dados. Médio. Tecnologia que se relaciona a análise de dados. Não. Não. Não. Não.

"The cache is then refreshed periodically based on snapshots generated by VMS servers, with a variable frequency fine-tuned based on application. There is server-side processing for compression and various optimizations to enable very compact data storage in memory, followed by deserialization and further optimization 
on the client-side before constructing and refreshing the cache. The diagram below shows the architecture with this implementation." "This worked very well for us and was running in production for some time, but we faced a new challenge as Netflix expanded internationally. In this architecture, we needed to configure 

server instances and process metadata for each country, whether it was country-specific or global. For example metadata such as trailer data, subtitles, dubbing, language translations and localization as well as contract information varies based on the country but metadata such as genre, cast, director do not. We started out 
serving the US catalog, added Canada as a second server, but when we added Latin America, we had to be able to serve different content in every jurisdiction, which added 42 more variants that needed their own server. The UK, Ireland and the four Nordic countries added six more." "Questions we continue to work on 

include:
How best to add a lot of extra metadata just for Netflix original series like House of Cards?

How do we ensure cache efficiency with ever-changing business landscape and needs?
How can we ensure that updates can propagate through system components quickly and become available to user-facing applications and services right away?

How quickly can data issues be identified/resolved for a seamless user experience?"
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Conformity Monkey — Keeping your 
cloud instances following best practices

May 29, 2013

"Cloud computing makes it much easier to launch new applications or start new instances. At Netflix, engineers can easily launch a new application in 
Asgard with a few clicks. With this freedom there are sometimes consequences where launched applications or instances may not follow some best practices. 

This can happen when an engineer isn’t familiar with best practices or when those practices have not been well publicized. For example, some required 
security groups may be missing from instances and can cause security gaps. Or perhaps a health check url is not defined for instances in Eureka which would 

result in automatic failure detection and failover being disabled."

"At Netflix, we use Conformity Monkey, another member of Simian Army, to check all instances in our cloud for their conformity. Today, we are proud 
to announce that the source code for Conformity Monkey, is now open and available to the public. Conformity Monkey is a service which runs in the 

Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud looking for instances that are not conforming to predefined rules for the best practices. Similar to Chaos Monkey and 
Janitor Monkey, the design of Conformity Monkey is flexible enough to allow extending it to work with other cloud providers and conformity rules. By 

default, conformity check is performed every hour. The schedule can be easily re-configured to fit your business’ need."

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Women in Cloud Meetup at Netflix Jun 12, 2013
"We recently held a Meetup on our campus for Bay Area women in the Cloud Space, in collaboration with Cloud-NOW. Women from across a number of 

companies and backgrounds related to Cloud attended the event and participated in talks and panel discussions on various technical topics related to the 
cloud."

É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento.

Announcing Zuul: Edge Service in the 
Cloud

Jun 12, 2013

The Netflix streaming application is a complex array of intertwined systems that work together to seamlessly provide our customers a great experience. The 
Netflix API is the front door to that system, supporting over 1,000 different device types and handing over 50,000 requests per second during peak hours. We 

are continually evolving by adding new features every day. Our user interface teams, meanwhile, continuously push changes to server-side client adapter 
scripts to support new features and AB tests. New AWS regions are deployed to and catalogs are added for new countries to support international expansion. 

To handle all of these changes, as well as other challenges in supporting a complex and high-scale system, a robust edge service that enables rapid 
development, great flexibility, expansive insights, and resiliency is needed. Today, we are pleased to introduce Zuul our answer to these challenges and the 

latest addition to our our open source suite of software Although Zuul is an edge service originally designed to front the Netflix API, it is now being used in a 
variety of ways by a number of systems throughout Netflix.

At the center of Zuul is a series of filters that are capable of performing a range of actions during the routing of HTTP requests and responses. The 
following are the key characteristics of a Zuul filter:

Type: most often defines the stage during the routing flow when the filter will be applied (although it can be any custom string)
Execution Order: applied within the Type, defines the order of execution across multiple filters

Criteria: the conditions required in order for the filter to be executed
Action: the action to be executed if the Criteria are met

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Isthmus — Resiliency against ELB 
outages

Jun 14, 2013
"We wanted to understand how to strengthen our architecture so we can withstand issues like a region-wide ELB outage without service quality degradation 

to the Netflix users. If we wanted to survive such outage, we needed a set of ELB’s hosted at another region that we could use to route the traffic to our 
backend services. That was the starting point."

"At end of 2012 we were already experimenting with a setup internally referred to as “ Isthmus” (definition here), for a different purpose — we wanted to 
see if setting up a thin layer of ELB + a routing layer at remote AWS region and using persistent long distance connections between the routing layer and 

the backend services would improve latency of user experience. We realized we can use a similar setup to achieve multi-regional ELB resiliency. Under 
normal operation, traffic would flow through both regions. If one of the regions would experience ELB issues, we would route via DNS all the traffic 

through another region."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"The work that we’ve done so far improved our architecture to better handle region-wide ELB outages. ELB is just one service dependency though — and we have many more. Our goal is to be able to survive any region-wide issue — either a complete AWS Region failure, or a self-inflicted problem — with minimal or 
no service quality degradation to Netflix users. For example, the solution we’re working on should mitigate outages like we had on June 5th. We’re starting to replicate all the data between the AWS regions, and eventually will stand up full complement of services as well. We’re working on such efforts now, and are 

looking for a few great engineers to join our Infrastructure teams. If these are the types of challenges you enjoy — check out Netflix Jobs site for more details. To learn out more about Zuul, Eureka, Ribbon and other NetflixOSS components, join us for the upcoming NetflixOSS Meetup on July 17, 2013."

Genie is out of the bottle! Jun 21, 2013

In a prior tech blog, we had discussed the architecture of our petabyte-scale data warehouse in the cloud. Salient features of our architecture include the use of 
Amazon’s Simple Storage Service (S3) as our “ source of truth”, leveraging the elasticity of the cloud to run multiple dynamically resizable Hadoop clusters 
to support various workloads, and our horizontally scalable Hadoop Platform as a Service called Genie:" "Today, we are pleased to announce that Genie is 

now open source, and available to the public from the Netflix OSS GitHub site."

""Genie provides job and resource management for the Hadoop ecosystem in the cloud. From the perspective of the end-user, Genie abstracts away the 
physical details of various (potentially transient) Hadoop resources in the cloud, and provides a REST-ful Execution Service to submit and monitor 

Hadoop, Hive and Pig jobs without having to install any Hadoop clients. And from the perspective of a Hadoop administrator, Genie provides a set of 
Configuration Services, which serve as a registry for clusters, and their associated Hive and Pig configurations.

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"There are two main reasons why we built Genie. Firstly, we run multiple Hadoop clusters in the cloud to support different workloads at Netflix. Some of them are launched as needed, and are hence transient — for instance, we spin up “ bonus” Hadoop clusters nightly to augment our resources for ETL (extract, 
transform, load) processing. Others are longer running (viz. our regular “ SLA” and “ ad-hoc” clusters) — but may still be re-spun from time to time, since we work under the operating assumption that cloud resources may go down at any time. Users need to discover the latest incarnations of these clusters by name, or by 

the type of workloads that they support. In the data center, this is generally not an issue since Hadoop clusters don’t come up or go down frequently, but this is much more common in the cloud.
Secondly, end-users simply want to run their Hadoop, Hive or Pig jobs — very few of them are actually interested in launching their own clusters, or even installing all the client-side software and downloading all the configurations needed to run such jobs. This is generally true in both the data center and the cloud. A 

REST-ful API to run jobs opens up a wealth of opportunities, which we have exploited by building web UIs, workflow templates, and visualization tools that encapsulate all our common patterns of use."

Introducing Lipstick on A(pache) Pig Jun 26, 2013 "We’re pleased to announce Lipstick (our Pig workflow visualization tool) as the latest addition to the suite of Netflix Open Source Software."
"At Netflix, Apache Pig is used heavily amongst developers when productionizing complex data transformations and workflows against our big data. Pig 
provides good facilities for code reuse in the form of Python and Java UDFs and Pig macros. It also exposes a simple grammar that allows our users to 

easily express workflows on big datasets without getting “ lost of the weeds” worrying about complicated MapReduce logic.
Dados. Médio. Tecnologia que se relaciona a análise de dados. Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

HTML5 Video in IE 11 on Windows 8.1 Jun 26, 2013
"Today, we’re excited to announce that we’ve been working closely with Microsoft to implement these extensions in Internet Explorer 11 on Windows 8.1. 

If you install the Windows 8.1 Preview from Microsoft, you can visit Netflix.com today in Internet Explorer 11 and watch your favorite movies and TV 
shows using HTML5!"

"Microsoft implemented the Media Source Extensions (MSE) using the Media Foundation APIs within Windows. Since Media Foundation supports 
hardware acceleration using the GPU, this means that we can achieve high quality 1080p video playback with minimal CPU and battery utilization. Now 

a single charge gets you more of your favorite movies and TV shows!"
Tecnologia de vídeo. Médio.

Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 
conteúdo. 

Sim. Não. Não. De forma tangencial. N/A

NetflixOSS Meetup Series 1 Episode 3 
— Featured Contributions

Jul 25, 2013
Our third NetflixOSS Meetup introduced our latest project releases, updates on the NetflixOSS Cloud Prize, and featured demonstrations from contributors as 

well as many Netflix projects.
É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento.

Deploying the Netflix API Aug 14, 2013
"With the context above in mind, this post presents our approach to software delivery and some of the techniques we’ve developed to help us get features into 

production faster while minimizing risk to quality of service."

 As described in previous posts (“ Embracing the Differences” and “ Optimizing the Netflix API”), the Netflix API serves as an integration hub that 
connects our device UIs to a distributed network of data services. In supporting this ecosystem, the API needs to integrate an ever-evolving set of features 
from these services and expose them to devices. The faster these features can be delivered through the API, the faster they can get in front of customers and 

improve the user experience. Along with the number of backend services and device types (we’re now topping 1,000 different device types), the rate of 
change in the system is increasing, resulting in the need for faster API development cycles. Furthermore, as Netflix has expanded into international 

markets, the infrastructure and team supporting the API has grown. To meet product demands, scale the team’s development, and better manage our cloud 
infrastructure, we’ve had to adapt our process and tools for testing and deploying the API."

API. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Automation — Any process requiring people to execute manual steps repetitively will get you into trouble on a long enough timeline. Any manual step that can be done by a human can be automated by a computer; automation provides consistency and repeatability. It’s easy for manual steps to creep into a process 
over time and so constant evaluation is required to make sure sufficient automation is in place.

Insight — You can’t support, understand, and improve what you can’t see. Insight applies both to the tools we use to develop and deploy the API as well as the monitoring systems we use to track the health of our running applications. For example, being able to trace code as it flows from our SCM systems through 
various environments (test, stage, prod, etc.) and quality gates (unit tests, regression tests, canary, etc.) on its way to production helps us distribute deployment and ops responsibilities across the team in a scalable way. Tools that surface feedback about the state of our pipeline and running apps give us the confidence to 

move fast and help us quickly identify and fix issues when things (inevitably) break." "The basic idea of a canary is that you run new code on a small subset of your production infrastructure, for example, 1% of prod traffic, and you see how the new code (the canary) compares to the old code (the baseline).
Canary analysis used to be a manual process for us where someone on the team would look at graphs and logs on our baseline and canary servers to see how closely the metrics (HTTP status codes, response times, exception counts, load avg, etc.) matched.

Needless to say this approach doesn’t scale when you’re deploying several times a week to clusters in multiple AWS regions. So we developed an automated process that compares 1000+ metrics between our baseline and canary code and generates a confidence score that gives us a sense for how likely the canary is to be 
successful in production. The canary analysis process also includes an automated squeeze test for each canary Amazon Machine Image (AMI) that determines the throughput “ sweet spot” for that AMI in requests per second."

NetflixOSS Meetup S1E4 — Cloud 
Prize Nominations

Sep 26, 2013

"We launched the Netflix Open Source Software Cloud Prize in March 2013 and it got a lot of attention in the press and blogosphere. Six months later we 
closed the contest, took a good look at the entrants, picked the best as nominees and announced them at a Netflix Meetup in Los Gatos on September 25th. 

The next step is for the panel of distinguished judges to decide who wins in each category, and the final winners will be announced at AWS Re:Invent in 
November."

É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento.

Introducing Chaos to C* Oct 10, 2013

"One of the practices that sets Netflix apart from most companies is the belief that you can only know how good your software stack is by trying to making it 
fail. We’ve blogged about Chaos Monkey and how it helps identify deficiencies in your software stack. Netflix, has implemented Chaos Monkey on our mid-

tier stateless systems, to great success.
We are pleased to announce that the Cloud Database Engineering (CDE) team has turned on Chaos Monkey on our Production C* Clusters."

"At the heart of being able to introduce Chaos Monkey to C* are 3 things:
Apache Cassandra’s Highly Available architecture.

Reliable Monitoring
Automatic Remediation

Apache Cassandra’s HA Architecture
Within the CAP theorem, C*’s shared-nothing data architecture and data replication makes it excel at AP. This allows us to “ lose” C* nodes without 

affecting the overall usability of the C* Cluster.

Tecnologia para testes. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. Netflix strongly believes that testing failure scenarios in production is the most reliable way to gain confidence in your software stack. If you find creating such automation and monitoring, right up your alley, visit jobs.netflix.com to join the CDE team.

HTML5 Video Playback UI Oct 21, 2013
"In the past we’ve written about HTML5 Video (HTML5 Video in IE11 on Windows 8.1, and HTML5 Video at Netflix) but we haven’t spoken much about 
how we built the player UI. The UI Engineering team here at Netflix has been supporting HTML5 based playback for a little over a year, and now seems like 

the right time to discuss some of the strategies and techniques we are using to support video playback without a plugin."

"One of our main objectives is to keep Netflix familiar to our members. That means we’re keeping the design of the HTML5 player consistent with our 
Silverlight experience. Features should be rolled out simultaneously for the two platforms. However, HTML5 users will enter playback faster, can enjoy 

1080p content when GPU accelerated, and keep all the functionality they know and love."
Tecnologia de vídeo. Médio.

Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 
conteúdo. 

Sim. Não. Não. De forma tangencial. N/A

Scryer: Netflix’s Predictive Auto Scaling 
Engine

Nov 5, 2013

"To deliver the best possible experience to Netflix customers around the world, it is critical for us to maintain a robust, scalable, and resilient system. That is 
why we have built (and open sourced) applications ranging from Hystrix to Chaos Monkey. All of these tools better enable us to prevent or minimize 

outages, respond effectively to outages, and/or anticipate the kinds of operational gaps that may eventually result in outages. Recently we have built another 
such tool that has been helping us in this ongoing challenge: Scryer."

"Scryer is a new system that allows us to provision the right number of AWS instances needed to handle the traffic of our customers. But Scryer is 
different from Amazon Auto Scaling (AAS), which reacts to real-time metrics and adjusts instance counts accordingly. Rather, Scryer predicts what the 

needs will be prior to the time of need and provisions the instances based on those predictions."
Cloud. Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
impacto cultural direto.

Não. Não. Não. Não.

"For Netflix, however, there are a range of use cases that are not fully addressed by AAS. The following are some examples:
Rapid spike in demand: Instance startup times range from 10 to 45 minutes. During that time our existing servers are vulnerable, especially if the workload continues to increase.

Outages: A sudden drop in incoming traffic from an outage is sometimes followed by a retry storm (after the underlying issue has been resolved). A reactive system is vulnerable in such conditions because a drop in workload usually triggers a down scale event, leaving the system under provisioned to handle the ensuing 
retry storm.

Variable traffic patterns: Different times of the day have different workload characteristics and fleet sizes. Some periods show a rapid increase in workload with a relatively small fleet size (20% of maximum), while other periods show a modest increase with a fleet size 80% of the maximum, making it difficult to handle 
such variations in optimal ways." "Scryer was inspired in part by these unaddressed use cases, but its genesis was triggered more by our relatively predictable traffic patterns. The following is an example of five days worth of traffic: In this chart, there are very clearly spikes and troughs that sync up with consistent patterns 

and times of day. There are definitely going to be spikes and valleys that we cannot predict and the traffic does evolve over longer periods of time. That said, over any given week or month, we have a very good idea of what the traffic will look like as the basic curves are the same. Moreover, these same five days of the 
week are likely to have the same patterns the week before and the week after (assuming no outages or special events). ""Because of these trends, we believed that we would be able to generate a set of algorithms that could predict our capacity needs before our actual needs, rather than simply relying on the reactive model of 
AAS. The following chart shows the result of that effort, which is that the output from our prediction algorithms aligns very closely to our actual metrics." "If we are able to predict the workload of a cluster in advance, then we can proactively scale the cluster ahead of time to accurately meet workload needs. But there will 

certainly be cases where Scryer cannot predict our needs, such as an unexpected surge in workload. In these cases, AAS serves as an excellent safety net for us, adding instances based on those unanticipated, unpredicted needs.
The two auto scaling systems combined provide a much more robust and efficient solution as they complement each other."

Netflix Open Source Software Cloud 
Prize Winners

Nov 14, 2013
"We launched the Netflix Open Source Software Cloud Prize in March 2013 and it got a lot of attention in the press and blogosphere. Six months later we 

closed the contest, took a good look at the entrants, picked the best as nominees, and the panel of distinguished judges decided the winners in each category. 
The final winners were announced during Werner Vogel’s keynote at AWS Re:Invent in on November 14th 2013."

É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento.

Building the New Netflix Experience for 
TV

Nov 18, 2013
"We just launched a new Netflix experience for TV and game consoles. The new design is based on our premise that each show or movie has a tone and a 

narrative that should be conveyed by the UI. To tell a richer story we provide relevant evidence and cinematic art that better explain why we think you should 
watch a show or movie." 

The new user interface required us to question our paradigms about what can be delivered on TV — not only is this UI more demanding of game consoles 
than any of our previous UIs, but we also wanted budget devices to deliver a richer experience than what was previously possible. For the first time we 

needed a single UI that could accept navigation using a TV remote or game controller, as well as voice commands and remotes that direct a mouse cursor 
on screen. Before we get into how we developed for performance and built for different input methods, let’s take a look at our UI stack.

Tecnologia de vídeo. Médio.
Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 

conteúdo. 
Sim. Não. Não. De forma tangencial.

"We think JavaScript, HTML and CSS are great technologies to build compelling experiences with, such as our HTML 5 player UI. But we wanted more fine-grained control of the graphics layer and wanted optimizations for apps that do not need reflowable content. Our SDK team built a new rendering engine with 
which we can deliver animations on very resource constrained devices, making it possible to give customers our best UI. We can also enrich the experience with cinematic animations & effects on game consoles."

Preparing the Netflix API for Deployment Nov 18, 2013

"At Netflix, we are committed to bringing new features and product enhancements to customers rapidly and frequently. Consequently, dozens of engineering 
teams are constantly innovating on their services, resulting in a rate of change to the overall service is vast and unending. Because of our appetite for 

providing such improvements to our members, it is critical for us to maintain a Software Delivery pipeline that allows us to deploy changes to our production 
environments in an easy, seamless, and quick way, with minimal risk." Artigo sobre como um código vai pra API

"The Netflix API is responsible for distributing content that supports our features to the UIs. The API in turn, is dependent on a large number of services 
that are responsible for generating the data. We often use an hourglass metaphor to describe the Netflix technology stack, with the API being the slender 

neck.
API. Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
impacto cultural direto.

Não. Não. Não. Não.

"In the picture above, the changes in content from the services at the bottom of the hourglass need to be delivered in a rapid fashion to the dozens of UIs at the top. The UI teams are on their own rapid iteration cycles, trying to create or modify user experiences for our customers based on that content. The API is the 
primary conduit for the flow of this content between the services and UIs" "we need to move as fast as or faster than the aggregate of the UIs we serve and the services from which we consume. In order to deliver on that challenge and help us keep up with the demands of the business, we are continually investing in our 

Software Delivery pipeline, with a view towards Continuous Delivery as our end goal." "The work we’ve done so far has been helpful in increasing our agility and our ability to scale with the growth of the business. But as Netflix grows and our systems evolve, there are newer challenges to overcome . We are 
experimenting in different areas like developer productivity, improved insight into code usage and optimizing the pipeline for speed. If any of these sound exciting, take a look at our open roles."

Scryer: Netflix’s Predictive Auto Scaling 
Engine — Part 2

Dec 4, 2013
"In part 1 of this series, we introduced Scryer, Netflix’s predictive autoscaling engine, and discussed its use cases and how it runs in Netflix. In this second 

installment, we will discuss the design of Scryer ranging from the technical implementation to the algorithms that drive its predictions."
"Scryer has a simple data flow architecture. On a very high level, historical data flows into Scryer, and predicted actions flow out. The diagram below 

shows the architecture."
Cloud. Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
impacto cultural direto.

Não. Não. Não. Não.

The first order of business for building the prediction algorithm is to determine what metrics are to be used for prediction and autoscaling actions. When using Amazon Auto Scaling, we normally settle on load average. Load average fits because it is a good indicator of the capacity of a cluster, and it is independent of 
traffic pattern. Our goal is simply to keep load average within a certain range by adjusting cluster size. However, load average is a misfit for prediction because it is a result of auto scaling. It is too complicated, if not impossible, to predict something that also changes by the prediction. A metrics has to satisfy two 

conditions to be easily predictable:
It has a clear, relatively stable, and preferably a recurring pattern. We can predict reliably only what has repeatedly happened in the past.

It is independent of cluster performance. We deploy our code frequently, and the performance of a deployment may vary per deployment. If the metrics depends on cluster performance, prediction may deviate widely from the actual values of the metrics.
Therefore, we decided to use user traffic for prediction. In particular, we use request per second by default because most of our services are request-based. User traffic satisfies the aforementioned two conditions.

Once we determined which metrics to predict on, we would also need to figure out how to calculate scaling actions. Since the goal of auto scaling is to ensure a cluster has sufficient number of machines to serve all the user traffic, all we need to do is to predict the size of cluster, which depends on the average throughput 
of a server:

We can get throughput metrics from our monitoring system, or from stress testing. Scryer also allows users to override the throughput value manually via web UI or by calling a RESTful API." "The key to effective prediction algorithms is making use of as many signals as possible and at the same time ignoring noise 
in input metrics. We observed that our input metrics had the following characteristics:

They have clear weekly periodicity for the same day of a week. That is, the traffic of two adjacent Tuesdays is more similar than that of adjacent Tuesday and Wednesday.
Their daily patterns are similar, albeit different in shapes and scales
They have some small spikes and drops that we can deem as noise.

The change of traffic is relatively constant week by week. In other words, the traffic at the same time in the same day moves approximately linearly week by week.
There could be occasional large spikes or large drops due to system outages.

Based on our observations, we took two different approaches: FFT-based smoothing, and linear regression with clustered data points." "Scryer adopts a simple yet flexible design that allows users to configure its behaviors with ease. It has built-in fault tolerant features to cope with temporary data unavailability, 
occasional data irregularities such as outages, and system downtime. The algorithms employed by Scryer take advantage of Netflix’s traffic patterns, and achieve accurate results. Although the approaches and algorithms described above are already yielding excellent results, we are constantly reviewing them in an effort to 

improve Scryer."
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Announcing Zeno — Netflix’s In-
Memory Data Distribution Framework

Dec 5, 2013

"Netflix’s Video Metadata Service (VMS) is the platform that supplies all of the data about our movies and TV shows necessary to drive the Netflix 
experience. This data ranges from video titles and synopses to the resolutions and bitrates of streams for playback.

In previous blog posts, we revealed how we manage this large volume of data efficiently for our high availability applications by loading it, in its entirety, 
directly into memory. Our rationale behind this architectural decision stems from the extremely low latency tolerance required to support the billions of 

requests Netflix serves per day."

"There are two overlapping data sets which are managed by VMS in different ways:
Data describing “ things” (e.g. videos, genres, actors, streams, etc).

The relationships between these “ things”." "Previously, we described our use of NetflixGraph to represent the “ relationships” data set above. In contrast, 
the “ things” dataset we choose to represent as POJO objects. In this article, we will be introducing Zeno, the framework we use to distribute and keep up 

to date gigabytes of object data on thousands of servers across the globe. This post will show how Zeno:
Resulted in an immediate memory footprint reduction of roughly 50% for the largest in-memory dataset on Netflix’s servers.

Significantly reduced Netflix server startup times across the board.
Reduced the development maintenance effort required to evolve our data model."

Dados. Médio. Tecnologia ligada a conteúdo. Não. Não. Não. De forma tangencial.

"Zeno binaries are uploaded to Maven central, and the code is available for download from github. Zeno:
Creates compact serialized representations of a set of Java objects.

Automatically detects and removes duplication in a data set.
Serializes data changes, so updates require minimal resource usage.
Is efficient about memory and GC impact when deserializing data.

Provides powerful tools to debug data sets.
Defines a pattern for separation between data model and data operations, increasing the agility of development teams.

Zeno will create serialized representations, but some assembly is required: Zeno does not make assumptions about how the serialized data will be transported to consumers. This is by design; VMS is only the first use case for Zeno, and this scope limit opens up potential for a wider range of use cases." "During its initial 
development stages, Zeno’s primary mandate was to improve the performance of VMS’s object data propagation. Our data set is small enough to fit in memory, but loading it on the Java heap and keeping it updated throughout the life of the server presents several problem-specific performance challenges:

It should not take a long time to initialize the data set in memory. Long server startup times impact our autoscaling ability.
Periodic updates should not cause significant spikes in server resource" "The VMS architecture consists of a single server (with plenty of CPU and RAM), called the “ data origination server”, which every few minutes pulls in all of the data necessary from multiple sources and reconstructs our video metadata objects." 

usage.
Periodic updates will create long-lived objects, and since young space collection pauses are proportional to the amount of surviving data, this can lead to longer duration stop-the-world GC pauses during data updates.

Transferring large amounts of data takes time, and our goal is to minimize the time between data becoming available in our source of truth, and the effects of that data becoming visible to customers using the service." "The VMS architecture consists of a single server (with plenty of CPU and RAM), called the “ data 
origination server”, which every few minutes pulls in all of the data necessary from multiple sources and reconstructs our video metadata objects." "The object data this server constructs encompasses all of the video metadata necessary to power the Netflix experience. Each time this data is constructed, we use Zeno to 
create a serialized representation, which we upload to a persistent file store (we choose S3 for this, but any technology can be leveraged for this use case). After upload, we notify all of the thousands of Netflix servers that new data is available. Each of the Netflix servers then downloads the data, and deserializes it using 

Zeno." "Each time the data origination server constructs POJO instances they will be slightly different than the previous time they were constructed. These differences are usually very small relative to the entire dataset. We don’t want to ship the entire dataset in order to effect a relatively small change in the data — 
instead, we rely on Zeno to calculate a series of modifications to apply to the current data state in order to transform the data to the next state. We then ask Zeno to produce a small file describing these modifications, which we call a “ delta” file." "The Zeno framework is a powerful component in the Netflix architecture. It 

provides the ability to efficiently propagate and keep up to date large datasets in RAM across many servers, and is proven to work at Netflix scale. It ships with data debugging tools applicable to any data set, and defines a pattern for separation of data model and data operations, which can increase the agility of 
development teams."

Announcing Suro: Backbone of Netflix’s 
Data Pipeline

Dec 9, 2013

"To make the best business and technical decisions, it is critical for Netflix to reliably collect application specific data in a timely fashion. At Netflix we 
deploy a fairly large number of AWS EC2 instances that host our web services and applications. They collectively emit more than 1.5 million events per 
second during peak hours, or around 80 billion events per day. The events could be log messages, user activity records, system operational data, or any 

arbitrary data that our systems need to collect for business, product, and operational analysis.
Given that data is critical to our operations and yet we allow applications to generate arbitrary events, our data pipeline infrastructure needs to be highly 

scalable, always available, and deliver events with minimal latency, which is measured as elapsed time between the moment when an event is emitted and 
when the event is available for consumption by its consumers. And yes, the data pipeline needs to be resilient to our own Simian Army, particularly the 

Chaos Monkeys.
While various web services and applications produce events to Suro, many kinds of consumers may process such data differently. For example, our Hadoop 
clusters run MapReduce jobs on the collected events to generate offline business reports. Our event stream clusters generate operational reports to reflect real-

time trends. Since we may dispatch events to different consumers based on changing needs, our data pipeline also needs to be dynamically configurable."

"Suro, which we are proud to announce as our latest offering as part of the NetflixOSS family, serves as the backbone of our data pipeline. It consists of a 
producer client, a collector server, and plugin framework that allows events to be dynamically filtered and dispatched to multiple consumers."

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Suro supports arbitrary data formats. Users can plug in their own serialization and deserialization code
Suro instruments many tagged monitoring metrics to make itself operations friendly

Suro integrates with NetflixOSS to be cloud friendly
Suro supports dispatching events to multiple destinations with dynamic configuration

Suro supports configurable store-and-forward on both client and collector" "The figure below illustrates the overall architecture of Suro. It is the single data pipeline that collects events generated by Netflix applications running in either AWS cloud or Netflix data centers. Suro also dispatches events to multiple 
destinations for further processing." "While offline/batch processing the events still form the bulk of our consumer use cases, the more recent trend has been in the area of real-time stream processing. Stream consumers are typically employed to generate instant feedback, exploratory analysis, and operational insights. Log 

Summaries of application-generated log data is an example that falls under this bucket. The following graph summarizes how log events flow from applications to two different classes of consumers."

Aegisthus is Now Part of NetflixOSS Dec 11, 2013
"Today we are happy to announce that Aegisthus, our map/reduce program for reading Cassandra SSTables, is open source. Aegisthus is the tool we use 
daily to make the data stored in Cassandra available for analysis on our big data platform. We originally wrote about Aegisthus nearly two years ago, so 

today we want to talk a little about what has changed since then."

"The initial iteration of Aegisthus was designed in a manner very similar to other typical applications in the Netflix infrastructure. Thus Aegisthus was 
not just a map/reduce job, but also a Hadoop cluster that could be launched via Asgard, as well as all the tools used to configure and schedule the data 
conversion. Aegisthus was used as a pipeline for the dimensional data we hold in Cassandra, with the results being data that we would consume in our 

big data environment. Conceptually, we thought about Aegisthus as similar to Suro, our recently open sourced event data pipeline, when thinking about 
making data available for batch processing." "Since our initial blog post describing Aegisthus, we have invested heavily in building and refining a data 

platform that facilitates easy and efficient access to and analysis of our data. Genie and Franklin are two of the core services of this platform. Genie — also 
part of NetflixOSS — is a building block for many of our higher level applications that need to launch Hadoop jobs in our architecture. Franklin is the 

internal name for our metadata service, and is highly leveraged by tools we build to provide access to various datasets. It provides a standard set of 
metadata for data across a variety of sources (e.g. MySQL, S3, Hive, Cassandra, etc) which includes schema, location, and serialization format. However, 

it also allows adding arbitrary additional information as needed. Using these two building blocks we constructed a platform of tools that generalize the 
different needs of our users." "Earlier this year when we revisited Aegisthus, we realized that the process had much more in common with the tools that we 
were writing on top of our core data platform services than with a stand-alone application. First, we refactored Aegisthus to leverage Genie to launch as a 

job on our EMR based Hadoop clusters rather than run on a dedicated Hadoop cluster. This gives us much better flexibility in preparing for and scaling to 
additional load. Additionally, it brings Aegisthus in line with our other batch processing jobs, giving a central place to find information about the jobs 

that have run." "Next, we refactored the configuration of Aegisthus jobs to become additional metadata stored in Franklin. Franklin gives us two benefits. 
One is that the information about where a dataset originates is stored with the metadata on how to consume the dataset. This gives us a clear data lineage 
whenever there are questions that need to be directed to the owners of the source systems. Secondly, since Franklin provides the metadata that explains 

how to consume the datasets that Aegisthus produces, we can utilize the same names both for scheduling the Aegisthus map/reduce job and for the 
downstream consumers of the datasets in Pig."

Cloud. Baixo.
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"egisthus reads the SSTables required to create the dataset. For full backup we will choose the SSTables for a single day. For an incremental backup we will use the most recently flushed files and apply them to our latest json dataset.
Aegisthus compacts all the records into a single view of the data by removing all duplicate records. To handle eventual consistency, where data differs, Aegisthus keeps the column values with the most recent timestamp. Finally, it serializes the data into a format that can be consumed by our batch processing systems. 

That format is currently a line of json per record.
The workflow for running Aegisthus map/reduce jobs is fairly simple using Franklin and Genie:" "Most of the time we don’t want to process the full results of a Priam backup, since most of the data doesn’t change from day to day. Instead, we process the incremental files that Priam archives, much as Priam would itself 
if recovering a Cassandra node from backup. To achieve this, the input format for Aegisthus is also capable of reading the json formatted dataset produced as a result of the previous Aegisthus job. In our experience, by compacting together the current json dataset with the incremental data, we process about 10–20 times 

less data each day."

Pioneering application design on TVs & 
TV-connected devices

Dec 16, 2013

"Netflix recently launched the latest evolution of our core app for an increasing number of TVs and TV-connected devices. The app represents a unique 
mixture of platform and user interface design innovations. One of these innovations is that this app leverages both web standard technologies we love (like 

JavaScript) and a lightweight native graphics framework. Understanding the motivations for our most recent platform advancement requires some context. In 
the past we’ve explored many different approaches. In 2009 we implemented a Flash Lite based app. Soon after, in 2010, we shifted to a WebKit based app 
using predominantly the QtWebKit port. Each app eventually reached a critical point where our innovation goals required us to adapt our technology stack."

"We strive to provide customers with rich, innovative content discovery and playback experiences. All devices running the new Netflix TV app are now 
running our own custom JS+native graphics framework. This framework enables us to reach our customer experience goals on the broadest set of TVs and 

TV-connected devices. We own the feature roadmap and tooling and can innovate with minimal constraints. Our framework is optimized for fast 2D 
rendering of images, text and color fills. We render from a tree of graphics objects. The approach offers ease of use over immediate mode rendering contexts 

such as HTML canvas. Display property changes in these objects are aggregated then applied en masse post user interaction.

Design. Baixo.
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"A bespoke rendering pipeline enables granular control over surfaces, the bitmap data representation of one or more graphics objects. Our surfaces are similar to accelerated compositing surfaces used by modern browsers. Intelligent surface allocation reduces surface (re)creation costs and the resulting memory fragmentation 
over time. Additionally we have fine-grained control of image decode activity leading up to surface creation.

As the platform matured it gained a pluggable cinematic effect pipeline with blur, desaturation, masking and tinting. These effects can be implemented very close to the metal, keeping them fast on more devices. While we’re not running full WebKit, we are heavily leveraging JavaScriptCore. We experimented with V8 
and SpiderMonkey (with JIT), yet both were impractical without stable ports for the various chipset architectures in use by device manufacturers."

Netflix Presentation Videos from AWS 
Re:Invent 2013

Dec 19, 2013 "AWS recorded all the talks, there are hundreds of videos, so to make it easier to find the Netflix-related ones, here are links to the videos." É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento.

Astyanax Update Dec 20, 2013

"Astyanax is one of Netflix’s more popular OSS Projects. About a year ago, whenever we spoke with Cassandra users, Astyanax was considered the de facto 
Java Client library for Cassandra (C*) because of features such as connection pooling, intelligent load balancing between C* nodes as well as the Recipes. 

With the advent of the new Java Driver from DataStax, which has incorporated some of the best Astyanax concepts, many in the community have been 
wondering if Astyanax is still relevant. They’ve also wondered why there hasn’t been any major new release, or if Netflix is still using it?

This article is meant to address those questions. We will also share the findings we’ve discovered over the past few months while we’ve been investigating 
the new DataStax Java Driver. Finally, we will also share why Astyanax is still relevant in the Apache Cassandra Community and what our plans are for the 

project in 2014."

"Netflix uses Astyanax as its primary Cassandra client. Astyanax has a structured API which makes use of a fluent design that allows the consumer to 
perform complex queries with relative ease. The fluent design also makes it intuitive to explore the vast API. Complex queries supported by the API 

range from mixed batch mutations to sophisticated row range queries with composite columns." "Astyanax recipes — these allow users to perform 
complex operations such as reading all rows from multiple token ranges, chunked object storage, optimistic distributed locking etc.

Entity Mapper — this layer allows users to easily map their business logic entities to persistent objects in Cassandra."
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"In the past few months we have been doing some R&D with the java driver and have a sample implementation of the structured Astyanax API using the native protocol driver. This integration leverages the best of both worlds (Astyanax and Java Driver) and we can in turn proxy the combined benefits to our 
consumers." "Here is a quote from Patrick McFadin, Chief Evangelist for Apache Cassandra:

“ Once again Netflix has shown it’s leadership in the community by creating incredible tools for Apache Cassandra. Netflix and DataStax provide an excellent example of when working together for the benefit of users, amazing things can happen. I love where Astyanax is headed with it’s rich API and great recipes. This 
type of collaboration is what I feel is the best part of Open Source Software.”

A Beta release of Astyanax will be released in mid-January 2014. This new release will contain our integration with Java Driver 2.0 and all the features mentioned in this article.
Netflix believes very strongly in the Astyanax Project and will continue to work with the Apache Cassandra Community to move it forward. If you would like to contribute to the project, feel free to submit code to the Astyanax project, open issues or even apply at jobs.netflix.com."

Introducing PigPen: Map-Reduce for 
Clojure

Jan 2, 2014
"It is our pleasure to release PigPen to the world today. PigPen is map-reduce for Clojure. It compiles to Apache Pig, but you don’t need to know much 

about Pig to use it."

"What is PigPen?
A map-reduce language that looks and behaves like clojure.core
The ability to write map-reduce queries as programs, not scripts

Strong support for unit tests and iterative development" "Map-Reduce is useful for processing data that won’t fit on a single machine. With PigPen, you 
can process massive amounts of data in a manner that mimics working with data locally. Map-Reduce accomplishes this by distributing the data across 

potentially thousands of nodes in a cluster. Each of those nodes can process a small amount of the data, all in parallel, and accomplish the task much faster 
than a single node alone. Operations such as join and group, which require coordination across the dataset, are computed by partitioning the data with a 

common join key. Each value of the join key is then sent to a specific machine. Once that machine has all of the potential values, it can then compute the 
join or do other interesting work with them."

Dados. Médio. Tecnologia que se relaciona a análise de dados. Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Motivations for creating PigPen
Code reuse. We want to be able to define a piece of logic once, parameterize it, and reuse it for many different jobs.

Consolidate our code. We don’t like switching between a script and a UDF written in different languages. We don’t want to think about mapping between differing data types in different languages.
Organize our code. We want our code in multiple files, organized how we want — not dictated by the job it belongs to.

Unit testing. We want our sample data inline with our unit tests. We want our unit tests to test the business logic of our jobs without complications of loading or storing data.
Fast iteration. We want to be able to trivially inject mock data at any point in our jobs. We want to be able to quickly test a query without waiting for a JVM to start.

Name what you want to. Most map-reduce languages force too many names and schemas on intermediate products. This can make it really difficult to mock data and test isolated portions of jobs. We want to organize and name our business logic as we see fit — not as dictated by the language.
We’re done writing scripts; we’re ready to start programming!""

S3mper: Consistency in the Cloud Jan 9, 2014

"In previous posts, we discussed how the Hadoop platform at Netflix leverages AWS’s S3 offering (read more here). In short, Netflix considers S3 the “ source 
of truth” for all data warehousing. There are many attractive features that draw us to this service including: 99.999999999% durability, 99.99% availability, 

effectively infinite storage, versioning (data recovery), and ubiquitous access. In combination with AWS’s EMR, we can dynamically expand/shrink clusters, 
provision/decommission clusters based on need or availability of reserved capacity, perform live cluster swapping without interrupting processing, and explore 

new technologies all utilizing the same data warehouse. In order to provide the capabilities listed above, S3 makes one particular concession which is the 
focus of this discussion: consistency."

"The consistency guarantees for S3 vary by region and operation (details here), but in general, any list or read operation is susceptible to inconsistent 
information depending on preceding operations. For basic data archival, consistency is not a concern. However, in a data centric computing environment 
where information flows through a complex workflow of computations and transformations, an eventually consistent model can cause problems ranging 

from insidious data loss to catastrophic job failure."

Cloud. Baixo.
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"Over the past few years, sporadic inaccuracies presented which only after extensive investigation pointed to consistency as the culprit. With the looming concern of data inaccuracy and no way to identify the scope or impact, we invested some time exploring how to diagnose issues resulting from eventual consistency and 
methods to mitigate the impact. The result of this endeavor is a library that continues to evolve, but is currently in production here at Netflix: s3mper (latin: Always)." "Netflix is pleased to announce that s3mper is now released as open source under the Apache License v2.0. We hope that the availability of this library 
will inspire constructive discussion focusing on how to better manage consistency at scale with the Hadoop stack across the many cloud offerings currently available." "A variety of other scenarios may result in consistency issues, but inconsistent listing is our primary concern. If the input data is incomplete, there is no 

indication anything is wrong with the result. Obviously it is noticeable when the expected results vary significantly from long standing patterns or emit no data at all, but if only a small portion of input is missing the results will appear convincing. Data loss occurring at the beginning of a pipeline will have a cascading 
effect where the end product is wildly inaccurate. Due to the potential impact, it is essential to understand the risks and methods to mitigate loss of data integrity." "What makes s3mper a hybrid approach is its use of the S3 listing for comparison and only maintaining a window of consistency. The “ source of truth” is 
still S3, but with an additional layer of checking added. The window of consistency allows for falling back to the S3 listing without concern that the secondary index will fail and lose important information or risk consistency issues that arise from using tools outside the hadoop stack to modify data in S3.". "With the 

petabytes of data we store in S3 and several million operations we perform each day, our experience with eventual consistency demonstrates that only a very small percentage of jobs are impacted, but the severity of inaccurate results warrants attention. Being able to identify when a consistency issue occurs is beneficial not 
only due to confidence in resulting data, but helps to exclude consistency in diagnosing where a problem exists elsewhere in the system. There is still more to be learned and we will continue to investigate avenues to better identify and resolve consistency issues, but s3mper is a solution we use in production and will 

continue to provide insight into these areas."

Improving Netflix’s Operational 
Visibility with Real-Time Insight Tools

Jan 16, 2014

"For Netflix to be successful, we have to be vigilant in supporting the tens of millions of connected devices that are used by our 40+ million members 
throughout 40+ countries. These members consume more than one billion hours of content every month and account for nearly a third of the downstream 
Internet traffic in North America during peak hours." "From an operational perspective, our system environments at Netflix are large, complex, and highly 

distributed. And at our scale, humans cannot continuously monitor the status of all of our systems. To maintain high availability across such a complicated 
system, and to help us continuously improve the experience for our customers, it is critical for us to have exceptional tools coupled with intelligent analysis 

to proactively detect and communicate system faults and identify areas of improvement. In this post, we will talk about our plans to build a new set of insight 
tools and systems that create greater visibility into our increasingly complicated and evolving world."

"At end of 2012 we were already experimenting with a setup internally referred to as “ Isthmus” (definition here), for a different purpose — we wanted to 
see if setting up a thin layer of ELB + a routing layer at remote AWS region and using persistent long

Operacional. Baixo.
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"When attempting to deeply understand a particular part of the system, or when troubleshooting a problem, it is invaluable to have access to accurate, up-to-date information and relevant context. Rich and relevant context is a highly desirable feature to have in our insight tools.
Consider the following example. Our current insight tools provide ways to visualize and analyze a metric and trigger an alert based on the metric. We use this to track stream-starts-per-second (SPS), a metric used to gauge user engagement. If SPS rises above or drops below its “ normal” range, our monitoring and 

alerting system triggers an alert. This helps us detect that our customers are unable to stream. However, since the system does not provide context around the alert, we have to use a variety of other means to diagnose the problem, delaying resolution of the problem. Instead, suppose we had a tool tracking all changes to 
our environment. Now, if an alert for SPS were triggered, we could draw correlations between the system changes and the alert to provide context to help troubleshoot the problem." "Good visualization helps to communicate and deliver insights effectively. As we develop our new insight tools for operational visibility, it 

is vital that the front-end interface to this system provide dynamic data visualizations that can communicate the insights in a very effective manner. As mentioned earlier, we want to tailor the insights and views to meet the needs of the tool’s consumers.
We envision the front-end to our new operational insight tool to be an interactive, single-page web application with rich and dynamic data visualizations and dashboards updated in real-time. The design below is a mockup (with fake data) for one of the views." "Operational visibility with real-time insight enables us to 

deeply understand our operational systems, make product and service improvements, and find and fix problems quickly so that we can continue to innovate rapidly and delight our customers at every interaction. We are building a new set of tools and systems for operational visibility at Netflix with powerful insight 
capabilities."

Distributed Neural Networks with GPUs 
in the AWS Cloud

Feb 10,2014

"As we have described previously on this blog, at Netflix we are constantly innovating by looking for better ways to find the best movies and TV shows for 
our members. When a new algorithmic technique such as Deep Learning shows promising results in other domains (e.g. Image Recognition, Neuro-imaging, 
Language Models, and Speech Recognition), it should not come as a surprise that we would try to figure out how to apply such techniques to improve our 
product. In this post, we will focus on what we have learned while building infrastructure for experimenting with these approaches at Netflix. We hope that 

this will be useful for others working on similar algorithms, especially if they are also leveraging the Amazon Web Services (AWS) infrastructure. However, 
we will not detail how we are using variants of Artificial Neural Networks for personalization, since it is an active area of research."

Many researchers have pointed out that most of the algorithmic techniques used in the trendy Deep Learning approaches have been known and available for 
some time. Much of the more recent innovation in this area has been around making these techniques feasible for real-world applications. This involves 
designing and implementing architectures that can execute these techniques using a reasonable amount of resources in a reasonable amount of time. The 
first successful instance of large-scale Deep Learning made use of 16000 CPU cores in 1000 machines in order to train an Artificial Neural Network in a 

matter of days. While that was a remarkable milestone, the required infrastructure, cost, and computation time are still not practical.

Cloud. Médio. Deep Learning. Não. Não. Não. Não.
"Given our well-known approach and leadership in cloud computing, we sought out to implement a large-scale Neural Network training system that leveraged both the advantages of GPUs and the AWS cloud. We wanted to use a reasonable number of machines to implement a powerful machine learning solution using a 

Neural Network approach. We also wanted to avoid needing special machines in a dedicated data center and instead leverage the full, on-demand computing power we can obtain from AWS."

Netflix Hack Day Feb 27, 2014

"At Netflix, we pride ourselves in creating a culture of innovation and experimentation. We are constantly running A/B tests on virtually every enhancement 
to the Netflix experience. There are other ways in which we instill this culture within Netflix, including internal events such as Netflix Hack Day, which was 

held last week. For Hack Day, our primary goal is to provide a fun, experimental, and creative outlet for our engineers. If something interesting and 
potentially useful comes from it, that is fine, but the real motivation is fun. With that spirit in mind, most teams started hacking on Thursday morning, 

hacked through the night, and they wrapped up by Friday morning to present a demo to their peers."

It is not unusual for us to see a lot of really good ideas come from Hack Day, but last week we saw some really spectacular work. The hackers generated a 
wide range of ideas on just about anything, including ideas to improve developer productivity, ways to help troubleshooting, funky data visualizations, 

and of course a diversity of product feature ideas. These ideas get categorized, then to determine the winner for each category the audience of Netflix 
employees rated each hack, in true Netflix fashion, on a 5-star scale.

É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento.

The Netflix Signup Flow — Our Journey 
to a Responsive Design

Mar 3, 2014

"In the Spring of 2013, the User Experience team was gearing up for the impending Netherlands country launch scheduled for September. To reduce barriers to 
adoption, we wanted to launch with a smooth signup experience on smartphones and tablets. Additionally, we were planning to implement the iDEAL online 

payment method, which is commonly used in the Netherlands but new to us both technically and from a user experience perspective.
At that time, we had two very different technology stacks that served our signup experience: one for desktop browsers and one for mobile and tablet browsers. 
There were substantial differences in the way these two websites worked, and they shared no common platform. Each website had unique capabilities, but the 

desktop site provided a much larger superset of features compared to the mobile optimized site.
To move forward with enabling iDEAL and other new payment methods across multiple platforms, we quickly came to the conclusion that the best way 
forward was a unified approach to supporting multiple platforms using a single UI. This ultimately started us on our path towards responsive web design 
(RWD). Responsive design is a technique for delivering a consistent set of functionality across a wide range of screen sizes, from a single website. For our 

effort, we focused on the following goals:
Enable access to all features and capabilities, regardless of device

Deliver a consistent user experience that is optimized for device capabilities, including screen size and input method"

In order to successfully tackle a responsive design project, we first needed to answer the following question for our team: what is responsive design? In 
initial brainstorming meetings, we aligned around a common definition that emphasizes the use of CSS and JS to adapt a common user experience to 

varying screen sizes and input methods.
Design. Baixo.
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"At Netflix, we like to move quickly and not let unnecessary process slow down our ability to innovate and move fast. Rapid design, rapid development. To kickstart this project, we assembled a core group of designers and user interface engineers, and held a weeklong workshop. The end goal was to produce a working 
prototype of a responsively designed signup flow." "With a functional responsive flow now built, we came to the final stretch. Being highly data-driven at Netflix, we wanted to measure that our changes were having a positive impact on how customers interact with the signup flow. So we cleaned up our prototype, turned 
it into a production quality experience and tested it globally against the current split stacks. We saw no impact to desktop signups, but we did a see an increase in conversion rates on phones and tablets due to the additional payment types we enabled for those devices. The results of our A/B test gave us the confidence to 

roll out this new signup flow as the default experience in all markets, and retire our separate phone/tablet stack." "Whether on a 30” screen or a 4” one, our customers are now provided with an experience that works well and looks great across a wide range of devices. Development of the signup experience has been 
streamlined, increasing developer productivity. We now have a single platform that serves as foundation for all signup A/B testing and innovation and our customers are afforded the same options regardless of device.

Our journey towards responsive design has not ended, however. As device platforms evolve, and as user expectations change, our designers and engineers are constantly working towards enhancing cross-platform experiences for our customers."

The Netflix Dynamic Scripting Platform Mar 3, 2014

"Over the past couple of years, we have optimized the Netflix API with a view towards improving performance and increasing agility. In doing so, the API 
has evolved from a provider of RESTful web services to a platform that distributes development and deployment of new functionality across various teams 

within Netflix.
At the core of the redesign is a Dynamic Scripting Platform which provides us the ability to inject code into a running Java application at any time. This 

means we can alter the behavior of the application without a full scale deployment. As you can imagine, this powerful capability is useful in many scenarios. 
The API Server is one use case, and in this post, we describe how we use this platform to support a distributed development model at Netflix."

"Architecting for scalability is a key goal for any system we build at Netflix and the Scripting Platform is no exception. In addition, as our platform has 
gained adoption, we are developing supporting infrastructure that spans the entire application development lifecycle for our users. In some ways, the API is 

now like an internal PaaS system that needs to provide a highly performant, scalable runtime; tools to address development tasks like revision control, 
testing and deployment; and operational insight into system health. The sections that follow explore these areas further."

API. Baixo.
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"The evolution of the Netflix API from a web services provider to a dynamic platform has allowed us to increase our rate of innovation while providing a high degree of flexibility and control to client application developers. We are investing in infrastructure to simplify the adoption and operation of this platform. We are 
also continuing to evolve the platform itself as we find new use cases for it.

NetflixOSS Season 2, Episode 1 Mar 13, 2014

"Wondering what this headline means? It means that NetflixOSS continues to grow, both in the number of projects that are now available and in the use by 
others.

We held another NetflixOSS Meetup in our Los Gatos, Calif., headquarters last night. Four companies came specifically to share what they’re doing with the 
NetflixOSS Platform:"

É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento.

Women in Technology meetup at Netflix! Apr 1, 2014
Last week, Netflix welcomed about 150 women to its campus for a set of lightning talks followed by demos and networking. Organized in coordination 

with CloudNOW, the event was high on the fun and high on the tech.
É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento.

Improving the performance of our 
JavaScript inheritance model

May 16,  2014

"When building the initial architecture for Netflix’s common TV UI in early 2009, we knew we wanted to use inheritance to share common functionality in 
our codebase. Since the first engineers working on the code were coming from the heavily Java-based Website, they preferred simulating a classical inheritance 

model: an easy way to extend objects and override functions, but also have the ability to invoke the overridden function. (Since then we’ve moved on to 
greener pastures, or should we say design patterns, but the classical inheritance model still lives on and remains useful within our codebase.) For example, 

every view in our UI inherits from a base view with common methods and properties, like show, hide, visible, and parent. Concrete views extend these 
methods while still retaining the base view behavior."

"After searching around and considering a number of approaches, we landed on John Resig’s Simple JavaScript Inheritance. We really liked the syntactic 
sugar of this._super(), which allows you to invoke the super-class function from within the overriding function."

Java. Baixo.
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"While his approach was sugary sweet and simple, we’d always been leery of a few aspects, especially considering our performance- and memory-constrained environment on TV devices:
When extending an object, it loops over the prototype to find functions that use _super

To find _super it decompiles a function into a string and tests that string against a regular expression.
Any function using _super is then wrapped in a closure to achieve the super-class chaining." "All that sugar was slowing us down. We found that the _super implementation was about 70% slower in executing overridden functions than a vanilla approach of calling the super-class function directly. The overhead of having 
to invoke the closure then invoke the overriding function which then invokes the inherited function yields a performance penalty that starts to add up directly onto the execution stack. Our application not only runs on beefy game consoles like the PS3, PS4 and Xbox 360, but also on single-core Blu-ray players with 600 

MHz ARM processors. A great user experience demands that the code run as fast as possible for the UI to remain responsive." "We wanted to remove the performance and memory bottlenecks and also unblock ourselves from using a new minifier, but without having to rewrite significant portions of our large, existing 
codebase." "The _super implementation basically uses the wrapping closure as a complex pointer with references to the overriding function and the inherited function: If we could find a way to remove the middle man, we’d be able to have the best of both worlds." "We believe we found a great way to invoke overridden 
methods with the named function expression approach. By replacing _super, we saved RAM and CPU cycles. We’d rather save the RAM for gorgeous artwork and our streaming video buffer. The saved CPU cycles can be put to work on beautiful transitions. Overall a change that improves the experience for our users." 

HTML5 Video in Safari on OS X 
Yosemite

Jun 3, 2014

We’re excited to announce that Netflix streaming in HTML5 video is now available in Safari on OS X Yosemite! We’ve been working closely with Apple to 
implement the Premium Video Extensions in Safari, which allow playback of premium video content in the browser without the use of plugins. If you’re in 
Apple’s Mac Developer Program, or soon the OS X Beta Program, you can install the beta version of OS X Yosemite. With the OS X Yosemite Beta on a 
modern Mac, you can visit Netflix.com today in Safari and watch your favorite movies and TV shows using HTML5 video without the need to install any 

plugins.

"We’re especially excited that Apple implemented the Media Source Extensions (MSE) using their highly optimized video pipeline on OS X. This lets 
you watch Netflix in buttery smooth 1080p without hogging your CPU or draining your battery. In fact, this allows you to get up to 2 hours longer 
battery life on a MacBook Air streaming Netflix in 1080p — that’s enough time for one more movie! Apple also implemented the Encrypted Media 

Extensions (EME) which provides the content protection needed for premium video services like Netflix.
Finally, Apple implemented the Web Cryptography API (WebCrypto) in Safari, which allows us to encrypt and decrypt communication between our 

JavaScript application and the Netflix servers."

Tecnologia de vídeo. Médio.
Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 

conteúdo. 
Sim. Não. Não. De forma tangencial. N/A
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Optimizing the Netflix Streaming 
Experience with Data Science

Jun 11, 2014

"On January 16, 2007, Netflix started rolling out a new feature: members could now stream movies directly on their browser without having to wait for the 
red envelope in the mail. This event marked a substantial shift for Netflix and the entertainment industry. A lot has changed since then. Today, Netflix 

delivers over 1 billion hours of streaming per month to 48 million members in more than 40 countries. And Netflix accounts for more than a third of peak 
Internet traffic in the US. This level of engagement results in a humungous amount of data." "At Netflix, we use big data for deep analysis and predictive 

algorithms to help provide the best experience for our members. A well-known example of this is the personalized movie and show recommendations that are 
tailored to each member’s tastes. The Netflix prize that was launched in 2007 highlighted Netflix’s focus on recommendations. Another area that we’re 

focusing on is the streaming quality of experience (QoE), which refers to the user experience once the member hits play on Netflix. This is an area that benefits 
significantly from data science and algorithms/models built around big data."

"Netflix is committed to delivering outstanding streaming service and is investing heavily in advancing the state of the art in adaptive streaming 
algorithms and network technologies such as Open Connect to optimize streaming quality. Netflix won a Primetime Emmy Engineering Award in 2012 

for the streaming service. To put even more focus on “ streaming science,” we’ve created a new team at Netflix that’s working on innovative approaches for 
using our data to improve QoE. In this post, I will briefly outline the types of problems we’re solving, which include: Understanding the impact of QoE 

on user behavior
Creating a personalized streaming experience for each member

Determining what movies and shows to cache on the edge servers based on member viewing behavior
Improving the technical quality of the content in our catalog using viewing data and member feedback"

Dados. Médio. Dados para melhora da experiência do usuário. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial.

"User behavior refers to the way users interact with the Netflix service, and we use our data to both understand and predict behavior. For example, how would a change to our product affect the number of hours that members watch? To improve the streaming experience, we look at QoE metrics that are likely to have an 
impact on user behavior. One metric of interest is the rebuffer rate, which is a measure of how often playback is temporarily interrupted while more data is downloaded from the server to replenish the local buffer on the client device. Another metric, bitrate, refers to the quality of the picture that is served/seen — a very low 

bitrate corresponds to a fuzzy picture. There is an interesting relationship between rebuffer rate and bitrate. Since network capacity is limited, picking too high of a bitrate increases the risk of hitting the capacity limit, running out of data in the local buffer, and then pausing playback to refill the buffer. What’s the right 
tradeoff?" "There are many more metrics that can be used to characterize QoE, but the impact that each one has on user behavior, and the tradeoffs between the metrics need to be better understood. More technically, we need to determine a mapping function that can quantify and predict how changes in QoE metrics affect 
user behavior. Why is this important? Understanding the impact of QoE on user behavior allows us to tailor the algorithms that determine QoE and improve aspects that have significant impact on our members’ viewing and enjoyment." "How do we use data to provide the best user experience once a member hits play 

on Netflix?
Creating a personalized streaming experience

One approach is to look at the algorithms that run in real-time or near real-time once playback has started, which determine what bitrate should be served, what server to download that content from, etc.
With vast amounts of data, the mapping function discussed above can be used to further improve the experience for our members at the aggregate level, and even personalize the streaming experience based on what the function might look like based on each member’s “ QoE preference.” Personalization can also be based 
on a member’s network characteristics, device, location, etc. For example, a member with a high-bandwidth connection on a home network could have very different expectations and experience compared to a member with low bandwidth on a mobile device on a cellular network." "A set of big data problems also exists 
on the content delivery side. Open Connect is Netflix’s own content delivery network that allows ISPs to directly connect to Netflix servers at common internet exchanges, or place a Netflix-provided storage appliance (cache) with Netflix content on it at ISP locations. The key idea here is to locate the content closer (in 

terms of network hops) to our members to provide a great experience.
One of several interesting problems here is to optimize decisions around content caching on these appliances based on the viewing behavior of the members served. With millions of members, a large catalog, and limited storage capacity, how should the content be cached to ensure that when a member plays a particular 

movie or show, it is being served out of the local cache/appliance?" "Improving content quality
Another approach to improving user experience involves looking at the quality of content, i.e. the video, audio, subtitles, closed captions, etc. that are part of the movie or show. Netflix receives content from the studios in the form of digital assets that are then encoded and quality checked before they go live on the 

content servers. Given our large and varied catalog that spans several countries and languages, the challenge is to ensure that all our movies and shows are free of quality issues such as incorrect subtitles or captions, our own encoding errors, etc.
In addition to the internal quality checks, we also receive feedback from our members when they discover issues while viewing. This data can be very noisy and may contain non-issues, issues that are not content quality related (for example, network errors encountered due to a poor connection), or general feedback about 

member tastes and preferences. In essence, identifying issues that are truly content quality related amounts to finding the proverbial needle in a haystack.
By combining member feedback with intrinsic factors related to viewing behavior, we’re building models to predict whether a particular piece of content has a quality issue. For instance, we can detect viewing patterns such as sharp drop offs in viewing at certain times during the show and add in information from member 
feedback to identify problematic content. Machine learning models along with natural language processing (NLP) and text mining techniques can be used to build powerful models to both improve the quality of content that goes live and also use the information provided by our members to close the loop on quality and 

replace content that does not meet the expectations of Netflix members. As we expand internationally, this problem becomes even more challenging with the addition of new movies and shows to our catalog and the increase in number of languages.
These are just a few examples of ways in which we can use data in creative ways to build models and algorithms that can deliver the perfect viewing experience for each member. There are plenty of other challenges in the streaming space that can benefit from a data science approach. If you’re interested in working in this 

exciting space, please check out the Streaming Science & Algorithms position on the Netflix jobs site."

Delivering Breaking Bad  on Netflix in 
Ultra HD 4K

Jun 16, 2014

"This week Netflix is pleased to begin streaming all 62 episodes of Breaking Bad in UltraHD 4K. Breaking Bad in 4K comes from Sony Pictures 
Entertainment’s beautiful remastering of Breaking Bad from the original film negatives. This 4K experience is available on select 4K Smart TVs.

As pleased as I am to announce Breaking Bad in 4K, this blog post is also intended to highlight the collaboration between Sony Pictures Entertainment and 
Netflix to modernize the digital supply chain that transports digital media from content studios, like Sony Pictures, to streaming retailers, like Netflix."

"Netflix and Sony agreed on an early subset of IMF for the transfer of the video and audio files for Breaking Bad. IMF stands for Interoperable Master 
Format, an emerging SMPTE specification governing file formats and metadata for digital media archiving and B2B exchange.

IMF specifies fundamental building blocks like immutable objects, checksums, globally unique identifiers, and manifests (cpl). These building blocks 
hold promise for vastly improving the efficiency, accuracy, and scale of the global digital supply chain.

At Netflix, we are excited about IMF and we are committing significant R&D efforts towards adopting IMF for content ingestion. Netflix has an early 
subset of IMF in production today and we will support most of the current IMF App 2 draft by the end of 2014. We are also developing a roadmap for 

IMF App 2 Extended and Extended+. We are pleased that Sony Pictures is an early innovator in this space and we are looking forward to the same 
collaboration with additional content studio partners.

Breaking Bad is joining House of Cards season 2 and the Moving Art documentaries in our global 4K catalog. We are also adding a few more 4K movies 
for our USA members. We have added Smurfs 2, Ghostbusters, and Ghostbusters 2 in the United States. All of these movies were packaged in IMF by 

Sony Pictures."

Tecnologia de vídeo. Médio.
Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 

conteúdo. 
Sim. Não. Não. De forma tangencial. N/A

Announcing Security Monkey — AWS 
Security Configuration Monitoring and 

Analysis
Jun 30, 2014

"We are pleased to announce the open source availability of Security Monkey, our solution for monitoring and analyzing the security of our Amazon Web 
Services configurations."

"At Netflix, responsibility for delivering the streaming service is distributed and the environment is constantly changing. Code is deployed thousands of 
times a day, and cloud configuration parameters are modified just as frequently. To understand and manage the risk associated with this velocity, the 

security team needs to understand how things are changing and how these changes impact our security posture.
Netflix delivers its service primarily out of Amazon Web Services’ (AWS) public cloud, and while AWS provides excellent visibility of systems and 
configurations, it has limited capabilities in terms of change tracking and evaluation. To address these limitations, we created Security Monkey — the 

member of the Simian Army responsible for tracking and evaluating security-related changes and configurations in our AWS environments."

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Revisiting 1 Million Writes per second Jul 24, 2014
"With the advent of new EC2 instance types, we decided to revisit this test. Unlike the initial post, we were not interested in proving C*’s scalability. 

Instead, we were looking to quantify the performance these newer instance types provide.
What follows is a detailed description of our new test, as well as the throughput and latency results of those tests."

"The Cassandra cluster ran Datastax Enterprise 3.2.5, which incorporates C* 1.2.15.1. The C* cluster had 285 nodes. The instance type used was 
i2.xlarge. We ran JVM 1.7.40_b43 and set the heap to 12GB. The OS is Ubuntu 12.04 LTS. Data and logs are in the same mount point. The mount 

point is EXT3."
Cloud. Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
impacto cultural direto.

Não. Não. Não. Não.
"Most companies probably don’t need to process this much data. For those that do, this is a good indication of what types of cost, latencies and throughput one could expect while using the newer i2 and r3 AWS instance types. Every application is different, and your mileage will certainly vary.

This test was performed over the course of a week during my free time. This isn’t an exhaustive performance study, nor did I get into any deep C*, system or JVM tuning. I know you can probably do better. If working with distributed databases at scale and squeezing out every last drop of performance is what drives 
you, please join the Netflix CDE team."

Scaling A/B Testing on Netflix.com 
with Node.js

Aug 18, 2014
"Last Wednesday night we held our third JavaScript Talks event at our Netflix headquarters in Los Gatos, Calif. Alex Liu and Micah Ransdell discussed 

some of the unique UI engineering challenges that go along with running hundreds of A/B tests each year"

"We are currently migrating our website UI layer to Node.js, and have taken the opportunity to step back and evaluate the most effective way to build A/B 
tests. The talk explored some of the patterns we’ve built in Node.js to to handle the complexity of running so many multivariate UI tests at scale. These 

solutions ultimately enable quick feature development and rapid test iteration."
É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento.

Netflix Hack Day — Summer 2014 Aug 20, 2014

"Hack Day is a tradition at Netflix, as it is for many Silicon Valley companies. It is a great way to get away from everyday work and to provide a fun, 
experimental, collaborative and creative outlet for our product development and technical teams.

Similar to our Hack Day in February, we saw some really incredible ideas and implementations in our latest iteration last week. If something interesting and 
useful comes from Hack Day, that is great, but the real motivation is fun and collaboration. With that spirit in mind, we had over 150 people code from 

Thursday morning to Friday morning, yielding more than 50 “ hacks.”" "Below are some examples of some of the hacks to give you a taste of what we saw 
this time around. We should note that, while we think these hacks are very cool and fun, they may never become part of the Netflix product, internal 

infrastructure, or otherwise be used beyond Hack Day. We are surfacing them here publicly to share the spirit of the Netflix Hack Day."

The teams produced hacks covering a wide array of areas, including development productivity, internal insights tools, quirky and fun mashups, and of 
course a breadth of product-related feature ideas. All hackers then presented and the audience of Netflix employees rated each hack on a 5-star scale to 

determine our seven category winners and a “ People’s Choice Award.”
É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento.

Announcing Scumblr and Sketchy — 
Search, Screenshot, and Reclaim the 

Internet
Aug 25, 2014 "Netflix is pleased to announce the open source release of two security-related web applications: Scumblr and Sketchy!"

"Many security teams need to stay on the lookout for Internet-based discussions, posts, and other bits that may be of impact to the organizations they are 
protecting. These teams then take a variety of actions based on the nature of the findings discovered. Netflix’s security team has these same requirements, 

and today we’re releasing some of the tools that help us in these efforts.
Scumblr is a Ruby on Rails web application that allows searching the Internet for sites and content of interest. Scumblr includes a set of built-in libraries 
that allow creating searches for common sites like Google, Facebook, and Twitter. For other sites, it is easy to create plugins to perform targeted searches 
and return results. Once you have Scumblr setup, you can run the searches manually or automatically on a recurring basis." "Scumblr also integrates with 
Sketchy, which allows automatic screenshot generation of identified results to provide a snapshot-in-time of what a given page and result looked like when 
it was identified." "Sketchy at its core provides a scalable task-based framework to capture screenshots, scrape page text, and save HTML through a simple 
to use API. These captures can be stored locally or on an AWS S3 bucket. Optionally, token auth can be configured and callbacks can be used if required. 
Sketchy uses PhantomJS with lazy-rendering to ensure AJAX-heavy sites are captured correctly. Sketchy also uses the Celery task management system, 

allowing users to scale Sketchy accordingly and manage time-intensive captures for large sites.

Tecnologia de segurança. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. Talvez esse scumblr e workflowable sejam relevantes para mim como pesquisadora

Inviso: Visualizing Hadoop Performance Sep 25, 2014

"In a post last year we discussed our big data architecture and the advantages of working with big data in the cloud (read more here). One of the key points 
from the article is that Netflix leverages Amazon’s Simple Storage Service (S3) as the “ source of truth” for all data warehousing. This differentiates us from 

the more traditional configuration where Hadoop’s distributed file system is the storage medium with data and compute residing in the same cluster. 
Decentralizing the data warehouse frees us to explore new ways to manage big data infrastructure but also introduces a new set of challenges"

"From a platform management perspective, being able to run multiple clusters isolated by concerns is both convenient and effective. We experiment with 
new software and perform live upgrades by simply diverting jobs from one cluster to another or adjust the size and number of clusters based on need as 
opposed to capacity. Genie, our execution service, abstracts the configuration and resource management for job submissions by providing a centralized 

service to query across all big data resources. This cohesive infrastructure abstracts all of the orchestration from the execution and allows the platform team 
to be flexible and adapt to dynamic environments without impacting users of the system." "To help answer these questions and empower our platform 

users to explore and improve their job performance, we created a tool: Inviso (latin: to go to see, visit, inspect, look at). Inviso is a job search and 
visualization tool intended to help big data users understand execution performance. Netflix is pleased to add Inviso to our open source portfolio under the 

Apache License v2.0 and is available on github.".  "Inviso provides an easy interface to find jobs across all clusters, access other related tools, visualize 
performance, make detailed information accessible, and understand the environment in which jobs run.

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Finding a specific job run should be easy, but with each Hive or Pig script abstracting multiple Hadoop jobs, finding and pulling together the full execution workflow can be painful. To simplify this process, Inviso indexes every job configuration across all clusters into ElasticSearch and provides a simple search 
interface to query. Indexing job configurations into ElasticSearch is trivial because the structure is simple and flat. With the ability to use the full lucene query syntax, finding jobs is straightforward and powerful."

Using Presto in our Big Data Platform 
on AWS

Oct 7, 2014

"At Netflix, the Big Data Platform team is responsible for building a reliable data analytics platform shared across the whole company. In general, Netflix 
product decisions are very data driven. So we play a big role in helping different teams to gain product and consumer insights from a multi-petabyte scale data 

warehouse (DW). Their use cases range from analyzing A/B tests results to analyzing user streaming experience to training data models for our 
recommendation algorithms."

"We shared our overall architecture in a previous blog post. The underpinning of our big data platform is that we leverage AWS S3 for our DW. This 
architecture allows us to separate compute and storage layers. It allows multiple clusters to share the same data on S3 and clusters can be long-running and 

yet transient (for flexibility). Our users typically write Pig or Hive jobs for ETL and data analytics. A small subset of the ETL output and some 
aggregated data is transferred to Teradata for interactive querying and reporting. On the other hand, we also have the need to do low latency interactive data 
exploration on our broader data set on S3. These are the use cases that Presto serves exceptionally well. Seven months ago, we first deployed Presto into 
production and it is now an integral part of our data ecosystem. In this blog post, we would like to share our experience with Presto and how we made it 
work for us!" "We had been in search of an interactive querying engine that could work well for us. Ideally, we wanted an open source project that could 

handle our scale of data & processing needs, had great momentum, was well integrated with the Hive metastore, and was easy for us to integrate with our 
DW on S3. We were delighted when Facebook open sourced Presto." "Presto addresses our ad hoc interactive use cases. Our users always go to Presto 

first for quick answers and for data exploration. If Presto does not support what they need (like big join / aggregation queries that exceed our memory limit 
or some specific user-defined functions that are not available), then they would go back to Hive or Pig." "We are working on a Presto user interface for our 

internal big data portal. Our algorithm team also built an interactive data clustering application by integrating R with Presto via an open source Python 
Presto client."

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"In terms of scale, we have a 10 petabyte data warehouse on S3. Our users from different organizations query diverse data sets across expansive date ranges. For this use case, caching a specific dataset in memory would not work because cache hit rate would be extremely low unless we have an unreasonably large cache. 
The streaming DAG execution architecture of Presto is well-suited for this sporadic data exploration usage pattern." "We have learned from our experience that getting involved and contributing back to open source technologies is the best way to make sure it works for our use cases in a fast paced and evolving 

environment. We have been working closely with the Facebook team to discuss our use cases and align priorities. They have been open about their roadmap, quick in adding new features, and helpful in providing feedback to our contributions. We look forward to continuing to work with them and the community to 
make Presto even better and more comprehensive. Let us know if you are interested in sharing your experiences using Presto.:

FIT: Failure Injection Testing Oct 23, 2014
"It’s no secret that at Netflix we enjoy deliberately breaking things to test our production systems. Doing so lets us validate our assumptions and prove that 

our mechanisms for handling failure will work when called upon. Netflix has a tradition of implementing a range of tools that create failure, and it is our 
pleasure to introduce you to the latest of these solutions, FIT or Failure Injection Testing."

"FIT is a platform that simplifies creation of failure within our ecosystem with a greater degree of precision for what we fail and who we will impact. FIT 
also allows us to propagate our failures across the entirety of Netflix in a consistent and controlled manner."

Tecnologia para testes. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"While breaking things is fun, we do not enjoy causing our customers pain. Some of our Monkeys, by design, can go a little too wild when let out of their cages. Latency Monkey in particular has bitten our developers, leaving them wary about unlocking the cage door.
Latency monkey adds a delay and/or failure on the server side of a request for a given service. This provides us good insight into how calling applications behave when their dependency slows down — threads pile up, the network becomes congested, etc. Latency monkey also impacts all calling applications — whether 
they want to participate or not, and can result in customer pain if proper fallback handling, timeouts, and bulkheads don’t work as expected. With the complexity of our system it is virtually impossible for us to anticipate where failures will happen when turning latency monkey loose. Validating these behaviors often is 

risky, but critical to remain resilient.
What we need is a way to limit the impact of failure testing while still breaking things in realistic ways. We need to control the outcome until we have confidence that the system degrades gracefully, and then increase it to exercise the failure at scale. This is where FIT comes in."

Message Security Layer: A Modern Take 
on Securing Communication

Oct 31, 2014

"Netflix serves audio and video to millions of devices and subscribers across the globe. Each device has its own unique hardware and software, and differing 
security properties and capabilities. The communication between these devices and our servers must be secured to protect both our subscribers and our 

service. When we first launched the Netflix streaming service we used a combination of HTTPS and a homegrown security mechanism called NTBA to 
provide that security. However, over time this combination started exhibiting growing pains. With the advent of HTML5 and the Media Source Extensions 
and Encrypted Media Extensions we needed something new that would be compatible with that platform. We took this as an opportunity to address many of 

the shortcomings of the earlier technology. The Message Security Layer (MSL) was born from these dual concerns."

"MSL is a modern cryptographic protocol that takes into account the latest cryptography technologies and knowledge. It supports the following basic 
security properties.

Integrity protection. Messages in transit are protected from tampering.
Encryption. Message data is protected from inspection.

Authentication. Messages can be trusted to come from a specific device and user.
Non-replayable. Messages containing non-idempotent data can be non-replayable.

MSL supports two different deployment models, which we refer to as MSL network types. A single device may participate in multiple MSL networks 
simultaneously.

Trusted services network. This deployment consists of a single client device and multiple servers. The client authenticates against the servers. The servers 
have shared access to the same cryptographic secrets and therefore each server must trust all other servers.

Peer-to-peer. This is a typical p2p arrangement where each each side of the communication is mutually authenticated."

Tecnologia de segurança. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Introducing Dynomite — Making Non-
Distributed Databases, Distributed

Nov 3, 2014

"Netflix has long been a proponent of the microservices model. This model offers higher-availability, resiliency to failure and loose coupling. The downside 
to such an architecture is the potential for a latent user experience. Every time a customer loads up a homepage or starts to stream a movie, there are a number 
of microservices involved to complete that request. Most of these microservices use some kind of stateful system to store and serve data. A few milliseconds 

here and there can add up quickly and result in a multi-second response time."

The Cloud Database Engineering team at Netflix is always looking for ways to shave off milliseconds from an application’s database response time, while 
maintaining our goal of local high-availability and multi-datacenter high-availability. With that goal in mind, we created Dynomite.

Inspired by the Dynamo White Paper as well as our experience with Apache Cassandra, Dynomite is a sharding and replication layer. Dynomite can make 
existing non distributed datastores, such as Redis or Memcached, into a fully distributed & multi-datacenter replicating datastore."

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. "In the age of high scalability and big data, Dynomite’s design goal is to turn those single-server datastore solutions into peer-to-peer, linearly scalable, clustered systems while still preserving the native client/server protocols of the datastores, e.g., Redis protocol."

Prana: A Sidecar for your Netflix PaaS 
based Applications and Services

Nov 5, 2014
"It’s hard to argue against this time tested mantra. At Netflix, an overwhelming part of our applications and services have traditionally been implemented in 

Java. As our services and products evolved, we asked ourselves if Java was still the right choice for implementing these services/applications. 

"The motivation for creating Prana is to provide Netflix platform functionality for the following two broad application categories:
Non JVM based applications: Since, most Netflix platform libraries are written in Java and there is close to no support for any other languages, it becomes 
increasingly difficult for non JVM based applications to fit into the Netflix environment, eg: register with Eureka, log events to Suro, read Archaius based 

Properties, invoke other micro-services safely via Ribbon, etc. Prana makes this possible by providing these functionalities over HTTP from a locally 
available server (on the same virtual instance.)

Short-lived processes: Initializing various “ Platform” libraries is a heavy operation and for processes that are short-lived, eg: jobs, batch scripts, etc. it is 
an unnecessary overhead for each of these short lived processes. So, even though these processes are JVM based, Prana will alleviate the overhead of 

platform initialization."

Linguagens de programação. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

While it’s still true that for most of our microservices Java is the right choice, there were a growing set that begged for a closer look at alternatives. For example, Javascript is a natural fit for Web Applications and we fully embraced Reactive Extensions pattern via RxJS for our UI layer. While Javascript has traditionally 
ruled the roost on the Web UI front, the advent of Node.js made Javascript and Event based models a force to reckon with on the server side as well.

Python, for example, is a popular choice for many machine learning and recommendation systems."

Introducing Raigad — An Elasticsearch 
Sidecar

Nov 10, 2014
"Netflix has very diverse data needs. Those needs fall anywhere between rock-solid durable datastores, like Apache Cassandra and lossy in-memory stores, 

such as the current incarnation of Dynomite. Somewhere in that spectrum is the need to store, index, and search documents. This is where Elasticsearch has 
found a niche in Netflix."

"Elasticsearch usage, at Netflix, has proliferated over the past year. It began as one or two isolated deployments managed by the teams using it. That usage 
has quickly grown to over 15+ clusters (755 nodes), in production, centrally managed by the Cloud Database Engineering (CDE) team.

CDE, as does all of Netflix, believes in automating the operations of our production systems. This is what led us to create tools such as Priam, a sidecar 
to help manage Apache Cassandra clusters. That same philosophy led us to create Raigad, an Elasticsearch sidecar"

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Genie 2.0: Second Wish Granted! Nov 11, 2014
"Amidst all this change, we reevaluated Genie to determine what was needed to meet our evolving needs. Genie 2.0 is the result of this work and it provides 

a more flexible, extensible and feature rich distributed configuration and job execution engine."

"The goals for Genie 2.0 were relatively straightforward:
Develop a generic data model, which would let jobs run on any multi-tenant distributed processing cluster.

Implement a flexible cluster and command selection algorithm for running a job.
Provide richer API support.

Implement a more flexible, extensible and robust codebase.
Each of these goals are explored below."

API. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

ZeroToDocker: An easy way to evaluate 
NetflixOSS through runtime packaging

Nov 12, 2014

"The NetflixOSS platform and related ecosystem services are extensive. While we make every attempt to document each project, being able to quickly 
evaluate NetflixOSS is a large challenge due to the breadth for most users. This becomes a very large challenge to anyone trying to understand individual 

parts of the platform.
Another part of the challenge relates to how NetflixOSS was designed for scale. Most services are intended to be setup in a multi-node, auto-recoverable 

cluster. While this is great once you are ready for production, it is prohibitively complex for new users to try out a smaller scale environment of NetflixOSS.
A final part of the challenge is that in order to keep the platform a collection of services and libraries that could be used wherever they make sense by users, 

the runtime artifacts are distributed in ways that can be later assembled by users in different ways. This means many of the Java libraries are in Maven Central, 
some of the complete services are assembled as distribution zips and wars in our CI environment on CloudBees, and others through file distribution services. 

None of these distributions gives you a single command line that is guaranteed to work across the many places people might want to run the NetflixOSS 
technologies."

ZeroToDocker is a project that solves the above problems. Specifically, it allows anyone with a Docker host (on their laptop, on a VM in the cloud, etc.) 
to, with a single command, run a single node of any NetflixOSS technology. If you have the network bandwidth to download 500–700M images, you can 

now run each part of the NetflixOSS platform with a single command. For example, here is the command to run a single node of Zookeeper managed 
through NetflixOSS Exhibitor:

Operacional. Baixo.
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Node.js in Flames Nov 19, 2014
"We’ve been busy building our next-generation Netflix.com web application using Node.js. You can learn more about our approach from the presentation we 

delivered at NodeConf.eu a few months ago. Today, I want to share some recent learnings from performance tuning this new application stack."

"What did we learn from this harrowing experience? First, we need to fully understand our dependencies before putting them into production. We made 
incorrect assumptions about the Express.js API without digging further into its code base. As a result, our misuse of the Express.js API was the ultimate 
root cause of our performance issue. Second, given a performance problem, observability is of the utmost importance. Flame graphs gave us tremendous 

insight into where our app was spending most of its time on CPU. I can’t imagine how we would have solved this problem without being able to sample 
Node.js stacks and visualize them with flame graphs.

In our bid to improve observability even further, we are migrating to Restify, which will give us much better insights, visibility, and control of our 
applications2. This is beyond the scope of this article, so look out for future articles on how we’re leveraging Node.js at Netflix."

Linguagens de programação. Baixo.
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Introducing Atlas: Netflix’s Primary 
Telemetry Platform

Dec 12, 2014
"Various previous Tech Blog posts have referred to our centralized monitoring system, and we’ve presented at least one talk about it previously. Today, we 

want to both discuss the platform and ecosystem we built for time-series telemetry and its capabilities and announce the open-sourcing of its underlying 
foundation."

"While working in the datacenter, telemetry was split between an IT-provisioned commercial product and a tool a Netflix engineer wrote that allowed 
engineers to send in arbitrary time-series data and then query that data. This tool’s flexibility was very attractive to engineers, so it became the primary 

system of record for time series data. Sadly, even in the datacenter we found that we had significant problems scaling it to about two million distinct time 
series. Our global expansion, increase in platforms and customers and desire to improve our production systems’ visibility required us to scale much 

higher, by an order of magnitude (to 20M metrics) or more. In 2012, we started building Atlas, our next-generation monitoring platform. In late 2012, it 
started being phased into production, with production deployment completed in early 2013."

Operacional. Baixo.
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"The Ecosystem
We’ve built an extensive ecosystem of products around Atlas; virtually every operational visibility system or dashboard used within Netflix utilizes data from it. In addition to the components described above, we’ve also built:

User interfaces
Main UI for browsing data and constructing queries.

Dashboards
Alerts

Platform
Inline aggregation of reported data before storage layer

Storage options using off-heap memory and lucene
Percentile backend

Publish and persistence applications
EMR processing for computing rollups and analysis

Poller for SNMP, healthchecks, etc
Client

Supports integrating Servo with Atlas
Local rollups and alerting

Real-Time Analytics
Metrics volume report

Automated Canary Analysis
Outlier and anomaly detection

Automated server culling based on outlier characteristics
Today, we are open-sourcing the query layer and some of the in-heap memory structure capabilities. Our intention is to open-source more of the ecosystem as soon as feasibly possible, focusing on the components most likely to be relevant to people outside Netflix first.

Introducing Surus and ScorePMML Jan 20, 2015
Today we’re announcing a new Netflix-OSS project called Surus. Over the next year we plan to release a handful of our internal user defined functions 

(UDF’s) that have broad adoption across Netflix. The use cases for these functions are varied in nature (e.g. scoring predictive models, outlier detection, 
pattern matching, etc.) and together extend the analytical capabilities of big data.

"The first function we’re releasing allows for efficient scoring of predictive models in Apache Pig using Predictive Modeling Markup Language. PMML is 
an open source standard that supports a concise representation of predictive models in XML and hence the name of the new function, ScorePMML."

Cloud. Baixo.
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"At Netflix, we use predictive models everywhere. Although the applications for each model are different, the process by which each of these predictive models is built and deployed is consistent. The process usually looks like this:
Someone proposes an idea and builds a model on “ small” data

We decide to “ scale-up” the prototype to see how well the model generalizes to a larger dataset
We may eventually put the model into “ production”" "ScorePMML aligns Netflix predictive modeling capabilities around the open-source PMML standard. By leveraging the open-source standard, we enable a flexible and consistent representation of predictive models for each of the steps mentioned above. By using the 
same PMML representation of the predictive model at each step in the modeling process, we save time/money by reducing both the risk and cost of custom code. PMML provides an effective foundation to iterate quickly for the modeling methods it supports. Our data scientists have started adopting ScorePMML where it 

allows them to iterate and deploy models more effectively than the legacy approach."

Netflix’s Viewing Data
How We Know Where You Are in 

House of Cards
Jan 27, 2015

"Over the past 7 years, Netflix streaming has expanded from thousands of members watching occasionally to millions of members watching over two billion 
hours every month. Each time a member starts to watch a movie or TV episode, a “ view” is created in our data systems and a collection of events describing 
that view is gathered. Given that viewing is what members spend most of their time doing on Netflix, having a robust and scalable architecture to manage and 
process this data is critical to the success of our business. In this post we’ll describe what works and what breaks in an architecture that processes billions of 

viewing-related events per day."

"By focusing on the minimum viable set of use cases, rather than building a generic all-encompassing solution, we have been able to build a simple 
architecture that scales. Netflix’s viewing data architecture is designed for a variety of use cases, ranging from user experiences to data analytics. The 

following are three key use cases, all of which affect the user experience:
What titles have I watched?

Our system needs to know each member’s entire viewing history for as long as they are subscribed. This data feeds the recommendation algorithms so 
that a member can find a title for whatever mood they’re in. It also feeds the “ recent titles you’ve watched” row in the UI.

What gets watched provides key metrics for the business to measure member engagement and make informed product and content decisions.
Where did I leave off in a given title?

For each movie or TV episode that a member views, Netflix records how much was watched and where the viewer left off. This enables members to 
continue watching any movie or TV show on the same or another device.

What else is being watched on my account right now?
Sharing an account with other family members usually means everyone gets to enjoy what they like when they’d like. It also means a member may have 
to have that hard conversation about who has to stop watching if they’ve hit their account’s concurrent screens limit. To support this use case, Netflix’s 

viewing data system gathers periodic signals throughout each view to determine whether a member is or isn’t still watching."

Dados. Alto.
Tecnologia ligada a forma como eles conseguem os dados de visualização dos 

usuários. 
Sim. Sim. Sim. Sim.

"Our current architecture evolved from an earlier monolithic database-backed application (see this QCon talk or slideshare for the detailed history). When it was designed, the primary requirements were that it must serve the member-facing use cases with low latency and it should be able to handle a rapidly expanding set 
of data coming from millions of Netflix streaming devices. Through incremental improvements over 3+ years, we’ve been able to scale this to handle low billions of events per day." " The current architecture’s primary interface is the viewing service, which is segmented into a stateful and stateless tier. The stateful tier 
has the latest data for all active views stored in memory. Data is partitioned into N stateful nodes by a simple mod N of the member’s account id. When stateful nodes come online they go through a slot selection process to determine which data partition will belong to them. Cassandra is the primary data store for all 

persistent data. Memcached is layered on top of Cassandra as a guaranteed low latency read path for materialized, but possibly stale, views of the data.
We started with a stateful architecture design that favored consistency over availability in the face of network partitions (for background, see the CAP theorem). At that time, we thought that accurate data was better than stale or no data. Also, we were pioneering running Cassandra and memcached in the cloud so starting 

with a stateful solution allowed us to mitigate risk of failure for those components. The biggest downside of this approach was that failure of a single stateful node would prevent 1/nth of the member base from writing to or reading from their viewing history.
After experiencing outages due to this design, we reworked parts of the system to gracefully degrade and provide limited availability when failures happened. The stateless tier was added later as a pass-through to external data stores. This improved system availability by providing stale data as a fallback mechanism when 

a stateful node was unreachable.
Breaking Points

Our stateful tier uses a simple sharding technique (account id mod N) that is subject to hot spots, as Netflix viewing usage is not evenly distributed across all current members. Our Cassandra layer is not subject to these hot spots, as it uses consistent hashing with virtual nodes to partition the data. Additionally, when 
we moved from a single AWS region to running in multiple AWS regions, we had to build a custom mechanism to communicate the state between stateful tiers in different regions. This added significant, undesirable complexity to our overall system.

We created the viewing service to encapsulate the domain of viewing data collection, processing, and providing. As that system evolved to include more functionality and various read/write/update use cases, we identified multiple distinct components that were combined into this single unified service. These components 
would be easier to develop, test, debug, deploy, and operate if they were extracted into their own services.

Memcached offers superb throughput and latency characteristics, but isn’t well suited for our use case. To update the data in memcached, we read the latest data, append a new view entry (if none exists for that movie) or modify an existing entry (moving it to the front of the time-ordered list), and then write the updated 
data back to memcached. We use an eventually consistent approach to handling multiple writers, accepting that an inconsistent write may happen but will get corrected soon after due to a short cache entry TTL and a periodic cache refresh. For the caching layer, using a technology that natively supports first class data 

types and operations like append would better meet our needs.
We created the stateful tier because we wanted the benefit of memory speed for our highest volume read/write use cases. Cassandra was in its pre-1.0 versions and wasn’t running on SSDs in AWS. We thought we could design a simple but robust distributed stateful system exactly suited to our needs, but ended up with 

a complex solution that was less robust than mature open source technologies. Rather than solve the hard distributed systems problems ourselves, we’d rather build on top of proven solutions like Cassandra, allowing us to focus our attention on solving the problems in our viewing data domain.
Next Generation Architecture

In order to scale to the next order of magnitude, we’re rethinking the fundamentals of our architecture. The principles guiding this redesign are:
Availability over consistency — our primary use cases can tolerate eventually consistent data, so design from the start favoring availability rather than strong consistency in the face of failures.

Microservices — Components that were combined together in the stateful architecture should be separated out into services (components as services).
Components are defined according to their primary purpose — either collection, processing, or data providing.

Delegate responsibility for state management to the persistence tiers, keeping the application tiers stateless.
Decouple communication between components by using signals sent through an event queue.

Polyglot persistence — Use multiple persistence technologies to leverage the strengths of each solution.

Netflix Likes React Jan 28, 2015
"We are making big changes in the way we build the Netflix experience with Facebook’s React library. Today, we will share our thoughts on what makes 

React so compelling and how it is evolving our approach to UI development."

"At the beginning of last year, Netflix UI engineers embarked on several ambitious projects to dramatically transform the user experience on our desktop 
and mobile platforms. Given a UI redesign of a scale similar to that undergone by TVs and game consoles, it was essential for us to re-evaluate our 

existing UI technology stack and to determine whether to explore new solutions. Do we have the right building blocks to create best-in-class single-page 
web applications? And what specific problems are we looking to solve?

Much of our existing front-end infrastructure consists of hand-rolled components optimized for the current website and iOS application. Our decision to 
adopt React was influenced by a number of factors, most notably: 1) startup speed, 2) runtime performance, and 3) modularity.

UI. Baixo.
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"Startup Speed
We want to reduce the initial load time needed to provide Netflix members with a much more seamless, dynamic way to browse and watch individualized content. However, we find that the cost to deliver and render the UI past login can be significant, especially on our mobile platforms where there is a lot more 

variability in network conditions.
In addition to the time required to bootstrap our single-page application (i.e. download and process initial markup, scripts, stylesheets), we need to fetch data, including movie and show recommendations, to create a personalized experience. While network latency tends to be our biggest bottleneck, another major factor 
affecting startup performance is in the creation of DOM elements based on the parsed JSON payload containing the recommendations. Is there a way to minimize the network requests and processing time needed to render the home screen? We are looking for a hybrid solution that will allow us to deliver above-the-fold 

static markup on first load via server-side rendering, thereby reducing the tax incurred in the aforementioned startup operations, and at the same time enable dynamic elements in the UI through client-side scripting.
Runtime Performance

To build our most visually-rich cinematic Netflix experience to date for the website and iOS platforms, efficient UI rendering is critical. While there are fewer hardware constraints on desktops (compared to TVs and set-top boxes), expensive operations can still compromise UI responsiveness. In particular, DOM 
manipulations that result in reflows and repaints are especially detrimental to user experience.

Modularity
Our front-end infrastructure must support the numerous A/B tests we run in terms of the ability to rapidly build out new features and designs that code-wise must co-exist with the control experience (against which the new experiences are tested). For example, we can have an A/B test that compares 9 different design 

variations in the UI, which could mean maintaining code for 10 views for the duration of the test. Upon completion of the test, it should be easy for us to productize the experience that performed the best for our members and clean up code for the 9 other views that did not.
Advantages of React

React stood out in that its defining features not only satisfied the criteria set forth above, but offered other advantages including being relatively easy to grasp and ability to opt-out, for example, to handle custom user interactions and rendering code. We were able to leverage the following features to improve our 
application’s initial load times, runtime performance, and overall scalability: 1) isomorphic JavaScript, 2) virtual DOM rendering, and 3) support for compositional design patterns.

Isomorphic JavaScript
React enabled us to build JavaScript UI code that can be executed in both server (e.g. Node.js) and client contexts. To improve our start up times, we built a hybrid application where the initial markup is rendered server-side and the resulting UI elements are subsequently manipulated as done in a single-page application. 

It was possible to achieve this with React as it can render without a live DOM, e.g. via React.renderToString, or React.renderToStaticMarkup. Furthermore, the UI code written using the React library that is responsible for generating the markup could be shared with the client to handle cases where re-rendering was 
necessary.

Virtual DOM
To reduce the penalties incurred by live DOM manipulation, React applies updates to a virtual DOM in pure JavaScript and then determines the minimal set of DOM operations necessary via a diff algorithm. The diffing of virtual DOM trees is fast relative to actual DOM modifications, especially using today’s 

increasingly efficient JavaScript engines such as WebKit’s Nitro with JIT compilation. Furthermore, we can eliminate the need for traditional data binding, which has its own performance implications and scalability challenges.
React Components and Mixins

React provides powerful Component and Mixin APIs that we relied on heavily to create reusable views, share common functionality, and patterns to facilitate feature extension. When A/B testing different designs, we can implement the views as separate React subcomponents that get rendered by a parent component 
depending on the user’s allocation in the test. Similarly, differences in behavioral logic can be abstracted into React mixins. Although it is possible to achieve modularity with a classical inheritance pattern, frequent changes in superclass interfaces to support new features affects existing subclasses and increases code 

fragility. React’s compositional pattern is ideal for overall maintenance and scalability of our front-end codebase as it isolates much of the A/B test code.

SPS: the Pulse of Netflix Streaming Feb 2, 2015

"We want to provide an amazing experience to each member, winning the “ moments of truth” where they decide what entertainment to enjoy. To do that, we 
need to understand the health of our system. To quickly and easily understand the health of the system, we need a simple metric that a diverse set of people 

can comprehend. In this post we will discuss how we discovered and aligned everyone around one operational metric indicating service health, enabling us to 
streamline production operations and improve availability. We will detail how we approach signal analysis, deviation detection, and alerting for that signal 

and for other general use cases."

"In the early days of Netflix streaming, circa 2008, we manually tracked hundreds of metrics, relying on humans to detect problems. Our approach worked 
for tens of servers and thousands of devices, but not for the thousands of servers and millions of devices that were in our future. Complexity and human-

reliant approaches don’t scale; simplicity and algorithm-driven approaches do.
We sought out a single indicator that closely approximated our most important activity: viewing. We discovered that a server-side metric related to 

playback starts (the act of “ clicking play”) had both a predictable pattern and fluctuated significantly when UI/device/server problems were happening. The 
Netflix streaming pulse was created. We named it “ SPS” for “ starts per second”."
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"The SPS pattern is regular within each geographic region, with variations due to external influences like major regional holidays and events. The regional SPS pattern is one cycle per day and oscillates in a rising and falling pattern. The peaks occur in the evening and the troughs occur in the early morning hours. On 
regional holidays, when people are off work and kids are home from school, we see increased viewing in the daytime hours, as our members have more free time to enjoy viewing a title on Netflix." Because there is consistency in the streaming behaviors of our members, with a moderate amount of data we can establish 

reliable predictions on how many stream starts we should expect at any point of the week. Deviations from the prediction are a powerful way to tell the entire company when there is a problem with the service. We use these deviations to trigger alerts and help us understand when service has been fully restored." "Its 
simplicity allows SPS to be central to our internal vernacular. Production problems are categorized as “ SPS impacting” or “ not SPS impacting,” indicating their severity. Overall service availability is measured using expected versus actual SPS levels." "To maximize the power of SPS, we need reliable ways to find 
deviations in our actual stream starts relative to our expected stream starts. The following are a range of techniques that we have explored in detecting such deviations." "To detect a change in SPS behavior, we use Double Exponential Smoothing (DES) to define an upper and lower boundary that captures the range of 

acceptable behavior. This technique includes a parameter that takes into account any trend in the data, which works well for following the oscillating trend in SPS. There are more advanced smoothing techniques, such as triple exponential smoothing, which also take into account seasonal trends. However, we do not use 
these techniques as we are interested in detecting a deviation in behavior over a short period of time which does not contain a pronounced seasonal trend." "We have streamlined production operations and improved availability by creating a single directional metric that indicates service health: SPS. We have 

experimented with and used a number of techniques to derive additional insight from this metric including threshold-based alerting, exponential and double exponential smoothing, and bayesian and stream mining approaches. SPS is the pulse of Netflix streaming, focusing the minds at Netflix on ensuring streaming is 
working when you want it to be."

What’s trending on Netflix? Feb 10, 2015

"Every day, millions of members across the globe, from thousands of devices, visit Netflix and generate millions of viewing hours. The majority of these 
viewing hours are generated through the videos that are recommended by our recommender systems. We continue to invest in improving our recommender 
systems that aid our members to discover and watch the specific content they love. We are constantly trying to improve the quality of the recommendations 

using the sound foundation of AB testing."

"On that front, we recently AB tested introducing a new row of videos on the home screen called “ Trending Now”, which shows the videos that are 
trending in Netflix infused with some personalization for our members. This post explains how we built the backend infrastructure that powers the 

Trending Now row."
Recomendações. Alto. Tecnologia de recomendação Sim. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. Sim.

"Traditionally, we pre-compute many of the recommendations for our members based on a combination of explicit signals (viewing history, ratings, My List, etc.) and other implicit signals (scroll activity, navigation, etc.) within Netflix, in near-line fashion. However, the Trending Now row is computed as events 
happen in real time. This allows us to not only personalize this row based on the context like time of day and day of week, but also react to sudden changes in collective interests of members, due to a real-world events such as Oscars or Halloween." "There are primarily two data streams that are used to determine the 

trending videos:
Play events: Videos that are played by our member

Impression events: Videos seen by our members in their view port. " "Netflix embraces Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) composed of many small fine grained services that do one thing and one thing well. In that vein, Viewing History Service captures all the videos that are played by our members. Beacon is another 
service that captures all impression events and user activities within Netflix. The requirement of computing recommendations in real time, presents us with an exciting challenge to make our data collection/processing pipeline a low latency, highly scalable and resilient system. We chose Kafka, a distributed messaging 

system, for our data pipeline as it has proven to handle millions of events per second. All the data collected by the Viewing History and Beacon services are sent to Kafka." "We built a custom stream processor that consumes the play and impressions events from Kafka and computes the following aggregated data:
Play popularity: How many times is a video played

Take rate: Fraction of play events over impression events for a given video" "Given the importance of the data quality to the recommendation system and the user experience, we continuously do canary analysis for the event streams. This involves simple validations such as the presence of mandatory attributes within an 
event to more complex validations such as finding the absence of an event within a time window. With appropriate alerting in place, within minutes of every UI push, we are able to catch any data regressions with this real time stream monitoring." "On a live user request, the aggregated play popularity and take rate data 

along with other explicit signals such as members’ viewing history and past ratings are used to compute a personalized Trending now row. The following figure shows the end to end infrastructure for building Trending Now row." "Netflix has a data-driven culture that is key to our success. With billions of member 
viewing events and tens of millions of categorical preferences, we have endless opportunities to improve our recommendations even further.

We are in the midst of replacing our custom stream processor with Spark Streaming. Stay tuned for an upcoming tech blog on our resiliency testing on Spark Streaming."

Nicobar: Dynamic Scripting Library for 
Java

Feb 10, 2015

"The Netflix API is the front door to the streaming service, handling billions of requests per day from more than 1000 different device types around the world. 
To provide the best experience to our subscribers, it is critical that our UI teams have the ability to innovate at a rapid pace. As described in our blog post a 
year ago, we developed a Dynamic Scripting Platform that enables this rapid innovation:""Today, we are happy to announce Nicobar, the open source script 
execution library that allows our UI teams to inject UI-specific adapter code dynamically into our JVM without the API team’s involvement. Named after a 
remote archipelago in the eastern Indian Ocean, Nicobar allows each UI team to have its own island of code to optimize the client/server interaction for each 

device, evolved at its own pace."

Today, we are happy to announce Nicobar, the open source script execution library that allows our UI teams to inject UI-specific adapter code dynamically 
into our JVM without the API team’s involvement. Named after a remote archipelago in the eastern Indian Ocean, Nicobar allows each UI team to have its 

own island of code to optimize the client/server interaction for each device, evolved at its own pace."
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"In addition to the ability to dynamically inject code, Nicobar’s module loading system also allows for multiple variants of a script module to coexist, providing for runtime selection of a variant. As an example, tracing code execution involves adding instrumentation code, which adds overhead. Using Nicobar, the 

application could vend classes from an instrumented version of the module when tracing is needed, while vending classes from the uninstrumented, faster version of the module otherwise. This paves the way for on demand tracing of code without having to add constant overhead on all executions."

A Microscope on Microservices Feb 18, 2015

"At Netflix we pioneer new cloud architectures and technologies to operate at massive scale — a scale which breaks most monitoring and analysis tools. The 
challenge is not just handling a massive instance count but to also provide quick, actionable insight for a large-scale, microservice-based architecture. Out of 

necessity we’ve developed our own tools for performance and reliability analysis, which we’ve also been open-sourcing (e.g., Atlas for cloud-wide 
monitoring). In this post we’ll discuss tools that the Cloud Performance and Reliability team have been developing, which are used together like a 

microscope switching between different magnifications as needed."

"In this post we’ll discuss tools that the Cloud Performance and Reliability team have been developing, which are used together like a microscope 
switching between different magnifications as needed."
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"It quickly became apparent at Netflix’s scale that viewing the performance of the aggregate system through a single lens would be insufficient. Many commercial tools promise a one-stop shop but have rarely scaled to meet our needs. Working from a macro-to-micro view, our team developed tools based upon the use 
cases we most frequently analyze and triage. The result is much like a microscope which lets engineering teams select the focal length that most directly targets their dimension of interest."

RAD — Outlier Detection on Big Data Feb 19, 2015
"Outlier detection can be a pain point for all data driven companies, especially as data volumes grow. At Netflix we have multiple datasets growing by 10B+ 

record/day and so there’s a need for automated anomaly detection tools ensuring data quality and identifying suspicious anomalies. Today we are open-
sourcing our outlier detection function, called Robust Anomaly Detection (RAD), as part of our Surus project."

"The algorithm we finally settled on uses Robust Principal Component Analysis (RPCA) to detect anomalies. PCA uses the Singular Value 
Decomposition (SVD) to find low rank representations of the data. The robust version of PCA (RPCA) identifies a low rank representation, random noise, 
and a set of outliers by repeatedly calculating the SVD and applying “ thresholds” to the singular values and error for each iteration. For more information 

please refer to the original paper by Candes et al. (2009)."
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"As we built RAD we identified four generic challenges that are ubiquitous in outlier detection on “ big data.”
High cardinality dimensions: High cardinality data sets — especially those with large combinatorial permutations of column groupings — makes human inspection impractical.

Minimizing False Positives: A successful anomaly detection tool must minimize false positives. In our experience there are many alerting platforms that “ sound an alarm” that goes ultimately unresolved. The goal is to create alerting mechanisms that can be tuned to appropriately balance noise and information.
Seasonality: Hourly/Weekly/Bi-weekly/Monthly seasonal effects are common and can be mis-identified as outliers deserving attention if not handled properly. Seasonal variability needs to be ignored.

Data is not always normally distributed: This has been a particular challenge since Netflix has been growing over the last 24 months. Generally though, an outlier tool must be robust so that it works on data that is not normally distributed.
In addition to addressing the challenges above, we wanted a solution with a generic interface (supporting application development). We met these objectives with a novel algorithm encased in a wrapper for easy deployment in our ETL environment." "Netflix processes millions of transactions every day across tens of 

thousands of banking institutions/infrastructures in both real-time and batch environments. We’ve used the above solution to detect anomalies in failures in the payment network at a bank level. With the above system, business managers were able to follow up with their counterparts in the payment industry and thereby 
reducing the impact on Netflix customers

Our signup flow was another important point of application. Today Netflix customers sign up across the world on hundreds of different types of browsers or devices. Identifying anomalies across unique combinations of country, browser/device and language helps our engineers understand and react to customer sign up 
problems in a timely manner."

Netflix Hack Day — Winter 2015 Mar 9, 2015
"Last week, we hosted the latest Netflix Hack Day. Hack Day is a way for our product development teams to get away from everyday work. It’s a fun, 

experimental, collaborative, and creative outlet."
é um evento É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. "Note that while we think these hacks are very cool and fun, they may never become part of the Netflix product, internal infrastructure, or otherwise be used beyond Hack Day. We are surfacing them here publicly to share the spirit of the event."

Can Spark Streaming survive Chaos 
Monkey?

Mar 11, 2015

"With Spark Streaming as our choice of stream processor, we set out to evaluate and share the resiliency story for Spark Streaming in the AWS cloud 
environment. A Chaos Monkey based approach, which randomly terminated instances or processes, was employed to simulate failures.

Spark on Amazon Web Services (AWS) is relevant to us as Netflix delivers its service primarily out of the AWS cloud. Stream processing systems need to 
be operational 24/7 and be tolerant to failures. Instances on AWS are ephemeral, which makes it imperative to ensure Spark’s resiliency."

"Apache Spark is a fast and general-purpose cluster computing system. Spark can be deployed on top of Mesos, Yarn or Spark’s own cluster manager, 
which allocates worker node resources to an application. Spark Driver connects to the cluster manager and is responsible for converting an application to a 

directed graph (DAG) of individual tasks that get executed within an executor process on the worker nodes." "Our goal is to validate that there is no 
interruption in computing metrics when the different Spark components fail. To simulate such failures, we employed a whack-a-mole approach and killed 

the various Spark components."

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Overall, we are happy with the resiliency of spark standalone for our use cases and excited to take it to the next level where we are working towards building a unified Lambda Architecture that involves a combination of batch and real-time streaming processing. We are in early stages of this effort, so if you interested in 
contributing in this area, please reach out to us."

Billing & Payments Engineering Meetup 
II

Mar 30, 2015
"On March 18th, we hosted our second Billing & Payments Engineering Meetup at Netflix. It felt truly encouraging to see the growing interest of the 

engineer community of the Bay Area for the event. Just like the first event, the theater was almost full."
É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. N/A

Extracting contextual information from 
video assets

Apr 6, 2015
"Here, I will describe our approach to extract contextual metadata from video assets to enable an improved Netflix user experience across the large catalog we 

serve."

"Part 1: Detecting End-Sequences
When you finish watching a movie, we are able to provide a unique post-play experience as illustrated below in two examples. The user is presented with 
the next in a series of, or content similar to, the most recently seen video. Yet, the primary issue similarly remains isolating the salient parts of series and 
movies without the mind-boggling challenge of manually tagging the large and ever-changing catalog for the end points. In other words, we must devise a 

strategy for detecting when a video ends and the end-sequence begins. Interestingly, the end-sequence is unique in a few striking ways. First, that it 
appears at the end of the movie. Second, it almost always is comprised of text. Finally, there is very little variation between contiguous frames. Using all 
three of these conditions, we created an algorithm that successfully extracts the beginning of the end-sequence.""Part 2: Detecting Similar Frames Across 

Multiple Video Assets
At Netflix, for a given video, we have several assets encoded for different countries and locales. There are many applications to detect similar frames across 

multiple video assets.
We extract visual fingerprints of a collection of certain frames. We can then use these fingerprints as comparative models- if similar frames appear in the 

rest of the videos, we can mark them as the ending of the start-sequence.
Let’s take an example: Let’s say Fig. 1A is the last frame of the title sequence of our favorite TV series. We’ll call it our “ Reference Frame,” which we’ll 

want to match with the rest of the episodes. In this case, we extracted an image histogram, to become our reference frame, as a marker of the fingerprint. 
Now, we will compare this fingerprint with another episode (Fig. 1B) of the same series. Given that both fingerprints are similar, we can walk through the 

rest of the episodes to mark them as identical/similar frames. Besides detecting the start sequence, this approach can be used to other interesting points 
within video."

Tecnologia de vídeo. Médio.
Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 

conteúdo. 
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Introducing Vector: Netflix’s On-Host 
Performance Monitoring Tool

Apr 8, 2015
"Vector is an open source host-level performance monitoring framework, which exposes hand-picked, high-resolution system and application metrics to every 

engineer’s browser."

"reviously, we’d login to instances as needed, run a variety of commands, and sift through the output for the metrics that matter. Vector cuts down the 
time to get to those metrics, helping us respond to incidents more quickly. Vector provides a simple way for users to visualize and analyze system and 

application-level metrics in near real-time. It leverages the battle tested open source system monitoring framework, Performance Co-Pilot (PCP), layering 
on top a flexible and user-friendly UI. The UI polls metrics at up to 1 second resolution, rendering the data in completely configurable dashboards that 

simplify cross-metric correlation and analysis. PCP’s stateless model makes it lightweight and robust. Its overhead on hosts is negligible, as clients are 
responsible for keeping track of state, sampling rate, and computation. Additionally, metrics are not aggregated across hosts or persisted outside of the 
user’s browser session, keeping the framework light. Vector requires only your local browser and PCP installed on the host you wish to monitor. No 
intermediate collector, server, or database infrastructure is required." "Observability is key to understanding how an application behaves under certain 

conditions and is paramount to successfully troubleshoot any performance issue. Vector allows us to closely monitor hosts in near real-time and easily 
correlate metrics, making them accessible to every engineer, simplifying the process of troubleshooting issues. It proved to be an invaluable tool to help 

us achieve great performance and we plan to continue building and improving it!"

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Learning a Personalized Homepage Apr 9, 2015

"As we’ve described in our previous blog posts, at Netflix we use personalization extensively and treat every situation as an opportunity to present the right 
content to each of our over 57 million members. The main way a member interacts with our recommendations is via the homepage, which they see when they 
log into Netflix on any supported device. The primary function of the homepage is to help each member easily find something to watch that they will enjoy. 

A problem we face is that our catalog contains many more videos than can be displayed on a single page and each member comes with their own unique set of 
interests. Thus, a general algorithmic challenge becomes how to best tailor each member’s homepage to make it relevant, cover their interests and intents, 

and still allow for exploration of our catalog."

Currently, the Netflix homepage on most devices is structured with videos (movies and TV shows) organized into thematically coherent rows presented in 
a two-dimensional layout. Members can scroll either horizontally on a row to see more videos in that row or vertically to see other rows. Thus, a key part 

of our personalization approach is how we choose rows to display on the homepage. This involves figuring out how to select the rows most relevant to 
each member, how to populate those rows with videos, and how to arrange them on the limited page area such that selecting a video to watch is intuitive. 

In the rest of this post, we will highlight what we think are the most relevant and interesting aspects of this problem and how we can go about solving 
some of them

Personalização. Alto. Tecnologia da página home. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. Sim.

"We organize our homepage into a series of rows to make it easy for members to navigate through a large portion of our catalog. By presenting coherent groups of videos in a row, providing a meaningful name for each row, and presenting rows in a useful order, members can quickly decide whether a whole set of videos 
in a row is likely to contain something that they are interested in watching. This allows members to either dive deeper and look for more videos in the theme or to skip them and look at another row. This would not be the case if, for example, the page contained a large, unorganized collection of relevant videos. One 
natural way to group videos is by genre or sub-genre or other video metadata dimensions like release date. Of course, the relationship between videos in a row does not have to be due to metadata alone, but can also be formed from behavioral information (for example from collaborative filtering algorithms), videos we 

think a member is likely to watch, or even groups of videos watched by a friend. Thus, each row can offer a unique and personalized slice of the catalog for a member to navigate. Part of the challenge and fun of creating a personalized homepage is figuring out new ways to create useful groupings of videos, which we are 
constantly experimenting with (e.g., rows of titles that might be watched by one of our Netflix original characters shown above)." "Once we have a set of possible video groups to consider for a page, we can begin to assemble the homepage from them. To do this, we start by finding candidate groupings that are likely 

relevant for a member based on the information we know about them. This also involves coming up with the evidence (or explanations) to support the presentation of a row, for example the movies that the member has previously watched in a genre. Next, we filter each group to handle concerns like maturity rating or to 
remove some previously watched videos. After filtering, we rank the videos in each group according to a row-appropriate ranking algorithm, which produces an ordering of videos such that the most relevant videos for the member in a group are at the front of the row. From this set of row candidates we can then apply a 

row selection algorithm to assemble the full page. As the page is assembled, we do additional filtering like deduplication to remove repeat videos and format rows to the appropriate size for the device." " We want our recommendations to be accurate in that they are relevant to the tastes of our members, but they also need 
to be diverse so that we can address the spectrum of a member’s interests versus only focusing on one. We want to be able to highlight the depth in the catalog we have in those interests and also the breadth we have across other areas to help our members explore and even find new interests. We want our 

recommendations to be fresh and responsive to the actions a member takes, such as watching a show, adding to their list, or rating; but we also want some stability so that people are familiar with their homepage and can easily find videos they’ve been recommended in the recent past. Finally, we need to be able to place 
task-oriented rows, such as “ My List,” in amongst the more discovery-oriented rows. Each device has different hardware capabilities that can limit the number of videos or rows displayed at any one time and how big the whole page can be. As such, the page generation process must be aware of the constraints of the 

device for which it is creating the page, including the number of rows, the minimum and maximum length of a row, the size of the visible portion of the page, and whether or not certain rows are required or are not applicable for a certain device. While there are many challenges to page generation, tackling 
recommendation problems at this level also opens up new solutions. As mentioned before, selecting a diverse set of items is important in a recommendation system. However, it can be challenging to navigate a diverse ranking since the relevant items may be blended with other items that do not match someone’s current 

intent. However, by presenting a two-dimensional navigation layout, a member can scroll vertically to easily skip over entire groups of content that may not match their current intent and then find a more relevant set, which they can then scroll horizontally to see more recommendations in that set. This allows for 
coherent, meaningful individual rows to be selected while maintaining the diversity of the videos shown on the whole page, and thus lets the member have both relevance and diversity. There are several approaches for how we can build our homepage algorithmically. The most basic is a rule-based approach, which we 

used for a long time. Here a set of rules define a template that dictates for all members what types of rows can go in certain positions on the page. For example, the rules could specify that the first row would be Continue Watching (if any), then Top Picks (if any), then Popular on Netflix, then 5 personalized genre rows, 
and so on. The only personalization in this approach was from selecting candidate rows in a personalized way, such as including “ Because you watched <video>” rows for videos someone has watched in the past and genre rows based on known genre preferences. To choose specific rows within each type, simple 

heuristics and sampling were used. We evolved this template using A/B testing to understand where to place rows for all members.
This approach served us well, but it ignored many aspects we consider important for the quality of the page, such as the quality of the videos in the row, the amount of diversity on the page, the affinity of members for specific kinds of rows, and the quality of the evidence we can surface for each video. It also made it hard 

to add new types of rows, because for a new row to succeed it would need to not only contain a relevant set of videos in a good order but also be placed appropriately in the template. Because of this, the rules for the template grew over time and became too complex to handle the variety of rows and how they should all be 
placed, which represented a local optimum for the member experience. To address these issues, we can instead think of personalizing the ordering of rows on the homepage." "When forming the homepage it is also important to consider how members navigate the page, i.e., to consider which positions on the page they 

are likely to pay attention to and interact with in a session. Placing the most relevant videos in the positions that are most likely to be seen, which tends to be the upper-left corner, should reduce the time for a member to find something relevant to watch. However, modeling navigation on a two-dimensional page is 
difficult, especially taking into account that different people may navigate differently, people’s navigation patterns may change over time, there are differences in navigation across different device types based on the interaction design, and that navigation is clearly dependent on the relevance of the content shown. With an 

accurate navigation model, we can inform better placement of videos and rows and where on the page to focus on relevance as opposed to diversity." "Machine Learning for page generation
At the core of building a personalized page is a scoring function that can evaluate the quality of a row or a page. While we could use heuristics or intuition for building such a scoring function and tune it using A/B testing, we prefer to learn a good function from the data so that we can easily incorporate new data sources 
and balance the various different aspects of a homepage. To do this, we can use a machine learning approach to create the scoring function by training it using historical information of which homepages we have created for our members, what they actually see, how they interact, and what they play." "There is a large set of 

Introducing FIDO: Automated Security 
Incident Response

May 4, 2015
"We’re excited to announce the open source release of FIDO (Fully Integrated Defense Operation — apologies to the FIDO Alliance for acronym collision), 

our system for automatically analyzing security events and responding to security incidents."

"The typical process for investigating security-related alerts is labor intensive and largely manual. To make the situation more difficult, as attacks increase 
in number and diversity, there is an increasing array of detection systems deployed and generating even more alerts for security teams to investigate.

Netflix, like all organizations, has a finite amount of resources to combat this phenomenon, so we built FIDO to help. FIDO is an orchestration layer that 
automates the incident response process by evaluating, assessing and responding to malware and other detected threats."

Tecnologia de segurança. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Netflix Streaming — More Energy 
Efficient than Breathing

May 27, 2015

"Netflix Streaming: Energy Consumption for 2014 was 0.0013 kWh per Streaming Hour Delivered.
36% was from renewable sources

28% was offset with renewable energy credits
We plan to be fully offset by 2015, and to increase the contribution of renewable sources

Carbon footprint of about 300g of CO2 per customer represents about 0.007% of the typical US household footprint of 43,000 kg (48 tons) of CO2 per year"

"First and foremost, we have focused on efficiency — making sure that the technology we have built and use is as efficient as possible, which helps with 
all four components: those for which Netflix is responsible, and those associated with ISP operations and consumer choices. Then we have focused on 

procuring renewables or offsets for the power that our own systems consume."
Operacional. Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
impacto cultural direto.

Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A
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Localization Technologies at Netflix Jun 4, 2015

"The localization program at Netflix is centered around linguistic excellence, a great team environment, and cutting-edge technology. The program is only 4 
years old, which for a company our size is unusual to find. We’ve built a team and toolset representative of the scope and scale that a localization team needs 

to operate at in 2015, not one that is bogged down with years of legacy process and technology, as is often the case.
We haven’t been afraid to experiment with new localization models and tools, going against localization industry norms and achieving great things along the 

way. At Netflix we are given the freedom to trailblaze.
In this blog post we’re going to take a look at two major pieces of technology we’ve developed to assist us on our path to global domination…"

Having great content by itself is not enough to make Netflix successful; how the content is presented has a huge impact. Having an intuitive, easy to use, 
and localized user interface (UI) contributes significantly to Netflix’s success. Netflix is available on the web and on a vast number of devices and platforms 

including Apple iOS, Google Android, Sony PlayStation, Microsoft Xbox, and TVs from Sony, Panasonic, etc. Each of these platforms has their own 
standards for internationalization, and that poses a challenge to our localization team.

Here are some situations that require localization of UI strings:
New languages are introduced

New features are developed
Fixes are made to current text data

Tecnologia de localização. Médio. Tecnologia de localização. Sim. Sim. Sim. Sim.

"In order to answer those questions we have developed a global repository for UI strings, called Global String Repository, that allows teams to store their localized string data and pull it out at runtime. We have also integrated Global String Repository with our current localization pipeline making the whole process of 
localization seamless. All translations are available immediately for consumption by applications.

Global String Repository allows isolation through bundles and namespaces. A bundle is a container for string data across multiple languages. A namespace is a placeholder for bundles that are being worked upon. There is a default namespace that is used for publishing. A simple workflow would be:
A developer makes a change to the English string data in a bundle in a namespace

Translation workflows are automatically triggered
Linguist completes the translation workflow

Translations are made available to the bundle in the namespace"  ""We like big challenges and have no shortage of them to work on. We currently operate in 50 countries, by the end of 2016 that number will grow to 200. Netflix will be a truly global product and our localization team needs to scale to support that. 
Challenges like these have allowed us to attract the best and brightest talent, and we’ve built a team that can do what seems impossible."

NTS: Real-time Streaming for Test 
Automation

Jun 15, 2015
"Netflix Test Studio (NTS) was created with the goal of creating a consistent way for internal and external developers to deploy and execute tests. This is 
achieved by abstracting device differences. NTS also provides a standard set of tools for assessing the responsiveness and quality of the overall experience. 

NTS now runs over 40,000 long-running tests each day on over 600 devices around the world."

"NTS is a cloud-based automation framework that lets you remote control most Netflix Ready Devices. In this post we’ll focus on two key aspects of the 
framework:

Collect test results in near-realtime.
A highly event driven architecture allows us to accomplish this: JSON snippets sent from the single page UI to the device and JavaScript listeners on the 

device firing back events. We also have a requirement to be able to play back events as they happened, just like a state machine.
Allow testers to interact with both the device and various Netflix services during execution.

Integrated tests require the control of the test execution stream in order to simulate real-world conditions. We want to simulate failures, pause, debug and 
resume during test execution.

Tecnologia para testes. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Tracking down the Villains: Outlier 
Detection at Netflix

Jul 14, 2015
It’s 2 a.m. and half of our reliability team is online searching for the root cause of why Netflix streaming isn’t working. None of our systems are obviously 
broken, but something is amiss and we’re not seeing it. After an hour of searching we realize there is one rogue server in our farm causing the problem. We 

missed it amongst the thousands of other servers because we were looking for a clearly visible problem, not an insidious deviant.

"Similar to this, we set out to build a system that could look beyond the obvious and find the subtle differences in servers that could be causing 
production problems. In this post we’ll describe our automated outlier detection and remediation for unhealthy servers that has saved us from countless 

hours of late-night heroics."
Operacional. Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
impacto cultural direto.

Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Java in Flames Jul 24, 2015
"Java mixed-mode flame graphs provide a complete visualization of CPU usage and have just been made possible by a new JDK option: -

XX:+PreserveFramePointer. We’ve been developing these at Netflix for everyday Java performance analysis as they can identify all CPU consumers and 
issues, including those that are hidden from other profilers."

"Java mixed-mode flame graphs provide a complete visualization of CPU usage and have just been made possible by a new JDK option: -
XX:+PreserveFramePointer. We’ve been developing these at Netflix for everyday Java performance analysis as they can identify all CPU consumers and 

issues, including those that are hidden from other profilers."
Operacional. Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
impacto cultural direto.

Não. Não. Não. Não.
"If you are new to flame graphs: The y axis is stack depth, and the x axis spans the sample population. Each rectangle is a stack frame (a function), where the width shows how often it was present in the profile. The ordering from left to right is unimportant (the stacks are sorted alphabetically). In the previous example, 

color hue was used to highlight different code types: green for Java, yellow for C++, and red for system. Color intensity was simply randomized to differentiate frames (other color schemes are possible)."

Tuning Tomcat For A High 
Throughput, Fail Fast System

Jul 28, 2015

"Netflix has a number of high throughput, low latency mid tier services. In one of these services, it was observed that in case there is a huge surge in traffic in 
a very short span of time, the machines became cpu-starved and would become unresponsive. This would lead to a bad experience for the clients of this 

service. They would get a mix of read and connect timeouts. Read timeouts can be particularly bad if the read timeouts are set to be very high. The client 
machines will wait to hear from the server for a long time. In case of SOA, this can lead to a ripple effect as the clients of these clients will also start getting 

read timeouts and all services can slow down. Under normal circumstances, the machines had ample amount of cpu free and the service was not cpu intensive. 
So, why does this happen? In order to understand that, let’s first look at the high level stack for this service. The request flow would look like this"

"On simulating the traffic surge in the test environment it was found that the reason for cpu starvation was improper apache and tomcat configuration. On a 
sudden increase in traffic, multiple apache workers became busy and a very large number of tomcat threads also got busy. There was a huge jump in 
system cpu as none of the threads could do any meaningful work since most of the time cpu would be context switching." "Since this was a mid tier 
service, there was not much use of apache. So, instead of tuning two systems (apache and tomcat), it was decided to simplify the stack and get rid of 

apache. To understand why too many tomcat threads got busy, let’s understand the tomcat threading model."

Tecnologia para testes. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

Its possible to achieve the same results by tuning the combination of apache and tomcat to work together. However, since there was not much use of apache for our service, we found the above model simpler with one less moving part. It’s best to make choices by a combination of understanding the system and use of 
experimentation and testing in a real-world environment to verify hypothesis.

Netflix at Velocity 2015: Linux 
Performance Tools

Aug 3, 2015

"There are many performance tools nowadays for Linux, but how do they all fit together, and when do we use them? At Velocity 2015, I gave a 90 minute 
tutorial on Linux performance tools. I’ve spoken on this topic before, but given a 90 minute time slot I was able to include more methodologies, tools, and 

live demonstrations, making it the most complete tour of the topic I’ve done. The video and slides are below.
In this tutorial I summarize traditional and advanced performance tools, including: top, ps, vmstat, iostat, mpstat, free, strace, tcpdump, netstat, nicstat, 

pidstat, swapon, lsof, sar, ss, iptraf, iotop, slaptop, pcstat, tiptop, rdmsr, lmbench, fio, pchar, perf_events, ftrace, SystemTap, ktap, sysdig, and eBPF; and 
reference many more. I also include updated tools diagrams for observability, sar, benchmarking, and tuning (including the image above).

This tutorial can be shared with a wide audience — anyone working on Linux systems — as a free crash course on Linux performance tools. I hope people 
enjoy it and find it useful. Here’s the playlist."

É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. N/A

Introducing SVT-AV1: a scalable open-
source AV1 framework

Apr 17, 2019

Intel and Netflix announced their collaboration on a software video encoder implementation called SVT-AV1 on April 8, 2019. Scalable Video Technology 
(SVT) is Intel’s open source framework that provides high-performance software video encoding libraries for developers of visual cloud technologies. In this 

tech blog, we describe the relevance of this partnership to the industry and cover some of our own experiences so far. We also describe how you can become a 
part of this development.

One of Intel’s goals with SVT-AV1 development was to create a production-grade AV1 encoder that offers performance and scalability. SVT-AV1 uses 
parallelization at several stages of the encoding process, which allows it to adapt to the number of available cores including newest servers with significant 

core count. This makes it possible for SVT-AV1 to decrease encoding time while still maintaining compression efficiency.
In August 2018, Netflix’s Video Algorithms team and Intel’s Visual Cloud team decided to join forces on SVT-AV1 development. Since that time, 

Intel’s and Netflix’s teams closely collaborated on SVT-AV1 development, discussing architectural decisions, implementing new tools, and improving 
the compression efficiency. Netflix’s main interest in SVT-AV1 was somewhat different and complementary to Intel’s intention of building a production-

grade highly scalable encoder.

Tecnologia de vídeo. Médio.
Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 

conteúdo. 
Sim. Não. Não. De forma tangencial. N/A

Making Netflix.com Faster Aug 5, 2015
"Simply put, performance matters. We know members want to immediately start browsing or watching their favorite content and have found that faster startup 
leads to more satisfying usage. So, when building the long-awaited update to netflix.com, the Website UI Engineering team made startup performance a first 

tier priority."

"The impact of this effort netted a 70% reduction in startup time, and was focused in three key areas:
Server and Client Rendering

Universal JavaScript
JavaScript Payload Reduction

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

Work is Ongoing
We firmly believe high performance is not an optional engineering goal — it’s a requirement for creating great user-experiences. We have made significant strides in startup performance, and are committed to challenging our industry’s best-practices in the pursuit of a better experience for our members.

Netflix Releases Falcor Developer Preview Aug 17, 2015
"Developers strive to create the illusion that all of their application’s data is sitting right there on the user’s device just waiting to be displayed. To make that 

experience a reality, data must be efficiently retrieved from the network and intelligently cached on the client.
That’s why Netflix created Falcor, a JavaScript library for efficient data fetching. Falcor powers Netflix’s mobile, desktop and TV applications."

"That’s why Netflix created Falcor, a JavaScript library for efficient data fetching. Falcor powers Netflix’s mobile, desktop and TV applications.
Falcor lets you represent all your remote data sources as a single domain model via JSON Graph. Falcor makes it easy to access as much or as little of 

your model as you want, when you want it. You retrieve your data using familiar JavaScript operations like get, set, and call. If you know your data, you 
know your API. You code the same way no matter where the data is, whether in memory on the client or over the network on the server. Falcor keeps 

your data in a single, coherent cache and manages stale data and cache pruning for you. Falcor automatically traverses references in your graph and makes 
requests as needed. It transparently handles all network communications, opportunistically batching and de-duping requests."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Fenzo: OSS Scheduler for Apache Mesos 
Frameworks

Aug 20, 2015

"Bringing Netflix to our millions of subscribers is no easy task. The product comprises dozens of services in our distributed environment, each of which is 
operating a critical component to the experience while constantly evolving with new functionality. Optimizing the launch of these services is essential for both 

the stability of the customer experience as well as overall performance and costs. To that end, we are happy to introduce Fenzo, an open source scheduler for 
Apache Mesos frameworks. Fenzo tightly manages the scheduling and resource assignments of these deployments."

"Two main motivations for developing a new framework, as opposed to leveraging one of the many frameworks in the community, were to achieve 
scheduling optimizations and to be able to autoscale the cluster based on usage, both of which will be discussed in greater detail below. Fenzo enables 
frameworks to better manage ephemerality aspects that are unique to the cloud. Our use cases include a reactive stream processing system for real time 

operational insights and managing deployments of container based application"

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Fenzo is currently being used in two Mesos frameworks at Netflix for a variety of use cases including long running services and batch jobs. We have observed that the scheduler is fast at allocating resources with multiple constraints and custom fitness calculators. Also, Fenzo has allowed us to scale the cluster based on 
current demand instead of provisioning it for peak demand.

The table below shows the average and maximum times we have observed for each scheduling run in one of our clusters. Each scheduling run may attempt to assign resources to more than one task. The run time can vary depending on the number of tasks that need assignments, the number and types of constraints used 
by the tasks, and the number of hosts to choose resources from.

From Chaos to Control — Testing the 
resiliency of Netflix’s Content Discovery 

Platform
Aug 25, 2015

"Merchandising Application Platform (MAP) was conceived as a middle-tier service that would handle real time requests for content discovery. MAP does 
this by aggregating data from disparate data sources and implementing common business logic into one distinct layer. This centralized layer helps provide 

common experiences across device platforms and helps reduce duplicate, and sometimes, inconsistent business logic. In addition, it also allows 
recommendation systems — which are typically pre-compute systems — to be de-coupled from the real time path. MAP can be compared to a big funnel 

through which most of the content discovery data on a user’s screen goes through and is processed."

"As an example, MAP generates localized row names for the personalized recommendations on the home page. This happens in real time, based on the 
locale of the user at the time the request is made. Similarly, application of maturity filters, localizing and sorting categories are examples of logic that lives 
in MAP." "A classic example of duplicated but inconsistent business logic that MAP consolidated was the “ next episode” logic — the rule to determine 
if a particular episode was completed and the next episode should be shown. In one platform, it required that credits had started and/or 95% of the episode 

to be finished. In another platform, it was simply that 90% of the episode had to be finished. MAP consolidated this logic into one simple call that all 
devices now use.

MAP also enables discovery data to be a mix of pre-computed and real time data. On the homepage, rows like My List, Continue Watching and Trending 
Now are examples of real time data whereas rows like “ Because you watched” are pre-computed. As an example, if a user added a title to My List on a 

mobile device and decided to watch the title on a Smart TV, the user would expect My List on the TV to be up-to-date immediately. What this requires 
is the ability to selectively update some data in real time. MAP provides the APIs and logic to detect if data has changed and update it as needed. This 
allows us to keep the efficiencies gained from pre-compute systems for most of the data, while also having the flexibility to keep other data fresh." "MAP 

also supports business logic required for various A/B tests, many of which are active on Netflix at any given time. Examples include: inserting non-
personalized rows, changing the sort order for titles within a row and changing the contents of a row.

The services that generate this data are a mix of pre-compute and real time systems. Depending on the data, the calling patterns from devices for each type 
of data also vary. Some data is fetched once per session, some of it is pre-fetched when the user navigates the page/screen and other data is refreshed 

constantly (My List, Recently Watched, Trending Now)."

Tecnologia para testes. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. " Currently AWS does not provide APIs that allow you to see the history of your resources, but Edda records each AWS resource as versioned documents that can be recalled via the REST APIs. The “ current state” is stored in memory, which allows for quick ac

Announcing Sleepy Puppy — Cross-Site 
Scripting Payload Management for Web 

Application Security Testing
Aug 31, 2015

"Netflix is pleased to announce the open source release of our cross-site scripting (XSS) payload management framework: Sleepy Puppy!" "Cross-site scripting 
is a type of web application security vulnerability that allows an attacker to execute arbitrary client-side script in a victim’s browser. XSS has been listed on 
the OWASP Top 10 vulnerability list since 2004, and developers continue to struggle with mitigating controls to prevent XSS (e.g. content security policy, 

input validation, output encoding). According to a recent report from WhiteHat Security, a web application is 47% likely to have one or more cross-site 
scripting vulnerabilities."

"Sleepy Puppy is a XSS payload management framework that enables security engineers to simplify the process of capturing, managing, and tracking XSS 
propagation over long periods of time and numerous assessments.

We will use the following terminology throughout the rest of the discussion:
Assessments describe specific testing sessions and allow the user to optionally receive email notifications when XSS issues are identified for those 

assessments.
Payloads are XSS strings to be executed and can include the full range of XSS injection.

PuppyScripts are typically written in JavaScript and provide a way to collect information on where the payload executed.
Captures are the screenshots and metadata collected by the default PuppyScript

Generic Collector is an endpoint that allows you to optionally log additional data outside the scope of a traditional capture.
Sleepy Puppy is highly configurable, and you can create your own payloads and PuppyScripts as needed."

Tecnologia de segurança. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Introducing Lemur Sep 21, 2015 "Netflix is pleased to announce the open source release of our x.509 certificate orchestration framework: Lemur!"
"Lemur is a certificate management framework that acts as a broker between certificate authorities and internal deployment and management tools. This 

allows us to build in defaults and templates for the most common use cases, reduce the need for a developer to be exposed to sensitive key material, and 
provides a centralized location from which to manage and monitor all aspects of the certificate lifecycle."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Announcing Electric Eye Sep 22, 2015
"Netflix ships on a wide variety of devices, ranging from small thumbdrive-sized HDMI dongles to ultra-massive 100”+ curved screen HDTVs, and the wide 

variety of form factors leads to some interesting challenges in testing. In this post, we’re going to describe the genesis and evolution of Electric Eye, an 
automated computer vision and audio testing framework created to help test Netflix on all of these devices."

"After five months of prototypes, we’re now working on version 1.0 of Electric Eye, and we’re planning on releasing the majority of the code as open 
source shortly after its completion. We’re adding extra tests, such as mixer latency and audio dropout detection, as well as looking at future applications 

like motion graphics testing, frame drop detection, frame tear detection, and more.
Tecnologia para testes. Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
impacto cultural direto.

Não. Não. Não. Não. "However, one of the first rules of software is that you shouldn’t let your quest for perfection get in the way of making an incremental step forward."

John Carmack on Developing the Netflix 
App for Oculus

Sep 24, 2015

"Hi, this is Anthony Park, VP of Engineering at Netflix. We’ve been working with Oculus to develop a Netflix app for Samsung Gear VR. The app includes 
a Netflix Living Room, allowing members to get the Netflix experience from the comfort of a virtual couch, wherever they bring their Gear VR headset. It’s 

available to Oculus users today. We’ve been working closely with John Carmack, CTO of Oculus and programmer extraordinaire, to bring our TV user 
interface to the Gear VR headset. Well, honestly, John did most of the development himself(!), so I’ve asked him to be a guest blogger today and share his 

experience with implementing the new app. Here’s a sneak peek at the experience, and I’ll let John take it from here…"

"Despite all the talk of hardcore gamers and abstract metaverses, a lot of people want to watch movies and shows in virtual reality. In fact, during the 
development of Gear VR, Samsung internally referred to it as the HMT, for “ Head Mounted Theater.” Current VR headsets can’t match a high end real 

world home theater, but in many conditions the “ best seat in the house” may be in the Gear VR that you pull out of your backpack.
Some of us from Oculus had a meeting at Netflix HQ last month, and when things seemed to be going well, I blurted out “ Grab an engineer, let’s do this 

tomorrow!”"

Oculus. Médio.
Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 

conteúdo. 
Sim. Não. Não. Não.

"Still, it is drawing a 1280 pixel wide UI over maybe 900 pixels on the screen, so something has to give. Because of the nature of the distortion, the middle of the screen winds up stretching the image slightly, and you can discern every single pixel in the UI. As you get towards the outer edges, and especially the 
corners, more and more of the UI pixels get blended together. Some of the Netflix UI layout is a little unfortunate for this; small text in the corners is definitely harder to read.

So forget 4K, or even full-HD. 720p HD is the highest resolution video you should even consider playing in a VR headset today."

Chaos Engineering Upgraded Sep 25, 2015

"Several years ago we introduced a tool called Chaos Monkey. This service pseudo-randomly plucks a server from our production deployment on AWS and 
kills it. At the time we were met with incredulity and skepticism. Are we crazy? In production?!?

Our reasoning was sound, and the results bore that out. Since we knew that server failures are guaranteed to happen, we wanted those failures to happen during 
business hours when we were on hand to fix any fallout. We knew that we could rely on engineers to build resilient solutions if we gave them the context to 
expect servers to fail. If we could align our engineers to build services that survive a server failure as a matter of course, then when it accidentally happened it 

wouldn’t be a big deal. In fact, our members wouldn’t even notice. This proved to be the case."

"Building on the success of Chaos Monkey, we looked at an extreme case of infrastructure failure. We built Chaos Kong, which doesn’t just kill a server. 
It kills an entire AWS Region.¹"

Tecnologia para testes. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"It is very rare that an AWS Region becomes unavailable, but it does happen. This past Sunday (September 20th, 2015) Amazon’s DynamoDB service experienced an availability issue in their US-EAST-1 Region. That instability caused more than 20 additional AWS services that are dependent on DynamoDB to fail. 
Some of the Internet’s biggest sites and applications were intermittently unavailable during a six- to eight-hour window that day.

Netflix did experience a brief availability blip in the affected Region, but we sidestepped any significant impact because Chaos Kong exercises prepare us for incidents like this. By running experiments on a regular basis that simulate a Regional outage, we were able to identify any systemic weaknesses early and fix them. 
When US-EAST-1 actually became unavailable, our system was already strong enough to handle a traffic failover." "We want to capture the value of these exercises in a methodology that we can use to improve our systems and push the state of the art forward. At Netflix we have an extremely complex distributed system 
(microservice architecture) with hundreds of deploys every day. We don’t want to remove the complexity of the system; we want to thrive on it. We want to continue to accelerate flexibility and rapid development. And with that complexity, flexibility, and rapidity, we still need to have confidence in the resiliency of our 

system." "We started Chaos Monkey to build confidence in our highly complex system. We don’t have to simplify or even understand the system to see that over time Chaos Monkey makes the system more resilient. By purposefully introducing realistic production conditions into a controlled run, we can uncover 
weaknesses before they cause bigger problems. Chaos Engineering makes our system stronger, and gives us the confidence to move quickly in a very complex system."

Creating Your Own EC2 Spot Market Sep 28, 2015

"Netflix prioritizes innovation and reliability above efficiency, and as we continue to scale globally, finding opportunities that balance these three variables 
becomes increasingly difficult. However, every so often there is a process or application that can shift the curve out on all three factors; for Netflix this process 
was incorporating hybrid autoscaling engines for our services via Scryer & Amazon Auto Scaling. Currently over 15% of our EC2 footprint autoscales, and 

the majority of this usage is covered by reserved instances as we value the pricing and capacity benefits. The combination of these two factors have created an 
“ internal spot market” that has a daily peak of over 12,000 unused instances. We have been steadily working on building an automated system that allows us 

to effectively utilize these troughs.
Creating the internal spot capacity is straightforward: implement auto scaling and purchase reserved instances. In this post we’ll focus on how to leverage this 
trough given the complexities that stem from our large scale and decentralized microservice architecture. In the subsequent post, the Encoding team discusses 

the technical details in automating Netflix’s internal spot market and highlights some of the lessons learned."

"The first requirement to automated borrowing is building out the telemetry exposing unused reservation counts. Given our autoscaling engines operate at 
a minute granularity, we could not leverage AWS’ billing file as our data source. Instead, the Engineering Tools team built an API inside our deployment 

platform that exposed real time unused reservations at the minute level. This unused calculation combined input data from our deployment tool, 
monitoring system, and AWS’ reservation system.

The second requirement is finding batch jobs that are short in duration or interruptible in nature. Our batch Encoding jobs had a minimum duration SLA 
between five minutes to an hour, making them a perfect fit for our initial twelve hour borrowing window. An additional benefit is having jobs that are 

resource agnostic, allowing for more borrowing opportunities as our usage landscape creates various troughs by instance type.
The last requirement is for teams to absorb the telemetry data and to set appropriate rules for when to borrow instances. The main concern was whether or 

not this borrowing would jeopardize capacity for services in the critical path. We alleviated this issue by placing all of our borrowing into a separate 
account from our production account and leveraging the financial advantages of consolidated billing. Theoretically, a perfectly automated borrowing system 

would have the same operational and financial results regardless of account structure, but leveraging consolidated billing creates a capacity safety net."

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A
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Moving from Asgard to Spinnaker Sep 30, 2015

"Six years ago, Netflix successfully jumped headfirst into the AWS Cloud and along the way we ended up writing quite a lot of software to help us out. One 
particular project proved instrumental in allowing us to efficiently automate AWS deployments: Asgard." "Netflix, nevertheless, has evolved since first 

embracing the cloud. Our footprint within AWS has expanded to meet the demand of an increasingly global audience; moreover, the number of applications 
required to service our customers has swelled. Our rate of innovation, which maintains our global competitive edge, has also grown. Consequently, our desire 

to move code rapidly, with a high degree of confidence and overall visibility, has also increased. In this regard Asgard has fallen short.
Everything required to produce a deployment artifact, in this case an AMI, has never been addressed in Asgard. Consequently, many teams at Netflix 

constructed their own Continuous Delivery workflows. These workflows were typically related Jenkins jobs that tied together code check-ins with building 
and testing, then AMI creations and, finally, deployments via Asgard. This final step involved automation against Asgard’s REST API, which was never 

intended to be leveraged as a first class citizen.
Roughly a year ago a new project, dubbed Spinnaker, kicked off to enable end-to-end global Continuous Delivery at Netflix. The goals of this project were to 

create a Continuous Delivery platform that would:
enable repeatable automated deployments captured as flexible pipelines and configurable pipeline stages

provide a global view across all the environments that an application passes through in its deployment pipeline
offer programmatic configuration and execution via a consistent and reliable API

be easy to configure, maintain, and extend
be operationally resilient

provide the existing benefits of Asgard without a migration"

"Spinnaker aims to make it easier to extend and enhance cloud deployment models in a way that doesn’t require forking. Whether the community desires 
additional cloud providers, different deployment artifacts or new stages in a Continuous Delivery pipeline, extensions to Spinnaker will be available to 

everyone in the community without the need to fork. We additionally wanted to create a platform that, while replacing Asgard, doesn’t exclude it. A big-
bang migration process off Asgard would be out of the question for Netflix and for the community. Consequently, changes to cloud assets via Asgard are 

completely compatible with changes to those same assets via our new platform. And vice versa!
Finally, we deliberately chose not to reimplement everything in Asgard. Ultimately, Asgard took on too much undifferentiated heavy lifting from the 

AWS console. Consequently, for those features that are not directly related to cluster management, such as SNS, SQS, and RDS Management, Netflix 
users and the community are encouraged to use the AWS Console. Our new platform only implements those Asgard-like features related to cluster 

management from the point of view of an application (and even a group of related applications: a project). This application context allows you to work 
with a particular application’s related clusters, ASGs, instances, Security Groups, and ELBs, in all the AWS accounts in which the application is 

deployed."

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Today, we have both systems running side by side with the vast majority of all deployments leveraging our new platform. Nevertheless, we’re not completely done with gaining the feature parity we desire with Asgard. That gap is closing rapidly and in the near future we will be sunsetting various Asgard instances 
running in our infrastructure. At this point, Netflix engineers aren’t committing code to Asgard’s Github repository; nevertheless, we happily encourage the OSS community’s active participation in Asgard going forward.

Asgard served Netflix well for quite a long time. We learned numerous lessons along our journey and are ready to focus on the future with a new platform that makes Continuous Delivery a first-class citizen at Netflix and elsewhere. We plan to share this platform, Spinnaker, with the Open Source Community in the 
coming months."

Flux: A New Approach to System 
Intuition

Oct 1, 2015

"On the Traffic and Chaos Teams at Netflix, our mission requires that we have a holistic understanding of our complex microservice architecture. At any 
given time, we may be called upon to move the request traffic of many millions of customers from one side of the planet to the other. More frequently, we 
want to understand in real time what effect a variable is having on a subset of request traffic during a Chaos Experiment. We require a tool that can give us 

this holistic understanding of traffic as it flows through our complex, distributed system."

"Instead, we decided to take advantage of the brain’s ability to process massive amounts of visual information in multiple dimensions, in parallel, 
visually. We call this tool Flux.

In the home screen of Flux, we get a representation of all traffic coming into Netflix from the Internet, and being directed to one of our three AWS 
Regions. Below is a video capture of this first screen in Flux during a simulation of a Regional failover:"

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"In general, we assume that if anything is best represented numerically, then we don’t need to visualize it. If the best representation is a numerical one, then a visualization could only obscure a quantifiable piece of information that can be measured, compared, and acted upon. Anything that we can wrap in alerts or some 
threshold boundary should kick off some automated process. No point in ruining a perfectly good system by introducing a human into the mix.

Instead of numerical information, we want a tool that surfaces relevant information to a human, for situations that would be too onerous to create a heuristic. These situations require an intuition that we can’t codify." "It is our contention that this kind of understanding, this mechanical proprioception, is not only the most 
efficient way for us to instantly have a holistic understanding, it is also the best way to surface relevant information in a vast amount of data to a human decision maker. Furthermore, we contend that even brief exposure to this type of interaction with the system leads to insights that are not easily attained in any other 

way."

Netflix at AWS re:Invent 2015 Oct 2, 2015
Ever since AWS started the re:Invent conference, Netflix has actively participated each and every year. This year is no exception, and we’re planning on 

presenting at 8 different sessions. The topics span the domains of availability, engineering velocity, security, real-time analytics, big data, operations, cost 
management, and efficiency all at web scale.

É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento.

"Abstract: Netflix strives to provide an amazing experience to each member. To accomplish this, we need to maintain very high availability across our systems. However, at a certain scale humans can no longer scale their ability to monitor the status of all systems, making it critical for us to build tools and platforms 
that can automatically monitor our production environments and make intelligent real-time operational decisions to remedy the problems they identify.

In this talk, we’ll discuss how Netflix uses data mining and machine learning techniques to automate decisions in real-time with the goal of supporting operational availability, reliability, and consistency. We’ll review how we got to the current states, the lessons we learned, and the future of Real-Time Analytics at 
Netflix.

While Netflix’s scale is larger than most other companies, we believe the approaches and technologies we intend to discuss are highly relevant to other production environments, and an audience member will come away with actionable ideas that should be implementable in, and will benefit, most other environments.

Falcor for Android Oct 20, 2015
"We’re happy to have open-sourced the Netflix Falcor library earlier this year. On Android, we wanted to make use of Falcor in our client app for its efficient 

model of data fetching as well as its inherent cache coherence."

"Falcor requires us to model data on both the client and the server in the same way (via a path query language). This provides the benefit that clients 
don’t need any translation to fetch data from the server (see What is Falcor). For example, the application may request path [“ video”, 12345, “ summary”] 
from Falcor and if it doesn’t exist locally then Falcor can request this same path from the server. Another benefit that Falcor provides is that it can easily 

combine multiple paths into a single http request. Standard REST APIs may be limited in the kind of data they can provide via one specific URL. 
However Falcor’s path language allows us to retrieve any kind of data the client needs for a given view (see the “ Batching” heading in “ How Does Falcor 

Work?”). This also provides a nice mechanism for prefetching larger chunks of data if needed, which our app does on initialization.

Android Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Evolution of Open Source at Netflix Oct 28, 2015

"When we started our Netflix Open Source (aka NetflixOSS) Program several years ago, we didn’t know how it would turn out. We did not know whether 
our OSS contributions would be used, improved, or ignored; whether we’d have a community of companies and developers sending us feedback; and whether 

middle-tier vendors would integrate our solutions into theirs" "Fast forward to today. We have over fifty open source projects, ranging from infrastructural 
platform components to big data tools to deployment automation. Over time, our OSS site became very busy with more and more components piling on. 

Now, even more components are on the path to being open."

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Netflix Hack Day — Autumn 2015 Nov 9, 2015
"Last week, we hosted our latest installment of Netflix Hack Day. As always, Hack Day is a way for our product development staff to get away from everyday 

work, to have fun, experiment, collaborate, and be creative."
É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. N/A

Global Continuous Delivery with 
Spinnaker

Nov 16, 2015

"After over a year of development and production use at Netflix, we’re excited to announce that our Continuous Delivery platform, Spinnaker, is available on 
GitHub. Spinnaker is an open source multi-cloud Continuous Delivery platform for releasing software changes with high velocity and confidence. Spinnaker is 

designed with pluggability in mind; the platform aims to make it easy to extend and enhance cloud deployment models. To create a truly extensible multi-
cloud platform, the Spinnaker team partnered with Google, Microsoft and Pivotal to deliver out-of-the-box cluster management and deployment. As of today, 
Spinnaker can deploy to and manage clusters simultaneously across both AWS and Google Cloud Platform with full feature compatibility across both cloud 

providers. Spinnaker also features deploys to Cloud Foundry; support for its newest addition, Microsoft Azure, is actively underway."

"If you’re familiar with Netflix’s Asgard, you’ll be in good hands. Spinnaker is the replacement for Asgard and builds upon many of its concepts. There is 
no need for a migration from Asgard to Spinnaker as changes to AWS assets via Asgard are completely compatible with changes to those same assets via 

Spinnaker and vice versa."
Cloud. Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
impacto cultural direto.

Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Sleepy Puppy Extension for Burp Suite Nov 20, 2015
"One of the most frequently requested features for Sleepy Puppy has been for an extension for Burp Suite, an integrated platform for web application security 

testing. Today, we are pleased to open source a Burp extension that allows security engineers to simplify the process of injecting payloads from Sleepy Puppy 
and then tracking the XSS propagation over longer periods of time and over multiple assessments."

"Netflix recently open sourced Sleepy Puppy — a cross-site scripting (XSS) payload management framework for security assessments." Tecnologia de segurança. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Creating Your Own EC2 Spot Market — 
Part 2

Nov 23, 2015
"In Part 1 Creating Your Own EC2 Spot Market of this series, we explained how Netflix manages its EC2 footprint and how we take advantage of our daily 

peak of 12,000 unused instances which we named the “ internal spot market.”"

"We started the new spot market system in October, and we are encouraged by the improved performance compared to our borrowing in the first iteration.
For instance, in one of the research projects, we triggered 12,000 video encoding jobs over a weekend. We had anticipated the work to finish in a few 

days, but we were pleasantly surprised to discover that the jobs were completed in only 18 hours.
The following graph captures that weekend’s activity."

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
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Linux Performance Analysis in 60,000 
Milliseconds

Nov 30, 2015

"You log in to a Linux server with a performance issue: what do you check in the first minute?
At Netflix we have a massive EC2 Linux cloud, and numerous performance analysis tools to monitor and investigate its performance. These include Atlas for 
cloud-wide monitoring, and Vector for on-demand instance analysis. While those tools help us solve most issues, we sometimes need to login to an instance 

and run some standard Linux performance tools."

"In this post, the Netflix Performance Engineering team will show you the first 60 seconds of an optimized performance investigation at the command line, 
using standard Linux tools you should have available. In 60 seconds you can get a high level idea of system resource usage and running processes by 

running the following ten commands. Look for errors and saturation metrics, as they are both easy to interpret, and then resource utilization. Saturation is 
where a resource has more load than it can handle, and can be exposed either as the length of a request queue, or time spent waiting."

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Caching Content for Holiday Streaming Dec 1, 2015 "’Tis the season for holiday binging. How do seasonal viewing patterns affect how Netflix stores and streams content?"

"Our solution for delivering streaming content is Open Connect, a custom-built system that distributes and stores the audio and video content our 
members download when they stream a Netflix title (a movie or episode). Netflix has a unique library of large files with relatively predictable popularity, 
and Open Connect’s global, distributed network of caching servers was designed with these attributes in mind. This system localizes content as close to 

our members as possible to achieve a high-quality playback experience through low latency access to content over optimal internet paths. A subset of 
highly-watched titles makes up a significant share of total streaming, and caching, the process of storing content based on how often it’s streamed by our 
members, is critical to ensuring enough copies of a popular title are available in a particular location to support the demand of all the members who want 

to stream it."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
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"We curate rich, detailed data on what our members are watching, giving us a clear signal of which content is popular today. We enrich that signal with algorithms to produce a strong indicator of what will be popular tomorrow. As a title increases in popularity, more copies of it are added to our caching servers, 
replacing other, less popular content on a nightly cadence when the network is least busy. Deleting and adding files from servers comes with overhead, however, and we perform these swaps of content with the help of algorithms designed to balance cache efficiency with the network cost of replacing content." "How does 

this play out for titles with highly seasonal patterns? Metadata assembled by human taggers and reviewed by our internal enhanced content team tells us which titles are holiday-related, and using troves of streaming data we can track their popularity throughout the year. Holiday titles ramp in popularity starting in 
November, so more copies of these titles will be distributed among the network starting in November through their popularity peak at the end of December. The cycle comes full circle when the holiday content is displaced by relatively more popular titles in January. Holiday viewing follows a predictable annual pattern, 

but we also have to deal with less predictable scenarios like introducing new shows without any viewing history or external events that suddenly drive up the popularity of certain titles. For new titles, we model a combination of external and internal data points to create a predicted popularity, allowing us to 
appropriately cache that content before the first member ever streams it. For unexpected spikes in popularity driven by events like actors popping up in the news, we are designing mechanisms to let us quickly push content to our caches outside of the nightly replacement schedule as they are actively serving members. 

We’re also exploring ways to evaluate popularity more locally; what’s popular in Portland may not be what’s popular in Philadelphia.
Whether your tastes run toward Love Actually or The Nightmare before Christmas, your viewing this holiday season provides valuable information to help optimize how Netflix stores its content."

Debugging Node.js in Production Dec 3, 2015
"We recently hosted our latest JavaScript Talks event on our new campus at Netflix headquarters in Los Gatos, California. Yunong Xiao, senior software 

engineer on our Node.js platform, presented on debugging Node.js in production. Yunong showed hands-on techniques using the scientific method to root 
cause and solve for runtime performance issues, crashes, errors, and memory leaks."

É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. é um evento

High Quality Video Encoding at Scale Dec 9, 2015

"At Netflix we receive high quality sources for our movies and TV shows and encode them to the best video streams possible for a given member’s viewing 
device and bandwidth capabilities. With the continued growth of our service it has been essential to build a video encoding pipeline that is highly robust, 

efficient and scalable. Our production system is designed to easily scale to support the demands of the business (i.e., more titles, more video encodes, shorter 
time to deploy), while guaranteeing a high quality of experience for our members."

The video encoding pipeline runs EC2 Linux cloud instances. The elasticity of the cloud enables us to seamlessly scale up when more titles need to be 
processed, and scale down to free up resources. Our video processing applications don’t require any special hardware and can run on a number of EC2 
instance types. Long processing jobs are divided into smaller tasks and parallelized to reduce end-to-end delay and local storage requirements. It also 

allows us to exploit our internal spot market where instances are dynamically allocated based on real-time availability of the compute resources. If a task 
does not complete because an instance is abruptly terminated, only a small amount of work is lost and the task is rescheduled for another instance. The 

ability to recover from these transient errors is essential for a robust cloud-based system.

Tecnologia de vídeo. Médio.
Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 

conteúdo. 
Sim. Não. Não. De forma tangencial.

"High quality video streams are essential for delivering a great Netflix experience to our members. We have developed, and continue to improve on, a video ingest and encode pipeline that runs on the cloud reliably and at scale. We designed for automated quality control checks throughout so that we fail fast and detect 
issues early in the processing chain. Video is processed in parallel segments. This decreases end-to-end processing delay, reduces the required local storage and improves the system’s error resilience. We have invested in integrating video quality metrics into the pipeline so that we can continuously monitor performance 

and further optimize our encoding.
Our encoding pipeline, combined with the compute power of the Netflix internal spot market, has value outside our day-to-day production operations. We leverage this system to run large-scale video experiments (codec comparisons, encode recipe optimizations, quality metrics design, etc.) which strive to answer 

questions that are important to delivering the highest quality video streams, and at the same time could benefit the larger video research community."

Optimizing Content Quality Control at 
Netflix with Predictive Modeling

Dec 10, 2015

"Over 69 million Netflix members stream billions of hours of movies and shows every month in North and South America, parts of Europe and Asia, 
Australia and New Zealand. Soon, Netflix will be available in every corner of the world with an even more global member base. As we expand globally, our 
goal is to ensure that every member has a high-quality experience every time they stream content on Netflix. This challenging problem is impacted by factors 

that include quality of the member’s Internet connection, device characteristics, content delivery network, algorithms on the device, and quality of content.
We previously looked at opportunities to improve the Netflix streaming experience using data science. In this post, we’ll focus on predictive modeling to 

optimize the quality control (QC) process for content at Netflix."

Using results from past manual QC checks, a supervised machine learning (ML) approach was used to train a predictive quality control model that predicts 
a “ fail” (likely has content quality issue) or “ pass.” If an asset is predicted to fail QC, it is sent to manual QC. The modified supply chain workflow with 

the predictive QC model is shown below.

Tecnologia sobre qualidade do stream 
de conteúdo.

Médio.
Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 

conteúdo. 
Sim. Não. Não. De forma tangencial.

"An important aspect of the streaming experience is the quality of the video, audio, and text (subtitle, closed captions) assets that are used.
Imagine sitting down to watch the first episode of a new season of your favorite show, only to find that the video and audio are off by 20 seconds. You decide to watch it anyway and turn on subtitles to follow along. What if the subtitles are poorly positioned and run off the screen?

Depending on the severity of the issue, you may stop watching, or continue because you’re already invested in the content. Either way, it leaves a bad impression and can negatively impact member satisfaction and retention. Netflix sets a high bar on content quality and has a QC process in place to ensure this bar is met. 
Let’s take a quick look at how the Netflix digital supply chain works and the role of the QC process."" We looked at the data on manual QC failures and observed that certain factors affected the likelihood of an asset failing QC. For example, some combinations of content and fulfillment partners had a higher rate of defects 

for certain types of assets. Metadata related to the content also showed patterns of failure. For example, older content (by release year) had a higher defect rate, likely due to the use of older formats for the creation and storage of assets. The genre of the content also exhibited certain patterns of failure." "Predictive QC is a 
significant step forward in ensuring that members have an amazing viewing experience every time they watch a movie or show on Netflix. As the slate of Netflix Originals grows and more aspects of content creation — for example, localization, including subtitling and dubbing — are owned by Netflix, there is 

opportunity to further use data to improve content quality and the member experience."

Per-Title Encode Optimization Dec 14, 2015

"We’ve spent years developing an approach, called per-title encoding, where we run analysis on an individual title to determine the optimal encoding recipe 
based on its complexity. Imagine having very involved action scenes that need more bits to encapsulate the information versus unchanging landscape scenes 

or animation that need less. This allows us to deliver the same or better experience while using less bandwidth, which will be particularly important in lower 
bandwidth countries and as we expand to places where video viewing often happens on mobile networks."

"Consider an animation title where the content is “ simple”, that is, the video frames are composed mostly of flat regions with no camera or film grain 
noise and minimal motion between frames. We compare the quality curve for the fixed bitrate ladder with a bitrate ladder optimized for the specific title: 

As shown in the figure above, encoding this video clip at 1920×1080, 2350 kbps (A) produces a high quality encode, and adding bits to reach 4300 kbps 
(B) or even 5800 kbps (C) will not deliver a noticeable improvement in visual quality (for encodes with PSNR 45 dB or above, the distortion is 
perceptually unnoticeable). In the fixed bitrate ladder, for 2350 kbps, we encode at 1280×720 resolution (D). Therefore members with bandwidth 

constraints around that point are limited to 720p video instead of the better quality 1080p video." "On the other hand, consider an action movie that has 
significantly more temporal motion and spatial texture than the animation title. It has scenes with fast-moving objects, quick scene changes, explosions 

and water splashes. The graph below shows the quality curve of an action movie. Encoding these high complexity scenes at 1920×1080, 4300 kbps (A), 
would result in encoding artifacts such as blocking, ringing and contouring. A better quality trade-off would be to encode at a lower resolution 1280x720 

(B), to eliminate the encoding artifacts at the expense of adding scaling. Encoding artifacts are typically more annoying and visible than blurring 
introduced by downscaling (before the encode) then upsampling at the member’s device. It is possible that for this title with high complexity scenes, it 
would even be beneficial to encode 1920×1080 at a bitrate beyond 5800 kbps, say 7500 kbps, to eliminate the encoding artifacts completely." "In the 

description above where we select the optimized per-title bitrate ladder, there is an inherent assumption that the viewing device can receive and play any of 
the encoded resolutions. However, because of hardware constraints, some devices may be limited to resolutions lower than the original resolution of the 

source content. If we select the convex hull covering resolutions up to 1080p, this could lead to suboptimal viewing experiences for, say, a tablet limited 
to 720p decoding hardware. For example, given an animation title, we may switch to 1080p at 2000 kbps because it results in better quality than a 2000 

kbps 720p stream. However the tablet will not be able to utilize the 1080p encode and would be constrained to a sub-2000 kbps stream even if the 
bandwidth allows for a better quality 720p encode.

To remedy this, we design additional per-title bitrate ladders corresponding to the maximum playable resolution on the device. More specifically, we 
design additional optimal per-title bitrate ladders tailored to 480p and 720p-capped devices. While these extra encodes reduce the overall storage efficiency 

for the title, adding them ensures that our customers have the best experience."

Tecnologia de vídeo. Médio.
Tecnologia que permite um melhor uso da banda larga, entrando a mesma 

qualidade.
Sim. Não. Não. De forma tangencial.

"n traditional terrestrial, cable or satellite TV, broadcasters have an allocated bandwidth and the program or set of programs are encoded such that the resulting video streams occupy the given fixed capacity. Statistical multiplexing is oftentimes employed by the broadcaster to efficiently distribute the bitrate among 
simultaneous programs. However, the total accumulated bitrate across the programs should still fit within the limited capacity. In many cases, padding is even added using null packets to guarantee strict constant bitrate for the fixed channel, thus wasting precious data rate. Furthermore, with pre-set channel allocations, 
less popular programs or genres may be allocated lower bitrates (and therefore, worse quality) than shows that are viewed by more people." "Encoding with the best recipe is not a simple problem. For example, assuming a 1 Mbps bandwidth, should we stream H.264/AVC at 480p, 720p or 1080p? With 480p, 1 Mbps 
will likely not exhibit encoding artifacts such blocking or ringing, but if the member is watching on an HD device, the upsampled video will not be sharp. On the other hand, if we encode at 1080p we send a higher resolution video, but the bitrate may be too low such that most scenes will contain annoying encoding 

artifacts." "The titles in Netflix’s video collection have very high diversity in signal characteristics. In the graph below we present a depiction of the diversity of 100 randomly sampled titles. We encoded 100 sources at 1080p resolution using x264 constant QP (Quantization Parameter) rate control. At each QP point, for 
every title, we calculate the resulting bitrate in kbps, shown on the x-axis, and PSNR (Peak Signal-To-Noise Ratio) in dB, shown on the y-axis, as a measure of video quality. The plots show that some titles reach very high PSNR (45 dB or more) at bitrates of 2500 kbps or less. On the other extreme, some titles 

require bitrates of 8000 kbps or more to achieve an acceptable PSNR of 38 dB.
Given this diversity, a one-size-fits-all scheme obviously cannot provide the best video quality for a given title and member’s allowable bandwidth. It can also waste storage and transmission bits because, in some cases, the allocated bitrate goes beyond what is necessary to achieve a perceptible improvement in video 

quality." "To deliver the best quality video to our members, each title should receive a unique bitrate ladder, tailored to its specific complexity characteristics. Over the last few years, the encoding team at Netflix invested significant research and engineering to investigate and answer the following questions:
Given a title, how many quality levels should be encoded such that each level produces a just-noticeable-difference (JND)?

Given a title, what is the best resolution-bitrate pair for each quality level?
Given a title, what is the highest bitrate required to achieve the best perceivable quality?

Given a video encode, what is the human perceived quality?
How do we design a production system that can answer the above questions in a robust and scalable way?" "Per-title encoding allows us to deliver higher quality video two ways: Under low-bandwidth conditions, per-title encoding will often give you better video quality as titles with “ simple” content, such as BoJack 

Horseman, will now be streamed at a higher resolution for the same bitrate. When the available bandwidth is adequate for high bitrate encodes, per-title encoding will often give you even better video quality for complex titles, such as Marvel’s Daredevil, because we will encode at a higher maximum bitrate than our 
current recipe. Our continuous innovation on this front recognizes the importance of providing an optimal viewing experience for our members while simultaneously using less bandwidth and being better stewards of the Internet."

HTML5 Video is now supported in 
Firefox

Dec 17, 2015
"Today we’re excited to announce the availability of our HTML5 player in Firefox! Windows support is rolling out this week, and OS X support will roll 

out next year."

"Firefox ships with the very latest versions of the HTML5 Premium Video Extensions. That includes the Media Source Extensions (MSE), which enable 
our video streaming algorithms to adapt to your available bandwidth; the Encrypted Media Extensions (EME), which allows for the viewing of protected 
content; and the Web Cryptography API (WebCrypto), which implements the cryptographic functions used by our open source Message Security Layer 

client-server protocol."

Tecnologia de vídeo. Médio.
Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 

conteúdo. 
Sim. Não. Não. De forma tangencial. n/A

Dynomite with Redis on AWS — 
Benchmarks

Jan 14, 2016
"Dynomite, with Redis is now utilized as a production system within Netflix. This post is the first part of a series that pragmatically examines Dynomite’s 
use cases and features. In this post, we will show performance results using Amazon Web Services (AWS) with and without the recently added consistency 

feature."

Dynomite is a proxy layer that provides sharding and replication and can turn existing non-distributed datastores into a fully distributed system with 
multi-region replication. One of its core features is the ability to scale a data store linearly to meet rapidly increasing traffic demands. Dynomite also 

provides high availability, and was designed and built to support Active-Active Multi-Regional Resiliency.
Cloud. Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
impacto cultural direto.

Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Dynomite extends eventual consistency to tunable consistency in the local region. The consistency level specifies how many replicas must respond to a write or read request before returning data to the client application. Read and write consistency can be configured to manage availability versus data accuracy. 
Consistency can be configured for read or write operations separately (cluster-wide). There are two configurations:" "We performed the tests to get some more insights about Dynomite using Redis at the data store layer, and how to size our clusters. We could have achieved better results with better instance types both at 

the client and Dyomite server cluster. For example, adding Dynomite nodes with better network capacity (especially the ones supporting enhanced Networking on Linux Instances in a VPC) could further increase the performance of our clusters." "In summary, our benchmarks were based on instance types and deployments 
that are common at Netflix and Dynomite. We presented results that indicate that DC_QUORUM provides better read and write guarantees to the client but with higher latencies and lower throughput. We also showcased how a client can configure Redis Pipeline and benefit from request batching."
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Automated Failure Testing
a.k.a. Training Smarter Monkeys

Jan 20, 2016

"At Netflix, we have found that proactive failure testing is a great way to ensure that we have a reliable product for our members by helping us prepare our 
systems, and our teams, for the problems that arise in our production environment. Our various efforts in this space, some of which are manual, have helped 

us make it through the holiday season without incident (which is great if you’re on-call for New Year’s Eve!). But who likes manual processes? Additionally, 
we are only testing for the failures we anticipate, and often only for an individual service or component per exercise. We can do better!"

Imagine a monkey that crawls through your code and infrastructure, injecting small failures and discovering if it results in member pain.
While looking for a way to build such a monkey, we discovered a failure testing approach developed by Peter Alvaro called Molly. Given that we already 
had a failure injection service called FIT, we believed we could build a prototype implementation in short order. And we thought it would be great to see 

how well the concepts outlined in the Molly paper translated into a large-scale production environment. So, we got in touch with Peter to see if he was 
interested in working together to build a prototype. He was and the results of our collaboration are detailed below.

Tecnologia para testes. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Remember that the goal of this exploration is to find and fix errors before they impact a large number of members. It’s not acceptable to cause a lot of member pain while running our tests. In order to mitigate this risk, we structure our exploration so that we are only running a small number of experiments over any 
given period.

Each experiment is scoped to a request class and runs for a short period (twenty to thirty seconds) for a miniscule percentage of members. We want at least ten good example requests from each experiment. In order to filter out false positives, we look at the overall success rate for an experiment, only marking a failure as 
found if greater than 75% of requests failed. Since our request class mapping isn’t perfect, we also filter out requests which, for any reason, didn’t execute the failure we intended to test.

Let’s say we are able to run 500 experiments in a day. If we are potentially impacting 10 members each run, then the worst case impact is 5,000 members each day. But not every experiment results in a failure — in fact the majority of them result in success. If we only find a failure in one in ten experiments (a high 
estimate), then we’re actually impacting 500 members requests in a day, some of which are further mitigated by retries. When you’re serving billions of requests each day, the impact of these experiments is very small." "What do we do once we’ve found a failure? Well, that part is still admittedly manual. We aren’t to 

the point of automatically fixing the failure yet. In this case, we have a list of known failure points, along with a ‘scenario’ which allows someone to use FIT to reproduce the failure. From this we can verify the failure and decide on a fix."

Astyanax — Retiring an old friend Feb 1, 2016

Today we are moving Astyanax from an active project in the NetflixOSS ecosystem, into an archived state. This means the project will still be available for 
public consumption, however, we will not be making any feature enhancements or performance improvements. There are still tens of thousands (if not more) 
lines of code, within Netflix, that use Astyanax. Moving forward, we will only be fixing Netflix critical bugs as we begin our efforts to refactor our internal 

systems to use the CQL Binary protocol.

"In the summer of 2011, Astyanax, an Apache Cassandra (C*) Java client library was created to easily consume Cassandra, which at the time was in its 
infancy. Astyanax became so popular that for a good while, it became the de facto java client library for the Apache Cassandra community. Astyanax 

provides the following features:
High level, simple, object oriented interface to Cassandra.

Resilient behavior on the client side.
Connection pool abstraction. Implementation of a round robin and token-aware connection pool.

Monitoring abstraction to get event notification from the connection pool.
Complete encapsulation of the underlying Thrift API and structs.

Automatic retry of downed hosts.
Automatic discovery of additional hosts in the cluster.

Suspension of hosts for a short period of time after several timeouts.
Annotations to simplify use of composite columns."

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A (descrição das tecnologias de cloud que estao concorrendo ao evento)

Distributed Time Travel for Feature 
Generation

Feb 12, 2016

"We want to make it easy for Netflix members to find great content to fulfill their unique tastes. To do this, we follow a data-driven algorithmic approach 
based on machine learning, which we have described in past posts and other publications. We aspire to a day when anyone can sit down, turn on Netflix, and 
the absolute best content for them will automatically start playing. While we are still way off from that goal, it sets a vision for us to improve the algorithms 

that span our service: from how we rank videos to how we construct the homepage to how we provide search results. To make our algorithms better, we 
follow a two-step approach. First, we try an idea offline using historical data to see if it would have made better recommendations. If it does, we then deploy a 

live A/B test to see if it performs well in reality, which we measure through statistically significant improvements in core metrics such as member 
engagement, satisfaction, and retention."

While there are many ways to improve machine learning approaches, arguably the most critical is to provide better input data. A model can only be as 
good as the data we give it. Thus, we spend a lot of time experimenting with new kinds of input signals for our models. Most machine learning models 

expect input to be represented as a vector of numbers, known as a feature vector. Somehow we need to take an arbitrary input entity (e.g. a tuple of 
member profile, video, country, time, device, etc.), with its associated, richly structured data, and provide a feature vector representing that entity for a 
machine learning algorithm to use. We call this transformation feature generation and it is central to providing the data needed for learning. Examples 

features include how many minutes a member has watched a video, the popularity of the video, its predicted rating, what genre a video belongs to, or how 
many videos are in a row. We use the term feature broadly, since a feature could be a simple indicator or have a full model behind it, such as a Matrix 

Factorization. We will describe how we built a time machine for feature generation using Apache Spark that enables our researchers to quickly try ideas for 
new features on historical data such that running offline experiments and transitioning to online A/B tests is seamless.

Recomendações. Alto. Tecnologia que melhora os sistemas de recomendação. Sim. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. Sim.

"Throughout these approaches, management of time is extremely important. We want an approach that balances the benefits of all the above approaches without the drawbacks. In particular, we want a system that:
Enables quick iteration from idea to modeling to running an A/B test

Uses the data provided by our online microservices, without overloading them
Accurately represents input data for a model at a point in time to simulate online use

Handles our scale of data with many researchers running experiments concurrently, without using more than 1.21 gigawatts of power
Works well in an interactive environment, such as using a notebook for experimentation, and also reliably in a batch environment, such as for doing periodic retraining

Should only need to write feature code once so that we don’t need to spend time verifying that two implementations are exactly equivalent
Most importantly, no paradoxes are allowed (e.g. the label can’t be in the features)

When faced with tough problems one often wishes for a time machine to solve them. So that is what we decided to build. Our time machine snapshots online services and uses the snapshot data offline to reconstruct the inputs that a model would have seen online to generate features. Thus, when experimenters design 
new feature encoders — functions that take raw data as input and compute features — they can immediately use them to compute new features for any time in the past, since the time machine can retrieve the appropriate snapshots and pass them to the feature encoders." "How to build a Time Machine

Here are the various components needed in a time machine that snapshots online services:
Select contexts to snapshot

Snapshot data of various micro services for the selected context
Build APIs to serve this data for a given time coordinate in the past

Context Selection
Snapshotting data for all contexts (e.g all member profiles, devices, times of day) would be very expensive. Instead, we select samples of contexts to snapshot periodically (typically daily), though different algorithms may need to train on different distributions. For example, some use stratified samples based on properties 

such as viewing patterns, devices, time spent on the service, region, etc. To handle this, we use Spark SQL to select an appropriate sample of contexts for each experiment from Hive. We merge the context set across experiments and persist it into S3 along with the corresponding experiment identifiers."For both 
snapshotting and context selection, we needed to schedule several Spark jobs to run on a periodic basis, with dependencies between them. To that end, we built a general purpose workflow orchestration and scheduling framework called Meson, which is optimized for machine learning pipelines, and used it to run the 

Spark jobs for the components of the time machine. We intend to open source Meson in the future and will provide more detail about it in an upcoming blog post.
APIs for Time Travel

We built APIs that enable time travel and fetch the snapshot data from S3 for a given time in the past. " "Given a destination time in the past, the API fetches the associated S3 location of the snapshot data from Cassandra and loads the snapshot data in Spark. In addition, when given an A/B test identifier, the API filters 
the snapshot data to return only those contexts selected for that A/B test. The system transforms the snapshot data back into the respective services’ Java objects (POJOs) so that the feature encoders operate on the exact same POJOs for both offline experimentation and online feature generation in production." "DeLorean is 
our internal project to build the system that takes an experiment plan, travels back in time to collect all the necessary data from the snapshots, and generates a dataset of features and labels for that time in the past to train machine learning models. Of course, the first step is to select the destination time, to bring it up to 88 
miles per hour, then DeLorean takes care of the rest." "DeLorean allows a researcher to run a wide range of experiments by automatically determining how to launch the time machine, what time coordinates are needed, what data to retrieve, and how to structure the output. Thus, to run a new experiment, an experimenter 

only needs to provide the following:
Label data: A blueprint for obtaining a set of contexts with associated time coordinates, items, and labels for each. This is typically created by a Hive, Pig, or Spark SQL query

Evolution of the Netflix Data Pipeline Feb 15, 2016
"Our new Keystone data pipeline went live in December of 2015. In this article, we talk about the evolution of Netflix’s data pipeline over the years. This is 

the first of a series of articles about the new Keystone data pipeline."
"Netflix is a data-driven company. Many business and product decisions are based on insights derived from data analysis. The charter of the data pipeline 

is to collect, aggregate, process and move data at cloud scale. Almost every application at Netflix uses the data pipeline."
Dados. Médio. Tecnologia que se relaciona a análise de dados. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial.

"There are several hundred event streams flowing through the pipeline. For example:
Video viewing activities

UI activities
Error logs

Performance events
Troubleshooting & diagnostic events

Note that operational metrics don’t flow through this data pipeline. We have a separate telemetry system Atlas, which we open-sourced just li ke many other Netflix technologies." "The sole purpose of the original data pipeline was to aggregate and upload events to Hadoop/Hive for batch processing. As you can see, the 
architecture is rather simple. Chukwa collects events and writes them to S3 in Hadoop sequence file format. The Big Data Platform team further processes those S3 files and writes to Hive in Parquet format. End-to-end latency is up to 10 minutes. That is sufficient for batch jobs which usually scan data at daily or hourly 

frequency"

Recommending for the World
#AlgorithmsEverywhere

Feb 17, 2016

"The Netflix experience is driven by a number of Machine Learning algorithms: personalized ranking, page generation, search, similarity, ratings, etc. On the 
6th of January, we simultaneously launched Netflix in 130 new countries around the world, which brings the total to over 190 countries. Preparing for such a 
rapid expansion while ensuring each algorithm was ready to work seamlessly created new challenges for our recommendation and search teams. In this post, 
we highlight the four most interesting challenges we’ve encountered in making our algorithms operate globally and, most importantly, how this improved 

our ability to connect members worldwide with stories they’ll love."

Another key challenge in making our algorithms work well around the world is to ensure that we can capture local variations in taste. We know that even 
with the same catalog worldwide we would not expect a video to have the exact same popularity across countries. For example, we expect that Bollywood 

movies would have a different popularity in India than in Argentina. However, should two members get similar recommendations, if they have similar 
profiles but if one member lives in India and the other in Argentina? Perhaps if they are both watching a lot of Sci-Fi, their recommendations should be 

similar. Meanwhile, overall we would expect Argentine members should be recommended more Argentine Cinema and Indian members more Bollywood.
An obvious approach to capture local preferences would be to build models for individual countries. However, some countries are small and we will have 

very little member data available there. Training a recommendation algorithm on such sparse data leads to noisy results, as the model will struggle to 
identify clear personalization patterns from the data. So we need a better way.

Recomendações. Alto.
Tecnologias que permitiram lançamento global dos serviços, incluindo os de 

recomendação.
Sim. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. Sim.

"Challenge 1: Uneven Video Availability
Before we can add a video to our streaming catalog on Netflix, we need to obtain a license for it from the content owner. Most content licenses are region-specific or country-specific and are often held to terms for years at a time. Ultimately, our goal is to let members around the world enjoy all our content through global 
licensing, but currently our catalog varies between countries. For example, the dystopian Sci-Fi movie “ Equilibrium” might be available on Netflix in the US but not in France. And “ The Matrix” might be available in France but not in the US. Our recommendation models rely heavily on learning patterns from play 

data, particularly involving co-occurrence or sequences of plays between videos. In particular, many algorithms assume that when something was not played it is a (weak) signal that someone may not like a video, because they chose not to play it. However, in this particular scenario we will never observe any members 
who played both “ Equilibrium” and “ The Matrix”. A basic recommendation model would then learn that these two movies do not appeal to the same kinds of people just because the audiences were constrained to be different. However, if these two movies were available to the same set of members, we would likely 

observe a similarity between the videos and between the members who watch them. From this example, it is clear that uneven video availability potentially interferes with the quality of our recommendations.
Our search experience faces a similar challenge. Given a (partial) query from a member, we want to present the most relevant videos in the catalog. However, not accounting for availability differences reduces the quality of this ranking. For example, the top results for a given query from a ranking algorithm unaware of 

availability differences could include a niche video followed by a well-known one in a case where the latter is only available to a relatively small number of our global members and the former is available much more broadly.
Another aspect of content licenses is that they have start and end dates, which means that a similar problem arises not only across countries, but also within a given country across time. If we compare a well-known video that has only been available on Netflix for a single day to another niche video that was available for 

six months, we might conclude that the latter is a lot more engaging. However, if the recently added, well-known video had instead been on the site for six months, it probably would have more total engagement.
One can imagine the impact these issues can have on more sophisticated search or recommendation models when they already introduce a bias in something as simple as popularity. Addressing the issue of uneven availability across both geography and time lets our algorithms provide better recommendations for a video 

already on our service when it becomes available in a new country.
So how can we avoid learning catalog differences and focus on our real goal of learning great recommendations for our members? We incorporate into each algorithm the information that members have access to different catalogs based on geography and time, for example by building upon concepts from the statistical 

community on handling missing data.
Challenge 2: Cultural Awareness

Another key challenge in making our algorithms work well around the world is to ensure that we can capture local variations in taste. We know that even with the same catalog worldwide we would not expect a video to have the exact same popularity across countries. For example, we expect that Bollywood movies 
would have a different popularity in India than in Argentina. However, should two members get similar recommendations, if they have similar profiles but if one member lives in India and the other in Argentina? Perhaps if they are both watching a lot of Sci-Fi, their recommendations should be similar. Meanwhile, 

overall we would expect Argentine members should be recommended more Argentine Cinema and Indian members more Bollywood.
An obvious approach to capture local preferences would be to build models for individual countries. However, some countries are small and we will have very little member data available there. Training a recommendation algorithm on such sparse data leads to noisy results, as the model will struggle to identify clear 

personalization patterns from the data. So we need a better way.
Prior to our global expansion, our approach was to group countries into regions of a reasonable size that had a relatively consistent catalog and language. We would then build individual models for each region. This could capture the taste differences between regions because we trained separate models whose 

hyperparameters were tuned differently. Within a region, as long as there were enough members with certain taste preference and a reasonable amount of history, a recommendation model should be able to identify and use that pattern of taste. However, there were several problems with this approach. The first is that within 
a region the amount of data from a large country would dominate the model and dampen its ability to learn the local tastes for a country with a smaller number of members. It also presented a challenge of how to maintain the groupings as catalogs changed over time and memberships grew. Finally, because we’re 

continuously running A/B tests with model variants across many algorithms, the combinatorics involving a growing number of regions became overwhelming.
To address these challenges we sought to combine the regional models into a single global model that also improves the recommendations we make, especially in countries where we may not yet have many members. Of course, even though we are combining the data, we still need to reflect local differences in taste. This 
leads to the question: is local taste or personal taste more dominant? Based on the data we’ve seen so far, both aspects are important, but it is clear that taste patterns do travel globally. Intuitively, this makes sense: if a member likes Sci-Fi movies, someone on the other side of the world who also likes Sci-Fi would be 

Caching for a Global Netflix Mar 1, 2016

"The Netflix service heavily embraces a microservice architecture that emphasizes separation of concerns. We deploy hundreds of microservices, with each 
focused on doing one thing well. This allows our teams and the software systems they produce to be highly aligned while being loosely coupled. Many of 

these services are stateless, which makes it easier to (auto)scale them. They often achieve the stateless loose coupling by maintaining state in caches or 
persistent stores."

EVCache is an extensively used data-caching service that provides the low-latency, high-reliability caching solution that the Netflix microservice 
architecture demands.

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"We still have a lot of work to do on the replication system. Future improvements might involve pipelining replication messages on a single connection for better and more efficient connection use, optimizations to take better advantage of the network TCP window size, or transitioning to the new Kafka 0.9 API. We 
hope to make our Relay clusters (the Kafka consumers) autoscale cleanly without significantly increasing latencies or increasing the number of duplicate/re-sent messages." "EVCache is one of the critical components of Netflix’s distributed architecture, providing globally replicated data at RAM speed so any member can 

be served from anywhere. In this post we covered how we took on the challenge of providing reliable and fast replication for caching systems at a global scale. We look forward to improving more as our needs evolve and as our global member base expands. As a company, we strive to win more of our member’s moments 
of truth and our team helps in that mission by building highly-available distributed caching systems at scale. If this is something you’d enjoy too, reach out to us — we’re hiring!"

IMF: A Prescription for Versionitis Mar 7, 2016
"This blog post provides an introduction to the emerging IMF (Interoperable Master Format) standard from SMPTE (The Society of Motion Picture and 

Television Engineers), and delves into a short case study that highlights some of the operational benefits that Netflix receives from IMF today."

"Have you ever noticed that your favorite movie or TV show feels a little different depending on whether you’re watching it on Netflix, on DVD, on an 
airplane or from your local cable provider? One reason could be that you’re watching a slightly different edit. In addition to changes for specific 

distribution channels (like theatrical widescreen, HD home video, airline edits, etc.), content owners typically need to create new versions of their movie 
or television show for distribution in different territories.

Netflix licenses the majority of its content from other owners, sometimes years after the original assets were created, and often for multiple territories. This 
leads to a number of problems, including receiving cropped or pan-and-scanned versions of films. We also frequently run into problems when we try to 

sync dubbed audio and/or subtitles. For example, a film shot and premiered theatrically at 24 frames per second (fps), may be converted to 29.97fps and/or 
re-cut for a specific distribution channel. Alternate language assets (like audio and timed text) are then created to match the derivative version." "The 

advance of technology within the motion picture post-production industry has effected a paradigm shift, moving the industry from tape-based to file-based 
workflows. The need for a standardized set of specifications for the file-based workflow has given birth to the Interoperable Master Format (IMF). IMF is a 
file-based framework designed to facilitate the management and processing of multiple content versions (airline edits, special editions, alternate languages, 
etc.) of the same high-quality finished work (feature, episode, trailer, advertisement, etc.) destined for distribution channels worldwide. The key concepts 

underlying IMF include:
Facilitating an internal or business-to-business relationship. IMF is not intended to be delivered to the consumer directly.

While IMF is intended to be a specification for the Distribution Service Master, it could be used as an archival master as well.
Support for audio and video, as well as data essence in the form of subtitles, captions, etc.;

Support for descriptive and dynamic metadata (the latter can vary as a function of time) that is expected to be synchronized to an essence;
Wrapping (encapsulating) of media essence, data essence as well as dynamic metadata into well understood temporal units, called track files using the 

MXF (Material eXchange Format) file specification;
Each content version is embodied in a Composition, which combines metadata and essences. An example of a composition might be the US theatrical cut 

or an airline edit.
A Composition Playlist (CPL) defines the playback timeline for the Composition and includes metadata applicable to the Composition as a whole via 

XML.
IMF allows for the creation of many different distribution formats from the same composition. This can be accomplished by specifying the 

processing/transcoding instructions through an Output Profile List (OPL)."

Tecnologia de vídeo. Médio.
Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 

conteúdo. 
Sim. Não. Não. Não.

"In order to preserve the artist’s creative intent, Netflix always requests content in its original format (native aspect ratio, frame rate, etc.). In the case of a film, we would receive a 24fps theatrical version of the video, but the dubbed audio and subtitles won’t necessarily match, as they may have been created from the 
29.97fps version, or even another version that was re-cut for international distribution. We’ve coined the term “ Versionitis” to describe this asset-management malady.

Luckily, the good folks over at SMPTE (whom you may know from ubiquitous standards like countdown leader, timecode and color bars, among others) have been hard at work, capitalizing on some of the successes of digital cinema, to design a better system of component-ized file-based workflows with a solution to 
versioning right in its DNA. If not a cure for versionitis, we’re hoping that IMF will at least provide some relief from this pernicious condition.

How We Build Code at Netflix Mar 9, 2016
"How does Netflix build code before it’s deployed to the cloud? While pieces of this story have been told in the past, we decided it was time we shared more 
details. In this post, we describe the tools and techniques used to go from source code to a deployed service serving movies and TV shows to more than 75 

million global Netflix members."

The above diagram expands on a previous post announcing Spinnaker, our global continuous delivery platform. There are a number of steps that need to 
happen before a line of code makes it way into Spinnaker:

Code is built and tested locally using Nebula
Changes are committed to a central git repository

A Jenkins job executes Nebula, which builds, tests, and packages the application for deployment
Builds are “ baked” into Amazon Machine Images

Spinnaker pipelines are used to deploy and promote the code change

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Before we dive into how we build code at Netflix, it’s important to highlight a few key elements that drive and shape the solutions we use: our culture, the cloud, and microservices.
The Netflix culture of freedom and responsibility empowers engineers to craft solutions using whatever tools they feel are best suited to the task. In our experience, for a tool to be widely accepted, it must be compelling, add tremendous value, and reduce the overall cognitive load for the majority of Netflix engineers. 

Teams have the freedom to implement alternative solutions, but they also take on additional responsibility for maintaining these solutions. Tools offered by centralized teams at Netflix are considered to be part of a “ paved road”. Our focus today is solely on the paved road supported by Engineering Tools."  "Once a line 
of code has been built and tested locally using Nebula, it is ready for continuous integration and deployment. The first step is to push the updated source code to a git repository. Teams are free to find a git workflow that works for them." "Bake

Our deployment strategy is centered around the Immutable Server pattern. Live modification of instances is strongly discouraged in order to reduce configuration drift and ensure deployments are repeatable from source. Every deployment at Netflix begins with the creation of a new Amazon Machine Image, or AMI. To 
generate AMIs from source, we created “ the Bakery”.

The Bakery exposes an API that facilitates the creation of AMIs globally. The Bakery API service then schedules the actual bake job on worker nodes that use Aminator to create the image. To trigger a bake, the user declares the package to be installed, as well the foundation image onto which the package is installed. 
That foundation image, or Base AMI, provides a Linux environment customized with the common conventions, tools, and services required for seamless integration with the greater Netflix ecosystem.

When a Jenkins job is successful, it typically triggers a Spinnaker pipeline. Spinnaker pipelines can be triggered by a Jenkins job or by a git commit. Spinnaker will read the operating system package generated by Nebula, and call the Bakery API to trigger a bake.
Deploy

Once a bake is complete, Spinnaker makes the resultant AMI available for deployment to tens, hundreds, or thousands of instances. The same AMI is usable across multiple environments as Spinnaker exposes a runtime context to the instance which allows applications to self-configure at runtime. A successful bake will 
trigger the next stage of the Spinnaker pipeline, a deploy to the test environment. From here, teams will typically exercise the deployment using a battery of automated integration tests. The specifics of an application’s deployment pipeline becomes fairly custom from this point on. Teams will use Spinnaker to manage 

multi-region deployments, canary releases, red/black deployments and much more. Suffice to say that Spinnaker pipelines provide teams with immense flexibility to control how they deploy code.
The Road Ahead

Taken together, these tools enable a high degree of efficiency and automation. For example, it takes just 16 minutes to move our cloud resiliency and maintenance service, Janitor Monkey, from code check-in to a multi-region deployment."

Stream-processing with Mantis Mar 14, 2016

"Back in January of 2014 we wrote  about the need for better visibility into our complex operational environments: The core of the message in that post was 
about the need for fine-grained, contextual and scalable insights into the experiences of our customers and behaviors of our services. While our execution has 
evolved somewhat differently from our original vision, the underlying principles behind that vision are as relevant today as they were then. In this post we’ll 

share what we’ve learned building Mantis, a stream-processing service platform that’s processing event streams of up to 8 million events per second and 
running hundreds of stream-processing jobs around the clock. We’ll describe the architecture of the platform and how we’re using it to solve real-world 

operational problems."

"There are more than 75 million Netflix members watching 125 million hours of content every day in over 190 countries around the world. To provide an 
incredible experience for our members, it’s critical for us to understand our systems at both the coarse-grained service level and fine-grained device level. 

We’re good at detecting, mitigating, and resolving issues at the application service level — and we’ve got some excellent tools for service-level 
monitoring — but when you get down to the level of individual devices, titles, and users, identifying and diagnosing issues gets more challenging." "We 

created Mantis to make it easy for teams to get access to realtime events and build applications on top of them. We named it after the Mantis shrimp, a 
freakish yet awesome creature that is both incredibly powerful and fast. The Mantis shrimp has sixteen photoreceptors in its eyes compared to humans’ 

three. It has one of the most unique visual systems of any creature on the planet. Like the shrimp, the Mantis stream-processing platform is all about 
speed, power, and incredible visibility."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"So Mantis is a platform for building low-latency, high throughput stream-processing apps but why do we need it? It’s been said that the Netflix microservices architecture is a metrics generator that occasionally streams movies. It’s a joke, of course, but there’s an element of truth to it; our systems do produce billions of 
events and metrics on a daily basis. Paradoxically, we often experience the problem of having both too much data and too little at the same time. Situations invariably arise in which you have thousands of metrics at your disposal but none are quite what you need to understand what’s really happening. There are some 

cases where you do have access to relevant metrics, but the granularity isn’t quite good enough for you to understand and diagnose the problem you’re trying to solve. And there are still other scenarios where you have all the metrics you need, but the signal-to-noise ratio is so high that the problem is virtually 
impossible to diagnose. Mantis enables us to build highly granular, realtime insights applications that give us deep visibility into the interactions between Netflix devices and our AWS services. It helps us better understand the long tail of problems where some users, on some devices, in some countries are having 

problems using Netflix." "There are three main parts to a Mantis job.
The source is responsible for fetching data from an external source

One or more processing stages which are responsible for processing incoming event streams using high order RxJava functions
The sink to collect and output the processed data"

Extracting image metadata at scale Mar 21, 2016
"We have a collection of nearly two million images that play very prominent roles in helping members pick what to watch. This blog describes how we use 

computer vision algorithms to address the challenges of focal point, text placement and image clustering at a large scale."
"We have a collection of nearly two million images that play very prominent roles in helping members pick what to watch. This blog describes how we 

use computer vision algorithms to address the challenges of focal point, text placement and image clustering at a large scale."
Recomendações. Alto. Tecnologia que impacta como os usuários vão escolher seu conteúdo. Sim. Não. Não. Sim.

"All images have a region that is the most interesting (e.g. a character’s face, sharpest region, etc.) part of the image. In order to effectively render an image on a variety of canvases like a phone screen or TV, it is often required to display only the interesting region of the image and dynamically crop the rest of an image 
depending on the available real-estate and desired user experience. The goal of the focal point algorithm is to use a series of signals to identify the most interesting region of an image, then use that information to dynamically display it." "Another interesting challenge is determining what would be the best place to put 

text on an image. Examples of this are the ‘New Episode’ Badge and placement of subtitles in a video frame." "Images play an important role in a member’s decision to watch a particular video. We constantly test various flavors of artwork for different titles to decide which one performs the best. In order to learn which 
image is more effective globally, we would like to see how an image performs in a given region. To get an overall global view of how well a particular set of visually similar images performed globally, it is required to group them together based on their visual similarity. We have several derivatives of the same image to 

display for different users. Although visually similar, not all of these images come from the same source. These images have varying degrees of image cropping, resizing, color correction and title treatment to serve a global audience.
As a global company that is constantly testing and experimenting with imagery, we have a collection of millions of images that we are continuously shifting and evolving. Manually grouping these images and maintaining those images can be expensive and time consuming, so we wanted to create a process that was 

smarter and more efficient. These images are often transformed and color corrected so a traditional color histogram based comparison does not always work for such automated grouping. Therefore, we came up with an algorithm that uses the following combination of parameters to determine a similarity index — 
measurement of visual similarity among group of images.

We calculate similarity index based on following 4 parameters:
Histogram based distance

Structural similarity between two images
Feature matching between two images

Earth mover’s distance algorithm to measure overall color similarity
Using all 4 methods, we can get a numerical value of similarity between two images in a relatively fast comparison.

Below is example of images grouped based on a similarity index that is invariant to color correction, title treatment, cropping and other transformations:

Performance without Compromise Mar 23, 2016

Last week we hosted our latest Netflix JavaScript Talks event at our headquarters in Los Gatos, CA. We gave two talks about our unflinching stance on 
performance. In our first talk, Steve McGuire shared how we achieved a completely declarative, React-based architecture that’s fast on the devices in your 

living room. He talked about our architecture principles (no refs, no observation, no mixins or inheritance, immutable state, and top-down rendering) and the 
techniques we used to hit our tough performance targets. In our second talk, Ben Lesh explained what RxJS is, and why we use and love it. He shared the 

motivations behind a new version of RxJS and how we built it from the ground up with an eye on performance and debugging.

É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. Ë um evento. 

Global Cloud — Active-Active and 
Beyond

Mar 30, 2016 "This is a continuing post on the Netflix architecture for Global Availability. In the past we talked about efforts like Isthmus and Active-Active:"
"We decided to create a global cloud where we would be able to serve requests from any member in any AWS region where we are deployed. The diagram 

below shows the logical structure of our multi-region deployment and the default routing of member traffic to AWS region.
Cloud. Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
impacto cultural direto.

Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

How Netflix Uses John Stamos to 
Optimize the Cloud at Scale

Apr 1, 2016 Postagem de piada de primeiro de abril Postagem de piada de primeiro de abril
Postagem de piada de primeiro de 

abril
Postagem de piada de primeiro de abril Postagem de piada de primeiro de abril Postagem de piada de primeiro de abril Postagem de piada de primeiro de abril Postagem de piada de primeiro de abril Postagem de piada de primeiro de abril Postagem de piada de primeiro de abril

The Netflix IMF Workflow Apr 4, 2016
"Following our introductory article, this (the second in our IMF series) post describes the Netflix IMF ingest implementation and how it fits within the scope 

of our content processing pipeline. While conventional essence containers (e.g., QuickTime) commonly include essence data in the container file, the IMF 
CPL is designed to contain essence by reference. As we will see soon, this has interesting architectural implications."

IMF Tecnologia de vídeo. Médio.
Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 

conteúdo. 
Sim. Não. Não. Não.

"Incorporating IMF primitives as first class concepts in our ingestion pipeline has involved a big architectural overhaul. We believe that the following benefits of IMF have justified this undertaking:
reduction of several of our most frustrating content tracking issues, namely those related to “ versionitis”

improved video quality (as we get direct access to high quality IMF masters)
optimizations around redeliveries, incremental changes (like new logos, content revisions, etc.), and minimized redundancy (partners deliver the “ diff” between two versions of the same content)

metadata (e.g., channel mapping, color space information) comes in-band with physical assets, decreasing the opportunity for human error
granular checksums on essence (e.g., audio, video) facilitate distributed processing in the cloud"

Saving 13 Million Computational 
Minutes per Day with Flame Graphs

Apr 11, 2016
"We recently uncovered a significant performance win for a key microservice here at Netflix, and we want to share the problems, challenges, and new 

developments for the kind of analysis that lead us to the optimization."

"An on-going focus for the Netflix performance team is to proactively look for optimizations in our service and infrastructure tiers. It’s possible to save 
hundreds of thousands of dollars with just a few percentage points of improvement. Given that one of our largest workloads is primarily CPU-bound, we 

focused on collecting and analyzing CPU profiles in that tier. Fortunately with the work Brendan Gregg pushed forward to preserve the frame pointer in the 
JVM we can easily capture CPU sampling profiles using Linux perf_events on live production instances and visualize them with flame graphs:"

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

A Scalable System for Ingestion and 
Delivery of Timed Text

Apr 18, 2016

"Offering the same great Netflix experience to diverse audiences and cultures around the world is a core aspect of the global Netflix video delivery service. 
With high quality subtitle localization being a key component of the experience, we have developed (and are continuously refining) a Unicode standard based 

i18n-grade timed text processing pipeline. This pipeline allows us to meet the challenges of scale brought by the global Netflix platform as well as features 
unique to each script and language. In this article, we provide a description of this timed text processing pipeline at Netflix including factors and insights that 

shaped its architecture."

"As described above, Timed Text — subtitles, Closed Captions (CC), and Subtitles for Deaf and Hard of Hearing (SDH) — is a core component of the 
Netflix experience. A simplified view of the Netflix timed text processing pipeline is shown in the accompanying figure. Every timed text source delivered 

to Netflix by a content provider or a fulfillment partner goes through the following major steps before showing up on the Netflix service:"
Tecnologia para legendas. Médio.

Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 
conteúdo. 

Sim. Não. Não. Não.

"Ingestion: The first step involves delivery of the authored timed text asset to Netflix. Once a transfer has been completed, data is verified for any transport corruption and corresponding metadata is duly verified. Examples of such metadata include (but are not limited to) associated movie title and primary language of 
timed text source.

Inspection: The ingested asset is then subject to a rigorous set of automated checks to identify any authoring errors. These errors fall mostly into two categories, namely specification conformance and style compliance. Following sections give out more details on types and stages of these inspections.
Conversion: An error free inspected file, is then considered good for generating output files to support the device ecosystem. Netflix needs to host different output versions of the ingested asset to satisfy varying device capabilities in the field." "Timed text assets carry a lot of untapped potential. For example, timed text 
files may contain object references in dialogue. Words used in a context could provide more information about possible facial expressions or actions on the screen. Machine learning and natural language processing may help solve labor-intensive QC challenges. Data mining into the timed text could even help automate 

movie ratings. As media consumption becomes more global, timed text sources will explode in number and importance. Developing a system that scales and learns over time is the demand of the hour."

Kafka Inside Keystone Pipeline Apr 27, 2016 This is the second blog of our Keystone pipeline series. Please refer to the first part for overview and evolution of the Keystone pipeline: "In summary, the Keystone pipeline is a unified event publishing, collection, and routing infrastructure for both batch and stream processing." Dados. Médio. Tecnologia que se relaciona a análise de dados. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial.
"We have two sets of Kafka clusters in Keystone pipeline: Fronting Kafka and Consumer Kafka. Fronting Kafka clusters are responsible for getting the messages from the producers which are virtually every application instance in Netflix. Their roles are data collection and buffering for downstream systems. Consumer 

Kafka clusters contain a subset of topics routed by Samza for real-time consumers.
We currently operate 36 Kafka clusters consisting of 4,000+ broker instances for both Fronting Kafka and Consumer Kafka. More than 700 billion messages are ingested on an average day. We are currently transitioning from Kafka version 0.8.2.1 to 0.9.0.1."
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It’s All A/Bout Testing: The Netflix 
Experimentation Platform

Apr 29, 2016

"Ever wonder how Netflix serves a great streaming experience with high-quality video and minimal playback interruptions? Thank the team of engineers and 
data scientists who constantly A/B test their innovations to our adaptive streaming and content delivery network algorithms. What about more obvious 

changes, such as the complete redesign of our UI layout or our new personalized homepage? Yes, all thoroughly A/B tested." "In this post we’re going to 
discuss the Experimentation Platform: the service which makes it possible for every Netflix engineering team to implement their A/B tests with the support of 
a specialized engineering team. We’ll start by setting some high level context around A/B testing before covering the architecture of our current platform and 

how other services interact with it to bring an A/B test to life."

"In fact, every product change Netflix considers goes through a rigorous A/B testing process before becoming the default user experience. Major redesigns 
like the ones above greatly improve our service by allowing members to find the content they want to watch faster. However, they are too risky to roll out 
without extensive A/B testing, which enables us to prove that the new experience is preferred over the old. And if you ever wonder whether we really set 

out to test everything possible, consider that even the images associated with many titles are A/B tested, sometimes resulting in 20% to 30% more 
viewing for that title!"

Testes A/B Médio. Testes A/B  que influenciam o que é mostrado, para quem e como. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial.

"Results like these highlight why we are so obsessed with A/B testing. By following an empirical approach, we ensure that product changes are not driven by the most opinionated and vocal Netflix employees, but instead by actual data, allowing our members themselves to guide us toward the experiences they love." 
"The general concept behind A/B testing is to create an experiment with a control group and one or more experimental groups (called “ cells” within Netflix) which receive alternative treatments. Each member belongs exclusively to one cell within a given experiment, with one of the cells always designated the “ default 

cell”. This cell represents the control group, which receives the same experience as all Netflix members not in the test. As soon as the test is live, we track specific metrics of importance, typically (but not always) streaming hours and retention. Once we have enough participants to draw statistically meaningful 
conclusions, we can get a read on the efficacy of each test cell and hopefully find a winner." "From the participant’s point of view, each member is usually part of several A/B tests at any given time, provided that none of those tests conflict with one another (i.e. two tests which modify the same area of a Netflix App in 

different ways). To help test owners track down potentially conflicting tests, we provide them with a test schedule view in ABlaze, the front end to our platform. This tool lets them filter tests across different dimensions to find other tests which may impact an area similar to their own."

Selecting the best artwork for videos 
through A/B testing

May 3, 2016
This blog post and the corresponding non-technical blog by my Creative Services colleague Nick Nelson take a deeper look at the key findings from our work 

in image selection — focusing on how we learned, how we improved the service and how we are constantly developing new technologies to make Netflix 
better for our members

"This blog post sheds light on the groundbreaking series of A/B tests Netflix did which resulted in increased member engagement. Our goals were the 
following:

Identify artwork that enabled members to find a story they wanted to watch faster.
Ensure that our members increase engagement with each title and also watch more in aggregate.

Ensure that we don’t misrepresent titles as we evaluate multiple images."

Tecnologia de conteúdo. Alto. Testes A/B  que influenciam o que é mostrado, para quem e como. Sim. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. Sim.

"Historically, this was a largely unexplored area at Netflix and in the industry in general. Netflix would get title images from our studio partners that were originally created for a variety of purposes. Some were intended for roadside billboards where they don’t live alongside other titles. Other images were sourced from 
DVD cover art which don’t work well in a grid layout in multiple form factors (TV, mobile, etc.). Knowing that, we set out to develop a data driven framework through which we can find the best artwork for each video, both in the context of the Netflix experience and with the goal of increasing overall engagement — 

not just move engagement from one title to another." "Over the course of this series of tests, we have found many interesting trends among the winning images as detailed in this blog post. Images that have expressive facial emotion that conveys the tone of the title do particularly well. Our framework needs to account for 
the fact that winning images might be quite different in various parts of the world. Artwork featuring recognizable or polarizing characters from the title tend to do well. Selecting the best artwork has improved the Netflix product experience in material ways. We were able to help our members find and enjoy titles faster.
We are far from done when it comes to improving artwork selection. We have several dimensions along which we continue to experiment. Can we move beyond artwork and optimize across all asset types (artwork, motion billboards, trailers, montages, etc.) and choose between the best asset types for a title on a single 

canvas?"

Highlights from PRS2016 workshop May 5, 2016

"Personalized recommendations and search are the primary ways Netflix members find great content to watch. We’ve written much about how we build them 
and some of the open challenges. Recently we organized a full-day workshop at Netflix on Personalization, Recommendation, and Search (PRS2016), 

bringing together researchers and practitioners in these three domains. It was a forum to exchange information, challenges and practices, as well as strengthen 
bridges between these communities. Seven invited speakers from the industry and academia covered a broad range of topics, highlighted below. We look 

forward to hearing more and continuing the fascinating conversations at PRS2017!"

É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. Ë um evento. 

Building High-Performance Mobile 
Applications at Netflix

May 11, 2016

"On April 21, we hosted our first Mobile event at Netflix with two talks focusing on the challenges we’ve faced building performant mobile experiences, and 
how we addressed them.

Francois Goldfain, Engineering Manager for the Android Platform team, kicked off the event with his talk on optimizing the Netflix Android app. Francois 
shared insights into how we’ve made the most of the limited memory, network, and battery resources available on Android devices, and shared some of the 

mobile engineering best practices we built into our application and why we did them.
For the second talk — Shiva Garlapati, Senior Software Engineer on the Android Innovation team, and Lawrence Jones, Senior Software Engineer on the 

Originals UI team, gave a joint talk sharing their experiences building smooth animations on Android and iOS, respectively. They spoke about the 
challenges they faced as well as the best practices they used to overcome them across the wide range of devices we support."

É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. Ë um evento. 

Netflix Hack Day — Spring 201 May 24, 2016
"Keeping with our roughly six-month cadence, Netflix recently hosted another fantastic Hack Day event. As was the case with our past installments, Hack 

Day is a way for our product development staff to take a break from everyday work to have fun, experiment with new technologies, collaborate with new 
people, and to generally be creative."

É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. Ë um evento. 

Application data caching using SSDs
The Moneta project: Next generation 
EVCache for better cost optimization

May 25, 2016
With the global expansion of Netflix earlier this year came the global expansion of data. After the Active-Active project and now with the N+1 architecture, 
the latest personalization data needs to be everywhere at all times to serve any member from any region. Caching plays a critical role in the persistence story 

for member personalization as detailed in this earlier blog post:
EVCache Operacional. Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
impacto cultural direto.

Não. Não. Não. Não.
"One of the main use cases of EVCache is to act as globally replicated storage for personalized data for each of our more than 81 million members. EVCache plays a variety of roles inside Netflix besides holding this data, including acting as a standard working-set cache for things like subscriber information. But its largest 

role is for personalization. Serving anyone from anywhere means that we must hold all of the personalized data for every member in each of the three regions that we operate in. This enables a consistent experience in all AWS regions and allows us to easily shift traffic during regional outages or during regular traffic 
shaping exercises to balance load. We have spoken at length about the replication system used to make this happen in a previous blog post:"

Meson: Workflow Orchestration for 
Netflix Recommendations

May 31, 2016
"At Netflix, our goal is to predict what you want to watch before you watch it. To do this, we run a large number of machine learning (ML) workflows every 

day. In order to support the creation of these workflows and make efficient use of resources, we created Meson."

"Meson is a general purpose workflow orchestration and scheduling framework that we built to manage ML pipelines that execute workloads across 
heterogeneous systems. It manages the lifecycle of several ML pipelines that build, train, and validate personalization algorithms that drive video 

recommendations." "One of the primary goals of Meson is to increase the velocity, reliability, and repeatability of algorithmic experiments while allowing 
engineers to use the technology of their choice for each of the steps themselves."

Recomendações. Alto. Tecnologia relacionada à recomendação. Sim. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. Sim.
"Meson has been powering hundreds of concurrent jobs across multiple ML pipelines for the past year. It has been a catalyst in enabling innovation for our algorithmic teams thus improving overall recommendations to our members.

We plan to open source Meson in the coming months and build a community around it. If you want to help accelerate the pace of innovation and the open source efforts, join us to help make Meson better."

Dynomite-manager: Managing Dynomite 
Clusters

Jun 1, 2016
"Dynomite has been adopted widely inside Netflix due to its high performance and low latency attributes. In our recent blog, we showcased the performance of 

Dynomite with Redis as the underlying data storage engine:"
"At this point (Q2 2016), there are almost 50 clusters with more than 1000 nodes, centrally managed by the Cloud Database Engineering (CDE) team. 

CDE team has a wide experience with other data stores, such as Cassandra, ElasticSearch and Amazon RDS."
Operacional. Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
impacto cultural direto.

Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Toward A Practical Perceptual Video 
Quality Metric

Jun 6, 2016
"At Netflix we care about video quality, and we care about measuring video quality accurately at scale. Our method, Video Multimethod Assessment Fusion 
(VMAF), seeks to reflect the viewer’s perception of our streaming quality. We are open-sourcing this tool and invite the research community to collaborate 

with us on this important project."

"We strive to provide our members with a great viewing experience: smooth video playback, free of annoying picture artifacts. A significant part of this 
endeavor is delivering video streams with the best perceptual quality possible, given the constraints of the network bandwidth and viewing device. We 

continuously work towards this goal through multiple efforts."
Tecnologia de vídeo. Médio.

Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 
conteúdo. 

Sim. Não. Não. De forma tangencial.

"Building on our research collaboration with Prof. C.-C. J. Kuo and his group at the University of Southern California [6][7], we developed Video Multimethod Assessment Fusion, or VMAF, that predicts subjective quality by combining multiple elementary quality metrics. The basic rationale is that each elementary 
metric may have its own strengths and weaknesses with respect to the source content characteristics, type of artifacts, and degree of distortion. By ‘fusing’ elementary metrics into a final metric using a machine-learning algorithm — in our case, a Support Vector Machine (SVM) regressor — which assigns weights to each 
elementary metric, the final metric could preserve all the strengths of the individual metrics, and deliver a more accurate final score. The machine-learning model is trained and tested using the opinion scores obtained through a subjective experiment (in our case, the NFLX Video Dataset)." "Improving video compression 

standards and making smart decisions in practical encoding systems is very important in today’s Internet landscape. We believe that using the traditional metrics — metrics that do not always correlate with human perception — can hinder real advancements in video coding technology. However, always relying on 
manual visual testing is simply infeasible. VMAF is our attempt to address this problem, using samples from our content to help design and validate the algorithms. Similar to how the industry works together in developing new video standards, we invite the community to openly collaborate on improving video 

quality measures, with the ultimate goal of more efficient bandwidth usage and visually pleasing video for all."

Netflix Billing Migration to AWS Jun 21, 2016
On January 4, 2016, right before Netflix expanded itself into 130 new countries, Netflix Billing infrastructure became 100% AWS cloud-native. Migration of 
Billing infrastructure from Netflix Data Center(DC) to AWS Cloud was part of a broader initiative. This prior blog post is a great read that summarizes our 

strategic goals and direction towards AWS migration:

"For a company, its billing solution is its financial lifeline, while at the same time, it is a visible representation of a company’s attitude towards its 
customers. A great customer experience is one of Netflix’s core values. Considering the sensitive nature of Billing for its direct impact on our monetary 

relationship with our members as well on financial reporting, this migration needed to be handled as delicately as possible. Our primary goal was to define 
a secure, resilient and granular path for migration to the Cloud, without impacting the member experience."

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. n/a

Netflix and the IMF Community
Photon OSS — IMF validation for the 

masses
Jun 27, 2016

"When you’ve got something this good, it’s hard to keep it to yourself. As we develop our IMF validation tools internally, we are merging them into a 
public git repository. The project, code-named Photon (to imply a torchbearer), was envisioned to aid a wider adoption of the IMF standard, and to simplify 

the development of IMF tools. It could be utilized in a few different ways: as a core library for building a complete end-to-end IMF content ingestion 
workflow, a web-service backend providing quick turnaround in validating IMF assets or even as a reference implementation of the IMF standard."

"IMF presents new opportunities and significant challenges to the Digital Supply Chain ecosystem. Photon embodies all our knowledge and experience of 
building an automated, distributed cloud-based content ingestion workflow. At the time of this blog, we have fully integrated Photon into the Netflix IMF 

workflow and continue to enhance it as our workflow requirements evolve. A simple 3-step diagram of the Netflix content processing workflow (as 
discussed in our last tech blog Netflix IMF Workflow) along with the usage of Photon is shown in the figure below."

Tecnologia de vídeo. Médio.
Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 

conteúdo. 
Sim. Não. Não. Não. 

"Photon has all the necessary logic for parsing, reading and validating IMF assets including AssetMap, Packing List (PKL), Composition Playlist (CPL) and Audio/Video track files. Some of the salient features of Photon that we have leveraged in building our IMF content ingestion workflow are:
A modular architecture along with a set of thread safe classes for validating IMF assets such as Composition Playlist, Packing List and AssetMap.

A model to enforce IMF constraints on structural metadata of track files and Composition Playlists.
Support for multiple namespaces for Composition Playlist, Packing List and AssetMap in order to remain compliant with the newer schemas published by SMPTE.
A parser/reader to interpret metadata within IMF track files and serialize it as a SMPTE st2067–3 (the Composition Playlist specification) compliant XML document.

Implementation of deep inspection of IMF assets including algorithms for Composition Playlist conformance and associativity (more on this aspect below).
A stateless interface for IMF validation that could be used as a backend in a RESTful web service for validating IMF packages."

Product Integration Testing at the Speed 
of Netflix

Jul 5, 2016

"The Netflix member experience is delivered using a micro-service architecture and is personalized to each of our 80+ million members. These services are 
owned by multiple teams, each having their own lifecycle of build and release. This means it is imperative to have a vigilant and knowledgeable Integration 
Test team that ensures end-to-end quality standards are maintained even as microservices are deployed every day in a decentralized fashion" Innovating at a 
blistering pace while ensuring quality is maintained continues to create interesting challenges for our team. In this post, we are going to look at three such 

challenges -
Testing and monitoring for High Impact Titles (HIT’s)

A/B testing
Global launch"

"As the Product Engineering Integration Test team, our charter is to not impact velocity of innovation while still being the gatekeepers of quality and 
ensuring developers get feedback quickly. Every development team is responsible for the quality of their team’s deliverables. Our goal is to work 

seamlessly across various engineering groups with a focus on end-to-end functionality and coordination between teams. We are a lean team with a handful 
of integration test engineers in an organization of 200+ engineers."

Testes A/B Médio. 
Processos que garantem A/B testing e análise de títulos importantes e que eles 

cheguem às pessoas, como a Netflix deseja. 
Sim. Não. Não. Sim.

"There are a lot of High Impact Titles (HIT’s) — like Orange is the New Black — that regularly launch on Netflix. HIT’s come in all forms and sizes. Some are serialized, some are standalone, some are just for kids, some launch with all episodes of a season at once and some launch with a few episodes every week. 
Several of these titles are launched with complicated A/B tests, where each test cell has a different member experience."  "Before title launch : Prior to launch we have to ensure that the title metadata is in place to allow a smooth operation on launch day. Since there are lot of teams involved in the launch of a HIT, we 
need to make sure that all backend systems are talking to each other and to the front end UI seamlessly. The title is promoted via Spotlight (this is the large billboard-like display at the top of the Netflix homepage), teasers and trailers. However, since there is personalization at every level at Netflix, we need to create 

complex test cases to verify that the right kind of titles are promoted to the right member profiles. Since the system is in flux, it makes automation difficult. So most testing in this phase is manual.
After a title is launched : Our work does not end on launch day. We have to continuously monitor the launched titles to make sure that the member experience is not compromised in any way. The title becomes part of the larger Netflix catalog and this creates a challenge in itself. We now need to write tests that check if 

the title continues to find its audience organically and if data integrity for that title is maintained (for instance, some checks verify if episode summaries are unchanged since launch, another check verifies if search results continue to return a title for the right search strings). But with 600 hours of Netflix original 
programming coming online this year alone, in addition to licensed content, we cannot rely on manual testing here. Also, once the title is launched, there are generic assumptions we can make about it, because data and promotional logic for that title will not change — e.g. number of episodes > 0 for TV shows, Title is 

searchable (for both movies and TV shows), etc. This enables us to use automation to continuously monitor them and check if features related to every title continue to work correctly." "We A/B test a lot. At any given time, we have a variety of A/B tests running, all with varying levels of complexity.
In the past, most of the validation behind A/B tests was a combination of automated and manual testing, where the automated tests were implemented for individual components (white box testing), while end-to-end testing (black box testing) was mostly conducted manually. As we started to experience a significant 

increase in the volume of A/B tests, it was not scalable to manually validate the tests end-to-end, and we started ramping up on automation." "One of our largest projects in 2015 was to make sure we had sufficient integration testing in place to ensure Netflix’s simultaneous launch in 130 countries would go smoothly. 
This meant that, at a minimum, we needed our smoke test suite to be automated for every country and language combination. This effectively added another feature dimension to our automation product."

Global Languages Support at Netflix
Testing Search Queries

Jul 12, 2016

"Having launched the Netflix service globally in January, we now support search in 190 countries. We currently support 20 languages, and this will continue 
to grow over time. Some of the most challenging language support was added while launching in Japan and Korea as well as in the Chinese and Arabic 

speaking countries. We have been working on tuning the language specific search prior to each launch by creating and tuning the localized datasets of the 
documents and their corresponding queries. While targeting a high recall for the launch of a new language, our ranking systems focus on increasing the 

precision by ranking the most relevant results high on the list."

"In the pre-launch phase, we try to predict the types of failures the search system can have by creating a variety of test queries including exact matches, 
prefix matching, transliteration and misspelling. We then decide whether our generic field Solr configuration will be able to handle these cases or a 

language specific analysis is required, or a customized component needs to be added. For example, to handle the predicted transliterated name and title 
issues in Arabic, we added a new character mapping component on top of the traditional Arabic Solr analysis tools (like stemmer, normalization filter, 
etc), which increased the precision and recall for those specific cases. For more details, see the attachment description document and the patch for the 

LUCENE-7321."

Linguagens globais. Alto. Tecnologia de linguagem. Sim. Não. Não. Sim.

"Motivation
When retrieving search results, it is useful to know how the search system handles the language specific phenomena, like morphological variations, stopwords, etc. Standard tools might work well within most general cases, like English language search, but not as well with other languages. In order to measure the 

precision of the results, one could manually count the relevant results and then calculate the precision at result ‘k’. Doing so on a larger scale is problematic as it requires some set-up and possible customized UI to enter the ground truth judgments data.
Possibly an even harder challenge is to measure the recall. One needs to know all relevant documents in the collection in order to measure the recall. We developed an open source framework which attempts to make these challenges easier to tackle by allowing the testers to enter multiple valid queries per target document 
using Google spreadsheets. This way, there is no need for a specialized UI, and the focus of testing could be spent on entering the documents and related queries in the spreadsheet format. The dataset could be as small as a hundred documents, and a few hundred queries in order to collect the metrics which will help one 

tune the system for precision/recall. It is worth mentioning that this library is not concerned with the ranking of the results, but rather an initial tuning of the results, typically, optimized for recall. Other components are used to measure the relevancy of the ranking." 

Chelsea: Encoding in the Fast Lane Jul 18, 2016
"Back in May Netflix launched its first global talk show: Chelsea. Delivering this new format was a first for us, and a fun challenge in many different aspects, 

which this blog describes in more detail:"

"Chelsea Handler’s new Netflix talk show ushered in a Day-of-Broadcast (DOB) style of delivery that is demanding on multiple levels for our teams, with 
a lightning-fast tight turnaround time. We looked at all the activities that take place in the Netflix Digital Supply Chain, from source delivery to live-on-

site, and gave a time budget for each activity, pushing on all the teams to squeeze their times, aiming at an aggressive overall goal. In this article we 
explain enhancements and techniques that the encoding team used to successfully process this show faster than ever."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"To ensure that we deliver high quality video streams to our members, we have invested in developing automated quality checks throughout the encoding pipeline. We start with inspecting the source “ mezzanine” file to make sure that a pristine source is ingested into the system. Types of inspections include detection 
of wrong metadata, picture corruption, insertion of extra content, frame rate conversion and interlacing artifacts. After generating a video stream, we verify the encodes by inspecting the metadata, comparing the output video to the mezzanine fingerprint and generating quality metrics. This enables us to detect issues caused 
by glitches on the cloud instances or software implementation bugs. Through automated inspections of the encodes we can detect output issues early on, without the video having to reach manual QC. Just as we do encoding in parallel by breaking the source into chunks, likewise we can run our automated inspections in 
parallel by chunking the mezzanine file or encoded video." "As we analyzed our entire process looking for ways to make the process faster, it was apparent that DOB titles have different goals and characteristics than other titles. Some improvement techniques would only be practical on a DOB title, and others that might 

make sense on ordinary titles may only be practical on the smaller scale of DOB titles and not on the scale of the entire catalog. Low latency is often at odds with high throughput, and we still have to support an enormous throughput. So understand that the techniques described here are used selectively on the most 
urgent of titles." "We achieved our goal of reducing the time for ingest and encode to be approximately the runtime of the source, i.e. 30 minutes for a 30 minute source. We were pleased that the architecture we put in place in recent years that emphasizes flexibility and configurability provided a great foundation for 

building out the DOB process. This investment paid off by allowing us to quickly respond to business demands and effectively deliver our first talk show to members all around the world."

Netflix Billing Migration to AWS — 
Part II

Jul 20, 2016
"This is a continuation in the series on Netflix Billing migration to the Cloud. An overview of the migration project was published earlier here:""This post 

details the technical journey for the Billing applications and datastores as they were moved from the Data Center to AWS Cloud."
"This is a continuation in the series on Netflix Billing migration to the Cloud. An overview of the migration project was published earlier here:""This 

post details the technical journey for the Billing applications and datastores as they were moved from the Data Center to AWS Cloud."
Cloud. Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
impacto cultural direto.

Não. Não. Não. Não. n/a

Distributed Resource Scheduling with 
Apache Mesos

Jul 29, 2016

"Netflix uses Apache Mesos to run a mix of batch, stream processing, and service style workloads. For over two years, we have seen an increased usage for a 
variety of use cases including real time anomaly detection, training and model building batch jobs, machine learning orchestration, and Node.js based 

microservices. The recent release of Apache Mesos 1.0 represents maturity of the technology that has evolved significantly since we first started to experiment 
with it."

"Our initial use of Apache Mesos was motivated by fine grained resource allocation to tasks of various sizes that can be bin packed to a single EC2 
instance. In the absence of Mesos, or a similar resource manager, we would have had to forego fine grained allocation for increased number of instances 

with suboptimal usage, or develop a technology similar to Mesos, or at least a subset of it."
Cloud. Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
impacto cultural direto.

Não. Não. Não. Não.

"As we continue to evolve Mantis, Titus, and Meson projects, Apache Mesos provides a stable, reliable, and scalable resource management platform. We engage with the Mesos community through our open source contribution, Fenzo, and by exchanging ideas at MesosCon conferences — connect with us at the 
upcoming MesosCon Europe 2016, or see our past sessions from 2014, 2015, and earlier this year (Lessons learned and Meson).

Our future work on these projects includes adding SLAs (service level agreements — such as disparate capacity guarantees for service and batch style jobs), security hardening of agents and containers, increasing operational efficiency and visibility, and adoption across a broader set of use cases. There are exciting projects 
in the pipeline across Mesos, Fenzo, and our frameworks to make these and other efforts successful."

Netflix Billing Migration to AWS — 
Part III

Aug 1, 2016
"In the billing migration blog post published a few weeks ago, we explained the overall approach employed in migrating our billing system to the cloud:" "In 

this post, the database migration portion will be covered in detail. We hope that our experiences will help you as you undertake your own migrations."
"In the billing migration blog post published a few weeks ago, we explained the overall approach employed in migrating our billing system to the cloud:" 
"In this post, the database migration portion will be covered in detail. We hope that our experiences will help you as you undertake your own migrations."

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. n/a
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Vizceral Open Source Aug 3, 2016
"Previously we wrote about our traffic intuition tool, Flux. We have some announcements and updates to share about this project. First, we have renamed the 

project to Vizceral. More importantly, Vizceral is now open source!"

"Vizceral transformed the way we understand and digest information about the state of traffic flowing into the Netflix control plane. We wanted to be able 
to intuit decisions based on the holistic state of the system. To get that, we needed a tool that gives us an intuitive understanding of the entire system at a 
glance. We can’t afford to be bogged down in analysis of quantitative or numerical data, or otherwise ‘parse’ the information in a typical dashboard. When 
we can apply an intuitive approach instead of relying on the need to parse data, we can minimize the time an outage impacts millions of members. We call 

the practice of building these types of systems Intuition Engineering. Vizceral is our first, flagship example of Intuition Engineering."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Introducing Winston — Event driven 
Diagnostic and Remediation Platform

Aug 5, 2016

"Netflix is a collection of microservices that all come together to enable the product you have come to love. Operating these micro services is also distributed 
across the owning teams and their engineers. We do not run a central operations team managing these individual services for availability. What we do instead 

is to invest in tools that help Netflix engineers operate their services for high availability and resiliency. Today, we are going to talk about one such tool 
recently built for Netflix engineers — Winston"

"Winston was created to help engineers achieve their runbook automation without managing the infrastructure and associated core features. And in case 
you are wondering, it’s named after Winston Wolfe, a character from the movie Pulp Fiction who has a “ runbook” to solve problems and creates a 

controlled and safe environment to execute them. Winston provides an event driven runbook automation platform for Netflix engineers. It is designed to 
host and execute runbooks in response to operational events like alerts. Winston’s goal is to act as Tier-1 support for developers where they can outsource 

their repeatable diagnostic and remediation tasks and have them run automatically in response to events.
Customers provide the following inputs to configure Winston for their use case

Runbook as code (for our first version, we only support python to code runbooks in).
Events (like Atlas alerts) that should trigger that runbook. This can be one or many."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"We talked about the need for a product like Winston at Netflix. We talked about our approach to re-use open source and build when necessary to quickly bootstrap on our need. We went through high level architecture, deployment model, features and current usage of Winston.
Automated diagnostics and remediation of software is still a niche area at Netflix and in the industry. Our goal is to continue to refine a paved path in this space for Netflix and have material impact on MTTR and developer productivity. Winston is a step in that direction and provides the right platform to help engineers 

automate their way out of repeatable tasks. If this area and approach excites you, please reach out, we would love to talk to you about it."

Protecting Netflix Viewing Privacy at 
Scale

Aug 8, 2016

"On the Open Connect team at Netflix, we are always working to enhance the hardware and software in the purpose-built Open Connect Appliances (OCAs) 
that store and serve Netflix video content. As we mentioned in a recent company blog post, since the beginning of the Open Connect program we have 

significantly increased the efficiency of our OCAs — from delivering 8 Gbps of throughput from a single server in 2012 to over 90 Gbps from a single server 
in 2016. We contribute to this effort on the software side by optimizing every aspect of the software for our unique use case — in particular, focusing on the 

open source FreeBSD operating system and the NGINX web server that run on the OCAs."

"Members of the team will be presenting a technical session on this topic at the Intel Developer Forum (IDF16) in San Francisco this month. This blog 
introduces some of the work we’ve done."

Privacidade. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Netflix Open Connect serves over 125 million hours of content per day, all around the world. Given our scale, adding the overhead of TLS encryption calculations to our video stream transport had the potential to greatly reduce the efficiency of our global infrastructure. We take this efficiency seriously, so we had to find 
creative ways to enhance the software on our OCAs to accomplish this objective." 

Building fast.com Aug 9, 2016

"On our company blog in May, we introduced fast.com, our new internet speed test. The idea behind fast.com is to provide a quick and simple way for any 
internet user to test their current internet speed, whether they are a Netflix member or not. Since fast.com was released, millions of internet users around the 
world have run the test. We have seen a lot of interest in the site and questions about how it works. This blog will give a high-level overview of how we 

handled some of the challenges inherent with measuring internet speeds and the technology behind fast.com."

On our company blog in May, we introduced fast.com, our new internet speed test. The idea behind fast.com is to provide a quick and simple way for any 
internet user to test their current internet speed, whether they are a Netflix member or not. Since fast.com was released, millions of internet users around 

the world have run the test. We have seen a lot of interest in the site and questions about how it works. This blog will give a high-level overview of how 
we handled some of the challenges inherent with measuring internet speeds and the technology behind fast.com.

But first, some news — we are happy to announce a new FAST mobile app, available now for Android or Apple mobile devices. Get the free app from the 
Apple App Store or Google Play.

Tecnologia para testes. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Design goals
When designing the user experience for the fast.com application, we had several important goals in mind:

Provide accurate, consistent results that reflect users’ real-life internet use case
Load and run as quickly as possible

Provide simple results that are easy to understand
Work on most devices from the browser without requiring installation of a separate application

We wanted to make sure that fast.com could be easily used and understood by the majority of internet users, without requiring them to have any prior knowledge of computer networking, command line tools, and the like." "There are various ways to go about measuring internet speed and many variables that can impact 
any given measurement, some of which are not under our control. For example — configuration of the user’s local or home network, device or router performance, other users on the network, TCP or network configuration on the device. However, we thought carefully about the variables that are under our control and how 

they would further our overall goal of a simple but meaningful test.
Variables that are under our control, and which can influence the results of the test, include things like:

Server location
Load on the server

Number of TCP connections used
Size and type of download content used

Methodology used to aggregate measurements
One major advantage we have is our Open Connect CDN, a globally-distributed network of servers (Open Connect Appliances or OCAs) that store and serve Netflix content to our members — representing as much as 35% of last-mile internet peak traffic in some regions. Using our own production servers to test internet 

speed helps to ensure that the test is a good representation of the performance that can be achieved during a real-life user scenario." "In pursuit of the design goal of simplicity, we deliberately chose to measure only download speed, measuring how fast data travels from server to consumer when they are performing 
activities such as viewing web pages or streaming video. Downloads represent the majority of activity for most internet consumers." "Conclusion and Next Steps

We continue to monitor, test, and perfect fast.com, always with the goal of giving consumers the simplest and most accurate tool possible to measure their current internet performance. We plan to share updates and more details about this exciting tool in future posts."

Automated testing on devices Aug 10, 2016

"As part of the Netflix SDK team, our responsibility is to ensure the new release version of the Netflix application is thoroughly tested to its highest 
operational quality before deploying onto gaming consoles and distributing as an SDK (along with a reference application) to Netflix device partners; 

eventually making its way to millions of smart TV’s and set top boxes (STB’s). Overall, our testing is responsible for the quality of Netflix running on 
millions of gaming consoles and internet connected TV’s/STB’s."

"Unlike software releases on the server side, the unique challenge with releases on devices is that there can be no red/black pushes or immediate rollbacks 
in case of failure. If there is a bug in the client, the cost of fixing the issue after the code has been shipped on the client device is quite high. Netflix has to 
re-engage with various partners whose devices might already have been certified for Netflix, kicking off the cycle again to re-certify the devices once the fix 
has been applied, costing engineering time both externally and internally. All the while, customers might not have a workaround to the problem, hence 
exposing them to suboptimal Netflix experience. The most obvious way to avoid this problem is to ensure tests are conducted on devices in order to 

detect application regressions well before the release is shipped.

This is a first part on a series of posts to describe key concepts and infrastructure we use to automate functional, performance, and stress testing the Netflix 
SDK on a number of devices."

Tecnologia para testes. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Tests should not be harder to create and/or use when automation is used. In particular tests that are simple to run manually should stay simple to run in the automation. This means that using automation should have close to zero setup cost (if not none). This is important to make sure that creating new tests and 
debugging existing ones is both fast and painless. This also ensures the focus stays on the test and features in test as long as possible.""

Netflix and Fill Aug 11, 2016
"Tomorrow we’ll release another much-anticipated new series, The Get Down. Before you can hit “ Play”, we have to distribute this new title to our global 

network of thousands of Open Connect appliances. Fortunately, this is now a routine exercise for us, ensuring our members around the world will have access 
to the title whenever they choose to watch it."

"In a previous company blog post, we talked about content distribution throughout our Open Connect network at a high level. In this post, we’ll dig a 
little deeper into the complex reality of global content distribution. New titles come onto the service, titles increase and decrease in popularity, and 

sometimes faulty encodes need to be rapidly fixed and replaced. All of this content needs be positioned in the right place at the right time to provide a 
flawless viewing experience. So let’s take a closer look at how this works."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"When a new piece of content is released, the digital assets that are associated with the title are handed off from the content provider to our Content Operations team. At this point, various types of processing and enhancements take place including quality control, encoding, and the addition of more assets that are required 
for integration into the Netflix platform. At the end of this phase, the title and its associated assets (different bitrates, subtitles, etc.) are repackaged and deployed to our Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3). Titles in S3 that are ready to be released and deployed are flagged via title metadata by the Content Operations 

team, and at this point Open Connect systems take over and start to deploy the title to the Open Connect Appliances (OCAs) in our network." "Proactive Caching
We deploy the majority of our updates proactively during configured fill windows. An important difference between our Open Connect CDN and other commercial CDNs is the concept of proactive caching. Because we can predict with high accuracy what our members will watch and what time of day they will watch it, 

we can make use of non-peak bandwidth to download most of the content updates to the OCAs in our network during these configurable time windows. By reducing disk reads (content serving) while we are performing disk writes (adding new content to the OCAs), we are able to optimize our disk efficiency by avoiding 
read/write contention. The predictability of off-peak traffic patterns helps with this optimization, but we still only have a finite amount of time every day to get our content pre-positioned to where it needs to be before our traffic starts to ramp up and we want to make all of the OCA capacity available for content serving." 

"OCAs are grouped into manifest clusters, to distribute one or more copies of the catalog, depending on the popularity of the title. Each manifest cluster gets configured with an appropriate content region (the group of countries that are expected to stream content from the cluster), a particular popularity feed (which in 
simplified terms is an ordered list of titles, based on previous data about their popularity), and how many copies of the content it should hold. We compute independent popularity rankings by country, region, or other selection criteria. For those who are interested, we plan to go into more detail about popularity and 
content storage efficiency in future posts." "OCAs do not store any information about other OCAs in the network, title popularity, etc. All of this information is aggregated and stored in the AWS control plane. OCAs communicate at regular intervals with the control plane services, requesting (among other things) a 
manifest file that contains the list of titles they should be storing and serving to members. If there is a delta between the list of titles in the manifest and what they are currently storing, each OCA will send a request, during its configured fill window, that includes a list of the new or updated titles that it needs. The 

response from the control plane in AWS is a ranked list of potential download locations, a.k.a. fill sources, for each title. The determination of the list takes into consideration several high-level factors:" "Fill Source Manifests
OCAs do not store any information about other OCAs in the network, title popularity, etc. All of this information is aggregated and stored in the AWS control plane. OCAs communicate at regular intervals with the control plane services, requesting (among other things) a manifest file that contains the list of titles they 
should be storing and serving to members. If there is a delta between the list of titles in the manifest and what they are currently storing, each OCA will send a request, during its configured fill window, that includes a list of the new or updated titles that it needs. The response from the control plane in AWS is a ranked 

list of potential download locations, a.k.a. fill sources, for each title. The determination of the list takes into consideration several high-level factors:
Title (content) availability — Does the fill source have the requested title stored?

Fill health — Can the fill source take on additional fill traffic?
A calculated route cost — Described in the next section.

Calculating the Least Expensive Fill Source
It would be inefficient, in terms of both time and cost, to distribute a title directly from S3 to all of our OCAs, so we use a tiered approach. The goal is to ensure that the title is passed from one part of our network to another using the most efficient route possible.

To calculate the least expensive fill source, we take into account network state and some configuration parameters for each OCA that are set by the Open Connect Operations team. For example:
BGP path attributes and physical location (latitude / longitude)

Fill master (number per fill cluster)
Fill escalation policies

A fill escalation policy defines:
How many hops away an OCA can go to download content, and how long it should wait before doing so

Whether the OCA can go to the entire Open Connect network (beyond the hops defined above), and how long it should wait before doing so

Distributed delay queues based on 
Dynomite

Aug 16, 2016

"Netflix’s Content Platform Engineering runs a number of business processes which are driven by asynchronous orchestration of micro-services based tasks, 
and queues form an integral part of the orchestration layer amongst these services.

Few examples of these processes are:
IMF based content ingest from our partners

Process of setting up new titles within Netflix
Content Ingest, encode and deployment to CDN

Traditionally, we have been using a Cassandra based queue recipe along with Zookeeper for distributed locks, since Cassandra is the de facto storage engine at 
Netflix. Using Cassandra for queue like data structure is a known anti-pattern, also using a global lock on queue while polling, limits the amount of 

concurrency on the consumer side as the lock ensures only one consumer can poll from the queue at a time. This can be addressed a bit by sharding the queue 
but the concurrency is still limited within the shard. As we started to build out a new orchestration engine, we looked at Dynomite for handling the task 

queues.
We wanted the following in the queue recipe:

Distributed
No external locks (e.g. Zookeeper locks)

Highly concurrent
At-least-once delivery semantics

No strict FIFO
Delayed queue (message is not taken out of the queue until some time in the future)

Priorities within the shard
The queue recipe described here is used to build a message broker server that exposes various operations (push, poll, ack etc.) via REST endpoints and can 

potentially be exposed by other transports (e.g. gRPC). Today, we are open sourcing the queue recipe."

"Using Dynomite & Redis for building queues
Dynomite is a generic dynamo implementation that can be used with many different key-value pair storage engines. Currently, it provides support for the 

Redis Serialization Protocol (RESP) and Memcached write protocol. We chose Dynomite for its performance, multi-datacenter replication and high 
availability. Moreover, Dynomite provides sharding, and pluggable data storage engines, allowing us to scale vertically or horizontally as our data needs 

increase.
Why Redis?

We chose to build the queues using Redis as a storage engine for Dynomite.
Redis architecture lends nicely to a queuing design by providing data structures required for building queues. Moreover, Redis in memory design provides 

superior performance (low latency).
Dynomite, on top of Redis, provides high availability, peer-to-peer replication and required semantics around consistency (DC_SAFE_QUORUM) for 

building queues in a distributed cluster."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"We built the queue recipe based on the need for micro-services orchestration. Building the recipe on top of Dynomite, provides flexibility for us to port the solution to other storage engine depending upon the workload needs. We think the recipe is hackable enough to support further use cases. We are releasing the recipe 
to open source: https://github.com/Netflix/dyno-queues."

Engineering Trade-Offs and The Netflix 
API Re-Architecture

Aug 23, 2016

"Netflix’s engineering culture is predicated on Freedom & Responsibility, the idea that everyone (and every team) at Netflix is entrusted with a core 
responsibility. Within that framework they are free to operate with freedom to satisfy their mission. Accordingly, teams are generally responsible for all 

aspects of their systems, ranging from design, architecture, development, deployments, and operations. At the same time, it is inefficient to have all teams 
build everything that they need from scratch, given that there are often commonalities in the infrastructure needs of teams. We (like everyone else) value code 

reuse and consolidation where appropriate.
Given these two ideas (Freedom & Responsibility and leveragability of code), how can an individual and/or team figure out what they should optimize for 
themselves and what they should inherit from a centralized team? These kinds of trade-offs are pervasive in making engineering decisions, and Netflix is no 

exception. The Netflix API is the service that handles the (sign-up, discovery and playback) traffic from all devices from all users. Over the last few years, the 
service has grown in a number of different dimensions: it’s grown in complexity, its request volume has increased, and Netflix’s subscriber base has grown as 
we expanded to most countries in the world. As the demands on the Netflix API continue to rise, the architecture that supports this massive responsibility is 
starting to approach its limits. As a result, we are working on a new architecture to position us well for the future (see a recent presentation at QCon for more 

details). This post explores the challenge of how, in the course of our re-architecture, we work to reconcile seemingly conflicting engineering principles: 
velocity and full ownership vs. maximum code reuse and consolidation."

"The Netflix API is the “ front door” to the Netflix ecosystem of microservices. As requests come from devices, the API provides the logic of composing 
calls to all services that are required to construct a response. It gathers whatever information it needs from the backend services, in whatever order needed, 

formats and filters the data as necessary, and returns the response.
So, at its core, the Netflix API is an orchestration service that exposes coarse grained APIs by composing fined grained functionality provided by the 

microservices.
To make this happen, the API has at least four primary requirements: provide a flexible request protocol; map requests to one or more fine-grained APIs to 
backend microservices; provide a common resiliency abstraction to protect backend microservices; and create a context boundary (“ buffer”) between device 

and backend teams."

API. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Consider an example from the playback category of APIs. Suppose a user clicks the “ play” button for Stranger Things Episode 1 on their mobile phone. In order for playback to begin, the mobile phone sends a “ play” request to the API. The API in turn calls several microservices under the hood. Some of these calls 
can be made in parallel, because they don’t depend on each other. Others have to be sequenced in a specific order. The API contains all the logic to sequence and parallelize the calls as necessary. The device, in turn, doesn’t need to know anything about the orchestration that goes on under the hood when the customer 

clicks “ play”. "With this in mind, the goals to address in the new architecture are:
We want each team to own and operate in production what they build. This will allow more targeted alerting, and faster MTTR.

Similarly, we want each team to own their own release schedule and wherever possible not have releases held up by unrelated changes." "The developers who use our API (i.e., Netflix’s device teams) are top priority when designing, building and supporting the new API. They will program against our API daily, and it 
is important for our business that their developer experience and productivity is excellent." "If one puts the organizational considerations aside, two separate APIs is simply the cleaner architecture. In option 1, if the API acts largely as a pass-through, is it worth incurring the extra hop? Every playback request that would 

come into the API would simply be passed along to the playback orchestration layer without providing much functional value (besides the small set of functionality needed from the shared services). If the components that we build for discovery, insights, resiliency, orchestration, etc. can be reused in both APIs, the 
simplicity of having a clean separation between the two APIs is appealing. Moreover, as mentioned briefly above, option 1 also requires two teams to be involved for Playback API pushes that change the interaction model, while option 2 truly separates out the deployments.

Where does all of this leave us? We realize that this decision will have long-lasting consequences. But in taking all of the above into consideration, we have also come to understand that there is no perfect solution. There is no right or wrong, only trade-offs. Our path forward is to make informed assumptions and then 
experiment and build based on them. In particular, we are experimenting with how much we can generalize the building blocks we have already built and are planning to build, so that they could be used in both APIs. If this proves fruitful, we will then build two APIs. Despite the challenges, we are optimistic about this 

path and excited about the future of our services. If you are interested in helping us tackle this and other equally interesting challenges, come join us! We are hiring for several different roles."

A Large-Scale Comparison of x264, 
x265, and libvpx — a Sneak Peek

Aug 29, 2016

"With 83+ million members watching billions of hours of TV shows and movies, Netflix sends a huge amount of video bits through the Internet. As we 
grow globally, more of these video bits will be streamed through bandwidth-constrained cellular networks. Our team works on improving our video 

compression efficiency to ensure that we are good stewards of the Internet while at the same time delivering the best video quality to our members. Part of the 
effort is to evaluate the state-of-the-art video codecs, and adopt them if they provide substantial compression gains."

"H.264/AVC is a very widely-used video compression standard on the Internet, with ubiquitous decoder support on web browsers, TVs, mobile devices, 
and other consumer devices. x264 is the most established open-source software encoder for H.264/AVC. HEVC is the successor to H.264/AVC and results 

reported from standardization showed about 50% bitrate savings for the same quality compared to H.264/AVC. x265 is an open-source HEVC encoder, 
originally ported from the x264 codebase. Concurrent to HEVC, Google developed VP9 as a royalty-free video compression format and released libvpx as 
an open-source software library for encoding VP9. YouTube reported that by encoding with VP9, they can deliver video at half the bandwidth compared to 

legacy codecs."

Tecnologia de vídeo. Médio. Tecnologia de compreensão de vídeo para entregar um bom serviço. Não. Não. Não. Não.

"What did we learn?
Here’s a snapshot: x265 and libvpx demonstrate superior compression performance compared to x264, with bitrate savings reaching up to 50% especially at the higher resolutions. x265 outperforms libvpx for almost all resolutions and quality metrics, but the performance gap narrows (or even reverses) at 1080p.

Want to know more?
We will present our methodology and results this coming Wednesday, August 31, 8:00 am PDT at the SPIE Applications of Digital Image Processing conference, Session 7: Royalty-free Video. We will stream the whole session live on Periscope and YouTube: follow Anne for notifications or come back to this page for 

links to the live streams. This session will feature other interesting technical work from leaders in the field of Royalty-Free Video. We will also follow-up with a more detailed tech blog post and extend the results to include 4K encodes."

Netflix Data Benchmark: Benchmarking 
Cloud Data Stores

Sep 1, 2016

"The Netflix member experience is offered to 83+ million global members, and delivered using thousands of microservices. These services are owned by 
multiple teams, each having their own build and release lifecycles, generating a variety of data that is stored in different types of data store systems. The 

Cloud Database Engineering (CDE) team manages those data store systems, so we run benchmarks to validate updates to these systems, perform capacity 
planning, and test our cloud instances with multiple workloads and under different failure scenarios. We were also interested in a tool that could evaluate and 
compare new data store systems as they appear in the market or in the open source domain, determine their performance characteristics and limitations, and 
gauge whether they could be used in production for relevant use cases. For these purposes, we wrote Netflix Data Benchmark (NDBench), a pluggable cloud-
enabled benchmarking tool that can be used across any data store system. NDBench provides plugin support for the major data store systems that we use — 

Cassandra (Thrift and CQL), Dynomite (Redis), and Elasticsearch. It can also be extended to other client APIs."

"For these purposes, we wrote Netflix Data Benchmark (NDBench), a pluggable cloud-enabled benchmarking tool that can be used across any data store 
system. NDBench provides plugin support for the major data store systems that we use — Cassandra (Thrift and CQL), Dynomite (Redis), and 

Elasticsearch. It can also be extended to other client APIs."
Cloud. Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
impacto cultural direto.

Não. Não. Não. Não.

"We looked into various benchmark tools as well as REST-based performance tools. While some tools covered a subset of our requirements, we were interested in a tool that could achieve the following:
Dynamically change the benchmark configurations while the test is running, hence perform tests along with our production microservices.

Be able to integrate with platform cloud services such as dynamic configurations, discovery, metrics, etc.
Run for an infinite duration in order to introduce failure scenarios and test long running maintenances such as database repairs.

Provide pluggable patterns and loads.
Support different client APIs.

Deploy, manage and monitor multiple instances from a single entry point." "For these reasons, we created Netflix Data Benchmark (NDBench). We incorporated NDBench into the Netflix Open Source ecosystem by integrating it with components such as Archaius for configuration, Spectator for metrics, and Eureka for 
discovery service. However, we designed NDBench so that these libraries are injected, allowing the tool to be ported to other cloud environments, run locally, and at the same time satisfy our Netflix OSS ecosystem users." "NDBench has proven to be extremely useful for us on the Cloud Database Engineering team at 

Netflix, and we are happy to have the opportunity to share that value. Therefore, we are releasing NDBench as an open source project, and are looking forward to receiving feedback, ideas, and contributions from the open source community. You can find NDBench on Github at: https://github.com/Netflix/ndbench"

Netflix OSS Meetup Recap — September 
2016

Sep 14, 2016
"Last week, we welcomed roughly 200 attendees to Netflix HQ in Los Gatos for Season 4, Episode 3 of our Netflix OSS Meetup. The meetup group was 

created in 2013 to discuss our various OSS projects amongst the broader community of OSS enthusiasts. This episode centered around security-focused OSS 
releases, and speakers included both Netflix creators of security OSS as well as community users and contributors."

É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento.

IMF: An Open Standard with Open Tools Sep 15, 2016
"As Netflix expanded into a global entertainment platform, our supply chain needed an efficient way to vault our masters in the cloud that didn’t require a 

different version for every territory in which we have our service. A few years ago we discovered the Interoperable Master Format (IMF), a standard created by 
the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE). "

As Netflix expanded into a global entertainment platform, our supply chain needed an efficient way to vault our masters in the cloud that didn’t require a 
different version for every territory in which we have our service. A few years ago we discovered the Interoperable Master Format (IMF), a standard created 
by the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE). The IMF framework is based on the Digital Cinema standard of component based 

elements in a standard container with assets being mapped together via metadata instructions. By using this standard, Netflix is able to hold a single set of 
core assets and the unique elements needed to make those assets relevant in a local territory. So for a title like Narcos, where the video is largely the same 

in all territories, we can hold the Primary AV and the specific frames that are different for, say, the Japanese title sequence version. This reduces 
duplication of assets that are 95% the same and allows us to hold that 95% once and piece it to the 5% differences needed for a specific use case. The 

format also serves to minimize the risk of multiple versions being introduced into our vault, and allows us to keep better track of our assets, as they stay 
within one contained package, even when new elements are introduced. This allows us to avoid “ versionitis” as outlined in this previous blog. We can 

leverage one set of master assets and utilize supplemental or additional master assets in IMF to make our localized language versions, as well as any 
transcoded versions, without needing to store anything more than master materials. Primary AV, supplemental AV, subtitles, non-English audio and 

other assets needed for global distribution can all live in an “ uber” master that can be continually added to as needed rather than recreated. When a 
“ virtual-version” is needed, the instructions simply need to be created, not the whole master. IMF provides maximum flexibility without having to 

actually create every permutation of a master.

Tecnologia de vídeo. Médio.
Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 

conteúdo. 
Sim. Não. Não. Não.

"Netflix has a history of identifying shared problems within industries and seeking solutions via open source tools. Because many of our content partners have the same issues Netflix has with regard to global versions of their content, we saw IMF as a shared opportunity in the digital supply chain space. In order to 
support IMF interoperability and share the benefits of the format with the rest of the content community, we have invested in several open source IMF tools. One example of these tools is the IMF Transform Tool which gives users the ability to transcode from IMF to DPP (Digital Production Partnership). Realizing 

Netflix is only one recipient of assets from content owners, we wanted to create a solution that would allow them to enjoy the benefits of IMF and still create deliverables to existing outlets. Similarly, Netflix understands the EST business is still important to content owners, so we’re adding another open source 
transform tool that will go from IMF to an iTunes-compatible like package (when using Apple ProRes encoder). This will allow users to take a SMPTE compliant IMF and convert it to a package which can be used for TVOD delivery without incurring significant costs via proprietary tools. A final shared problem is 

editing those sets of instructions we mentioned earlier. There are many great tools in the marketplace that create IMF packages, and while they are fully featured and offer powerful solutions for creating IMFs, they can be overkill for making quick changes to a CPL (Content Play List). Things like adding metadata 
markers, EIDR numbers or other changes to the instructions for that IMF can all be done in our newly released OSS IMF CPL Editor. This leaves the fully functioned commercial software/hardware tools open in facilities for IMF creation and not tied up making small changes to metadata." "We hope others will branch 

these open source efforts and make even more functions available to the growing community of IMF users. It would be great to see a transform function to other AS-11 formats, XDCAM 50 or other widely used broadcast “ play-out” formats. In addition to the base package functionality that currently exists, Netflix will be 
adding supplemental package support to the IMF CPL Editor in October. We look forward to seeing what developers create. These solutions coupled with the Photon tool Netflix has already released create strong foundations to make having an efficient and comprehensive library in IMF an achievable goal for content 

owners seeking to exploit their assets in the global entertainment market."

Zuul 2 : The Netflix Journey to 
Asynchronous, Non-Blocking Systems

Sep 21, 2016 "We recently made a major architectural change to Zuul, our cloud gateway. Did anyone even notice!?"

"Probably not… Zuul 2 does the same thing that its predecessor did — acting as the front door to Netflix’s server infrastructure, handling traffic from all 
Netflix users around the world. It also routes requests, supports developers’ testing and debugging, provides deep insight into our overall service health, 

protects Netflix from attacks, and channels traffic to other cloud regions when an AWS region is in trouble. The major architectural difference between Zuul 
2 and the original is that Zuul 2 is running on an asynchronous and non-blocking framework, using Netty. After running in production for the last several 

months, the primary advantage (one that we expected when embarking on this work) is that it provides the capability for devices and web browsers to have 
persistent connections back to Netflix at Netflix scale. With more than 83 million members, each with multiple connected devices, this is a massive scale 
challenge. By having a persistent connection to our cloud infrastructure, we can enable lots of interesting product features and innovations, reduce overall 

device requests, improve device performance, and understand and debug the customer experience better.
We also hoped the Zuul 2 would offer resiliency benefits and performance improvements, in terms of latencies, throughput, and costs. But as you will 

learn in this post, our aspirations have differed from the results."

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Overall, the value we get from this architectural change is high, with connection scaling being the primary benefit, but it does come at a cost. We have a system that is much more complex to debug, code, and test, and we are working within an ecosystem at Netflix that operates on an assumption of blocking systems. It 
is unlikely that the ecosystem will change anytime soon, so as we add and integrate more features to our gateway it is likely that we will need to continue to tease out thread local variables and other assumptions of blocking in client libraries and other supporting code. We will also need to rewrite blocking calls 

asynchronously. This is an engineering challenge unique to working with a well established platform and body of code that makes assumptions of blocking. Building and integrating Zuul 2 in a greenfield would have avoided some of these complexities, but we operate in an environment where these libraries and services 
are essential to the functionality of our gateway and operation within Netflix’s ecosystem.

We are in the process of releasing Zuul 2 as open source. Once it is released, we’d love to hear from you about your experiences with it and hope you will share your contributions! We plan on adding new features such as http/2 and websocket support to Zuul 2 so that the community can also benefit from these 
innovations."

To Be Continued
Helping you find shows to continue 

watching on Netflix
Oct 12, 2016

"Our objective in improving the Netflix recommendation system is to create a personalized experience that makes it easier for our members to find great 
content to enjoy. The ultimate goal of our recommendation system is to know the exact perfect show for the member and just start playing it when they open 

Netflix. While we still have a long way to achieve that goal, there are areas where we can reduce the gap significantly."

"When a member opens the Netflix website or app, she may be looking to discover a new movie or TV show that she never watched before, or, 
alternatively, she may want to continue watching a partially-watched movie or a TV show she has been binging on. If we can reasonably predict when a 
member is more likely to be in the continuation mode and which shows she is more likely to resume, it makes sense to place those shows in prominent 

places on the home page." "While most recommendation work focuses on discovery, in this post, we focus on the continuation mode and explain how we 
used machine learning to improve the member experience for both modes. In particular, we focus on a row called “ Continue Watching” (CW) that appears 

on the main page of the Netflix member homepage on most platforms. This row serves as an easy way to find shows that the member has recently 
(partially) watched and may want to resume. As you can imagine, a significant proportion of member streaming hours are spent on content played from 

this row."

Recomendações. Alto. Tecnologia de recomendação. Sim. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. Sim.

"Continue Watching
Previously, the Netflix app in some platforms displayed a row with recently watched shows (here we use the term show broadly to include all forms of video content on Netflix including movies and TV series) sorted by recency of last time each show was played. How the row was placed on the page was determined by 

some rules that depended on the device type. For example, the website only displayed a single continuation show on the top-left corner of the page. While these are reasonable baselines, we set out to unify the member experience of CW row across platforms and improve it along two dimensions:
Improve the placement of the row on the page by placing it higher when a member is more likely to resume a show (continuation mode), and lower when a member is more likely to look for a new show to watch (discovery mode)

Improve the ordering of recently-watched shows in the row using their likelihood to be resumed in the current session" "Intuitively, there are a number of activity patterns that might indicate a member’s likelihood to be in the continuation mode. For example, a member is perhaps likely to resume a show if she:
is in the middle of a binge; i.e., has been recently spending a significant amount of time watching a TV show, but hasn’t yet reached its end

has partially watched a movie recently
has often watched the show around the current time of the day or on the current device

On the other hand, a discovery session is more likely if a member:
has just finished watching a movie or all episodes of a TV show

hasn’t watched anything recently
is new to the service. These hypotheses, along with the high fraction of streaming hours spent by members in continuation mode, motivated us to build machine learning models that can identify and harness these patterns to produce a more effective CW row." "To build a recommendation model for the CW row, we first 

need to compute a collection of features that extract patterns of the behavior that could help the model predict when someone will resume a show. These may include features about the member, the shows in the CW row, the member’s past interactions with those shows, and some contextual information. We then use 
these features as inputs to build machine learning models. Through an iterative process of variable selection, model training, and cross validation, we can refine and select the most relevant set of features. While brainstorming for features, we considered many ideas for building the CW models, including:

Member-level features:
Data about member’s subscription, such as the length of subscription, country of signup, and language preferences

How active has the member been recently
Member’s past ratings and genre preferences

Features encoding information about a show and interactions of the member with it:
How recently was the show added to the catalog, or watched by the member

How much of the movie/show the member watched
Metadata about the show, such as type, genre, and number of episodes; for example kids shows may be re-watched more

The rest of the catalog available to the member
Popularity and relevance of the show to the member

How often do the members resume this show
Contextual features:

Netflix Chaos Monkey Upgraded Oct 19, 2016 We are pleased to announce a significant upgrade to one of our more popular OSS projects. Chaos Monkey 2.0 is now on github!

"The Freedom and Responsibility culture at Netflix doesn’t have a mechanism to force engineers to architect their code in any specific way. Instead, we 
found that we could build strong alignment around resiliency by taking the pain of disappearing servers and bringing that pain forward. We created Chaos 
Monkey to randomly choose servers in our production environment and turn them off during business hours. Some people thought this was crazy, but we 
couldn’t depend on the infrequent occurrence to impact behavior. Knowing that this would happen on a frequent basis created strong alignment among our 

engineers to build in the redundancy and automation to survive this type of incident without any impact to the millions of Netflix members around the 
world. We value Chaos Monkey as a highly effective tool for improving the quality of our service. Now Chaos Monkey has evolved. We rewrote the 
service for improved maintainability and added some great new features. The evolution of Chaos Monkey is part of our commitment to keep our open 

source software up to date with our current environment and needs."

Tecnologia para testes. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Netflix at RecSys 2016 — Recap Oct 28, 2016

"A key aspect of Netflix is providing our members with a personalized experience so they can easily find great stories to enjoy. A collection of recommender 
systems drive the main aspects of this personalized experience and we continuously work on researching and testing new ways to make them better. As such, 
we were delighted to sponsor and participate in this year’s ACM Conference on Recommender Systems in Boston, which marked the 10th anniversary of the 

conference. For those who couldn’t attend or want more information, here is a recap of our talks and papers at the conference.
Justin and Yves gave a talk titled “ Recommending for the World” on how we prepared our algorithms to work world-wide ahead of our global launch earlier 

this year. You can also read more about it in our previous blog posts."

É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento.

Netflix at AWS re:Invent 2016 Nov 22, 2016
"Like many of our tech blog readers, Netflix is getting ready for AWS re:Invent in Las Vegas next week. Lots of Netflix engineers and recruiters will be in 

attendance, and we’re looking forward to meeting and reconnecting with cloud enthusiasts and Netflix OSS users. To make it a little easier to find our 
speakers at re:Invent, we’re posting the schedule of Netflix talks here. We’ll also have a booth on the expo floor and hope to see you there!"

É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento.
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More Efficient Mobile Encodes for Netflix 
Downloads

Dec 1, 2016

"Last January, Netflix launched globally, reaching many new members in 130 countries around the world. In many of these countries, people access the 
internet primarily using cellular networks or still-developing broadband infrastructure. Although we have made strides in delivering the same or better video 

quality with less bits (for example, with per-title encode optimization), further innovation is required to improve video quality over low-bandwidth unreliable 
networks. In this blog post, we summarize our recent work on generating more efficient video encodes, especially targeted towards low-bandwidth Internet 

connections. We refer to these new bitstreams as our mobile encodes."

We are introducing two new types of mobile encodes — AVCHi-Mobile and VP9-Mobile. The enhancements in the new bitstreams fall into three 
categories: (1) new video compression formats, (2) more optimal encoder settings, and (3) per-chunk bitrate optimization. All the changes combined result 

in better video quality for the same bitrate compared to our current streams (AVCMain).
Tecnologia de vídeo. Médio.

Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 
conteúdo. 

Sim. Não. Não. De forma tangencial.
"Last month, we started re-encoding our catalog to generate the new mobile bitstreams and the effort is ongoing. The mobile encodes are being used in the brand new downloads feature. In the near future, we will also use these new bitstreams for mobile streaming to broaden the benefit for Netflix members, no matter how 

they’re watching."

NetflixOSS: Announcing Hollow Dec 5, 2016

"We software engineers often face problems that require the dissemination of a dataset which doesn’t fit the label “ big data”. Examples of this type of problem 
include:

Product metadata on an ecommerce site
Document metadata in a search engine

Metadata about movies and TV shows on an Internet television network
When faced with these we usually opt for one of two paths:

Keep the data in a centralized location (e.g. an RDBMS, nosql data store, or memcached cluster) for remote access by consumers
Serialize it (e.g. as json, XML, etc) and disseminate it to consumers which keep a local copy

Scaling each of these paths presents different challenges. Centralizing the data may allow your dataset to grow indefinitely large, but:
There are latency and bandwidth limitations when interacting with the data

A remote data store is never quite as reliable as a local copy of the data
On the other hand, serializing and keeping a local copy of the data entirely in RAM can allow many orders of magnitude lower latency and higher frequency 

access, but this approach has scaling challenges that get more difficult as a dataset grows in size:
The heap footprint of the dataset grows

Retrieving the dataset requires downloading more bits
Updating the dataset may require significant CPU resources or impact GC behavior

Engineers often select a hybrid approach — cache the frequently accessed data locally and go remote for the “ long-tail” data. This approach has its own 
challenges:

Bookkeeping data structures can consume a significant amount of the cache heap footprint
Objects are often kept around just long enough for them to be promoted and negatively impact GC behavior

At Netflix we’ve realized that this hybrid approach often represents a false savings. Sizing a local cache is often a careful balance between the latency of going 
remote for many records and the heap requirement of keeping more data local. However, if you can cache everything in a very efficient way, you can often 

change the game — and get your entire dataset in memory using less heap and CPU than you would otherwise require to keep just a fraction of it. This is 
where Hollow, Netflix’s latest OSS project comes in."

"Hollow is a java library and comprehensive toolset for harnessing small to moderately sized in-memory datasets which are disseminated from a single 
producer to many consumers for read-only access."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Hollow focuses narrowly on its prescribed problem set: keeping an entire, read-only dataset in-memory on consumers. It circumvents the consequences of updating and evicting data from a partial cache.
Due to its performance characteristics, Hollow shifts the scale in terms of appropriate dataset sizes for an in-memory solution. Datasets for which such liberation may never previously have been considered can be candidates for Hollow. For example, Hollow may be entirely appropriate for datasets which, if represented with 

json or XML, might require in excess of 100GB."

Netflix Conductor: A microservices 
orchestrator

Dec 12, 2016
"Today, we are open sourcing Conductor to the wider community hoping to learn from others with similar needs and enhance its capabilities. You can find 

the developer documentation for Conductor here."

"We built Conductor “ as an orchestration engine” to address the following requirements, take out the need for boilerplate in apps, and provide a reactive 
flow :

Blueprint based. A JSON DSL based blueprint defines the execution flow.
Tracking and management of workflows.

Ability to pause, resume and restart processes.
User interface to visualize process flows.

Ability to synchronously process all the tasks when needed.
Ability to scale to millions of concurrently running process flows.

Backed by a queuing service abstracted from the clients.
Be able to operate over HTTP or other transports e.g. gRPC.

Conductor was built to serve the above needs and has been in use at Netflix for almost a year now. To date, it has helped orchestrate more than 2.6 
million process flows ranging from simple linear workflows to very complex dynamic workflows that run over multiple days."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"In a microservices world, a lot of business process automations are driven by orchestrating across services. Conductor enables orchestration across services while providing control and visibility into their interactions. Having the ability to orchestrate across microservices also helped us in leveraging existing services to 
build new flows or update existing flows to use Conductor very quickly, effectively providing an easier route to adoption."

Netflix Now Supports Ultra HD 4K on 
Windows 10 with New Intel Core 

Processors
Jan 3, 2017

"We’re excited to bring Netflix support for Ultra HD 4K to Windows 10, making the vast catalog of Netflix TV shows and movies in 4K even more 
accessible for our members around the world to watch in the best picture quality.

For the last several years, we’ve been working with our partners across the spectrum of CE devices to add support for the richer visual experience of 4K. Since 
launching on Smart TVs in 2014, many different devices can now play our 4K content, including Smart TVs, set top boxes and game consoles. We are 

pleased to add Windows 10 and 7th Gen Intel® Core™ CPUs to that list.
Microsoft and Intel both did great work to enable 4K on their platforms. Intel added support for new, more efficient codecs necessary to stream 4K as well as 

hardware-based content security in their latest CPUs. Microsoft enhanced the Edge browser with the latest HTML5 video support and made it work 
beautifully with Intel’s latest processors. The sum total is an enriched Netflix experience. Thanks to Microsoft’s Universal Windows Platform, our app for 

Windows 10 includes the same 4K support as the Edge browser.
As always, you can enjoy all of our movies and TV shows on all supported platforms. We are working hard with our partners to further expand device 

support of 4K. An increasing number of our Netflix originals are shot, edited, and delivered in this format, with more than 600 hours available to watch, such 
as Stranger Things, The Crown, Gilmore Girls: A Year in the Life and Marvel’s Luke Cage."

"We’re excited to bring Netflix support for Ultra HD 4K to Windows 10, making the vast catalog of Netflix TV shows and movies in 4K even more 
accessible for our members around the world to watch in the best picture quality.

For the last several years, we’ve been working with our partners across the spectrum of CE devices to add support for the richer visual experience of 4K. 
Since launching on Smart TVs in 2014, many different devices can now play our 4K content, including Smart TVs, set top boxes and game consoles. We 

are pleased to add Windows 10 and 7th Gen Intel® Core™ CPUs to that list.
Microsoft and Intel both did great work to enable 4K on their platforms. Intel added support for new, more efficient codecs necessary to stream 4K as well 

as hardware-based content security in their latest CPUs. Microsoft enhanced the Edge browser with the latest HTML5 video support and made it work 
beautifully with Intel’s latest processors. The sum total is an enriched Netflix experience. Thanks to Microsoft’s Universal Windows Platform, our app for 

Windows 10 includes the same 4K support as the Edge browser.
As always, you can enjoy all of our movies and TV shows on all supported platforms. We are working hard with our partners to further expand device 

support of 4K. An increasing number of our Netflix originals are shot, edited, and delivered in this format, with more than 600 hours available to watch, 
such as Stranger Things, The Crown, Gilmore Girls: A Year in the Life and Marvel’s Luke Cage."

Tecnologia de vídeo. Médio.
Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 

conteúdo. 
Sim. Não. Não. De forma tangencial. N/A

Crafting a high-performance TV user 
interface using React

Jan 12, 2017

"The Netflix TV interface is constantly evolving as we strive to figure out the best experience for our members. For example, after A/B testing, eye-tracking 
research, and customer feedback we recently rolled out video previews to help members make better decisions about what to watch. We’ve written before 

about how our TV application consists of an SDK installed natively on the device, a JavaScript application that can be updated at any time, and a rendering 
layer known as Gibbon. In this post we’ll highlight some of the strategies we’ve employed along the way to optimize our JavaScript application 

performance."

In 2015, we embarked on a wholesale rewrite and modernization of our TV UI architecture. We decided to use React because its one-way data flow and 
declarative approach to UI development make it easier to reason about our app. Obviously, we’d need our own flavor of React since at that time it only 

targeted the DOM. We were able to create a prototype that targeted Gibbon pretty quickly. This prototype eventually evolved into React-Gibbon and we 
began to work on building out our new React-based UI.

React-Gibbon’s API would be very familiar to anyone who has worked with React-DOM. The primary difference is that instead of divs, spans, inputs etc, 
we have a single “ widget” drawing primitive that supports inline styling.

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"When approaching performance optimization it’s important to first identify the metrics you will use to measure the success of your efforts. We use the following metrics to gauge overall application performance:
Key Input Responsiveness — the time taken to render a change in response to a key press

Time To Interactivity — the time to start up the app
Frames Per Second — the consistency and smoothness of our animations

Memory Usage" "Our environment is unique, but the techniques we used to identify opportunities for performance improvements are not. We measured, tested and verified all of our changes on real devices. Those investigations led us to discover a common theme: key iteration was expensive. As a result we set out to 
identify merging in our application, and determine whether they could be optimized. Here’s a list of some of the other things we’ve done in our quest to improve performance:

Custom Composite Component — hyper optimized for our platform
Pre-mounting screens to improve perceived transition time

Component pooling in Lists
Memoization of expensive computations

Building a Netflix TV UI experience that can run on the variety of devices we support is a fun challenge. We nurture a performance-oriented culture on the team and are constantly trying to improve the experiences for everyone, whether they use the Xbox One S, a smart TV or a streaming stick. Come join us if that 
sounds like your jam!"

Netflix Hack Day — Winter 2017 Jan 30, 2017
"We hosted another great Hack Day event a week ago at Netflix headquarters. Hack Day is a way for our product development team to take a break from 

everyday work, have fun, experiment with new technologies, and collaborate with new people.""
É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento.

Introducing HubCommander Feb 7, 2017 "Netflix is pleased to announce the open source release of HubCommander, a ChatOps tool for GitHub management."

"Netflix uses GitHub, a source code management and collaboration site, extensively for both open source and internal projects. The security model for 
GitHub does not permit users to perform repository management without granting administrative permissions. Management of many users on GitHub can 

be a challenge without tooling. We needed to provide enhanced security capabilities while maintaining developer agility. As such, we created 
HubCommander to provide these capabilities in a method optimized for Netflix.

Why ChatOps?
Our approach leverages ChatOps, which utilizes chat applications for performing operational tasks. ChatOps is increasingly popular amongst developers, 

since chat tools are ubiquitous, provide a single context for what actions occurred when and by whom, and also provides an effective means to provide self-
serviceability to developers." "HubCommander is a Slack bot for GitHub organizational management. It provides a ChatOps means for administering 

GitHub organizations. HubCommander operates by utilizing a privileged account on GitHub to perform administrative capabilities on behalf of our users. 
Our developers issue commands to the bot to perform their desired actions. This has a number of advantages:

Self-Service: By providing a self-service mechanism, we have significantly reduced our administrative burden for managing our GitHub repositories. The 
reduction in administrative overhead has significantly simplified our open source efforts.

Consistent and Supported: The bot performs all of the tasks that are required for operating on GitHub. For example, when creating repositories, the bot 
will automatically provide the correct teams access to the new repository.

Least Privilege for Users: Because the bot can perform the tasks that users need to perform, we can reduce the GitHub API permissions on our users.
Developer Familiarity: ChatOps is very popular at Netflix, so utilizing a bot for this purpose is natural for our developers.

Easy to Use: The bot is easy to use by having an easily discoverable command structure.
Secure: The bot also features integration with Duo for additional authentication." "Out of the box, HubCommander has the following features:

Repository creation
Repository description and website modification

Granting outside collaborators specific permissions to repositories
Repository default branch modification

Travis CI enablement
Duo support to provide authentication to privileged commands

Docker image support
HubCommander is also extendable and configurable. You can develop authentication and command based plugins. At Netflix, we have developed a 

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Introducing Netflix Stethoscope Feb 21, 2017 "Netflix is pleased to announce the open source release of Stethoscope, our first project following a User Focused Security approach."

"The notion of “ User Focused Security” acknowledges that attacks against corporate users (e.g., phishing, malware) are the primary mechanism leading to 
security incidents and data breaches, and it’s one of the core principles driving our approach to corporate information security. It’s also reflective of our 

philosophy that tools are only effective when they consider the true context of people’s work.
Stethoscope is a web application that collects information for a given user’s devices and gives them clear and specific recommendations for securing their 

systems."

Tecnologia de segurança. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"We believe that Netflix employees fundamentally want to do the right thing, and, as a company, we give people the freedom to do their work as they see fit. As we say in the Netflix Culture Deck, responsible people thrive on freedom, and are worthy of freedom. This isn’t just a nice thing to say–we believe people are 
most productive and effective when they they aren’t hemmed in by excessive rules and process.

That freedom must be respected by the systems, tools, and procedures we design, as well.
By providing personalized, actionable information–and not relying on automatic enforcement–Stethoscope respects people’s time, attention, and autonomy, while improving our company’s security outcomes.

If you have similar values in your organization, we encourage you to give Stethoscope a try." "It’s important to us that people understand what simple steps they can take to improve the security state of their devices, because personal devices–which we don’t control–may very well be the first target of attack for phishing, 
malware, and other exploits. If they fall for a phishing attack on their personal laptop, that may be the first step in an attack on our systems here at Netflix.

We also want people to be comfortable making these changes themselves, on their own time, without having to go to the help desk.
To make this self service, and so people can understand the reasoning behind our suggestions, we show additional information about each suggestion, as well as a link to detailed instructions."

Netflix Downloads on Android
Mar 8, 2017

"Netflix is now a global company, so we wanted to provide a viewing experience that was truly available everywhere even when the Internet is not working 
well. This led to these three prioritized download use cases:

Better, uninterrupted videos on unreliable Internet
Reducing mobile data usage

Watching Netflix without an Internet connection (e.g. on a train or plane)"

… So, What Do We Build?
From a product perspective, we had many initial questions about how the feature should behave: What bitrate & resolution should we download content 

at? How much configuration should we offer to users? How will video bookmarks work when offline? How do we handle profiles?
We adopted some guiding principles based on general Netflix philosophies about what kind of products we want to create: the Downloads interface should 

not be so prominent that it’s distracting, and the UX should be as simple as possible.
We chose an aggressive timeline for the feature since we wanted to deliver the experience to our members as soon as possible. We aimed to create a great 
experience with just the right amount of scope, and we could iterate and run A/B tests to improve the feature later on. Fortunately, our Consumer Insights 

team also had enough time to qualify our initial user-experience ideas with members and non-members before they were built.

Downloads. Médio. Tecnologia que permite downloads dos conteúdos. Não. Não. De forma tangencial. Não.

"From an organizational perspective, the downloads feature was a test of coordination between a wide variety of teams. A technical spec was created that represented a balancing act of meeting license requirements, member desires, and security requirements (protecting from fraud). For Android, we used the technical spec 
to define which pieces of data we’d need to transfer to the client in order to provide a single ‘downloaded video’:

Content manifest (URLs for audio and video files)
Media files:

Primary video track
2 audio tracks (one primary language plus an alternate based on user language preferences)

2 subtitle tracks (based on user language preferences)
Trick play data (images while scrubbing)

DRM licenses
Title-level metadata and artwork (cached to disk)" "Many teams at Netflix were aligned to work together and release this feature under an ambitious timeline. We were pleased to bring lots of joy to our members around the world and give them the ability to take their favorite shows with them on the go. The biggest 

proportion of downloading has been in Asia where we see strong traction in countries like India, Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, Philippines, and Hong Kong.
The main suggestion we received for Android was around lack of SD card support, which we quickly addressed in a subsequent release in early 2017. We have now established a baseline experience for downloads, and will be able to A/B test a number of improvements and feature enhancements in coming months."

Netflix Security Monkey on Google 
Cloud Platform (GCP)

Mar 3, 2017 "Today we are happy to announce that Netflix Security Monkey has BETA support for tracking Google Cloud Platform (GCP) services."

"Initially we are providing support for the following GCP services:
Firewall Rules

Networking
Google Cloud Storage Buckets (GCS)

Service Accounts (IAM)
This work was performed by a few incredible Googlers with the mission to take open source projects and add support for Google’s cloud offerings. Thank 

you for the commits!
GCP support is available in the develop branch and will be included in release 0.9.0. This work helps to fulfill Security Monkey’s mission as the single 

place to go to monitor your entire deployment.
To get started with Security Monkey on GCP, check out the documentation.

See Rae Wang, Product Manager on GCP, highlight Security Monkey in her talk, “ Gaining full control over your organization’s cloud resources (Google 
Cloud Next ‘17)”:"

Tecnologia de segurança. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"We plan to continue decomposing Security Monkey into smaller, more maintainable, and reusable modules. We also plan to use new event driven triggers so that Security Monkey will recognize updates much more quickly. With Custom Alerters, Security Monkey will transform from a purely monitoring tool to one 
that will allow for active response.

More Modular:
We have begun the process of moving the service watchers out of Security Monkey and into CloudAux. CloudAux currently supports the four GCP services and three (of the 45) AWS services.

We have plans to move the security checks (auditors) out of Security Monkey and into a separate library.
Admins may change polling intervals, enable/disable technologies, and modify issue scores from within the settings panel of the web UI.

Event Driven:
On AWS, CloudTrail will trigger CloudWatch Event Rules, which will then trigger Lambda functions. We have a working prototype of this flow.

On GCP, Stackdriver Logging and Audit Logs will trigger Cloud Functions.
As a note, CloudSploit has a product in beta that implements this event driven approach.

Custom Alerters:
These can be used to provide new notification methods or correct problems.
The documentation describes a custom alerter that sends events to Splunk

We’ll be following up with a future blog post to discuss these changes in more detail. In the meantime, check out Security Monkey on GitHub, join the community of users, and jump into conversation in our Gitter room if you have questions or comments."

Update on HTML5 Video for Netflix Mar 21, 2017

"About four years ago, we shared our plans for playing premium video in HTML5, replacing Silverlight and eliminating the extra step of installing and 
updating browser plug-ins.

Since then, we have launched HTML5 video on Chrome OS, Chrome, Internet Explorer, Safari, Opera, Firefox, and Edge on all supported operating systems. 
And though we do not officially support Linux, Chrome playback has worked on that platform since late 2014. Starting today, users of Firefox can also enjoy 
Netflix on Linux. This marks a huge milestone for us and our partners, including Google, Microsoft, Apple, and Mozilla that helped make it possible. But 
this is just the beginning. We launched 4K Ultra HD on Microsoft Edge in December of 2016, and look forward to high-resolution video being available on 

more platforms soon. We are also looking ahead to HDR video. Netflix-supported TVs with Chromecast built-in — which use a version of our web player — 
already support Dolby Vision and HDR10. And we are working with our partners to provide similar support on other platforms over time."

HTML5 Tecnologia de vídeo. Médio.
Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 

conteúdo. 
Sim. Não. Não. De forma tangencial.

"Our excitement about HTML5 video has remained strong over the past four years. Plugin-free playback that works seamlessly on all major platforms helps us deliver compelling experiences no matter how you choose to watch. This is apparent when you venture through Stranger Things in hardware accelerated HD on 
Safari, or become transfixed by The Crown in Ultra HD on Edge. And eventually, you will be able to delight in the darkest details of Marvel’s Daredevil in stunning High Dynamic Range."

The Netflix HERMES Test: Quality 
Subtitling at Scale

Mar 30, 2017

"Since Netflix launched globally, the scale of our localization efforts has increased dramatically. It’s hard to believe that just 5 years ago, we only supported 
English, Spanish and Portuguese. Now we’ve surpassed 20 languages — including languages like Korean, Chinese, Arabic and Polish — and that number 
continues to grow. Our desire to delight members in “ their” language, while staying true to creative intent and mindful of cultural nuances is important to 

ensure quality. It’s also fueling a need to rapidly add great talent who can help provide top-notch translations for our global members across all of these 
languages." "The need for localization quality at an increasing scale inspired us to build and launch HERMES, the first online subtitling and translation test 
and indexing system by a major content creator. Before now, there was no standard test for media translation professionals, even though their work touches 

millions of people’s lives on a daily basis. There is no common registration through a professional organisation which captures the total number of 
professional media translators worldwide, no license numbers, accreditations, or databases for qualified professionals. For instance, the number of working, 
professional Dutch subtitlers is estimated to be about 100–150 individuals worldwide. We know this through market research Netflix conducted during our 

launch in the Netherlands several years ago, but this is a very anecdotal “ guesstimate” and the actual number remains unknown to the industry."

"In the absence of a common registration scheme and standardized test, how do you find the best resources to do quality media translation? Netflix does 
this by relying on third parties to source and manage localization efforts for our content. But even this method often lacks the precision needed to drive 

constant improvement and innovation in the media translation space. Each of these vendors recruit, qualify and measure their subcontractors (translators) 
differently, so it’s nearly impossible for Netflix to maintain a standard across all of them to ensure constant quality at a reliability and scale we need to 
support our constant international growth. We can measure the company’s success through metrics like rejection rates, on-time rates, etc., but we can’t 

measure the individual. This is like trying to win the World Cup in soccer and only being able to look at your team’s win/loss record, not knowing how 
many errors your players are making, blindly creating lineups without scoring averages and not having any idea how big your roster is for the next game. 
It’s difficult and frustrating to try to “ win” in this environment, yet this is largely how Netflix has had to operate in the localization space for the last few 

years, while still trying to drive improvement and quality.
The Test

HERMES is emblematic of Hollywood meets Silicon Valley at Netflix, and was developed internally by the Content Localization and Media Engineering 
teams, with collaboration from renowned academics in the media translation space to create this five part test for subtitlers. The test is designed to be 

highly scalable and consists of thousands of randomized combinations of questions so that no two tests should be the same. The rounds consist of 
multiple choice questions given at a specifically timed pace, designed to test the candidate’s ability to:

Understand English
Translate idiomatic phrases into their target language

Identify both linguistic and technical errors
Subtitle proficiently

Idioms are expressions that are often times specific to a certain language (“ you’re on a roll”, “ he bought the farm”) and can be a tough challenge to 
translate into other languages. There are approximately 4,000 idioms in the English language and being able to translate them in a culturally accurate way 
is critical to preserving the creative intent for a piece of content. Here’s an example from the HERMES test for translating English idioms into Norwegian:"

Tecnologia para legendas. Alto. Testes para tradução e legenda. Sim. Não. Não. Não.

"Upon completion, Netflix will have a good idea of the candidate’s skill level and can use this information to match projects with high quality language resources. The real long term value of the HERMES platform is in the issuance of HERMES numbers (H-humbers). This unique identifier is issued to each applicant 
upon sign-up for the test and will stick with them for the remainder of their career supplying translation services to Netflix. By looking at the quantity of H-Numbers in a given language, Netflix can start to more precisely estimate the size of the potential resource pool for a given language and better project our time 

needed to localize libraries. Starting this summer, all subtitles delivered to Netflix will be required to have a valid H-Number tied to it. This will allow Netflix to better correlate the metrics associated with a given translation to the individual who did the work.
Innovation

Over time, we’ll be able to use these metrics in concert with other innovations to “ recommend” the best subtitler for specific work based on their past performance to Netflix. Much like we recommend titles to our members, we aim to match our subtitlers in a similar way. Perhaps they consider themselves a horror 
aficionado, but they excel at subtitling romantic comedies — theoretically, we can make this match so they’re able to do their best quality work.

Progress
Since we unveiled our new HERMES tool two weeks ago, thousands of candidates around the world have already completed the test, covering all represented languages. This is incredible to us because of the impact it will ultimately have on our members as we focus on continually improving the quality of the subtitles 

on the service. We’re quickly approaching an inflection point where English won’t be the primary viewing experience on Netflix, and HERMES allows us to better vet the individuals doing this very important work so members can enjoy their favorite TV shows and movies in their language."

Netflix Conductor: Inversion of Control 
for workflows

Apr 6, 2017

"In December 2016, we open sourced Netflix Conductor.
We have been working hard since then to add more features, enhance the user interface for monitoring the workflows, and harden the system. We have seen an 
increase in usage, new use cases, feature requests, and lot of interest from the community. In this post, we will talk about a couple of major features we added 

to Conductor this quarter."

Conductor makes it possible to reuse workflows and embed them as sub workflows. Sub workflows are a great way to promote process reuse and 
modularity. As Netflix Conductor adoption increased, we observed interesting use cases where business processes were initiated based off the events and 

state changes in other workflows.
Traditionally, applications implemented such use cases using pub/sub systems and publishing events as application state changed and subscribing to 

interested events to initiate actions.
We sought a solution with the following characteristics:

Loose coupling between workflows
Allow starting a workflow based on state changes in other workflows

Provide integration with external systems producing / consuming events via SQS/SNS
Enter Inversion of Control — for workflows. The idea is to be able to chain workflow actions such as starting a workflow, completing a task in a 

workflow, etc. based on state changes in other workflows.
To illustrate this further, let’s take a look at two solutions to trigger a “ QC Workflow” after a file has been ingested. Once a file has been ingested, 

multiple workflows are triggered (owned by separate applications); one of them is a file verification workflow (QC Workflow) that is triggered to identify 
the type of the file (Audio, Video etc.), run appropriate checks, and start the encoding process for the file.

With Conductor, there are two separate ways to achieve this; both the solutions get the job done, but there are subtle differences in both the approaches.

Operacional. Baixo.
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"While it’s been a busy quarter, we are not done yet. Looking forward to Q2, our focus is going to be on making it easier to test the workflows for the developers and support for logging task execution context to help understand and troubleshooting workflows spanning multiple workers and applications.
If you like the challenges of building distributed systems and are interested in building the Netflix studio ecosystem and the content pipeline at scale, check out our job openings."

BetterTLS
A Name Constraints test suite for 
HTTPS clients, created by Netflix

Apr 10, 2017

"At Netflix we run a microservices architecture that has hundreds of independent applications running throughout our ecosystem. One of our goals, in the 
interest of implementing security in depth, is to have end-to-end encrypted, authenticated communication between all of our services wherever possible, 
regardless of whether or not it travels over the public internet. Most of the time, this means using TLS, an industry standard implemented in dozens of 

languages. However, this means that every application in our environment needs a TLS certificate."

"One powerful (but often neglected) feature of the TLS specification is the Name Constraints extension. This is an extension that can be put on CA 
certificates which whitelists and/or blacklists the domains and IPs for which that CA or any sub-CAs are allowed to create certificates for. For example, 
suppose you trust the Acme Corp Root CA, which delegates to various other sub-CAs that ultimately sign certificates for websites. They may have a 

certificate hierarchy that looks like this:" "In order to raise awareness around the issues we discovered and encourage TLS implementers to correct them, 
and to allow them to include some of these tests in their own test suite, we are open sourcing the test suite we created and making it available online. 

Inspired by badssl.com, we created bettertls.com with the hope that the tests we add to this site can help improve the resiliency of TLS implementations.
Before we made bettertls.com public, we reached out to many of the affected vendors and are happy to say that we received a number of positive responses. 
We’d particularly like to thank Ryan Sleevi and Adam Langley from Google who were extremely responsive and immediately took actions to remediate 
some of the discovered issues and incorporate some of these test certificates into their own test suite. We have also received confirmation from Oracle that 

they will be addressing the results of this test suite in Java in an upcoming security release."

Operacional. Baixo.
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Introducing Bolt: On Instance Diagnostic 
and Remediation Platform

Apr 17, 2017

"Last August we introduced Winston, our event driven diagnostic and remediation platform. Winston helps orchestrate diagnostic and remediation actions 
from the outside. As part of that orchestration, there are multiple actions that need to be performed at an AWS instance(vm) level to collect data or take 
mitigation steps. We would like to discuss a supporting service called Bolt that helps with instance level action executions. By “ action,” we refer to 

runbook, script or automation code."

"Bolt is an instance level daemon that runs on every instance and exposes custom actions as REST commands for execution. Developers provide their 
own custom scripts as actions to Bolt which are version controlled and then seamlessly deployed across all relevant EC2 instance dynamically. Once 

deployed, these actions are available for execution via REST endpoints through Bolt."
Operacional. Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
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"As part of operationalizing our fleet of EC2 instances, we needed a simple way of automating common diagnostics and remediation tasks on these instances. This solution could integrate with our orchestration services like Winston to run these actions across multiple instances, making it easy to collect data and 
aggregate at scale as needed. This solution would became especially important for our instances hosting persistent services like Cassandra which are more long lived than our non-persistent services. For example, when a Cassandra node is running low on disk space, a Bolt action would be executed to analyze if any stale 

snapshots are laying around and if so, reclaim disk space without user intervention." "Some interesting design decisions when building Bolt were
There is no central instance catalog in Bolt. The cloud is ever changing and ephemeral. Maintaining this dynamic list is not our core value add. Instead, Bolt client gets this list on demand from Spinnaker. This allows clear separation of concern from the systems that provide the infrastructure map from Bolt that uses 

that map to act upon.
No middle tier service, Bolt client libraries and CLI tools talk directly to the instances. This allows Bolt to scale to thousands of instances and reduces operational complexity.

History of executions stays on the instance v.s. in a centralized external store. By decentralizing the history store and making it instance scoped and tied to the life of that instance, we reduce operational cost and simplify scalability at the cost of losing the history when the instance is lost.
Lean resource usage: The agent only uses 50Mb of memory and is niced to prevent it from taking over CPU.

Below, we go over some of the more interesting features of Bolt." "Use cases
While Bolt is very flexible as to what action it can perform, the majority of use cases fall into these patterns:

Diagnostic
Bolt is used as a diagnostic tool to help engineers when their system is not behaving as expected. Also, some team uses it to gather metadata about their instance (disk usage, version of packages installed, JDK version, …). Others use Bolt to get detailed disk usage information when a low disk space alert gets triggered.

Remediation
Remediation is an approach to fix an underlying condition that is rendering a system non-optimal. For example, Bolt is used by our Data Pipeline team to restart the Kafka broker when needed. It is also used by our Cassandra team to free up disk space.

Proactive maintenance
In the case of our Cassandra instances, Bolt is used for proactive maintenance (repairs, compactions, Datastax & Priam binary upgrades, …). It is also used for binary upgrades on our Dynomite instances (for Florida and Redis).

Some usage numbers
Here are some usage stats number:

Thousands of actions execution per day
Bolt is installed on tens of thousands of instances

The Evolution of Container Usage at 
Netflix

Apr 18, 2017

"Containers are already adding value to our proven globally available cloud platform based on Amazon EC2 virtual machines. We’ve shared pieces of 
Netflix’s container story in the past (video, slides), but this blog post will discuss containers at Netflix in depth. As part of this story, we will cover Titus: 

Netflix’s infrastructural foundation for container based applications. Titus provides Netflix scale cluster and resource management as well as container 
execution with deep Amazon EC2 integration and common Netflix infrastructure enablement."

Titus provides Netflix scale cluster and resource management as well as container execution with deep Amazon EC2 integration and common Netflix 
infrastructure enablement.

This month marks two major milestones for containers at Netflix. First, we have achieved a new level of scale, crossing one million containers launched 
per week. Second, Titus now supports services that are part of our streaming service customer experience. We will dive deeper into what we have done 

with Docker containers as well as what makes our container runtime unique.

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
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"While EC2 supported advanced scheduling for services, this didn’t help our batch users. At Netflix there is a significant set of users that run jobs on a time or event based trigger that need to analyze data, perform computations and then emit results to Netflix services, users and reports. We run workloads such as 
machine learning model training, media encoding, continuous integration testing, big data notebooks and CDN deployment analysis jobs many times each day. We wanted to provide a common resource scheduler for container based applications independent of workload type that could be controlled by higher level 

workflow schedulers. Titus serves as a combination of a common deployment unit (Docker image) and a generic batch job scheduling system. The introduction of Titus has helped Netflix expand to support the growing batch use cases." "With Titus, our batch users are able to put together sophisticated infrastructure 
quickly due to having to only specify resource requirements. Users no longer have to deal with choosing and maintaining AWS EC2 instance sizes that don’t always perfectly fit their workload. Users trust Titus to pack larger instances efficiently across many workloads. Batch users develop code locally and then 
immediately schedule it for scaled execution on Titus. Using containers, Titus runs any batch application letting the user specify exactly what application code and dependencies are needed. For example, in machine learning training we have users running a mix of Python, R, Java and bash script applications."

Towards true continuous integration: 
distributed repositories and dependencies

Apr 27, 2017

"For the past 8 years, Netflix has been building and evolving a robust microservice architecture in AWS. Throughout this evolution, we learned how to build 
reliable, performant services in AWS. Our microservice architecture decouples engineering teams from each other, allowing them to build, test and deploy 

their services as often as they want. This flexibility enables teams to maximize their delivery velocity. Velocity and reliability are paramount design 
considerations for any solution at Netflix."

"To address the challenges of managing dependencies at scale, we have observed companies moving towards two approaches: Share little and monorepos.
The share little approach (or don’t use shared libraries) has been recently popularized by the broader microservice movement. The share little approach 

states that no code should be shared between microservices. Services should only be coupled via their HTTP APIs. Some recommendations even go as far 
as to say that copy and paste is preferable to share libraries. This is the most extreme approach to decoupling.

The monorepo approach dictates that all source code for the organization live in a single source repository. Any code change should be compiled/tested 
against everything in the repository before being pushed to HEAD. There are no versions of internal libraries, just what is on HEAD. Commits are gated 

before they make it to HEAD. Third party library versions are generally limited to one of two “ approved” versions."

Cloud. Baixo.
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"Using the monorepo as our requirements specification, we began exploring alternative approaches to achieving the same benefits. What are the core problems that a monorepo approach strives to solve? Can we develop a solution that works within the confines of a traditional binary integration world, where code is 
shared?

Our approach, while still experimental, can be distilled into three key features:
Publisher feedback — provide the owner of shared code fast feedback as to which of their consumers they just broke, both direct and transitive. Also, allow teams to block releases based on downstream breakages. Currently, our engineering culture puts sole responsibility on consumers to resolve these issues. By giving 

library owners feedback on the impact they have to the rest of Netflix, we expect them to take on additional responsibility.
Managed source — provide consumers with a means to safely increment library versions automatically as new versions are released. Since we are already testing each new library release against all downstreams, why not bump consumer versions and accelerate version adoption, safely.

Distributed refactoring — provide owners of shared code a means to quickly find and globally refactor consumers of their API. We have started by issuing pull requests en masse to all Git repositories containing a consumer of a particular Java API. We’ve run some early experiments and expect to invest more in this area 
going forward.

We are just starting our journey. Our publisher feedback service is currently being alpha tested by a number of service teams and we plan to broaden adoption soon, with managed source not far behind. Our initial experiments with distributed refactoring have helped us understand how best to rapidly change code globally. 
We also see an opportunity to reduce the size of the overall dependency graph by leveraging tools we build in this space. We believe that expanding and cultivating this capability will allow teams at Netflix to achieve true organization-wide continuous integration and reduce, if not eliminate, the pain of managing 

dependencies.
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Netflix OSS: Batch Requests with Ruby 
on Rails and Embe

May 4, 2017 "We are pleased to announce the open source release of three Batch Request related libraries."

"Libraries:
Ember Batch Request (Ember JS Add on)
Batch Request API (Rails Middleware)

Batch Request Client (Ruby Client)
Introduction

Batching allows you to pass several operations in a single HTTP request. How do we make a Batch request from Ember UI and process it on a Rails 
backend? Ember Batch Request and Batch Request API to the rescue. A JSON array of HTTP requests are created on the UI using an Ember add-on and 

then processed sequentially or in parallel on the backend API through the Rails Middleware.
Why

A batched approach is quite useful for making a high number of creates/updates/deletes in a transaction, owing to a single network request. When it comes 
to building performant applications, an efficient database query is the key. By using the option to process in parallel, transactions come in place, giving us 

atomicity and efficiency. These two libraries help you get there without much effort."

Operacional. Baixo.
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Pass the Remote: User Input on TV 
Devices

May 17, 2017

"The Netflix TV team works with device manufacturers to explore new input methods (like your phone!) and improve the screens we watch our favorite shows 
on. Beyond that, we’re testing the boundaries for content discovery and playback while bringing Netflix to more users around the world.

We’ve come a long way from the television dial. From simple remotes to dedicated tablets to waving hands to saying “ Hi TV!”, there are a variety of ways 
that users interact with their TV today. For the sake of this post, we’ll keep it to the two primary input methods: standard and pointer remotes."

"We use the acronym LRUD to describe input via directional controls — that is: Left, Right, Up, and Down. Of course, there is also a selection button 
(e.g. OK) and usually a Back button. Users navigate the screen via UI elements that can be focused via a directional key, and subsequent key events are 

handled with that element as the target. For web developers familiar with accessibility requirements, this might sound similar to tab order, with the 
additional dimension of directional navigation.

Unlike tab order, there is no default handling by the platform — navigational order is defined by UI developers, as if everything has to specify a tabindex. 
While it might seem simple to navigate to another element in one direction, it can be challenging to maintain order in the midst of dynamic UI layouts 
and AB tests. One simple approach is to use delegation to let the common parent control the flow of navigation." "Some TVs support a pointer remote, 

which allows the user to point the remote at their TV to interact with what’s on screen. Pointer navigation should be familiar to most web developers, as 
it is very similar to mouse/touch input. The UX tends to parallel mouse usage more than touch, such as using a scroll wheel or arrow affordances to 

navigate lists instead of swiping. Due to the distance to the TV and difficulty holding the pointer still while your arm is in the air, buttons require large 
targets like a touch-based UI."

Controle remoto. Baixo.
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Automation as a Service — Introducing 
Scriptflask

May 20, 2017

"Less than a year ago, we shared our testing wins and the challenges that lie ahead while testing High Impact Titles (HITs) globally. All this while ensuring 
the pace of innovation at Netflix does not slow down. Since then, we have made significant enhancements to our automation. So in this post, we wanted to 

talk about our evolution since last year." "In our previous post, we spoke about building a common set of utilities — shell/python scripts that would 
communicate with each microservice in the netflix service ecosystem — which gave us an easy way to fetch data and make data assertions on any part of the 

data service pipeline. However, we began to hit the limits of our model much faster than we expected. In the following section, we talk about some of the 
obstacles we faced and how we developed a solution to overcome this."

"Our team’s focus still remains on providing test coverage to HITs globally (before and after launch) and ensuring that any A/B test logic is verified 
thoroughly before test rollout. We achieve these goals using a mix of manual and automated tests." "To overcome the scalability, usability and 

extensibility drawbacks we encountered, we refactored our framework into a first order application in the Netflix ecosystem. Functionally, we had great 
success with the approach of automating against REST endpoints. Our intention was to further build on this model — thus, Scriptflask served as a logical 
next step for our test automation. Our existing set of python utility scripts took in a set of parameters, and performed one function in isolation. At its core, 

Scriptflask is an aggregation of these utilities exposed as REST endpoints."

Operacional. Baixo.
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"Scriptflask is scalable because adding to it is easy. Each application owner can add a single utility that interacts with their application, and doing so is relatively simple. It took one of our developers a day to obtain our source code, deploy locally, and implement REST endpoints for a new microservice that they 
implemented.

This significantly reduces test implementation time. As the integration team, we can focus on executing tests and increase our test coverage this way.
As a first order application in the Netflix ecosystem, we also take advantage of being able to easily schedule deployments, scaling and Continuous Integration using Spinnaker.

Usability
Scriptflask makes it very easy to get started in order to implement a REST endpoint — all logging, error handling, data encoding is handled right out of the box, requiring very little custom code to be written. An endpoint is quite straightforward to implement, with the request body being the only component that needs 

to be implemented — the remainder comes for free. A significant challenge we encountered with our previous iteration of test automation was keeping track of the utilities we had implemented as a team. This is one reason that we included OpenAPI specifications as a must-have feature, when we were gathering 
requirements for Scriptflask. The OpenAPI implementation makes it much easier for users of Scriptflask to execute operations as well as identify any missing endpoints.

Extensibility
Another challenge that we faced with our previous implementation was that other teams weren’t as willing to use our test automation because there was a learning curve involved. We wanted to mitigate this by providing them an easier way to obtain certain tests by converting entire test cases into a REST endpoint that 

would execute the test, and in the response return the data that was generated or manipulated, as well as the results of any validation.
This has now enabled us to expose multiple back-end verification tests for our High Impact Titles (HITs) as REST endpoints to the front-end teams. We have also been able to expose end-to-end tests for one of our microservices as a series of REST endpoints.

Another advantage of exposing our test cases as REST endpoints is that they’re language-agnostic, and this enables multiple teams working with different frameworks to incorporate our test cases.
Other advantages of using Scriptflask

Reduced complexity
Scriptflask significantly reduces the complexity of our integration tests. Each test case is now a simple sequence of REST calls. In some cases, the test itself is a single “ complex verb” which can be executed as one step. For a client of Scriptflask, using it is no different that using any other service REST endpoint. For 

those interested in contributing, installing and getting started with Scriptflask and our integration tests has now become a clean, two step install and a person with minimal knowledge of python can get up and running in less than ten minutes.
This helps onboard new testers very quickly to our test framework and lowers the barrier to start contributing to the test effort. We have been able to draw in developers and testers from a variety of feature teams to contribute to Scriptflask and has resulted in a lot of active discussion regarding tests and tools which spurs 

on more innovation and creativity.
Navigate around Reliability/availability issues for services

Netflix microservices are deployed in multiple AWS regions. Using Scriptflask, we were able to accomplish something we would have never achieved efficiently in our old system — Fallback from one region to another for all services that are in active-active deployments. We have also built accommodation for when the 
reliability team runs chaos exercises that impact services.

The advantage we gain with Scriptflask is that we are able to make intelligent decisions on routing without the tester having to learn and grasp additional logic. This helps relieve the tester from having the responsibility of fighting external variabilities in the system that could have made the test fragile/flaky.
Speed of test execution

As we started moving tests to use Scriptflask, we found a significant decrease in test execution times. In one case, we saw the test execution time drop from 5 mins to 56 seconds. This happened because the complicated filtering and processing logic were delegated to Scriptflask where we were able to optimize many of 
the most convoluted test steps and that resulted in time savings. This increase in speed results in making the tests focus on assertions which are quick and simple to fetch and verify instead of chasing down false positives caused by systemic inefficiencies.

How Data Science Helps Power 
Worldwide Delivery of Netflix Content

May 25, 2017

"Have you ever wondered where your video comes from when you watch Netflix? We serve video streams out of our own content delivery network (CDN), 
called Open Connect, which is tailored to one specific application: delivering internet TV to our members around the world. This system is the cornerstone of 

every Netflix video experience — serving 100% of our video, over 125 million hours every day, to 100 million members across the globe! In this post, we 
introduce some of the challenges in the content-delivery space where our data science and engineering teams collaborate to optimize the Netflix service"

In order to provide the best video experience to all of our members — with peak traffic of several tens of terabits per second — Open Connect deploys and 
operates thousands of servers, which we call Open Connect Appliances or OCAs, throughout the world. These OCAs are deployed at internet exchange 

locations where internet service providers (ISPs) can connect with us and are also offered to ISP partners to embed in their own networks. Embedded 
appliances can serve a large fraction of the Netflix traffic requested by an ISP’s customers. This architecture benefits ISPs by reducing cost and relieving 

internet congestion, while providing Netflix members with a high quality, uninterrupted viewing experience.

Dados. Alto. Tecnologia que permite entrega de conteúdo globalmente. Sim. Não. Não. Não.

"Our data scientists work to optimize the streaming quality of experience (QoE) by bringing a rigorous mathematical and statistical approach to algorithm and model development. To address some of the key data science problems in the rapidly growing content delivery space, we are building a new team focused on 
Content Delivery Network Science & Algorithms. The next sections introduce some of the high-level focus areas for this team." "An important priority for Open Connect is to serve traffic from locations as close as possible to the end user and consequently to send as few bytes as possible across the wider internet — this 
is a little like designing a city where everyone lives near where they work to prevent cross-town traffic congestion. Because our video catalog is too large to store everything at all locations, we need to pre-position the most popular video files at the locations where they are most likely to serve nearby user requests. These 
techniques are known as edge caching." "In order to fully utilize the hardware capacity of our network for serving video during peak (primetime) viewing hours, we proactively cache content. That is, we forecast what will be popular tomorrow and only use disk and network resources for filling during quiet, off-peak hours 

(this blog post gives more details on how we fill content). This optimization is possible because our robust data on content popularity gives us enough signal to forecast daily demand with high fidelity "From the data science perspective, our goal is to accurately predict popularity and also to use these predictions to 
prioritize content updates. The prioritization objective is to simultaneously cache the most popular content but also minimize the number of file replacements to reduce fill traffic. For content placement, we do not need to predict popularity all the way to the user level, so we can take advantage of local or regional demand 

aggregation to increase accuracy. However, we need to predict at a highly granular level in another dimension: there can be hundreds of different files associated with each episode of a show so that we can provide all the encoding profiles and quality levels (bitrates) to support a wide range of devices and network 
conditions. We need separate predictions for each file because their size and popularity, therefore their cache efficiency, can vary by orders of magnitude""Our work in this area is a combination of time series forecasting, constrained optimization, and high-level network modeling, and our ongoing challenge is to adapt our 
algorithms to the dynamics of global member preferences, evolving network conditions, and new markets." "After we use popularity prediction to decide what content to cache at each location, an important related area of data science work is to optimize the way files are distributed within a cluster of OCAs to maximize 
hardware utilization. We group OCAs into clusters that function together as logical units for storing content and serving user video requests. If an OCA in a cluster becomes unhealthy — due to traffic overload or any other operational issue — some traffic is steered to an alternative location. Because an imbalance in the 
traffic served by one machine in a cluster can become a “ weak link” with respect to overall health of the cluster, it is important to maintain a balanced traffic load across the individual appliances within a cluster." "Cluster performance can be addressed at several layers, including through development of new allocation 
algorithms for placing content into clusters. A simple way to see how content allocation affects performance is to imagine a bad algorithm that places too much highly popular content on one server — this server will quickly saturate when the other servers are not doing much work at all. To avoid this situation, we 
distribute content pseudo-randomly, but in a stable and repeatable way (based on consistent hashing). However, content placement with any degree of randomness can still lead to “ hot spots” of anomalously high load — a phenomenon exacerbated by power-law traffic patterns or by heterogeneous clusters of different 

hardware types.
We’re working on alternative content distribution algorithms that provide stable and repeatable placement, but are tailored to specific clusters to reduce load imbalance and maximize hardware utilization. Our work in this area involves constrained optimization — servers have finite capacity for both storage and network 

throughput — and a healthy dose of probability and statistics to model the fluctuations in traffic served under a given allocation algorithm. 

Spinnaker Orchestration May 26, 2017

"When the Spinnaker project first started more than two years ago we implemented Orca — Spinnaker’s orchestration engine µservice — using Spring Batch. 
It wasn’t an entirely unreasonable fit at the time. It gave us atomic, compartmentalized units of work (tasks in a Spinnaker pipeline), retry semantics, the 

ability to define branching and joining workflows, listeners that could get notified of progress and many other things we needed. However, in the long run, 
that choice—and our implementation on top of it—imposed a number of constraints.

For a long time some of the operational constraints of Orca have been a source of frustration and not something we were proud of or keen to advertise." "To 
that end, we recently rolled out a significant change we dubbed “ Nü Orca”. I’d like to take some time to introduce the changes and what makes them such an 

improvement."

"Instead of using Spring Batch to run pipelines, we decided to implement our own solution using a simple command queue. The queue is shared across 
all the instances in an Orca cluster. The queue API has push operations for immediate and delayed delivery and a pop operation with acknowledgment 

semantics. Any message that goes unacknowledged for more than a minute gets re-delivered. That way, if we lose an Orca instance that’s in the process of 
handling a message, that message is simply re-delivered and will get picked up by another instance."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Introducing Aardvark and Repokid
AWS Least Privilege for Distributed, 

High-Velocity Development
Jun 5, 2017

"Today we are pleased to announce two new open-source cloud security tools from Netflix: Aardvark and Repokid. Used together, these tools are the next 
logical step in our goal to run a secure, large scale Amazon Web Services (AWS) deployment that accommodates rapid innovation and distributed, high-

velocity development. When used together, Aardvark and Repokid help us get closer to the principle of least privilege without sacrificing speed or 
introducing heavy process. In this blog post we’ll describe the basic problem and why we need tools to solve it, introduce new tools that we’ve developed to 

tackle the problem, and discuss future improvements to blend the tools seamlessly into our continual operations."

"AWS provides a service named Access Advisor that shows all of the various AWS services that the policies of an IAM Role permit access to and when 
(if at all) they were last accessed. Today Access Advisor data is only available in the console, so we created Aardvark to make it easy to retrieve at scale. 

Aardvark uses PhantomJS to log into the AWS console and retrieve Access Advisor data for all of the IAM Roles in an account. Aardvark stores the latest 
Access Advisor data in a database and exposes a RESTful API. Aardvark supports threading to retrieve data for multiple accounts simultaneously, and in 

practice refreshes data for our environment  daily in less than 20 minutes." "Repokid uses the data about services used (or not) by a role to remove 
permissions that a role doesn’t need. It does so by keeping a DynamoDB table with data about each role that it has seen including: policies, count of 

permissions (total and unused), whether a role is eligible for repo or if it is filtered, and when it was last repoed (“ repo” is shortened from repossess — our 
verb for the act of taking back unused permissions). Filters can be used to exclude a role from repoing if, for example, if it is too young to have been 

accurately profiled or it is on a user-defined blacklist." "Once a role has been sufficiently profiled, Repokid’s repo feature revises inline policies attached to 
a role to exclude unused permissions. Repokid also maintains a cache of previous policy versions in case a role needs to be restored to a previous state. 

The repo feature can be applied to a single role, but is more commonly used to target every eligible role in an account."

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. n/a

Simone - A Distributed Simulation 
Service

Jun 6, 2017

"Hundreds of models of smart TVs, game consoles, mobile devices, and other video streaming devices get shipped with a Netflix app pre-installed. Before 
shipping these devices, manufacturers need to have the app certified on their device firmware. Certification involves running a series of tests that validate the 

behavior of the Netflix app under different positive & negative scenarios, and this process is repeated each time a new model of a device is released to the 
market.

Netflix provides its device partners with a scalable and automatable cloud-based testing platform to accomplish this. An integral part of this platform is 
Simone, a service that allows simulation of different conditions required for testing. Simone is a service that enables configuration, deployment, and execution 

of simulations within arbitrary domains throughout the Netflix environment."

Netflix provides its device partners with a scalable and automatable cloud-based testing platform to accomplish this. An integral part of this platform is 
Simone, a service that allows simulation of different conditions required for testing. Simone is a service that enables configuration, deployment, and 

execution of simulations within arbitrary domains throughout the Netflix environment.
Why Simone?

Testing and certifying Netflix apps on devices which talk to services in a cloud-based, distributed environment like Netflix can be hard and error-prone. 
Without Simone, a tester would need to coordinate a request sent by the Netflix app to the individual service instance where it might land, a process 

which is tedious and difficult to automate, especially at scale. Additionally, devices at the certification stage are immutable, and we cannot change their 
request behavior. So we need to simulate various conditions in the Netflix services in order to test the device. For example, we need to simulate the 

condition where a user has exhausted the maximum number of simultaneous screens allowed based on a subscription plan."

Tecnologia para testes. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Simone server is a Java service that provides Create, Read & Delete operations for Variants and Templates. Testers create Variants on the server either via REST APIs — or through Simone Web UI. Simone server stores the Variant and Template data in Cassandra, which is replicated across multiple AWS regions so 
that testers don’t need to create Variants in each region. The server uses Apache Kafka to make Variants available to all instances of the domain service. The Kafka topic data is also replicated across the same AWS regions, using Apache MirrorMaker.

Simone client is the interface through which domain services interact with Simone server to perform the operations mentioned above. Simone client subscribes to a Kafka topic for Variant create & delete events and maintains them in an in-memory cache.
Simone Web UI provides the ability to create, view, and delete variants on Simone server. It also provides insights into the lifecycle of a variant and the underlying simulations." "Now that you have seen the details, let’s walk through our initial example of simulating the concurrent streams error using Simone, and how 

that helps testing and certification within Netflix.
A very simple but useful application of Simone is to force a service to return various types of application errors. For example, Netflix has different streaming plans that allow different maximum numbers of concurrent streams. So a user with 2 Streams plan will only be allowed to watch on 2 devices simultaneously. 

Without Simone, a user would have to manually play Netflix on more than 2 devices to simulate an error when trying to start playback on a 3rd device.
Simone allows a user to create a Variant to force all playback attempts for a device to fail the license request with a “ CONCURRENT_STREAM_QUOTA_EXCEEDED”. Below is what that Variant would look like." "To sum up, our goal is to provide our members with the best possible Netflix streaming experience 

on their devices of choice. Simone is one tool that helps us accomplish that goal by enabling our developers and partners to execute end to end simulations in a complex, distributed environment. Simone has unlocked new use cases in the world of testing and certification and highlighted new requirements as we look to 
increase the testability of our services. We are looking forward to incorporating simulations into more services within Netflix. If you have an interest in this space, we’d love to hear from you!"

Evolving the Netflix Data Platform with 
Genie 3

Jun 7, 2017

"The big data space continues to change at a rapid pace. Data scientists and analysts have more tools than ever at their disposal whether it be Spark, R, 
Presto, or traditional engines like Hive and Pig.

At Netflix the Big Data Platform team is responsible for making these tools available, reliable and as simple as possible for our users at massive scale. For 
more information on our overall architecture you can see our talks at Strata 2017, QCon 2016, re:Invent 2016 or find others on our Netflix Data YouTube 

channel.
Genie is one of the core services in the Netflix data platform. It provides APIs for users to access computational resources without worrying about 

configuration or system state. In the past, we’ve written about the motivations to develop Genie and why we moved to Genie 2. This post is going to talk 
about new features in the next generation of Genie (i.e., Genie 3) which enable us to keep up with Netflix scale, evolution of tools, and expanding use cases. 

We will also explore some of our plans for Genie going forward."

"Genie 3 has been running in production at Netflix since October 2016 serving about 150k jobs per day (~700 running at any given time generating ~200 
requests per second on average) across 40 I2.4XL AWS EC2 instances.

Within Netflix we use Genie in two primary ways. The primary use case is for users to submit job requests to the jobs API and have the job clients run 
on the Genie nodes themselves. This allows various systems (schedulers, micro-services, python libraries, etc) at Netflix to submit jobs and access the 

data in the data warehouse without actually knowing anything about the data warehouse or clusters themselves.
A second use case which has evolved over time is to leverage Genie’s configuration repository to set up local working directories for local mode 

execution. After Genie sets up the working directory, it will return control to the user who can then invoke the run script as needed. We use this method 
to run REPL’s for various engines like Hive, Spark, etc. which need to capture stdout."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

A/B Testing and Beyond: Improving the 
Netflix Streaming Experience with 
Experimentation and Data Science

Jun 13, 2017

 "How do we ensure that the Netflix streaming experience is as enjoyable in São Paulo, Mumbai, and Bangkok as it is in San Francisco, London, or Paris? 
The engineers and scientists at Netflix continuously innovate to ensure that we can provide the best QoE possible. To enable this, Netflix has a culture of 
experimentation and data-driven decision making that allows new ideas to be tested in production so we get data and feedback from our members. In this 

post, I’ll focus on the experimentation that we do at Netflix to improve QoE, including the types of experiments we run, the key role that data science plays, 
and also how the Netflix culture enables us to innovate via continuous experimentation. The post will not delve into the statistics behind experimentation but 
I will outline some of the statistical challenges we’re working on in this space." "We also use data to build Machine Learning and other statistical models to 
improve QoE; I will not focus on the modeling aspect here but refer to this blog post for an overview and this post highlights one of our modeling projects. 
It’s also worth noting that while the focus here is on QoE, we use experimentation broadly across Netflix to improve many aspects of the service, including 

user interface design, personalized recommendations, original content promotion, marketing, and even the selection of video artwork."

Experimentation is a data-based approach to ensure we understand the impact of the changes we make to our service. In our case, we’d like to understand 
the impact of a new streaming-related algorithm or a change to an existing algorithm. Usually, we’re interested in answering two questions: 1) How does 
the change (“ treatment”) affect QoE metrics?, and 2) What effect does the change have on member behavior: do our members prefer the new experience or 

the old one?

Testes A/B Médio. Testes A/B  que influenciam o que é mostrado, para quem e como. Sim. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. Sim.

"With a global launch in January 2016 that brought Netflix to over 130 new countries, Netflix is now a truly global Internet TV network, available in almost every part of the world. Our member base is over 100 million strong, and approximately half of our members live outside the US. Since more than 95% of the 
world’s population is located outside the US, it is inevitable that in the near future, a significant majority of Netflix members will be located overseas. With our global presence, we have the opportunity to watch, learn, and improve the service in every part of the world." "A key component of having a great Internet TV 
service is the streaming quality of experience (QoE). Our goal is to ensure that you can sit back and enjoy your favorite movie or show on Netflix with a picture quality that delights you and a seamless experience without interruptions or errors. While streaming video over the Internet is in itself no small feat, doing it 

well at scale is challenging (Netflix accounts for more than a third of Internet traffic at peak in North America). It gets even more complex when we’re serving members around the world with not only varying tastes, network infrastructure, and devices, but also different expectations on how they’d like to consume content 
over the Internet." "Experiments and empirical observation are the most important part of the scientific method, which allows engineers and scientists to innovate by formulating hypotheses, gathering data from experiments, and making conclusions or formulating new hypotheses. The scientific method emphasizes an 

iterative learning process, alternating between deduction and induction (see figure below, courtesy of the famous statistician George Box)." "Deduction is the process of going from an idea or theory to a hypothesis to actual observations/data that can be used to test the hypothesis, while induction is the process of 
generalizing from specific observations/data to new hypotheses or ideas. Experimentation plays a critical role in collecting data to test hypotheses and enabling the deduction-induction iterations as part of the scientific method." "Experimentation is a data-based approach to ensure we understand the impact of the changes 

we make to our service. In our case, we’d like to understand the impact of a new streaming-related algorithm or a change to an existing algorithm. Usually, we’re interested in answering two questions: 1) How does the change (“ treatment”) affect QoE metrics?, and 2) What effect does the change have on member 
behavior: do our members prefer the new experience or the old one?" "In general, an experiment allows us to obtain a causal read on the impact of a change. i.e., it allows us to make a claim, with some degree of confidence, that the result we’re seeing was caused by the change we made. In controlled experiments such as 

A/B tests, proper randomization ensures that the control and treatment groups in a test differ only in the experience or “ treatment” they receive, and other factors (that may or may not affect the experiment’s results) are present in equal proportions in both groups. This makes A/B testing a popular approach for running 
experiments and determining if experience “ A” or experience “ B” works better." "It’s worth noting that experiments help establish causation as opposed to relying on correlation in observed data. In this regard, experimentation may be thought of as being superior to most ML approaches that are based on observational 

data. We do spend a significant amount of effort in researching and building ML models and algorithms. Carefully exploiting patterns in observed data is powerful for making predictions and also in reaffirming hypotheses, but it’s even more powerful to run experiments to get at causation." "Last but not least, 
experiments are a powerful way to let data guide decision-making. Making decisions based on data from experiments helps avoid the HiPPO (Highest Paid Person’s Opinion) problem, and also ensures that intuition alone does not drive decisions. When combined with human judgment, experiments are a powerful tool 

to ensure that the best ideas win. Culture plays an important role here, more on that later in the post." "There are several aspects that determine QoE, and I’ll provide a brief overview of three key components before getting into the types of experiments we run at Netflix to improve QoE.
For each movie or episode of a show we stream, the encoding process creates files at different video quality levels (bitrates), which are then cached on our servers distributed around the world. When a member initiates play, client-side adaptive streaming algorithms select the best bitrate to stream based on network and 

other considerations, and server-side algorithms determine how best to send packets of data over to the client.
Let’s take a closer look at these components, starting with the algorithms that run on a member’s device." "A key part of ensuring that members have great QoE is the code that runs on the device used for streaming. Netflix is available on thousands of devices ranging from mobile phones and tablets to game consoles, 
computers, and Smart TVs. Most of these devices run adaptive streaming algorithms developed by Netflix that decide what bitrate should be selected at various times during a streaming session. These bitrate selection decisions determine the quality of the video on the screen and also directly influence how quickly the 
local buffer on the device is depleted. When the buffer runs out, playback is interrupted and a “ rebuffer” occurs." "We obsess over great playback experiences. We want playback to start immediately, at great quality, and we never want playback to stop unexpectedly. But in reality, network effects or last mile connectivity 

issues may make this impossible to achieve. What we can do is design algorithms that can quickly detect changes in network throughput and make adjustments in real-time to provide the best experience possible.
Given the large number of networks, network conditions, and device-level limitations as we serve content to millions of members around the world, it’s necessary to rely on the scientific method to tune existing algorithms and develop new algorithms that can adapt to a variety of scenarios. The adaptive streaming 

engineers use experimentation to develop and continuously improve the algorithms and configurations that provide the best experience for each streaming session on Netflix." "Open Connect is Netflix’s Content Delivery Network (CDN), and it’s responsible for serving the video and audio files needed to play content 
during a streaming session. At a high level, Open Connect allows us to locate content as close as possible to our members in order to maximize delivery efficiency and QoE. The Open Connect team does this by partnering with Internet Service Providers (ISPs) to localize their Netflix traffic by embedding servers with 

Netflix content inside the ISP network. Open Connect also peers with ISPs at interconnect locations such as Internet Exchanges around the world. For more on how Open Connect works, check out this blog post." "The engineers in Open Connect optimize both the hardware and the software on the servers used to serve 
Netflix content. This allows us to tune the server configuration, software, and algorithms for the specific purpose of video streaming. For example, caching algorithms determine what content should be stored on servers distributed around the world based on what content is likely to be watched by members served by 

those servers. Engineers also develop network transport algorithms that determine how packets of data are sent across the internet from the server to a member’s device. For more on some of the problems in this space, refer to this blog post.

Content Popularity for Open Connect Jun 20, 2017

"There are many reasons why Netflix cares about the popularity of our TV shows and movies. On the Open Connect Content Delivery team, we predict 
content popularity to maximize our infrastructure efficiency." "Some months ago, we blogged about how we use proactive caching to keep the content on our 
global network of Open Connect Appliances (OCAs) current. We also recently gave an overview of some of the data science challenges where Open Connect 

and our Science & Algorithms teams collaborate to optimize our CDN. In this post, we delve deeper into one of these areas — how and why we predict 
content popularity."

"As we described in this blog, the Open Connect global CDN consists of servers that are either physically located in ISP data centers (ISP servers) or IXP 
data centers (IX servers). We aim to serve as much of the content as possible over the shortest networking path. This maximizes the streaming experience 

for our members by reducing network latencies."
Operacional. Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
impacto cultural direto.

Não. Não. Não. Não.

"From the Content Delivery perspective, we view popularity as the number of times a piece of content is watched. We compute it by dividing total bytes streamed from this asset by the size in bytes of the asset." "Given the finite amount of disk space available per server and the large size of the entire Netflix catalog, we 
cannot fit all content in every cluster of co-located servers. Many clusters that are proximally located to end-users (ISP clusters) do not have enough disk capacity to fit the entire Netflix catalog. Therefore, we cache only the most popular content on these clusters." "Organizing content into server tiers

At locations that deliver very large amounts of traffic, we use a tiered infrastructure — high throughput servers (up to 100Gbps) are used to serve very popular content and high capacity storage servers (200TB+) are used to serve the tail of the catalog. We need to rank content based on popularity to properly organize it 
within these tiers.

Influencing content replication within a cluster
Within a cluster, we replicate titles over N servers, where N is roughly proportional to the popularity of that content.

Why do we store multiple copies of our files?
An extremely popular file, if deployed only on a single server, can overwhelm the resources of that server — while other servers may remain underutilized. This effect is not as pronounced in our deployment environment due to two crucial optimizations:

Because we route traffic based on network proximity, the regional demand for even the most popular content gets shared and diffused across our network.
Popular files are locked into memory rather than fetched constantly from disk. This latter memory optimization eliminates the possibility of disk I/O being the cause of a server capacity bottleneck.

However, we still keep multiple copies for the following reasons." "Every title is encoded in multiple formats, or encoding profiles. For example, some profiles may be used by iOS devices and others for a certain class of Smart TVs. There are video profiles, audio profiles, and profiles that contain subtitles.
Each audio and video profile is encoded into different levels of quality. For a given title, the higher the number of bits used to encode a second of content (bps), the higher the quality. (For a deeper dive on per-title encode optimization, see this past blog.) Which bitrate you stream at depends on the quality of your 

network connection, the encoding profiles your device supports, the title itself, and the Netflix plan that you are subscribed to." "Caching efficiency
For a cluster that is set up to service a certain segment of our traffic, caching efficiency is the ratio of bytes served by that cluster versus overall bytes served for this segment of traffic.

From the perspective of our ISP partners, we like to measure this on a per-network basis. We also measure this on a per-cluster basis for optimizing our own infrastructure.
Maximizing caching efficiency at the closest possible locations translates to lesser network hops. Lesser network hops directly improves user streaming quality, and also reduces the cost of transporting network content for both ISP networks and Netflix. Furthermore, maximizing caching efficiency makes responsible and 

efficient use of the internet." "Content churn
Although our proactive content updates are downloaded to servers during off-peak hours when streaming traffic is at a minimum, we still strive to minimize the amount of content that has to be updated day-over-day — a secondary metric we call content churn. Less content updates can lead to lower costs for both our ISP 

partners and Netflix.
How do we predict popularity?

As described briefly in our earlier blog, we predict future viewing patterns by looking at historical viewing patterns. A simple way to do this could be to look at the content members watched on a given day and assume that the same content will be watched tomorrow. However, this short-sighted view would not lead to 
a very good prediction. Content popularity can fluctuate, and responding to these popularity fluctuations haphazardly could lead us to unnecessary content churn. So instead, we smooth data collected over multiple days of history to make the best prediction for the next day.

What granularity do we use to predict popularity?
We have the following models that compute content popularity at different levels of aggregation:

Title level: Using this ranking for content positioning causes all files associated with a title to be ranked in a single group. This means that all files (multiple bitrates of video and audio) related to a single streaming session are guaranteed to be on a single server. The downside of this method is that we would have to 
store unpopular bitrates or encoding profiles alongside popular ones, making this method less efficient.

Neflix Platform Engineering — we’re 
just getting started

Jul 5, 2017

"“ Aren’t you done with every interesting challenge already?”
I get this question in various forms a lot. During interviews. At conferences, after we present on some of our technologies and practices. At meetups and social 

events.
You have fully migrated to the Cloud, you must be done…

You created multi-regional resiliency framework, you must be done…
You launched globally, you must be done…

You deploy everything through Spinnaker, you must be done…
You open sourced large parts of your infrastructure, you must be done…

And so on. These assumptions could not be farther from the truth, though. We’re now tackling tougher and more interesting challenges than in years past, 
but the nature of the challenges has changed, and the ecosystem itself has evolved and matured."

As Netflix continues to evolve and grow, so do our engineering challenges. The nature of such challenges changes over time — from “ greenfield” projects, 
to “ scaling” activities, to “ operationalizing” endeavors — all at great scale and break-neck speed. Rest assured, there are plenty of interesting and 

rewarding challenges ahead. To learn more, follow posts on our Tech Blog, check out our Open Source Site, and join our OSS Meetup group.
Operacional. Baixo.
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"Cloud ecosystem:
When Netflix started our Cloud Migration back in 2008, the Cloud was new. The collection of Cloud-native services was fairly limited, as was the knowledge about best practices and anti-patterns. We had to trail-blaze and figure out a few novel practices for ourselves. For example, practices such as Chaos Monkey gave 
birth to new disciplines like Chaos Engineering. The architectural pattern of multi-regional resiliency led to the implementation and contribution of Cassandra asynchronous data replication. The Cloud ecosystem is a lot more mature now. Some of our approaches resonated with other companies in the community and 

became best practices in the industry. In other cases, better standards, technologies and practices have emerged, and we switched from our in-house developed technologies to leverage community-supported Open Source alternatives. For example, a couple of years ago we switched to use Apache Kafka for our data pipeline 
queues, and more recently to Apache Flink for our stream processing / routing component. We’ve also undergone a huge evolution of our Runtime Platform. From replacing our old in-house RPC system with gRPC (to better support developers outside the Java realm and to eliminate the need to hand-write client 

libraries) to creating powerful application generators that allow engineers to create new production-ready services in a matter of minutes. "Scale:
Netflix has grown significantly in recent years, across many dimensions:

The number of subscribers
The amount of streaming our members enjoy
The amount of content we bring to the service

The number of engineers that develop the Netflix service
The number of countries and languages we support

The number of device types that we support
These aspects of growth led to many interesting challenges, beyond standard “ scale” definitions. The solutions that worked for us just a few years ago no longer do so, or work less effectively than they once did. The best practices and patterns we thought everyone knew are now growing and diverging depending on the 

use cases and applicability. What this means is that now we have to tackle many challenges that are incredibly complex in nature, while “ replacing the engine on the plane, while in flight”. All of our services must be up and running, yet we have to keep making progress in making the underlying systems more available, 
robust, extensible, secure and usable.

The Netflix ecosystem:
Much like the Cloud, the Netflix microservices ecosystem has grown and matured over the recent years. With hundreds of microservices running to support our global members, we have to re-evaluate many assumptions all the way from what databases and communication protocols to use, to how to effectively deploy 
and test our systems to ensure greatest availability and resiliency, to what UI paradigms work best on different devices. As we evolve our thinking on these and many other considerations, our underlying systems constantly evolve and grow to serve bigger scale, more use cases and help Netflix bring more joy to our 

users."

Developer Experience Lessons Operating 
a Serverless-like Platform At Netflix

Jul 11, 2017
"This is the first in a series of posts where we draw from our learnings to outline various aspects that we are addressing in the next generation of our platform. 

We believe these aspects are applicable to general purpose serverless solutions too. Here we will look at application development, delivery and code 
composition. Future posts will delve into topics such as deployments, insights, performance, scalability and other operational concerns."

"Development
How effortless is the local development experience?

Our scripting platform allows developers to write functions that contain application logic. Developers upload their code (a script) to the scripting platform 
which provides the runtime and also handles infrastructure concerns like API routing and scaling. The script is addressable via an HTTP route (aka 
endpoint) defined by the developer and executes on a remote VM" "To alleviate this, we have a cloud-based REPL for interactive exploration and 

execution of scripts. However, we observe that scripts are rarely simple functional units. Over time they tend to become more like nano-services with logic 
spread across multiple modules and source files — a REPL simply does not scale for real production scripts. Nor does it cover requirements such as 

supporting a user’s preferred IDE or allowing debugging via breakpoints.
We also notice anti-patterns starting to creep-in — developers favor verbose debug logging or other defensive measures just to avoid upload iterations. 
This also introduces risks like accidental exposure of sensitive data in debug logs. These experiences have led us to prioritize a first class, low latency 

local development experience with support for live-reload, debugging and emulating the cloud execution environment for the next generation of our 
platform.

Packaging & Versioning
Are deployment artifacts portable, easy to version and manage?

In our current platform, we focus on three aspects of deployment artifacts
Providing a “ build once, deploy anywhere” model

Enabling simple addressability
Facilitating traceability and lifecycle management

Portable, immutable artifacts are necessary in order to ensure that code behaves consistently across environments and can be promoted to production with 
confidence. Since our platform runs on the JVM, a JAR file was the obvious choice to achieve this.

Once built, an artifact needs to be addressable in any environment as it makes its way through the delivery pipeline from lower level environments all the 
way through to production. The simplest scheme we found was to use a name and an optional version. Given the name and version, any environment or 

region can address the artifact and serve up the script for execution. While it sounds simple, a human readable naming model frees users up from having to 
work with opaque system generated resource identifiers that are harder to reason about.

We also attach rich metadata to the artifact that includes things like runtime (e.g. Java version), TTL, SCM commit and more. Such metadata powers 
various use cases. For instance the commit pointer enables traceability of source code across releases and environments and also enables automating 

Operacional. Baixo.
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ChAP: Chaos Automation Platform Jul 26, 2017 "We are excited to announce ChAP, the newest member of our chaos tooling family!"

"Chaos Monkey and Chaos Kong ensure our resilience to instance and regional failures, but threats to availability can also come from disruptions at the 
microservice level. FIT was built to inject microservice-level failure in production, and ChAP was built to overcome the limitations of FIT so we can 

increase the safety, cadence, and breadth of experimentation.
At a high level, the platform interrogates the deployment pipeline for a user-specified service. It then launches experiment and control clusters of that 

service, and routes a small amount of traffic to each. A specified FIT scenario is applied to the experimental group, and the results of the experiment are 
reported to the service owner."

Tecnologia para testes. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"The best experiments do not disturb the customer experience. In line with the advanced Principles of Chaos Engineering, we run our experiments in production. To do that, we have to put some requests at risk for the sake of protecting our overall availability. We want to keep that risk to a minimum. This raises the 
question: What is the smallest experiment we can run that still gives us confidence in the result?" "Any change to the production environment changes the resilience of the system. At Netflix, our production environment might see many hundreds of deploys every day. As a result, our confidence in an experimental result 

quickly diminishes with time.
In order to have experiments run unsupervised, we had to make them safe. We designed a circuit breaker for the experiment that would automatically end the experiment if we exceeded a predefined error budget. An automated, ongoing analysis hooks into the same system we use to do canary analysis.

Before ChAP, a vulnerability could be identified and fixed, but then regress and cause an incident. To keep our results up-to-date, we have integrated ChAP with Spinnaker, our CI+CD system to run experiments often and continuously. Since rolling out this functionality, we have successfully identified and prevented 
resiliency-threat regressions." "We wrote the book on Chaos Engineering, available for free for a limited time from O’Reilly.

Aaron Blohowiak spoke at Velocity 2017 San Jose, on the topic of Precision Chaos.
Nora Jones also presented a talk at Velocity San Jose about our experiences with adoption of chaos tools.

Join the Chaos Community google group to participate in the discussion, keep up-to-date on evolution of the industry, and announcements about Chaos Community Day.
— Ali Basiri, Aaron Blohowiak, Lorin Hochstein, Nora Jones, Casey Rosenthal, Haley Tucker"

Starting the Avalanche
Application DDoS In Microservice 

Architectures
Jul 28, 2017

"In this blog post, we will discuss an effort at Netflix to identify, test, and remediate application layer DDoS attacks. We will begin with some background 
on the problem space. Next we will discuss the tools and methods we used to test our systems. Finally, we will discuss steps for making systems more 
resilient against application layer DDoS attacks. We are also presenting at DEF CON 25 today on the same topics, so if you are attending the conference 

please stop by."

"According to Akamai’s Q1 2017 State of the Internet Security report, “ less than 1% of all DDoS attacks are application layer”¹. However, this metric 
underrepresents the impact of these attacks. When an attacker takes the time to craft this style of attack, they can be highly effective. Keeping this in mind, 
defending against these types of attacks can help ensure that your organization does not have cascading failures if an application layer DDoS attack occurs.

Traditional application layer DDoS attacks were focused on the attacker’s work to generate an input compared with the responding system’s work to 
generate the resulting output. Attacks focused on expensive calls such as database queries or heavy disk I/O with the goal of over utilizing the application 

until it could no longer service legitimate users. As application architectures have evolved into more complex and distributed systems, we now have 
additional vectors to focus on like service health checks, queuing/batching, and complex microservice dependencies that may result in failures if one key 

service becomes unstable." "To help facilitate this testing on a smaller scale, you can use the Repulsive Grizzly framework. Netflix is releasing this 
framework through our skunkworks open source program, which means that we are sharing it as a proof of concept but do not anticipate maintaining this 

code base long term. This framework is written in Python and leverages eventlet for high concurrency. It also supports the ability to round-robin 
authentication objects, which can be an effective technique to bypass certain web application firewalls.

Repulsive Grizzly does not help with identification of application DDoS vulnerabilities. As with all security testing tools, it is important to utilize this 
only on systems where you are authorized to perform this testing. On these systems, you will first need to identify potential issues as outlined above. 

Once you have some potential issues to test, Repulsive Grizzly will simplify the testing process.
For details on how to use the Repulsive Grizzly framework, see the project’s Github page for documentation." "After testing your hypothesis on a smaller 

scale, you can leverage Cloudy Kraken to scale your test. Cloudy Kraken is an AWS orchestration framework, specifically centered around helping you 
test your applications at a global scale. Similar to the Repulsive Grizzly framework, Netflix is releasing Cloudy Kraken as a skunkworks open source 

project.
Cloudy Kraken helps maintain a global fleet of test instances and the Repulsive Grizzly tests that run on those instances. It also builds and distributes the 

test configuration and leverages AWS EC2’s enhanced network drivers. Cloudy Kraken can also scale the test over multiple regions and provides time-
synchronization so your test agents run in parallel. The diagram below provides a high level overview of Cloudy Kraken."

Tecnologia de segurança. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Defending against Application DDoS Attacks
The best defense for application layer DDoS attacks comes from a collection of security controls and best practices.

First and foremost it is critical to know your system. You should understand which microservices impact each aspect of the customer experience. Look for ways to reduce inter-dependencies on those services. If one service becomes unstable the rest of your microservices should continue to operate, perhaps in a degraded 
state.

It is important to have a good understanding of how your services queue and service requests. It may be possible for your middle tier and backend services to limit the batch or object size requested. This can also be done in the client code, and potentially even enforced in the API gateway. Putting a limit on the allowable 
work per request can significantly reduce the likelihood of exploitation.

We also recommend enabling a feedback loop to provide alerts from the middle tier and backend service to your WAF. This will help the WAF know when to block these attacks. In many deployments, the WAF is only monitoring the edge and may not realize the impact of one single request to the API gateway. A 
WAF should also monitor the volume of cache misses. If an API gateway is constantly performing middle tier service calls due to cache misses, that suggests that the cache is not configured correctly or potential malicious behavior.

API gateways and other microservices should prioritize authenticated traffic over unauthenticated traffic. It costs more for the attacker to use authenticated sessions. This can also help to mitigate the impact of an application layer DDoS event on your customers.
Finally, ensure you have reasonable client library timeouts and circuit breakers. With reasonable timeouts — and plenty of testing — you can protect your middle tier services from application layer DDoS attacks."

Introducing Vectorflow Aug 2, 2017
"With the deluge of deep learning libraries and software innovation in the field over the last few years, it is an exciting time to be working on machine 

learning problems. Most of the libraries available evolved from fairly specialized computational code for large dense problems such as image classification into 
general frameworks for neural-network-based models offering marginal support for sparse models."

"At Netflix, our machine learning scientists deal with a wide variety of problems across a broad spectrum of areas: from tailoring TV and movie 
recommendations to your taste to optimizing encoding algorithms. A subset of our problems involve dealing with extremely sparse data; the total 

dimensionality of the problem at hand can easily reach tens of millions of features, even though every observation may only have a handful of non-zero 
entries. For these cases, we felt the need for a minimalist library that is specifically optimized for training shallow feedforward neural nets on sparse data in 

a single-machine, multi-core environment. We wanted something small and easy to hack, so we built Vectorflow, one of the many tools our machine 
learning scientists use."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

A Brief History of Open Source from the 
Netflix Cloud Security Teamão

Aug 21, 2017
"This summer marks three years of releasing open source software for the Netflix Cloud Security team. It’s been a busy three years — our most recent release 

marks 15 open source projects — so we figured a roundup and recap would be useful."

"Our security-related OSS tends to be reflective of the unique Netflix culture. Many of the tools we’ve released are aimed at facilitating security in high-
velocity and distributed software development organizations. Automation is a big part of our approach, and we seek to keep our members, employees, 
data, and systems safe and secure while enabling innovation. For our team, scale, speed, and integration with the culture are the keys to enabling the 

business to move fast."

Tecnologia de segurança. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
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"Without further ado, here’s a look back at the OSS we’ve released.
Security Monkey was our first OSS release, way back in June 2014. Security Monkey is a tool for monitoring the security of cloud environments (originally and most significantly, AWS — Amazon Web Services), including analyzing and responding to misconfigurations, vulnerabilities, and other security issues. 

We’ve gotten lots of great contributions over the years, and we’ve talked about it at a few conferences, including AppSecUSA. In March of 2017, engineers from Google added Google Cloud Platform support to Security Monkey.
Scumblr, Sketchy, and Workflowable were announced and released together in August 2014. Together, they serve as an intelligence gathering and workflow platform — initially for various Internet resources (e.g. credential dumps on paste sites, relevant posts from social media), though the system has evolved to become 

the primary automation platform for our AppSec team. Scumblr is a web application that allows you to configure various web searches and collect and act upon the results. Sketchy is a task-based API for taking screenshots and scraping text from websites, and Workflowable is a Ruby Gem that adds flexible workflow 
functionality to Ruby on Rails applications.

FIDO (May 2015), or Fully Integrated Defense Operation (not a part of or service of the FIDO Alliance) is a tool for automated security incident response. It started as an experiment many years ago to see how tying into the API for our help desk system might speed response to malware incidents, and it eventually 
evolved into our system for orchestrating security response within our corporate environment. Slides for a talk at the Open Source Digital Forensics conference provide more context and details. At this point, FIDO is deprecated at Netflix and the OSS code is no longer maintained, though it remains available.

Sleepy Puppy (August 2015) is a tool to manage cross-site scripting (XSS) payloads and propagation over time and helps application security teams and testers track and evaluate the impact of XSS issues (historically one of the most widespread types of web application vulnerability). Our original blog post outlines the 
design and use of Sleepy Puppy, and we also released an extension for Burp Proxy, a popular tool for web application security testing.

Lemur, a system to streamline and automate the management and monitoring of SSL/TLS certificates, was released in September 2015. Managing PKI and SSL certificates has been a historically difficult problem, and we envisioned and built Lemur after scrambling to manage certificate revocation and reissuance after 
Heartbleed. We covered Lemur at AppSecUSA in the context of enterprise-wide TLS management and at AWS re:Invent as an example of how we approach security automation.

BLESS (May 2016), or Bastion’s Lambda Ephemeral SSH Service, is an SSH Certificate Authority (CA) that runs as an AWS Lambda function and is used to sign SSH public keys. Using an SSH CA provides a flexible array of authorization options, especially in large-scale and fast-moving environments like Netflix. 
We’ve covered BLESS at OSCON and QConNY, and our friends at Lyft have made some additional contributions, and spoke about their use of BLESS at one of our OSS meetups last year.

HubCommander (February 2017) is a Slack bot framework that we use for ChatOps-based management of GitHub organizations. It lets us provide simple, Slack-based self-service for various admin-level GitHub actions while maintaining access control and an audit log. And, while GitHub maintenance was its original 
intent, with the most recent release, it’s now a more general-purpose bot framework.

Stethoscope (February 2017) is a system that collects information about various end user-related security topics (e.g. device security), and provides those end-users clear and actionable advice for improving security. We use Stethoscope at Netflix to align with our unique culture and give our employees the freedom and 
context to securely manage their own devices. Our initial blog post provides more background and rationale, and we presented Stethoscope at ShmooCon earlier this year.

BetterTLS (April 2017) is a test suite for HTTPS clients implementing verification of the Name Constraints certificate extension. We’ve used it to identity and help correct implementation issues with TLS offerings from various vendors, and we have the bettertls.com companion site to assist with testing. Our initial 
blog post provides more background on Name Constraints and the test suite.

Repokid and Aardvark (June 2017) are tools that simplify and streamline the process of implementing least privilege for AWS IAM (Identity and Access Management) roles. These tools operate by actively watching the AWS services that a given IAM role uses and cutting back permissions by removing access to unused 
services. We spoke about related earlier work at an OSS meetup and AWS re:Invent last year, and we’ll be doing a deeper dive at this year’s re:Invent as well.

Repulsive Grizzly and Cloudy Kraken are tools that we released this July in our Skunkworks project, signifying that we are making the code public but are not planning regular updates or long term maintenance. These tools help us simulate application DDoS attacks in our environment, with Repulsive Grizzly 
simplifying test coordination and execution and Cloudy Kraken acting as an AWS orchestration framework for scaling up testing. We did a talk at this year’s DEFCON on the tools and application DDoS in general, and Wired provided a nice article covering the talk, approach, and tools.

We’ve enjoyed contributing to the OSS security community and have learned a lot from the feedback and collaboration. It’s always instructive to see how software evolves over its lifecycle and to see how others extend it in novel and creative ways. And going forward, we’ll look to make more use of our Skunkworks 
project to share projects that are experimental or that we don’t necessarily envision supporting long term. We have a few projects we’re considering open sourcing in the near future — if you’re interested, keep an eye on this space, our GitHub site, and @NetflixOSS on Twitter, and check out our YouTube channel for 

Netflix Hack Day — Summer 2017 Aug 29, 2017
"About a week ago, Netflix hosted another great Hack Day. The event gives Netflix employees a chance to take a break from everyday work, have fun, 

experiment with new technologies, and collaborate with new people."
É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento.
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Scaling Event Sourcing for Netflix 
Downloads, Episode 1

Sep 11, 2017

"Early in 2016, several Netflix teams were asked the question: “ What would it take to allow members to download and view content offline on their mobile 
devices?”

For the Playback Licensing team, this meant that we needed to provide a content licensing system that would allow a member’s device to store and decrypt 
the downloaded content for offline viewing. To do this securely would require a new service to handle a complex set of yet-to-be defined business validations, 

along with a new API for client and server interactions. Further, we determined that this new service needed to be stateful, when all of our existing systems 
were stateless.

“ Great! How long will that take you?”
In late November 2016, nine short months after that initial question was asked, Netflix successfully launched the new downloads feature that allows members 

to download and play content on their mobile devices. Several product and engineering teams collaborated to design and develop this new feature, which 
launched simultaneously to all Netflix members around the world.

This series of posts will outline why and how we built a new licensing system to support the Netflix downloads experience. In this first post of the series, we 
provide an overview of the Netflix downloads project and the changes it meant for the content licensing team at Netflix. Further posts will dive deeper into the 

solutions we created to meet these requirements."

"The downloads flow differs slightly from the streaming one. Similar to the streaming flow, we generate a Playback Context (Metadata) for the 
downloaded content. Once we have the metadata for the content, we can start the license flow which is depicted as follows: After checking to ensure a title 

is available for downloading, the member’s device attempts to acquire a license. We then perform several back-end checks to validate if the member is 
allowed to download the content. If the various business rules are satisfied, we return a license and any additional information used to play the content 

offline, and the device can then start downloading the encrypted bytes.
The license used for downloaded content is also different from streaming — it may be persisted on the device for a longer period of time, and can be reused 

over multiple playback sessions.
Once the title is downloaded to the device, it has a lifecycle as follows: Every time a member presses play on the downloaded content, the application 
queues up session events to provide information on the viewing experience, and sends those up the next time the member goes online. After a defined 
duration for each title however, the original license retrieved with the downloaded content expires. At this point, depending on the content, it may be 

possible to renew the license, which requires the device to ask the back-end for a renewed license. This renewal is also validated against the business rules 
for downloads and, if successful, allows the content to continue to be played offline. Once the member deletes the content, the license is securely closed 

(released) which ensures the content can no longer be played offline.

Downloads. Médio. Tecnologia eu permite download de conteúdo. Sim. Não. Não. Não.

"How Streaming Playback Works
When a member streams content on Netflix, we deliver data to their device from our back-end servers before the member can commence playing the content. This data is retrieved via a complex device-to-server interaction on our Playback Services systems, which can be summarized as follows.

To play a title, the member’s device retrieves all the metadata associated with the content. The response object is known as the Playback Context, and includes data such as the image assets for the content and the URLs for streaming the content (see How Netflix Directs 1/3rd of Internet Traffic for an excellent overview of 
the streaming playback process and systems). The streamed data is encrypted with Digital Rights Management (DRM) technology and must be decrypted before it can be watched. This is done through the process of licensing, where a device can request a license for a particular title, and the license is then used to decrypt 

the content on that device. In the streaming case, the license is short-lived, and only able to be used once. When the member finishes watching the content, the license is considered consumed and no longer able to be used for playback.
Netflix supports several different DRM technologies to enable licensing for the content. Each of these live in their own microservice, requiring independent scaling and deployment tactics. This licensing tier needs to be as robust and reliable as possible; while many services at Netflix have fallbacks defined to serve a 

potentially degraded experience in the case of failures or request latency, the licensing services have no fallbacks possible. If licensing goes down, there is no playback. To reduce the risks to availability and resiliency, and to allow for flexible scaling, the licensing services have traditionally been stateless." "Netflix works 
with a variety of studio partners around the globe to obtain the best content for our members. The restrictions for downloaded content are generally more complex than for streaming, and far more varied amongst the studios. In addition to requirements related to how long a title can be watched, we have a variety of 

different caps based on the number of downloads for a device or per member, and potentially limitations on how many times the title can be downloaded or watched during a specified period of time.
We also have internal business restrictions related to download viewing, such as the number of devices on which content can be downloaded.

We must apply all of these restrictions across all the combined movies that a Netflix member downloads. Each time a member downloads a title or wants to extend the viewing time after the initial license expires, we must validate the request against all of the possible restrictions for the partner, taking into account the 
member’s past download interactions. If a member does not meet any of these requirements, the back-end sends back a response with the reason for why a download request failed."

Scaling Event Sourcing for Netflix 
Downloads, Episode 2

Sep 18, 2017
"In the first episode of this series of posts, we introduced the Netflix downloads project and the use cases that led us to consider a solution based on the event 

sourcing pattern. In this post, we provide an overview of the general event sourcing pattern and how we applied it to some of these key use cases."

"When we first started to design the downloads licensing service, the content licensing restrictions had yet to be defined. All we knew was that they were 
coming, and we needed to be able to adapt to them. So, how do you start to design and implement a service when the requirements are yet to be decided? 

What if that service is going live in a matter of months to millions of members on a single day with a 6am global press release? You make the system 
flexible to change. Easy. Right?" "Event Sourcing is an architectural pattern that is resurfacing lately as a valuable component of a modern distributed 

microservices ecosystem. Martin Fowler describes the basic pattern as follows: “ The fundamental idea of Event Sourcing is that of ensuring every change 
to the state of an application is captured in an event object, and that these event objects are themselves stored in the sequence they were applied for the 

same lifetime as the application state itself.”
There are many excellent overviews of the Event Sourcing pattern. Two of our favorites include:

Event Sourcing, by Martin Fowler
Pattern: Event Sourcing, by Chris Richardson"

Downloads. Médio. Tecnologia eu permite download de conteúdo. Sim. Não. Não. Não.

"In short, Event Sourcing is an architectural pattern that maintains a complete transaction history for a data model. Instead of persisting the data model itself, you persist the events that lead to a change in the data. These events are then played in order, building up an aggregate view of the complete data domain. The 
ability to replay events to any point in time is also an excellent debugging tool that enables us to easily explain why a member’s account is in a particular state and allows us to easily test system variations."  "The Netflix client application first requests a license. Once the license is acquired, the Netflix client downloads 
the content and the member can play their  newly downloaded content. Dependent on member actions, the state of the license can change throughout the lifecycle. The member may start, pause, resume or stop viewing the content. The member may remove downloaded content. Each of these actions potentially results in a 

state change for the license. The license is created, potentially renewed several times, and finally released (deleted), either explicitly by the member, or implicitly based on business rules." "There is a large amount of business logic involved in this lifecycle. Maintaining the license state is the job of the event-sourcing 
based license accounting service, which tracks a complete transaction history for the license, member’s downloaded content and device data models. This allows events to be played back in order, building up an aggregate view of the complete data objects." "For our use cases, we have found Event Sourcing to be a very 

useful pattern for implementing a flexible and robust system. It’s not all sunshine and roses, however, and we definitely made some mistakes and have areas to improve upon (subsequent posts will go into those details). Overall, the flexibility of the architecture has given us the means to rapidly innovate and react to 
changing requirements, to debug issues with changing data states over time, and to get a brand new service out and serving millions of users around the world in a relatively short time."

Serving 100 Gbps from an Open Connect 
Appliance

Sep 29, 2017
"In the summer of 2015, the Netflix Open Connect CDN team decided to take on an ambitious project. The goal was to leverage the new 100GbE network 
interface technology just coming to market in order to be able to serve at 100 Gbps from a single FreeBSD-based Open Connect Appliance (OCA) using 

NVM Express (NVMe)-based storage."

"At the time, the bulk of our flash storage-based appliances were close to being CPU limited serving at 40 Gbps using single-socket Xeon E5–2697v2. 
The first step was to find the CPU bottlenecks in the existing platform while we waited for newer CPUs from Intel, newer motherboards with PCIe Gen3 

x16 slots that could run the new Mellanox 100GbE NICs at full speed, and for systems with NVMe drives."
Operacional. Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
impacto cultural direto.

Não. Não. Não. Não.
"At this point, we’re able to serve 100% TLS traffic comfortably at 90 Gbps using the default FreeBSD TCP stack. However, the goalposts keep moving. We’ve found that when we use more advanced TCP algorithms, such as RACK and BBR, we are still a bit short of our goal. We have several ideas that we are 

currently pursuing, which range from optimizing the new TCP code to increasing the efficiency of LRO to trying to do encryption closer to the transfer of the data (either from the disk, or to the NIC) so as to take better advantage of Intel’s DDIO and save memory bandwidth."

Developer Experience Lessons Operating 
a Serverless-like Platform At Netflix — 

Part II
Oct 12, 2017

"In Part 1 of this series, we outlined key learnings the Edge Developer Experience team gained from operating the API dynamic scripting platform which 
provides a serverless or FaaS like experience for client application developers. We addressed the concerns around getting code ready for production 

deployment. Here, we look at what it takes to deploy it safely and operate it on an ongoing basis."

When a script is deployed to our platform, the rollout is completed within a fixed time interval. This predictability is useful, especially for automated 
workflows that involve a dependency on the script being fully rolled out; an example being mobile app rollouts gated by the deployment of a script with 

new functionality. Additionally, we implemented a realtime notification system that allows developers to progressively monitor the state of their 
deployment. This enables further optimization of such workflows.

Operacional. Baixo.
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"Our experience tells us that serverless architectures go a long way in simplifying the process of developing scalable applications in a rapid and cost effective manner. From an operational perspective, they introduce different considerations such as the loss of control over the execution environment and the complexity of 
managing many smaller deployment units, resulting in the need for much more sophisticated insights and observability solutions. We see the industry headed in this direction and are eagerly looking forward to the innovations in this space."

Machine Learning Platform meetup
Recap of the Oct 2017 ML Platform 

meetup at Netflix HQ
Oct 18, 2017

Machine Learning is making fast inroads into many areas of business and is being employed in an increasingly widening array of commercial applications. At 
Netflix, ML has been used for several years on our Recommendations and Personalization problems. Over the last couple of years, ML has expanded into a 

wide range of newer applications here, such as Content Promotion, Content Price Modeling, Programmatic Marketing, Efficient Content Delivery, Adaptive 
Streaming QoE, to name only a handful. Scaling and speeding up the application of ML is at the top of mind for the multitudes of researchers, engineers, and 
data scientists working on these salient problems. We are always looking to learn from academic research and industry application in large scale contexts and 
love to share what we have learnt as part of running the Netflix use cases at scale. "Last week we hosted a Machine Learning Platform meetup at Netflix HQ in 

Los Gatos. We had five talks from top practitioners in the industry and in this post we will provide a brief overview summarizing them. The talks from 
Google, Twitter, Uber, Facebook and Netflix largely fell into one or both of these themes:"

É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento.

"Ed Chi kicked off the talks with a presentation on how to learn user and item representation for sparse data in recommender systems. His talk covered two major areas of emphasis — Focused Learning and Factorized Deep Retrieval.
In setting up the motivation for the first area, Ed talked of the Tyranny of the Majority in describing the outsized impact of dense sub-zones in otherwise sparse data sets. As as solution to this challenge, he talked about Focused Learning, a sort of divide-and-conquer approach, where you look for subsets of data to focus 

on and then figure out which models can learn on each subset with differing data density. As an example of this approach, he talked about how using focused and unfocused regularization factors in the cost function, allowed them to model the problem with more success. In the canonical example of movie 
recommendations, he demonstrated how this approach led to outsized improvements in model prediction quality for sparse data sets (e.g. where Documentaries is one of the most sparse categories).

The use case that Factorized Deep Retrieval addresses is about predicting good co-watch patterns of videos when the corpus of items to recommend is huge (YouTube). You want the recommendations to not ignore the fresh content while still ensuring relevance. He presented TensorFlow’s distributed implementation of 
WALS (weighted alternating least squares) Factorization as the solution they used for picking sparse but relevant candidates out of the huge candidate corpus. Online rankings for serving were staged into a tiered approach with a first pass nominator selecting a reasonably small set. Then subsequent rankers further refined 

the selection until a small set of highly relevant candidates were chosen and impressed to the user."

Netflix at AWS re:Invent 2017 Nov 6, 2017
Netflix is excited to be heading back to Las Vegas for AWS re:Invent at the end of the month! Many Netflix engineers and recruiters will be in attendance, and 
we’re looking forward to meeting and reconnecting with cloud enthusiasts and Netflix OSS users. We’re posting the schedule of Netflix talks here to make it 

a bit easier to find our speakers at re:Invent. We’ll also have a booth on the expo floor, so please stop by and say hello!
É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento.

"11:30am MCL317: Orchestrating Model Training for Netflix Recommendations
Faisal Siddiqi, Engineering Manager, Personalization and Data Infrastructure, Eugen Cepoi, Senior Software Engineer, and Davis Shepherd, Senior Software Engineer

Abstract: At Netflix, we use Machine learning algorithms extensively to recommend relevant titles to our 100+ Million members based on their tastes. Everything on the member homepage is an evidence driven, A/B tested experience backed by machine-learned models. These models are trained using Meson, our 
workflow orchestration system. Meson distinguishes itself from other workflow engines in that it can handle more sophisticated execution graphs such as loops and parameterized fan-outs. Meson is able to schedule Spark jobs, Docker containers, bash scripts, Scala gists and more. Meson also provides a rich visual 
interface for monitoring active workflows, inspecting execution logs etc. It has a powerful Scala DSL for authoring workflows as well as a REST API. In this talk, we will focus on how Meson orchestrates the training of Recommendation ML models in production and how we have re-architected it to scale up for a 

growing need of broad ETL applications within Netflix. As a driver for this change, we have had to evolve the persistence layer for Meson. We will talk about how we migrated from Cassandra to AWS RDS backed by Aurora."

Updates on Netflix’s Container 
Management Platform

Nov 14, 2017
"We continue to share lessons learned from scheduling and executing containers in production at scale. This blog posts summarizes not only recent 

publications on our container management platform (Project Titus) but also future collaboration opportunities."

We were honored when the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) asked for us to write for their bimonthly ACM Queue publication, and recently 
published our article entitled “ Titus: Introducing Containers to the Netflix Cloud”. In the article, we talk about why we designed Titus in the manner we 
did, and why we chose to introduce containers into our existing cloud native virtual machine architecture for service and batch workloads. We talk about 
unique aspects of Titus such as AWS and Netflix infrastructure integration, networking, capacity management and approaches to operational challenges. 

And finally, we share our future plans and expectations for container management at Netflix.

Cloud. Baixo.
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Making it easier to contribute to Netflix 
OSS

Nov 20, 2017

"Contributing to open source software can be a very rewarding experience that creates opportunities to learn about new problems and technologies, apply 
problem solving skills, meet and work with new people, and join a community pursuing a common goal. Getting started can also be confusing and full of 

questions:
What should you start working on?

Who do you ask for help or direction?
What kind of style expectations do the maintainers of the project have?"

"To make it easier to get started, each of the projects featured at our recent OSS meetup (Repokid, BetterTLS, Stethoscope, and Hub Commander) provide 
contributing guidelines, host an online community where developers can communicate, and have tagged issues where help is wanted.

Every open source contributor starts with a first project, and we know first-hand how difficult it can be to get started working on a new project. To make 
the project on-boarding process easier we’re creating contributing guidelines for our projects. The contributing guidelines explain how to get started, test 

new features, write code that adheres to coding standards for the project, and get reviews when the change is ready.""

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Even with guidelines, new contributors often need a quick way to get feedback about ideas, features, or the best way to implement something. Each of the above mentioned projects has an online community chat (usually on Slack or Gitter) where developers can ask questions or bounce ideas off other project developers. 
Get started by finding the community in the contributing guidelines or the project README.

Finally, sometimes a contributor may want to get started on a project but not be sure what to work on. To help them get started we’re tagging issues that are appropriate for new contributors to the project (generally using the tag “ difficulty: newcomer”, but please see contributing guidelines). These issues are perfect for a 
new developer or person unfamiliar with the project to get started. Developers already familiar with the project may also want to look at issues tagged with “ help wanted”. Tackling these issues may take a while longer but will make a real difference for the project.

We hold regular open source meetups at Netflix. Our most recent meetup featured security projects that want new contributors and have taken steps to make contributing easier than ever. If these changes are successful at making it easier for new contributors, we’ll expand them to other projects in the future. We look 
forward to your contributions!"

Innovating Faster on Personalization 
Algorithms at Netflix Using Interleaving

Nov 29, 2017

"The Netflix experience is powered by a family of ranking algorithms, each optimized for a different purpose. For instance, the Top Picks row on the 
homepage makes recommendations based on a personalized ranking of videos, and the Trending Now row also incorporates recent popularity trends. These 

algorithms, along with many others, are used together to construct personalized homepages for over 100 million members." "At Netflix, we strive to 
continually improve our recommendations. The development process begins with the creation of new ranking algorithms and the evaluation of their 

performance offline. We then leverage A/B testing to conduct online measurements of core evaluation metrics that align closely with our business objective of 
maximizing member satisfaction. Such metrics include month-to-month subscription retention and member streaming hours. As the ranking algorithms and 

the overall Netflix product become optimized, discerning wins in these metrics requires increasingly large sample sizes and long experiment durations.
To accelerate the pace of algorithm innovation, we have devised a two-stage online experimentation process. The first stage is a fast pruning step in which we 
identify the most promising ranking algorithms from a large initial set of ideas. The second stage is a traditional A/B test on the pared-down set of algorithms 
to measure their impact on longer-term member behavior. In this blog post, we focus on our approach to the first stage: an interleaving technique that unlocks 

our ability to more precisely measure member preferences."

"Increasing the rate of learning by testing a broad set of ideas quickly is a major driver of algorithm innovation. We have expanded the number of new 
algorithms that can be tested by introducing an initial pruning stage of online experimentation that satisfies two properties:

It is highly sensitive to ranking algorithm quality, i.e., it reliably identifies the best algorithms with considerably smaller sample size compared to 
traditional A/B testing.

It is predictive of success in the second stage: the metrics measured in the first stage are aligned with our core A/B evaluation metrics.
We have achieved the above using an interleaving technique (cf. Chapelle et al.) that dramatically speeds up our experimentation process (see Fig. 2). The 
first stage finishes in a matter of days, leaving us with a small group of the most promising ranking algorithms. The second stage uses only these select 

algorithms, which allows us to assign fewer members to the overall experiment and to reduce the total experiment duration compared to a traditional A/B 
test."

Personalização. Alto. Algotimos de personalização. Sim. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. Sim. 

"To develop intuition around the sensitivity gain that interleaving offers, let’s consider an experiment to determine whether Coke or Pepsi is preferred within a population. If we use traditional A/B testing, we might randomly split the population into two groups and perform a blind trial. One group would be offered only 
Coke, and the second group would be offered only Pepsi (with neither drink having identifiable labels). At the conclusion of the experiment, we could determine whether there is a preference for Coke or Pepsi by measuring the difference in soda consumption between the two groups, along with the extent of uncertainty in 

this measurement, which can tell us if there is a statistically significant difference.
While this approach works, there may be opportunities for refining the measurement. First, there is a major source of measurement uncertainty: the wide variation in soda consumption habits within the population, ranging from those who hardly consume any soda to those who consume copious amounts. Second, heavy 
soda consumers may represent a small percentage of the population, but they could account for a large percentage of overall soda consumption. Therefore, even a small imbalance in heavy soda consumers between the two groups may have a disproportionate impact on our conclusions. When running online experiments, 

consumer internet products often face similar issues related to their most active users, whether it is in measuring a change to a metric like streaming hours at Netflix or perhaps messages sent or photos shared in a social app.
As an alternative to traditional A/B testing, we can use a repeated measures design for measuring preference for Coke or Pepsi. In this approach, the population would not be randomly split. Rather, each person would have the option of either Coke or Pepsi (with neither brand having identifiable labels but yet still being 

visually distinguishable). At the conclusion of the experiment, we could compare, at the level of a person, the fraction of soda consumption for Coke or Pepsi. In this design, 1) we remove the uncertainty contributed by the wide range in population-level soda-consumption habits, and 2) by giving every person equal 
weight, we reduce the possibility that the measurement is materially affected by an imbalance in heavy soda consumers." "At Netflix, we use interleaving in the first stage of experimentation to sensitively determine member preference between two ranking algorithms. The figure below depicts the differences between A/B 
testing and interleaving. In traditional A/B testing, we choose two groups of subscribers: one to be exposed to ranking algorithm A and another to B. In interleaving, we select a single set of subscribers who are exposed to an interleaved ranking generated by blending the rankings of algorithms A and B. This allows us 
to present choices side-by-side to the user to determine their preference of ranking algorithms. (Members are not able to distinguish between which algorithm recommended a particular video.) We calculate the relative preference for a ranking algorithm by comparing the share of hours viewed, with attribution based on 

which ranking algorithm recommended the video." "When generating an interleaved set of videos from two ranking algorithms A and B for a row on the Netflix homepage, we have to consider the presence of position bias: the probability of a member playing a video decreases as we go from left to right. For interleaving 
to yield valid measurements, we must ensure that at any given position in a row, a video is equally likely to have come from ranking algorithm A or B.

To address this, we have been using a variant of team draft interleaving, which mimics the process of how team selection occurs for a friendly sports match. In this process, two team captains toss a coin to determine who picks first. They then alternate picks, with each captain selecting the player who is highest on their 
preference list and is still available. This process continues until team selection is complete. Applying this analogy to interleaving for Netflix recommendations, the videos represent the available players and ranking algorithms A and B represent the ordered preferences of the two team captains. We randomly determine 

which ranking algorithm contributes the first video to the interleaved list. The ranking algorithms then alternate, with each algorithm contributing their highest-ranked video that is still available (see Fig. 4). The member preference for ranking algorithm A or B is determined by measuring which algorithm produced the 
greater share of hours viewed within the interleaved row, with views attributed to the ranker that contributed the video." "The first requirement that we laid out for using interleaving in a two-stage online experimentation process was that it needs to reliably identify the better ranking algorithm with a considerably smaller 

sample size. To evaluate how well interleaving satisfies this requirement, we turned to a case in which two ranking algorithms A and B were of known relative quality: ranker B is better than ranker A. We then ran an interleaving experiment in parallel with an A/B test using these 2 rankers.
To compare the sensitivity of interleaving vs. A/B testing, we computed both the interleaving preference and A/B metrics at various sample sizes using bootstrap subsampling. In performing the bootstrap analysis, we either simulated assigning N users to the interleaving cell or N/2 users to each cell of the traditional 

A/B experiment. If we were to randomly guess which ranker is better, the probability of disagreeing with the true preference would be 50%. When this probability is 5%, we are achieving 95% power to detect the difference in ranker quality. Therefore, a metric that crosses this threshold with a fewer number of subscribers 
is the more sensitive one.

Figure 5 shows the results from our analysis. We compare the interleaving preference with two metrics typically used in the A/B setting: overall streaming and an algo-specific engagement metric. The sensitivity of metrics used to evaluate A/B tests can vary over a wide range. We find that interleaving is very sensitive: 
it requires >100× fewer users than our most sensitive A/B metric to achieve 95% power." "Our second requirement was that the metrics measured in the interleaving stage need to be aligned with our traditional A/B test metrics. We now evaluate whether the interleaving preference is predictive of a ranker’s performance in 

the subsequent A/B test.
The figure below shows the change in the interleaving preference metric versus the change in the A/B metric compared to control. Each data point represents a ranking algorithm that is evaluated against the production ranker, which serves as control. We find that there is a very strong correlation and alignment between 

the interleaving metric and our most sensitive A/B evaluation metric, giving us confidence that the interleaving preference is predictive of success in a traditional A/B experiment." "Conclusion

Artwork Personalization at Netflix Dec 7, 2017

"For many years, the main goal of the Netflix personalized recommendation system has been to get the right titles in front each of our members at the right 
time. With a catalog spanning thousands of titles and a diverse member base spanning over a hundred million accounts, recommending the titles that are just 
right for each member is crucial. But the job of recommendation does not end there. Why should you care about any particular title we recommend? What can 

we say about a new and unfamiliar title that will pique your interest? How do we convince you that a title is worth watching? Answering these questions is 
critical in helping our members discover great content, especially for unfamiliar titles. One avenue to address this challenge is to consider the artwork or 

imagery we use to portray the titles. If the artwork representing a title captures something compelling to you, then it acts as a gateway into that title and gives 
you some visual “ evidence” for why the title might be good for you. The artwork may highlight an actor that you recognize, capture an exciting moment like 
a car chase, or contain a dramatic scene that conveys the essence of a movie or TV show. If we present that perfect image on your homepage (and as they say: 
an image is worth a thousand words), then maybe, just maybe, you will give it a try. This is yet another way Netflix differs from traditional media offerings: 
we don’t have one product but over a 100 million different products with one for each of our members with personalized recommendations and personalized 

visuals."

"In previous work, we discussed an effort to find the single perfect artwork for each title across all our members. Through multi-armed bandit algorithms, 
we hunted for the best artwork for a title, say Stranger Things, that would earn the most plays from the largest fraction of our members. However, given 

the enormous diversity in taste and preferences, wouldn’t it be better if we could find the best artwork for each of our members to highlight the aspects of a 
title that are specifically relevant to them?""As inspiration, let us explore scenarios where personalization of artwork would be meaningful. Consider the 

following examples where different members have different viewing histories. On the left are three titles a member watched in the past. To the right of the 
arrow is the artwork that a member would get for a particular movie that we recommend for them.

Let us consider trying to personalize the image we use to depict the movie Good Will Hunting. Here we might personalize this decision based on how 
much a member prefers different genres and themes. Someone who has watched many romantic movies may be interested in Good Will Hunting if we 

show the artwork containing Matt Damon and Minnie Driver, whereas, a member who has watched many comedies might be drawn to the movie if we use 
the artwork containing Robin Williams, a well-known comedian. In another scenario, let’s imagine how the different preferences for cast members might 

influence the personalization of the artwork for the movie Pulp Fiction. A member who watches many movies featuring Uma Thurman would likely 
respond positively to the artwork for Pulp Fiction that contains Uma. Meanwhile, a fan of John Travolta may be more interested in watching Pulp Fiction 
if the artwork features John. Of course, not all the scenarios for personalizing artwork are this clear and obvious. So we don’t enumerate such hand-derived 

rules but instead rely on the data to tell us what signals to use. Overall, by personalizing artwork we help each title put its best foot forward for every 
member and thus improve our member experience."

Personalização. Alto. Personalização das imagens mostradas ao público. Sim. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. Sim.

"At Netflix, we embrace personalization and algorithmically adapt many aspects of our member experience, including the rows we select for the homepage, the titles we select for those rows, the galleries we display, the messages we send, and so forth. Each new aspect that we personalize has unique challenges; 
personalizing the artwork we display is no exception and presents different personalization challenges. One challenge of image personalization is that we can only select a single piece of artwork to represent each title in each place we present it. In contrast, typical recommendation settings let us present multiple selections 

to a member where we can subsequently learn about their preferences from the item a member selects. This means that image selection is a chicken-and-egg problem operating in a closed loop: if a member plays a title it can only come from the image that we decided to present to that member. What we seek to understand 
is when presenting a specific piece of artwork for a title influenced a member to play (or not to play) a title and when a member would have played a title (or not) regardless of which image we presented. Therefore artwork personalization sits on top of the traditional recommendation problem and the algorithms need to 

work in conjunction with each other. Of course, to properly learn how to personalize artwork we need to collect a lot of data to find signals that indicate when one piece of artwork is significantly better for a member.
Another challenge is to understand the impact of changing artwork that we show a member for a title between sessions. Does changing artwork reduce recognizability of the title and make it difficult to visually locate the title again, for example if the member thought was interested before but had not yet watched it? Or, 

does changing the artwork itself lead the member to reconsider it due to an improved selection? Clearly, if we find better artwork to present to a member we should probably use it; but continuous changes can also confuse people. Changing images also introduces an attribution problem as it becomes unclear which image 
led a member to be interested in a title.

Next, there is the challenge of understanding how artwork performs in relation to other artwork we select in the same page or session. Maybe a bold close-up of the main character works for a title on a page because it stands out compared to the other artwork. But if every title had a similar image then the page as a whole 
may not seem as compelling. Looking at each piece of artwork in isolation may not be enough and we need to think about how to select a diverse set of images across titles on a page and across a session. Beyond the artwork for other titles, the effectiveness of the artwork for a title may depend on what other types of 

evidence and assets (e.g. synopses, trailers, etc.) we also display for that title. Thus, we may need a diverse selection where each can highlight complementary aspects of a title that may be compelling to a member.
To achieve effective personalization, we also need a good pool of artwork for each title. This means that we need several assets where each is engaging, informative and representative of a title to avoid “ clickbait”. The set of images for a title also needs to be diverse enough to cover a wide potential audience interested in 
different aspects of the content. After all, how engaging and informative a piece of artwork is truly depends on the individual seeing it. Therefore, we need to have artwork that highlights not only different themes in a title but also different aesthetics. Our teams of artists and designers strive to create images that are diverse 

across many dimensions. They also take into consideration the personalization algorithms which will select the images during their creative process for generating artwork.
Finally, there are engineering challenges to personalize artwork at scale. One challenge is that our member experience is very visual and thus contains a lot of imagery. So using personalized selection for each asset means handling a peak of over 20 million requests per second with low latency. Such a system must be 

robust: failing to properly render the artwork in our UI brings a significantly degrades the experience. Our personalization algorithm also needs to respond quickly when a title launches, which means rapidly learning to personalize in a cold-start situation. Then, after launch, the algorithm must continuously adapt as the 
effectiveness of artwork may change over time as both the title evolves through its life cycle and member tastes evolve.

Contextual bandits approach
Much of the Netflix recommendation engine is powered by machine learning algorithms. Traditionally, we collect a batch of data on how our members use the service. Then we run a new machine learning algorithm on this batch of data. Next we test this new algorithm against the current production system through an 

A/B test. An A/B test helps us see if the new algorithm is better than our current production system by trying it out on a random subset of members. Members in group A get the current production experience while members in group B get the new algorithm. If members in group B have higher engagement with Netflix, 
then we roll-out the new algorithm to the entire member population. Unfortunately, this batch approach incurs regret: many members over a long period of time did not benefit from the better experience. This is illustrated in the figure below." "To reduce this regret, we move away from batch machine learning and 
consider online machine learning. For artwork personalization, the specific online learning framework we use is contextual bandits. Rather than waiting to collect a full batch of data, waiting to learn a model, and then waiting for an A/B test to conclude, contextual bandits rapidly figure out the optimal personalized 

artwork selection for a title for each member and context. Briefly, contextual bandits are a class of online learning algorithms that trade off the cost of gathering training data required for learning an unbiased model on an ongoing basis with the benefits of applying the learned model to each member context. In our previous 
unpersonalized image selection work, we used non-contextual bandits where we found the winning image regardless of the context. For personalization, the member is the context as we expect different members to respond differently to the images.

A key property of contextual bandits is that they are designed to minimize regret. At a high level, the training data for a contextual bandit is obtained through the injection of controlled randomization in the learned model’s predictions. The randomization schemes can vary in complexity from simple epsilon-greedy 
formulations with uniform randomness to closed loop schemes that adaptively vary the degree of randomization as a function of model uncertainty. We broadly refer to this process as data exploration. The number of candidate artworks that are available for a title along with the size of the overall population for which the 

Implementing Japanese Subtitles on 
Netflix

Dec 11, 2017

"Japanese subtitles were first made available on the Netflix service as a part of the Japanese launch in September 2015. This blog post provides a technical 
description of the work we did leading up to this launch. We cover topics including our specification for source subtitle files, the transformation model from 

source subtitle files to those deliverable on the Netflix service, the model for delivery of Japanese subtitles on our service as well as the interaction of our work 
with the upcoming W3C subtitle standard, Timed Text Markup Language 2 (TTML2)."

"Through a combination of market research, and advice from Japanese language and media experts, we identified five essential Japanese subtitle features. 
These features (described below) include rubies, boutens, vertical text, slanted text, and “ tate-chu-yoko” (horizontal numbers in vertical text). From our 

perspective, this prelude was indicative of the complexity of the challenge we had at our hand."
Tecnologia para legendas. Médio.

Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 
conteúdo. 

Sim. Não. Não. Sim. N/A

Distributing Content to Open Connect Dec 12, 2017

"In previous posts we’ve talked about how we calculate, predict, and use content popularity for Open Connect to maximize the efficiency of our content 
delivery network and other data science challenges in this space. We also recently talked about improvements we made in the server throughput space.

In this blog post, we will dig deeper into how we place content on Open Connect Servers, (also referred to as Open Connect Appliances or OCAs in other 
literature), including our hashing strategies and how we deal with heterogeneous server clusters. This work is a result of continued collaboration with the 

Open Connect and Science & Analytics teams at Netflix."

"Content Placement refers to the decisions we make on a daily basis about which content gets deployed to which servers in a given cluster. (Refer back to 
our earlier blog for an overview of why these decisions are important.)

In general, to maximize traffic from a cluster we should place the most popular content from the catalog onto the cluster. It also makes sense to load 
balance the popular content over each server in the cluster. A secondary goal is for the allocation to be reasonably stable day-over-day and as stable as 

possible when servers are added to or removed from a cluster. And finally, this allocation algorithm needs to be reasonable in terms of compute 
requirements." "We use Consistent Hashing to distribute content across multiple servers as follows. Imagine a ring with all numbers from 0 to N (Figure 

1). Server IDs S1 to Sn are hashed over this ring. The space in the ring that precedes h(Si) and succeeds the previous hash is said to be owned by Si 
(Figure 2). Content IDs C1 to Cm are hashed over the same ring. Cj is assigned to the server that owns that part of the ring where h(Cj) lands (Figure 3)."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"We have two criteria that need to be satisfied:
Distribute content in proportion to the storage capacity of each server without causing content holes

Distribute popular and less popular content so that traffic attracted to a server is proportional to its throughput capacity
A simple weighted consistent hashing algorithm — assigning different weights to each machine — could satisfy one or the other constraint, but not both. To satisfy both criteria, we needed to use two different sets of allocation weights — one for popular content, and another for less popular content. The HCA algorithm 

is a systematic procedure for doing this."

Integrating imperative APIs into a React 
application

Dec 19, 2017
"The Netflix TV app plays videos not only when users choose to watch a title, but also while browsing to find something great to enjoy. When we rewrote 

our TV user interface in React, we set out to improve the developer experience of integrating video playback into the UI so we could more rapidly experiment 
with various video-centric user experiences."

"A common method of playing video in React involves rendering the <video> element and then using a reference to invoke imperative actions. A good 
example of this is skipping to a different location within the current video. We don’t actually have a <video> element available to our UI, just an 
imperative video player API in the Netflix device platform. We decided to map this imperative/stateful API onto a fully declarative/stateless React 

component because it fit into React better as JSX is declarative, made it possible to hold the state of video in application state, helped avoid the use of 
refs, and enabled easier layering of functionality via higher-order components (for example, to add text-to-speech)."

API. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. "As we build new UI concepts for the TV experience we need to solve for tough UI challenges. Our declarative video component has made richer video integrations into our TV UI easier and faster."

Netflix Now Supports HDR on Windows 
10

Dec 20, 2017

"We are thrilled to announce the addition of High Dynamic Range (HDR) support on Windows 10 for both the Edge browser and the Netflix app. With this 
update, Netflix members who have a supported device and a premium plan can enjoy amazing Netflix movies and shows in HDR. With HDR enabled, fans 
can immerse themselves in the delicious colors of Chef’s Table, the terrifying depths of the Upside Down in Stranger Things 2, and enjoy the upcoming 

Netflix film Bright starring Will Smith. And this is just the beginning! Today, we have over 200 hours of HDR entertainment, and in 2018 even more HDR 
PCs will enter the market and support the growing number of Netflix originals.

This feature is the culmination of a multi-year collaboration between Netflix and a number of industry partners. Intel’s 7th generation and higher CPUs 
provide that capability needed to play the Netflix HDR10 encodes. In addition, both Intel and Nvidia developed GPUs that use 10 bits-per-channel for each of 

the RGB colors, increasing the color space that can be represented. With this new hardware available in consumer PCs, Netflix and Microsoft partnered 
together to put the software pieces in place. Microsoft added the necessary OS and browser changes in their Windows 10 Fall Creators Update and our 

engineers integrated against those APIs to complete the video player work.
Visit our Help Center to learn what you need to start streaming Netflix in HDR today.

In the PC world, it is still early days for premium video features like 4K and HDR. As engineers, we look forward to bringing these features and more to 
additional browser platforms. You can help us!"

"We are thrilled to announce the addition of High Dynamic Range (HDR) support on Windows 10 for both the Edge browser and the Netflix app. With 
this update, Netflix members who have a supported device and a premium plan can enjoy amazing Netflix movies and shows in HDR. With HDR 

enabled, fans can immerse themselves in the delicious colors of Chef’s Table, the terrifying depths of the Upside Down in Stranger Things 2, and enjoy 
the upcoming Netflix film Bright starring Will Smith. And this is just the beginning! Today, we have over 200 hours of HDR entertainment, and in 2018 

even more HDR PCs will enter the market and support the growing number of Netflix originals.
This feature is the culmination of a multi-year collaboration between Netflix and a number of industry partners. Intel’s 7th generation and higher CPUs 
provide that capability needed to play the Netflix HDR10 encodes. In addition, both Intel and Nvidia developed GPUs that use 10 bits-per-channel for 
each of the RGB colors, increasing the color space that can be represented. With this new hardware available in consumer PCs, Netflix and Microsoft 

partnered together to put the software pieces in place. Microsoft added the necessary OS and browser changes in their Windows 10 Fall Creators Update 
and our engineers integrated against those APIs to complete the video player work.

Visit our Help Center to learn what you need to start streaming Netflix in HDR today.
In the PC world, it is still early days for premium video features like 4K and HDR. As engineers, we look forward to bringing these features and more to 

additional browser platforms. You can help us!"

Tecnologia de vídeo. Médio.
Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 

conteúdo. 
Sim. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Scaling Time Series Data Storage — 
Part I

Jan 23, 2018

"The growth of internet connected devices has led to a vast amount of easily accessible time series data. Increasingly, companies are interested in mining this 
data to derive useful insights and make data-informed decisions. Recent technology advancements have improved the efficiency of collecting, storing and 

analyzing time series data, spurring an increased appetite to consume this data. However this explosion of time series data can overwhelm most initial time 
series data architectures.

Netflix, being a data-informed company, is no stranger to these challenges and over the years has enhanced its solutions to manage the growth. In this 2-part 
blog post series, we will share how Netflix has evolved a time series data storage architecture through multiple increases in scale."

"Netflix members watch over 140 million hours of content per day. Each member provides several data points while viewing a title and they are stored as 
viewing records. Netflix analyzes the viewing data and provides real time accurate bookmarks and personalized recommendations as described in these 

posts:
How we know where you are in a show?

Helping you find shows to continue watching on Netflix
Viewing history data increases along the following 3 dimensions:
As time progresses, more viewing data is stored for each member.

As member count grows, viewing data is stored for more members.
As member monthly viewing hours increase, more viewing data is stored for each member.

As Netflix streaming has grown to 100M+ global members in its first 10 years there has been a massive increase in viewing history data. In this blog post 
we will focus on how we approached the big challenge of scaling storage of viewing history data."

Dados. Médio. Tecnologia que se relaciona a análise de dados. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial.

"The first cloud-native version of the viewing history storage architecture used Cassandra for the following reasons:
Cassandra has good support for modelling time series data wherein each row can have dynamic number of columns.

The viewing history data write to read ratio is about 9:1. Since Cassandra is highly efficient with writes, this write heavy workload is a good fit for Cassandra.
Considering the CAP theorem, the team favors eventual consistency over loss of availability. Cassandra supports this tradeoff via tunable consistency.

In the initial approach, each member’s viewing history was stored in Cassandra in a single row with row key:CustomerId. This horizontal partitioning enabled effective scaling with member growth and made the common use case of reading a member’s entire viewing history very simple and efficient. However as member 
count increased and, more importantly, each member streamed more and more titles, the row sizes as well as the overall data size increased. Over time, this resulted in high storage and operation cost as well as slower performance for members with large viewing history."  "Whole row read to retrieve all viewing records 

for one member: The read was efficient when the number of records per member was small. As a member watched more titles, the number of viewing records increased. Reading rows with a large number of columns put additional stress on Cassandra that negatively impacted read latencies.
Time range query to read a time slice of a member’s data: This resulted in the same inconsistent performance as above depending on the number of viewing records within the specified time range.

Whole row read via pagination for large viewing history: This was better for Cassandra as it wasn’t waiting for all the data to be ready before sending it back. This also avoided client timeouts. However it increased overall latency to read the whole row as the number of viewing records increased.
Slowdown Reasons

Let’s look at some of the Cassandra internals to understand why our initial simple design slowed down. As the data grew, the number of SSTables increased accordingly. Since only recent data was in memory, in many cases both the memtables and SSTables had to be read to retrieve viewing history. This had a 
negative impact on read latency. Similarly Compaction took more IOs and time as the data size increased. Read repair and Full column repair became slower as rows got wider." "Cassandra performed very well writing viewing history data but there was a need to improve the read latencies. To optimize read latencies, at 

the expense of increased work during the write path, we added an in-memory sharded caching layer (EVCache) in front of Cassandra storage. The cache was a simple key value store with the key being CustomerId and value being the compressed binary representation of viewing history data. Each write to Cassandra 
incurred an additional cache lookup and on cache hit the new data was merged with the existing value. Viewing history reads were serviced by the cache first. On a cache miss, the entry was read from Cassandra, compressed and then inserted in the cache.

With the addition of the caching layer, this single Cassandra table storage approach worked very well for many years. Partitioning based on CustomerId scaled well in the Cassandra cluster. By 2012, the Viewing History Cassandra cluster was one of the biggest dedicated Cassandra clusters at Netflix. To scale further, the 
team needed to double the cluster size. This meant venturing into uncharted territory for Netflix’s usage of Cassandra. In the meanwhile, Netflix business was continuing to grow rapidly, including an increasing international member base and forthcoming ventures into original content." "It became clear that a different 

approach was needed to scale for growth anticipated over the next 5 years. The team analyzed the data characteristics and usage patterns, and redesigned viewing history storage with two main goals in mind:
Smaller Storage Footprint.

Consistent Read/Write Performance as viewing per member grows.
For each member, viewing history data is divided into two sets:

Live or Recent Viewing History (LiveVH): Small number of recent viewing records with frequent updates. The data is stored in uncompressed form as in the simple design detailed above.
Compressed or Archival Viewing History (CompressedVH): Large number of older viewing records with rare updates. The data is compressed to reduce storage footprint. Compressed viewing history is stored in a single column per row key.

LiveVH and CompressedVH are stored in different tables and are tuned differently to achieve better performance. Since LiveVH has frequent updates and small number of viewing records, compactions are run frequently and gc_grace_seconds is small to reduce number of SSTables and data size. Read repair and full column 
family repair are run frequently to improve data consistency. Since updates to CompressedVH are rare, manual and infrequent full compactions are sufficient to reduce number of SSTables. Data is checked for consistency during the rare updates. This obviates the need for read repair as well as full column family repair.

Write Flow
New viewing records are written to LiveVH using the same approach as described earlier.

Fast JSON API serialization with Ruby 
on Rails

Jan 31, 2018 "We are pleased to announce the open source release of the Fast JSON API gem geared towards Ruby on Rails applications."

"Fast JSONAPI is aimed at providing all the major functionality that Active Model Serializer (AMS) provides, along with an emphasis on speed and 
performance by meeting a benchmark requirement of being 25 times faster than AMS. The gem also enforces performance testing as a discipline.

AMS is a great gem and fast_jsonapi was inspired by it when it comes to declaration syntax and features. AMS begins to slow down, however, when a 
model has one or more relationships. Compound documents, AKA sideloading, on those models makes AMS slow down further. Throw in a need for 

infinite scroll on the UI, and AMS’s slowness starts becoming visible to users."

API. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Features:
Declaration syntax similar to Active Model Serializer

Support for belongs_to, has_many and has_one
Support for compound documents (included)

Optimized serialization of compound documents
Caching

Instrumentation with Skylight integration (optional)"

AVA: The Art and Science of Image 
Discovery at Netflix

Feb 7, 2018

"At Netflix, the Content Platform Engineering and Global Product Creative teams know that imagery plays an incredibly important role in how viewers find 
new shows and movies to watch. We take pride in surfacing the unique elements of a story that connect our audiences to diverse characters and story lines. As 

our Original content slate continues to expand, our technical experts are tasked with finding new ways to scale our resources and alleviate our creatives from 
the tedious and ever-increasing demands of digital merchandising. One of the ways in which we do this is by harvesting static image frames directly from our 

source videos to provide a more flexible source of raw artwork."

"AVA is a collection of tools and algorithms designed to surface high quality imagery from the videos on our service. A single season of average TV show 
(about 10 episodes) contains nearly 9 million total frames. Asking creative editors to efficiently sift through that many frames of video to identify one frame 

that will capture an audience’s attention is tedious and ineffective. We set out to build a tool that quickly and effectively identifies which frames are the 
best moments to represent a title on the Netflix service."

Personalização. Alto.
Tecnologia que define que trecho do conteúdo demonstrar para que pegue a 

atenção do usuário. 
De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. Sim.

"To achieve this goal, we first came up with objective signals that we can measure for each and every frame of the video using Frame Annotations. As result, we can collect an effective representation of each frame of the video. Subsequently, we created ranking algorithms that allows us to rank a subset of frames that meets 
aesthetic, creative and diversity objectives to represent content accurately for various canvases of our product." "As part of our automation pipeline, we process and annotate many different variables on each individual frame of video to best derive what the frame contains, and to understand why it is or isn’t important to the 
story. In order to scale horizontally and have predictable SLA for a growing catalog of content, we utilized the Archer framework to process our videos more efficiently. Archer allowed us to split the videos into smaller sized chunks that could each be processed in parallel. This has enabled us to scale by lending efficiency 

to our video processing pipelines, and allowing us to integrate more and more content intelligence algorithms into our tool sets." "Typically these properties are objective, measurable, and mostly contained at the pixel-level. Some examples of visual properties are brightness, color, contrast, and motion blur." 
"Contextual Metadata

Contextual metadata is comprised of a combination of elements that are aggregated to derive meaning from the actions or movement of the actors, objects and camera in the frame. Some examples include;
Face detection with facial landmarks tracking, pose estimation, and sentiment analysis — This allows us to estimate posture and sentiment of the subjects in the frame.

Motion estimation — This allows us to estimate the amount of motion (both camera movement and subject movement) contained within a particular shot. This allows us to control for elements such as motion blur, as well as to identify camera movement that makes for compelling still imagery.
Camera shot identification — (e.g. close up shot vs. dolly shot) This provides insight into the intentions of the cinematographer, allowing us to quickly identify and surface stylistic camera choices that provide insight into the mood, tone and genre of the title.

Object detection — The detection of props and animated object segmentation allow us to attribute importance to non-human subjects in the frame." "Composition Metadata
Composition metadata refers to a special set of heuristic characteristics that we’ve identified and defined based on some of the core principles in photography, cinematography and visual aesthetic design. Some examples of composition are rule-of-third, depth-of-field and symmetry." "Actors play a very important role in 

artwork. One way we identify the key character for a given episode is by utilizing a combination of face clustering and actor recognition to prioritize main characters and de-prioritize secondary characters or extras. To accomplish this, we trained a deep-learning model to trace facial similarities from all qualifying candidate 
frames tagged with frame annotation to surface and rank the main actors of a given title without knowing anything about the cast members.

Beyond cast, we also take into account pose, facial landmarks, and the overall position of characters for a given cast member." "Example of imagery that are ranked lower due to sub-optimal facial expression, pose and motion blurs
Frame Diversity

Creative and visual diversity is a highly subjective discipline, as there are many different ways to perceive and define diversity in imagery. In the context of this solution, image diversity more specifically refers to the algorithms ability to capture the heuristic variance that naturally occurs within a single movie or episode. 
In doing so, we hope to provide designers and creatives with a scalable mechanism to quickly understand which visual elements are most representative of the title, and which elements are misrepresentative of the title. Some of the visual heuristic variables that we’ve incorporated into AVA to surface a diverse image set 
for a title include elements such as camera shot types (long shot vs medium shot), visual similarity (rule of thirds, brightness, contrast), color (colors that are most prominent), and saliency maps (to identify negative space and complexity). By combining these heuristic variables, we can effectively cluster image frames 

based on a custom vector for diversity. Furthermore, by incorporating several vectors, we’re able to construct a diversity index against which all candidate imagery for a given episode or movie, can be scored." "Filters for Maturity
For content sensitivity and audience maturity reasons, we also needed to make sure we excluded frames containing harmful or offensive elements. Examples of editorial exclusion criteria are things like; sex/nudity, text, logos/unauthorized branding, and violence/gore. In order to de-prioritize frames containing these 

elements, we incorporated the probability of each of these variables as vectors, allowing us to quantify and ultimately attribute a lower score for these frames.
We additionally included elements such as title genre, content format, maturity rating, etc. as secondary elements or minor features and as feedback to the model for ranking prediction.

Conclusion
In this techblog, we’ve provided an overview of our unique approach to surfacing meaningful images from video and enabling our creative teams to design stunning artwork every single day. AVA is a collection of tools and algorithms encapsulating the key intersections of computer vision combined with the core 

principles of filmmaking and photo editing.
Stay tuned for a follow up blog in which we’ll dive into programmatic artwork composition, an exciting new solution that’s responsible for much of the artwork you see on the Netflix service today!



Nome do Artigo Data de Publicação Objeto do Artigo Descrição da Tecnologia Mencionada Categoria 
Em que nível o objeto do artigo se relaciona com promoção (acesso, 

valorizaçao e difusão) de cultura nacional? Justificativa
O tema do artigo se relaciona com o fomento do setor 

audiovisual?
O tema do artigo pode gerar consequências para a criatividade 

de quem cria?
O tema do artigo pode gerar consequêcias para a criatividade 

de quem produz?
O tema do artigo pode gerar impacto à escolha de quem assiste ao 

conteúdo na plataforma de VOD? Pontos Adicionais

Dynamic optimizer — a perceptual video 
encoding optimization framework

Mar 5, 2018

"Video encoding has fueled academic research over the past 25 years and enabled compelling products and services. Many companies are built around video 
encoding and transmission — Netflix and Google’s YouTube are two prime examples of video-centric companies. The fundamentals of video encoding 

haven’t changed for all these years, as modern video streams are produced with the same type of encoding parameters that have been used since MPEG-1 [1]: a 
certain frame resolution is chosen, together with a group-of-pictures (GOP) structure that imposes periodic Intra pictures, and a target bitrate that is 

(approximately) met by either a single-pass or two-passes over the input video frames."

If one accepts the increased complexity that comes with newer and more efficient codecs, a bigger question is: what can we do at the system level, for 
example, in the way we connect video frames as input to an encoder or how we use the output of a video decoder to render it on a screen, to further 

improve the video quality as perceived by human observers who consume all these hours of video today?
The keywords in this new approach, presented here, are the following:

Perceptual: the whole purpose of video encoding is to compress visual information in a way that makes it pleasing to the human eye; Mean-squared-error 
(MSE), typically used for encoder decisions, is a number that doesn’t always correlate very nicely with human perception.

Complexity: just like we spend an increasing amount of complexity within a video codec, we can afford to spend some outside of it, as well.
Look-ahead: unlike broadcast TV, where one is forced to make encoding decisions on-the-fly or with minimal delay, in video-on-demand services, video 

sequences are available in their entirety and can thus be pre-analyzed multiple times to improve quality.

Tecnologia de vídeo. Médio.
Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 

conteúdo. 
De forma tangencial. Não. Não. De forma tangencial.

"Dynamic optimizer summary
Dynamic optimizer is an optimization framework for video encoding. Its key features are the following:

Shot-based encoding
Multiple encoding at different resolutions and quality parameters

Perceptual assessment and tuning of quality by using VMAF as its core metric
Massively parallel processing, ideal for cloud-based video encoding software pipelines

Its key advantages are the following:
It can be applied to any existing or future video codec, which qualifies it as a video encoding optimization framework

It can help future codec development by identifying “ perceptually relevant” ranges of encoding resolutions and qualities (QPs) for each test video sequence, which can be used while developing and evaluating performance of new coding tools
It removes much of the rate-control factor in video codec implementations, thus allowing for much more fair comparisons of video codecs

It is orthogonal to improvements one can bring in the shot-encoding recipe, such as better I-B-P coding structure, spatially adaptive QP selection; any improvements performed at the shot level are additive to those brought by the dynamic optimizer
Its complexity can be scaled up or down, depending on the amount of compute resources, offering a trade-off between complexity and rate-distortion efficiency

It produces fully compliant bitstreams
It can be used with VMAF, PSNR or any other video quality metric.

It benefits both standalone bitstream creation, intended for downloading and offline consumption, as well as full bitrate ladder creation, used for adapting streaming"

Optimized shot-based encodes:
Now Streaming!

Mar 9, 2018

"Bad picture quality — blockiness, blurring, distorted faces and objects — can draw you out of that favorite TV show or movie you’re watching on Netflix. 
In many cases, low bandwidth networks or data caps prevent us from delivering the perfect picture. To address this, the Netflix Video Algorithms team has 

been working on more efficient compression algorithms that enable Netflix to deliver the same or better picture quality while using less bandwidth. And 
working together with other engineering teams at Netflix, we update our client applications and streaming infrastructure to support the new video streams and 
to ensure seamless playback on Netflix devices." "To improve our members’ video quality, we developed and deployed per-title encoding in 2015, followed 

by better mobile encodes for downloads a year later. Our next step was productizing a shot-based encoding framework, called Dynamic Optimizer, resulting in 
more granular optimizations within a video stream. In this article we describe some of the implementation challenges we overcame in bringing this framework 

into our production pipeline, and practical results on how it improves video quality for our members."

As described in more detail in this blog post, the Dynamic Optimizer analyzes an entire video over multiple quality and resolution points in order to 
obtain the optimal compression trajectory for an encode, given an optimization objective. In particular, we utilize VMAF, the Netflix subjective video 

quality metric, as our optimization objective, since our goal is to generate streams at the best perceptual quality.
Tecnologia de vídeo. Médio.

Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 
conteúdo. 

De forma tangencial. Não. Não. Não. 

"To illustrate the difference in visual quality, the example below shows a frame from a Chef’s Table episode, taken from different encodes with approximately 250 kbps bitrate. Immediately noticeable is the increased quality in textures (bricks, trees, rocks, water etc). A visually noticeable difference is observed between 
AVCMain (Fig. 4A, VMAF=58) and AVCHi-Opt (Fig. 4B, VMAF=73). The VP9-Opt frame (Fig. 4C, VMAF=79) looks sharpest." "Before deploying any new encoding algorithm in production, we thoroughly validate playability of the streams using A/B testing on different platforms and devices. A/B testing provides 

us with a controlled way to compare the Quality of Experience (QoE) of a treatment cell (our new encodes), to the control cell (existing experience). We ran A/B tests on a wide range of devices and titles to compare our optimized encodes against the existing AVCMain streaming experience. This also allowed us to fine-
tune our encoding algorithms and adaptive streaming engine for different platforms." "We assessed the impact of optimized encodes on different QoE metrics. Based on the results of A/B testing, we expect the following improvements to our members’ viewing experience:

For members with low-bandwidth connections, we will deliver higher quality video at the same (or even lower) bitrate.
For members with high-bandwidth connections, we will offer the same great quality at a lower bitrate.

Many members will experience less rebuffers and quality drops when there is a drastic reduction in their network throughput.
Devices that support VP9 streams will benefit from even higher video quality at the same bitrate.

In addition, many of our members have a data cap on their cellular plans. With the new optimized encodes, these members can now stream more hours of Netflix at the same or better quality using the same amount of data. The optimized encodes are also available for our offline downloads feature. For downloadable titles, 
our members can watch noticeably higher quality video for the same storage." "Over the last few months, we have generated AVCHi-Opt encodes for our entire Netflix catalog and started streaming them on many platforms. You can currently enjoy these optimized streams when watching Netflix on iOS, Android, PS4 and 

XBox One. VP9-Opt streams have been made available for a selection of popular content, and can be streamed on certain Android devices. We are actively testing these new streams on other devices and browsers.
Whether you’re watching Chef’s Table on your smart TV with the fastest broadband connection, or Jessica Jones on your mobile device with a choppy cellular network, Netflix is committed to delivering the best picture quality possible. The launch of the new optimized encodes is an excellent example of combining 

innovative research, effective cross-team engineering and data-driven deployment to bring a better experience to our members."

Project Nimble: Region Evacuation 
Reimagined

Mar 12, 2018

"We are proud to present Nimble: the evolution of the Netflix failover architecture that makes region evacuation an order of magnitude faster. At Netflix, our 
goal is to be there for our customers whenever they want to come and watch their favorite shows. A lot of the work we do centers around making our systems 
ever more available, and averting or limiting customer-facing outages. One of the most important tools in our toolbox is to route traffic away from an AWS 
region that is unhealthy. Because Netflix continues to grow quickly, we are now at a point where even short or partial outages affect many of our customers. 
So it’s critical that we are able to route traffic away from a region quickly when needed. This article describes how we re-imagined region failover from what 

used to take close to an hour to less than 10 minutes, all while remaining cost neutral."

"The history of region evacuation at Netflix is captured in three prior articles. While traffic failovers have been an important tool at our disposal for some 
time, Nimble takes us to the next level by optimizing the way in which we use existing capacity to migrate traffic. As part of our project requirements, we 
wanted minimal changes to core infrastructure, no disruptions to work schedules, and no onerous maintenance requirements dropped on other engineering 

teams at the company."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"How it turned out and where we’re going next
We indeed reached our goal of sub-10 minute failovers. We can now complete the operation in 8 minutes, as opposed to the 50 minutes it used to take. Rolling out all the changes above and the software to orchestrate all of this took a team of two approximately six months. The project timeline is a great example how a 

small team can make a big difference fast at Netflix.
For such a wide-ranging and impactful project, touching all of our control plane services in every AWS region out of which we operate, Nimble’s simplicity allows it to scale. As long as teams have no cross-regional dependencies, Nimble will “ just work” for them without extra effort or the need to build in integration or 

enable any special code. At this time, all streaming-path services are enabled for Nimble by default.
The lack of heavy maintenance burden allows the Traffic Team to focus on innovation and the future of Nimble, some of which can be already be seen in how we tackle regional disruptions. We’re looking to explore new ways to use Nimble. For instance, if a service needs an emergency dose of capacity, should we allow 

them to hit a button and engage any failover capacity? We’re also investigating using Nimble as a basis for quicker autoscaling response: why have AWS start up fresh instances when we have pre-warmed instances ready to go?"

Netflix Hack Day — Winter 2018 Mar 13, 2018

"About a week ago, Netflix hosted another successful Hack Day. This event gives Netflix employees a chance to take a break from everyday work, collaborate 
with new people, and experiment with new technologies. It’s also where product ideas can get sparked.

Like previous Hack Days, we saw a wide range of projects. Everything from hacks designed around improving the product, to increasing our internal 
efficiency, to some that were just meant for having fun. Below, we’re sharing videos produced by the hackers of some of our favorite hacks from the event. If 

you’re curious, you can also check out highlights from our past events: August 2017, January 2017, May 2016, November 2015, March 2015, February 
2014, & August 2014.

While we’re excited about the creativity and thought put into these hacks, they may never end up becoming part of the Netflix product. However, we still 
believe in the value of this work, and in sharing it in the spirit of both the event and our culture of open innovation."

É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento.

Engineering to Improve Marketing 
Effectiveness (Part 1)

Mar 14, 2018

"“ Make people so excited about our content that they sign up and watch”
- Kelly Bennett, Netflix Chief Marketing Officer

This statement has become the driving force on our Advertising Technology (AdTech) team. With a slate of great original content to promote, Netflix has a 
unique opportunity to use both earned and paid media to create the excitement among people all over the world. Netflix is now available in 190 countries and 

advertises globally in dozens of languages, for hundreds of pieces of content, using millions of promotional assets.
The AdTech team’s charter is to help make it easy for our marketing partners to spend their time and money wisely through experimentation and automation. 
This involves deep partnership with marketing, operations, finance, science and analytics groups to drive improvements across the board. This is the first in a 

series of blog posts where we share all the ways we partner with our marketing team all the way from collaborative asset creation and assembly of 
advertisements to optimizing campaigns on programmatic channels." "This article will go in details on first step of Creative Development & Localization. 

We will give an overview of the work to support our operations team who helps create millions of assets (trailers, artwork, etc.) that are used in Netflix 
marketing."

"The Netflix marketing team believes the best ways to create demand for Netflix is to promote high quality, exclusive content that can only be watched on 
Netflix. If we are successful at creating demand for our original content, new members will sign up. As part of this process, we are more successful if we 

create and collect on this demand (acquisition marketing) in about the right proportion by market.
Choosing which titles and markets to support remains a mix of art and science, with our creative teams working hand in hand with our technology teams 
to create winning formulas. Marketing makes top level strategy decisions on the set of markets to advertise in, the set of titles that need attention, and the 

creative behind the title in partnership with the director/showrunner.
The AdTech team helps our marketing partners execute against that strategy in the following ways:

Creating technology to streamline workflows to improve assets for marketing. This frees up the marketing team to be more focused on creative aspects and 
less on the mundane.

Creating a unified internal platform for creating ads and campaigns across all our promotional canvases and channels. E.g. Facebook, Youtube, Instagram, 
TV, out of home, etc.

Enabling technology that allows us to measure and optimize the effectiveness of our marketing campaigns — be it via online programmatic channels or via 
offline channels. For example, we do this through various algorithms on Facebook and YouTube that help us better understand impact and improve our 

spend efficiency.
We are proud of Netflix’s data driven culture, as you can read about here and here. Just as we improve our Netflix product through A/B testing, our 

marketing team embraces experimentation to help guide and improve human judgement. The more we can create tools and processes that streamline our 
approach, the more our talented teams can focus on helping great stories reach the right audiences. Our philosophy is “ every dollar we spend is a dollar we 
can learn from”. The AdTech team ultimately seeks to create technology that will enable our partners to spend more of their time on strategic and creative 

decisions, while we use experimentation to guide Netflix’s instincts on the best tactical path forward."

Tecnologia de marketing. Alto. 
Tecnologia que aumenta a efetividade do marketing. "If we are successful at 

creating demand for our original content, new members will sign up". 
Sim. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. Sim.

"Netflix aims to use paid media to drive incremental effectiveness. Some cohorts of people are likely to sign up for Netflix anyway (e.g. due to a friend’s recommendation) and we would rather not show ads to them to the extent we are able to control for it. Instead, what we are most interested in is having our marketing 
focus on people who have not yet made up their mind about Netflix. This overall strategy has heavily shaped our philosophy and work as you will find in subsequent blog posts." "The rate at which Netflix is growing, marketing all of the Netflix Original titles in dozens of languages, with many concepts & message 

types will ultimately result in millions of marketing assets. We need our marketing, social & PR teams to come together to scale our content campaigns globally around the world. This will only be possible when we build a streamlined, robust asset creation & delivery pipeline to automate all the processes involved. 
This is where the Digital Marketing Infrastructure team enters! Our charter is to create applications and services that help Netflix Marketing optimize and automate their processes and scale their operations to deliver a large number of video, digital and print assets for all Netflix marketing campaigns being worked on 

across the globe." "To put it in simple words — any Netflix trailers and digital artwork that you see on YouTube, Facebook, Snapchat, Instagram, Twitter and other social media platforms or on TV are created and localized using tools built by the team. We even touch some of those physical billboards and posters you 
see at various freeways and traffic lights and on buses and trains all over the world." "In the Audio Visual (AV) world, it all starts with the Marketing Creative team working with external agencies to create a set of trailers for a particular title. A title can be a Series like Stranger Things or a movie like Bright, or a Stand 

up Comedy like Dave Chappelle’s or a Documentary like 13th. After a few rounds of creative review and feedback, the trailer is finalized for the original language of the title. Regions then need this trailer in various combinations of subtitles, dubs, ratings card, Netflix logo in specific locations on the screen, etc. Here is an 
example showing these various combinations for a frame from Ozark." "Our Marketing team spends a lot of time creating, producing, testing, and sometimes redelivering these assets due to video, subtitle, dubbing issues. We also incur expenses for getting these done by external agencies to help scale out this operation 

today. Moving forward, we would love to be able to gather metrics during the marketing campaign to identify bottlenecks, be able to compare campaigns for various titles and provide much needed visibility across global teams.
How do we help?

We started our work by looking through the Marketing workflow and identifying key automation points in the process and started building applications/services to help optimize. We are building:
Digital Asset Management: We are building a Digital Asset Management (DAM) system that provides a user interface to our partners and external agencies to upload/download/share these digital assets. We support uploading up to terabytes of data and millions of files from video/photo shoots in a single upload. We 
have leveraged Amazon S3 to store the physical assets, but store the metadata for the assets in the DAM. We have built collaboration features on top of the system and are continuing to invest in building out more features to essentially build something that will be a DAM + Dropbox + Google docs and will have the 

benefit of being connected with the Netflix ecosystem of tools.
Video Clipping in the Cloud: We are rebuilding a video clipping tool that our agency partners can use to clip short video clips from footage to create the trailers/teasers.

Video assembly for marketing assets: We are actively working on a first of its kind video assembly tool. At the click of a button, this tool will automate creation of localized versions of the trailer given all the inputs such as the master trailer file along with the subtitles, dubbing and other relevant information for a 
language/region. We are excited to continue innovating with the assembly as we are confident of seeing huge benefits by reducing time, effort and expenses that are incurred today to create these localized assets in various languages. What takes hours and days today will just take seconds and minutes to get done!

Encoding in the cloud: We are leveraging the Netflix Encoding Service to encode the assets as per platform specifications. However, the Marketing teams do not need to know the specific encoding details needed by the social media platforms and so we are providing an abstraction layer on top of the encoding service 
where the teams only need to specify the platforms and the layer converts that to the encoding specs. We are providing this as a service for other tools in Netflix to use.

Campaign management oversight: We are creating a global campaign management lifecycle application to provide insights into the health of the marketing campaigns. This follows the campaign over several months & provides visibility into all of the work being done, including metrics, bottlenecks & modeling the 
workflow through which the assets move from inception to delivery. This application will be the central hub used by various sub-teams within Marketing to collaborate and gain visibility into the asset creation and production workflow.

As we make progress on each of these tools individually, the real value will be realized when all of these tools start interacting with each other and doing automated handoffs for the assets from one tool to another minimizing human involvement for lower order decisions. Here is how it will all come together." "We have 
set ourselves with the goal of making 2018 the year when all the moving pieces start to work together and we expect to see tremendous gains on the operations side in terms of time, effort and resources.

The team is growing fast and rightly so, as the benefit of automating and optimizing most of these workflows will save us a lot of manual hours and expense. That is the only way forward for us to scale. We are hiring for several open positions in the AdTech team to help us architect and build these systems. A chance to 
make an impact of this magnitude is rare. If you are interested in working on these complex challenges to disrupt the entertainment industry and shape its future, we would love for you to be a part of the team!

As mentioned earlier, Creative Development & Localization is just the first stage in the Marketing Asset Creation and Delivery pipeline. There are a lot of interesting opportunities and challenges in the whole process.

Scaling Image Validation Across 
Multiple Platforms

Mar 15, 2018

"In this post, we will:
Highlight the challenges with image comparison at scale across different platforms

Describe the solution we implemented
Share our best practices established during and after our implementation"

"Our Team — the Test, Tools, and Reliability (TTR) team — is responsible for validating the quality of the Netflix SDK which we make available to 
our partners (Samsung, LG, Sony, Vizio, Roku, PlayStation, Xbox, etc…). For context, the core make up of our SDK includes the scripting engine, the 
layout system, the graphics backend, the text shaping/rendering engine, the network stack, the animation stack, the effects framework, etc… and thus, it is 
instrumental for our various partner devices to produce a consistent experience in order to provide our customers with the best Netflix experience they’ve 

come to love.
To achieve this goal at scale, we validate the SDK across a wide range of devices with a heavy reliance on test automation. More specifically, we leverage 
automated image comparison techniques to verify rendering correctness. Rendering in this context refers to the state of the device frame buffer after widgets, 

images, and text have been drawn."

Tecnologia de vídeo. Médio.
Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 

conteúdo. 
De forma tangencial. Não. Não. De forma tangencial. N/A

Launching the Netflix Public Bug 
Bounty Program

Mar 21, 2018

"Netflix’s goal is to deliver joy to our 117+ million members around the world, and it’s the security team’s job to keep our members, partners and 
employees secure. We have been engaging with the security community to achieve this goal through programs like responsible disclosure and private bug 

bounty over the past 5 years. We are now publicly launching our bug bounty program through the Bugcrowd platform to continue improving the security of 
our products and services while strengthening our relationship with the community."

"We first started our responsible vulnerability disclosure program in 2013 to provide an avenue for researchers to report security issues to us. To date, we 
have received and remediated 190 valid issues from this program. Once we felt comfortable with our processes around handling external reports efficiently, 
we dipped our toe in the bug bounty space with a private program launch in September 2016. Over the past 18 months, we have gradually increased the 
scope as well as the number of researchers in the program. We started our program with a more limited scope and 100 of Bugcrowd’s top researchers. In 

preparation for our public launch, we have increased our scope dramatically over the last year and have now invited over 700 researchers. We have 
attempted to fine tune things like triage quality, response time and researcher interactions to build a quality program that researchers like to participate in.

Since the launch of our private bug bounty program, we have received 145 valid submissions (out of 275 total) of various criticality levels across the 
Netflix services. These submissions have helped us improve our external security posture and identify systemic security improvements across our 

ecosystem. We have also made efforts to stay engaged with our researchers via events such as a Defcon Meet and Greet and a recent bug bash. We work 
closely with researchers to evaluate the impact of a vulnerability and reward accordingly. So far, the highest reward in our program is a $15,000 payout for 

a critical vulnerability.
Netflix has a unique culture of Freedom and Responsibility that enables us to run an effective bug bounty program. Engineers at Netflix have a high degree 

of ownership for the security of their products and this helps us address reports quickly. Our security engineers also have the autonomy and freedom to 
make reward decisions quickly based on the reward matrix and bug severity. This ultimately helps create an efficient and seamless experience for 

researchers which is important for engagement in the program.
Netflix works with security researchers that participate in our program to understand and attempt to acknowledge reports quickly, within seven days of 

submission. Our current report acknowledgement average is 2.7 days. We also recognize researcher contributions on our Security Researcher Hall of Fame 
if they are the first to report the issue and we make a code or configuration change based on the report. We pay researchers for unique vulnerabilities that 

meet the guidelines of our scope as soon as we validate them. Finally, through our public program we will allow coordinated disclosure when appropriate 
for valid, remediated submissions. Please see our program terms for all details. We are so excited to launch our Public Program and we hope to expand 

our researcher community."

Tecnologia de segurança. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Using Machine Learning to Improve 
Streaming Quality at Netflix

Mar 22, 2018

"One of the common questions we get asked is: “ Why do we need machine learning to improve streaming quality?” This is a really important question, 
especially given the recent hype around machine learning and AI which can lead to instances where we have a “ solution in search of a problem.” In this blog 
post, we describe some of the technical challenges we face for video streaming at Netflix and how statistical models and machine learning techniques can help 

overcome these challenges."

"Netflix streams to over 117M members worldwide. Well over half of those members live outside the United States, where there is a great opportunity to 
grow and bring Netflix to more consumers. Providing a quality streaming experience for this global audience is an immense technical challenge. A large 
portion of this is engineering effort required to install and maintain servers throughout the world, as well as algorithms for streaming content from those 
servers to our subscribers’ devices. As we expand rapidly to audiences with diverse viewing behavior, operating on networks and devices with widely 

varying capabilities, a “ one size fits all” solution for streaming video becomes increasingly suboptimal. For example:
Viewing/browsing behavior on mobile devices is different than on Smart TVs

Cellular networks may be more volatile and unstable than fixed broadband networks
Networks in some markets may experience higher degrees of congestion

Different device groups have different capabilities and fidelities of internet connection due to hardware differences
We need to adapt our methods for these different, often fluctuating conditions to provide a high-quality experience for existing members as well as to 

expand in new markets. At Netflix, we observe network and device conditions as well as aspects of the user experience (e.g., video quality) we were able 
to deliver for every session, allowing us to leverage statistical modeling and machine learning in this space. A previous post described how data science is 

leveraged for distributing content on our servers worldwide. In this post we describe some technical challenges we face on the device side."

Machine learning para streaming. Médio. Tecnologia de machine learning para melhorar a qualidade do streaming. Sim. Não. Não. De forma tangencial.

"Network quality is difficult to characterize and predict. While the average bandwidth and round trip time supported by a network are well-known indicators of network quality, other characteristics such as stability and predictability make a big difference when it comes to video streaming. A richer characterization of 
network quality would prove useful for analyzing networks (for targeting/analyzing product improvements), determining initial video quality and/or adapting video quality throughout playback (more on that below)." "Movies and shows are often encoded at different video qualities to support different network and device 
capabilities. Adaptive streaming algorithms are responsible for adapting which video quality is streamed throughout playback based on the current network and device conditions (see here for an example of our colleagues’ research in this area). The figure below illustrates the setup for video quality adaptation. Can we 
leverage data to determine the video quality that will optimize the quality of experience? The quality of experience can be measured in several ways, including the initial amount of time spent waiting for video to play, the overall video quality experienced by the user, the number of times playback paused to load more 
video into the buffer (“ rebuffer”), and the amount of perceptible fluctuation in quality during playback." "These metrics can trade off with one another: we can choose to be aggressive and stream very high-quality video but increase the risk of a rebuffer. Or we can choose to download more video up front and reduce the 

rebuffer risk at the cost of increased wait time. The feedback signal of a given decision is delayed and sparse. For example, an aggressive switch to higher quality may not have immediate repercussions, but could gradually deplete the buffer and eventually lead to a rebuffer event on some occasions. This “ credit 
assignment” problem is a well-known challenge when learning optimal control algorithms, and machine learning techniques (e.g., recent advances in reinforcement learning) have great potential to tackle these issues." "Another area in which statistical models can improve the streaming experience is by predicting what a 
user will play in order to cache (part of) it on the device before the user hits play, enabling the video to start faster and/or at a higher quality. For example, we can exploit the fact that a user who has been watching a particular series is very likely to play the next unwatched episode. By combining various aspects of their 
viewing history together with recent user interactions and other contextual variables, one can formulate this as a supervised learning problem where we want to maximize the model’s likelihood of caching what the user actually ended up playing, while respecting constraints around resource usage coming from the cache 

size and available bandwidth. We have seen substantial reductions in the time spent waiting for video to start when employing predictive caching models" "Device anomaly detection
Netflix operates on over a thousand different types of devices, ranging from laptops to tablets to Smart TVs to mobile phones to streaming sticks. New devices are constantly entering into this ecosystem, and existing devices often undergo updates to their firmware or interact with changes on our Netflix application. These 

often go without a hitch but at this scale it is not uncommon to cause a problem for the user experience — e.g., the app will not start up properly, or playback will be inhibited or degraded in some way. In addition, there are gradual trends in device quality that can accumulate over time. For example, a chain of 
successive UI changes may slowly degrade performance on a particular device such that it was not immediately noticeable after any individual change.

Detecting these changes is a challenging and manually intensive process. Alerting frameworks are a useful tool for surfacing potential issues but oftentimes it is tricky to determine the right criteria for labeling something as an actual problem. A “ liberal” trigger will end up with too many false positives, resulting in a 
large amount of unnecessary manual investigation by our device reliability team, whereas a very strict trigger may miss out on the real problems. Fortunately, we have history on alerts that were triggered as well as the ultimate determination (made by a human) of whether or not the issue was in fact real and actionable. 

We can then use this to train a model that can predict the likelihood that a given set of measured conditions constitutes a real problem.
Even when we’re confident we’re observing a problematic issue, it is often challenging to determine the root cause. Was it due to a fluctuation in network quality on a particular ISP or in a particular region? An internal A/B experiment or change that was rolled out? A firmware update issued by the device manufacturer? 

Is the change localized to a particular device group or specific models within a group? Statistical modeling can also help us determine root cause by controlling for various covariates.
By employing predictive modeling to prioritize device reliability issues, we’ve already seen large reductions in overall alert volume while maintaining an acceptably low false negative rate, which we expect to drive substantial efficiency gains for Netflix’s device reliability team.

The aforementioned problems are a sampling of the technical challenges where we believe statistical modeling and machine learning methods can improve the state of the art:
there is sufficient data (over 117M members worldwide)

the data is high-dimensional and it is difficult to hand-craft the minimal set of informative variables for a particular problem
there is rich structure inherent in the data due to complex underlying phenomena (e.g., collective network usage, human preferences, device hardware capabilities)"

Performance Under Load Mar 23, 2018
"At Netflix we are obsessed with service availability, and we’ve written several blog posts over the years about how we achieve our goals. These techniques 

include circuit breakers, concurrency limits, chaos testing and more. Today we’re announcing our most recent innovation: adaptive concurrency limits. 

"Adaptive concurrency limits fundamentally improve how an application behaves under extreme load, and allow us to avoid cascading service failures. We 
have eliminated the arduous task of trying to determine the concurrency limit of a system, while ensuring that latencies remain low. With this 

announcement, we’re also open-sourcing a simple Java library with integrations for servlets, executors and GRPC."
Operacional. Baixo.
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Data Science and the Art of Producing 
Entertainment at Netflix

Mar 26, 2018

"Netflix has released hundreds of Originals and plans to spend $8 billion over the next year on content. Creators of these stories pour their hearts and souls 
into turning ideas into joy for our viewers. The sublime art of doing this well is hard to describe, but it necessitates a careful orchestration of creative, 

business and technical decisions. Here we will focus on the latter two — business & technical decisions like planning budgets, finding locations, building 
sets, and scheduling guest actors that enable the creative act of connecting with viewers."

"Each production is a mountain of operational and logistical challenges that consumes and produces tremendous amounts of data. At Netflix’s scale, this 
is further amplified to levels seldom encountered before in the history of entertainment. This has created opportunities to organize, analyze and model this 

data that are equally singular in history. This is where data science can aid the art of producing entertainment."
Tecnologia para produção. Alto. Ciência de dados para produção de conteúdos. Sim. Sim. Sim. Sim. 

[todo o texto] - https://netflixtechblog.com/studio-production-data-science-646ee2cc21a1 - https://www.wired.com/story/netflix-stranger-things-global/ It is not often that one gets to witness transformation of an entire industry. Opportunity to be an agent for that change is even rarer. Netflix has been that agent on a few 
different occasions over its short history. We believe we are at the cusp of another such transformation in the world of content creation. Working with Netflix Studio’s business, technical and creative partners to transform a century-old industry with data science is challenging, but truly invigorating. If you are interested in 

being part of this refreshingly new endeavor with data, please contact Ritwik Kumar or check out the Studio Production Science & Analytics positions on the Netflix jobs site.

Women Living on the Edge Event Apr 2, 2018

"Netflix’s Edge Engineering team recently hosted a Women in Technology event where we shared some of the challenges that come with delivering over 1 
billion streaming hours per week to delight more than 100M users around the globe. We welcomed senior women technologists and allies to our campus for 

networking and dinner at Netflix HQ.
For those that were not able to join us, we hope that you find value in the content of our lightning talks. Each Netflix woman technologist shared context 

about her team’s piece of the Edge architecture and how we engineer our systems to ensure that Netflix can remain a highly available, resilient and performant 
service.

Video: https://youtu.be/FyjqPdqFP60
Slides: https://goo.gl/EcYZoK"

É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento.

Netflix FlameScope Apr 4, 2018
"We’re excited to release FlameScope: a new performance visualization tool for analyzing variance, perturbations, single-threaded execution, application 

startup, and other time-based issues. It has been created by the Netflix cloud performance engineering team and just released as open source, and we welcome 
help from others to develop the project further. (If it especially interests you, you might be interested in joining Netflix to work on it and other projects.)"

"FlameScope combines a subsecond-offset heatmap for navigating a profile with flame graphs. This profile can be of CPU samples or other events. Since 
it’s visual, it’s best demonstrated by the following one minute video:

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Automated Canary Analysis at Netflix 
with Kayenta

Apr 10, 2018

"Today, in partnership with Google, we have open sourced Kayenta, a platform for Automated Canary Analysis (ACA). Kayenta leverages lessons learned 
over the years of delivering rapid and reliable changes into production at Netflix. It is a crucial component of delivery at Netflix as it reduces the risk from 

making changes in our production environment. In addition, Kayenta has increased developer productivity by providing engineers with a high degree of trust 
in their deployments."

Kayenta is our next-generation automated canary analysis platform and is tightly integrated with Spinnaker. The Kayenta platform is responsible for 
assessing the risk of a canary release and checks for significant degradation between the baseline and canary. This is comprised of two primary stages: 

metric retrieval and judgment.
Operacional. Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
impacto cultural direto.

Não. Não. Não. Não.
"A canary release is a technique to reduce the risk from deploying a new version of software into production. A new version of software, referred to as the canary, is deployed to a small subset of users alongside the stable running version. Traffic is split between these two versions such that a portion of incoming requests 

are diverted to the canary. This approach can quickly uncover any problems with the new version without impacting the majority of users."

Titus, the Netflix container management 
platform, is now open source

Apr 18, 2018 "Today, we are open-sourcing Titus, our container management platform."

"Titus powers critical aspects of the Netflix business, from video streaming, recommendations and machine learning, big data, content encoding, studio 
technology, internal engineering tools, and other Netflix workloads. Titus offers a convenient model for managing compute resources, allows developers to 

maintain just their application artifacts, and provides a consistent developer experience from a developer’s laptop to production by leveraging Netflix 
container-focused engineering tools."

Operacional. Médio.
Tecnologia que viabiliza:from video streaming, recommendations and 

machine learning, big data, content encoding, studio technology, internal 
engineering tools, and other Netflix workload. 

De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial.

"Over the last three years, Titus evolved initially from supporting batch use cases, to running services applications (both internal, and ultimately critical customer-facing). Through that evolution, container use at Netflix has grown from thousands of containers launched per week to as many as three million containers 
launched per week in April 2018. Titus hosts thousands of applications globally over seven regionally isolated stacks across tens of thousands of EC2 virtual machines. The open-sourcing of Titus shares the resulting technology assembled through three years of production learnings in container management and 

execution." "In the fourth quarter of 2017, we opened up Titus’s source code to a set of companies that had similar technical challenges as Netflix in the container management space. Some of these companies were looking for a modern container batch and service scheduler on Mesos. Others were looking for a container 
management platform that was tightly integrated with Amazon AWS. And others still were looking for a container management platform that works well with NetflixOSS technologies such as Spinnaker and Eureka."

Tips for High Availability Apr 27, 2018

"Over the past four years, Netflix has gone from less than 50 Million subscribers to 125 Million subscribers. While this kind of growth has caused us no 
shortage of scaling challenges, we actually managed to improve the overall availability of our service in that time frame. Along the way, we have learned a lot 

and now have a much better understanding of what it takes to make our system more highly available. But the news is not all good. The truth is that we 
learned many of our lessons the hard way: through heroics, through mad scrambles when things went wrong, and sometimes unfortunately through customer-

facing incidents. Even though we haven’t figured everything out and still have many opportunities to improve our systems, we want to share some of the 
experience we have gained and the tips or best practices we derived. Hopefully some of you will take something away that will save you a wake-up call at 

3am for a customer-facing incident."

"At Netflix, we have built and use Spinnaker as a platform for continuous integration and delivery. Many of the best practices discussed here have been 
encoded into Spinnaker, so that they are easy to follow. While in this article we show how we internally encode the best practices in Spinnaker, the tips 

and best practices are more general and will help anyone make their systems be highly available."
Operacional. Baixo.
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Announcing the Netflix Research Website May 9, 2018
"We’re pleased to announce that we’ve launched a new website at research.netflix.com that provides an overview of the research that we do here at Netflix. We 

have many amazing researchers working on a variety of hard problems and are happy to share some of our work with the world."

"Netflix embraces innovation and has been investing in research to power that innovation for many years. This started with an early focus in areas like 
recommendations and experimentation but has now expanded to several other research areas and application domains in our business including studio 

production, marketing, and content delivery. To maximize the impact of our research, we do not centralize research into a separate organization. Instead, 
we have many teams that pursue research in collaboration with business teams, engineering teams, and other researchers. While this has worked well 

internally, we have found that it can be difficult to navigate for people outside Netflix who may want to understand our work, connect with our people, or 
find job opportunities. Thus, we’ve created this website to provide a broad overview of our research. We hope that it provides more insight into some of 

the areas we work in, the research that we’ve done, and the challenges we face in continuing to make Netflix better."

Site sobre as pesquisas da Netflix. Site sobre as pesquisas da Netflix. Site sobre as pesquisas da Netflix. Site sobre as pesquisas da Netflix. Site sobre as pesquisas da Netflix. Site sobre as pesquisas da Netflix. Site sobre as pesquisas da Netflix.

The site also is a resource for the various publications, blog posts, and talks that we’ve done across these research and business areas. Because our research is focused on improving our product and business, the publications represent a small fraction of the volume of research we conduct at Netflix on an ongoing basis. 
You can also see from our publications that we’re pretty focused on the applied side of the research spectrum, though we do also pursue fundamental research that we think has the potential for high impact, such as improving our understanding of causality in our data and systems. We also seek to keep engaged in the 

research community by participating in conferences and organizing research-oriented events.
Going forward we expect our research efforts at Netflix to continue to grow as we keep finding new and better ways to entertain the world. We’ll push forward by discovering new and better ways to personalize more dimensions of our product, using natural language processing and computer vision to build a deeper 

understanding of content in all phases of its production cycle, and pushing for even better quality in our streaming experience. Expect to see new articles being published, new events announced, and new areas being added on the site as we continue this adventure.

Engineers Making Movies (AKA Open 
Source Test Content)

May 11, 2018

"If you’re a die-hard Netflix fan, you may have already stumbled onto the dark and brooding story of a timeless struggle between man and nature, water and 
fountain, ball and tether known much more plainly as Example Short. In the good old days of 2010, Example Short served us well to evaluate our streaming 
profiles with maximum resolutions of 1920x1080, frame rates of 30 frames per second (fps) and colorimetry within the BT. 709 gamut." "Of course streaming 
technology has evolved a great deal in the past eight years. Our technical and artistic requirements now include higher quality source formats with frame rates 

up to 60 fps, high dynamic range and wider color gamuts up to P3-D65, audio mastered in Dolby Atmos and content cinematically comparable to your 
regularly unscheduled television programming."

":Furthermore, we’ve been able to freely share Example Short and its successors with partners outside of Netflix, to provide a common reference for 
prototyping bleeding-edge technologies within entertainment, technology and academic circles without compromising the security of our original and 

licensed programming.
If you’re only familiar with Example Short, allow us to get you up to speed."

Operacional. Baixo.
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The idea sparked when we observed construction workers completing one of two new buildings on the Netflix campus. We believed the dark shadows of steel beams juxtaposed perpendicularly to the horizon and the setting sun, contrasted against the glowing light from a welder’s arc would push the dynamic range of any 
camera to its limits. For our shoot, we acquired a Sony PMW-F55 and the AXS-R5 RAW recorder to shoot 16-bit RAW SQ and maintain the highest dynamic range in capture." "Though Sparks was released in 2017, we have certainly not sat idly watching our test content transcode! (You could say that it’s like 

watching 18% neutral gray paint dry.) We’ve been actively producing Nocturne, a culmination of the technical and visual features that have been added to our service since 2010. Stay tuned for Part 2."
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Multi-Cloud Continuous Delivery with 
Spinnaker report now available.

May 15, 2018
"We’re pleased to announce the release of our O’Reilly report, Continuous Delivery with Spinnaker. The report is available to download for free on the 

Spinnaker website. ( Pdf |  Epub |  Mobi )"

At Netflix, we’ve built and use Spinnaker as a platform for continuous integration and delivery. It’s used to deploy over 95% of Netflix infrastructure in 
AWS, comprised of hundreds of microservices and thousands of deployments every day.

Encoded within Spinnaker are best practices for high availability, as well as integrations with Netflix tools like Chaos Monkey, ChAP Chaos Automation 
Platform, Archeius, Automated Canary Analysis and Titus. With Spinnaker, developers at Netflix build and manage pipelines that automate their delivery 

process to cloud VMs, containers, CDNs and even hardware OpenConnect devices.
We first built Spinnaker to commoditize delivery for internal teams so they can manage their deployments. Our active open source community helped 

validate Spinnaker’s cloud-first, application-centric view of delivery by contributing tools, stages and cloud provider integrations.
We were motivated to write this report as a high-level introduction to help engineers better understand how Netflix delivers production changes and the 

way Spinnaker features help simplify continuous delivery to the cloud. The report covers converting a delivery process into pipelines that can safely 
deploy to Kubernetes and Amazon EC2, adopting and extending Spinnaker, and ways to leverage advanced features like automated canary analysis and 

declarative delivery. We hope you like it.

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
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Full Cycle Developers at Netflix — 
Operate What You Build

May 17, 2018

"The year was 2012 and operating a critical service at Netflix was laborious. Deployments felt like walking through wet sand. Canarying was devolving into 
verifying endurance (“ nothing broke after one week of canarying, let’s push it”) rather than correct functionality. Researching issues felt like bouncing a rubber 
ball between teams, hard to catch the root cause and harder yet to stop from bouncing between one another. All of these were signs that changes were needed.
Fast forward to 2018. Netflix has grown to 125M global members enjoying 140M+ hours of viewing per day. We’ve invested significantly in improving the 

development and operations story for our engineering teams. Along the way we’ve experimented with many approaches to building and operating our 
services. We’d like to share one approach, including its pros and cons, that is relatively common within Netflix. We hope that sharing our experiences 

inspires others to debate the alternatives and learn from our journey."

Edge Engineering is responsible for the first layer of AWS services that must be up for Netflix streaming to work. In the past, Edge Engineering had ops-
focused teams and SRE specialists who owned the deploy+operate+support parts of the software life cycle. Releasing a new feature meant devs 

coordinating with the ops team on things like metrics, alerts, and capacity considerations, and then handing off code for the ops team to deploy and 
operate. To be effective at running the code and supporting partners, the ops teams needed ongoing training on new features and bug fixes. The primary 

upside of having a separate ops team was less developer interrupts when things were going well.

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"“ Operate what you build” puts the devops principles in action by having the team that develops a system also be responsible for operating and supporting that system. Distributing this responsibility to each development team, rather than externalizing it, creates direct feedback loops and aligns incentives. Teams that 
feel operational pain are empowered to remediate the pain by changing their system design or code; they are responsible and accountable for both functions. Each development team owns deployment issues, performance bugs, capacity planning, alerting gaps, partner support, and so on.

Scaling Through Developer Tools
Ownership of the full development life cycle adds significantly to what software developers are expected to do. Tooling that simplifies and automates common development needs helps to balance this out. For example, if software developers are expected to manage rollbacks of their services, rich tooling is needed that can 

both detect and alert them of the problems as well as to aid in the rollback.
Netflix created centralized teams (e.g., Cloud Platform, Performance & Reliability Engineering, Engineering Tools) with the mission of developing common tooling and infrastructure to solve problems that every development team has. Those centralized teams act as force multipliers by turning their specialized 

knowledge into reusable building blocks. For example:" "Empowered with these tools in hand, development teams can focus on solving problems within their specific product domain. As additional tooling needs arise, centralized teams assess whether the needs are common across multiple dev teams. When they are, 
collaborations ensue. Sometimes these local needs are too specific to warrant centralized investment. In that case the development team decides if their need is important enough for them to solve on their own.

Balancing local versus central investment in similar problems is one of the toughest aspects of our approach. In our experience the benefits of finding novel solutions to developer needs are worth the risk of multiple groups creating parallel solutions that will need to  converge down the road. Communication and 
alignment are the keys to success. By starting well-aligned on the needs and how common they are likely to be, we can better match the investment to the benefits to dev teams across Netflix.

Full Cycle Developers
By combining all of these ideas together, we arrived at a model where a development team, equipped with amazing developer productivity tools, is responsible for the full software life cycle: design, development, test, deploy, operate, and support." "Full cycle developers are expected to be knowledgeable and effective in 

all areas of the software life cycle. For many new-to-Netflix developers, this means ramping up on areas they haven’t focused on before. We run dev bootcamps and other forms of ongoing training to impart this knowledge and build up these skills. Knowledge is necessary but not sufficient; easy-to-use tools for 
deployment pipelines (e.g., Spinnaker) and monitoring (e.g., Atlas) are also needed for effective full cycle ownership.

Full cycle developers apply engineering discipline to all areas of the life cycle. They evaluate problems from a developer perspective and ask questions like “ how can I automate what is needed to operate this system?” and “ what self-service tool will enable my partners to answer their questions without needing me to be 
involved?” This helps our teams scale by favoring systems-focused rather than humans-focused thinking and automation over manual approaches.

Moving to a full cycle developer model requires a mindset shift. Some developers view design+development, and sometimes testing, as the primary way that they create value. This leads to the anti-pattern of viewing operations as a distraction, favoring short term fixes to operational and support issues so that they can 
get back to their “ real job”. But the “ real job” of full cycle developers is to use their software development expertise to solve problems across the full life cycle. A full cycle developer thinks and acts like an SWE, SDET, and SRE. At times they create software that solves business problems, at other times they write test 

cases for that, and still other times they automate operational aspects of that system.
For this model to succeed, teams must be committed to the value it brings and be cognizant of the costs. Teams need to be staffed appropriately with enough headroom to manage builds and deployments, handle production issues, and respond to partner support requests. Time needs to be devoted to training. Tools need 

to be leveraged and invested in. Partnerships need to be fostered with centralized teams to create reusable components and solutions. All areas of the life cycle need to be considered during planning and retrospectives. Investments like automating alert responses and building self-service partner support tools need to be 
prioritized alongside business projects. With appropriate staffing, prioritization, and partnerships, teams can be successful at operating what they build. Without these, teams risk overload and burnout.

To apply this model outside of Netflix, adaptations are necessary. The common problems across your dev teams are likely similar — from the need for continuous delivery pipelines, monitoring/observability, and so on. But many companies won’t have the staffing to invest in centralized teams like at Netflix, nor will 
they need the complexity that Netflix’s scale requires. Netflix’s tools are often open source, and it may be compelling to try them as a first pass. However, other open source and SaaS solutions to these problems can meet most companies needs. Start with analysis of the potential value and count the costs, followed by 

the mindset-shift. Evaluate what you need and be mindful of bringing in the least complexity necessary.
Trade-offs

Open Sourcing Zuul 2 May 21, 2018 "We are excited to announce the open sourcing of Zuul 2, "

"We are excited to announce the open sourcing of Zuul 2, Netflix’s cloud gateway. We use Zuul 2 at Netflix as the front door for all requests coming into 
Netflix’s cloud infrastructure. Zuul 2 significantly improves the architecture and features that allow our gateway to handle, route, and protect Netflix’s 

cloud systems, and helps provide our 125 million members the best experience possible. The Cloud Gateway team at Netflix runs and operates more than 
80 clusters of Zuul 2, sending traffic to about 100 (and growing) backend service clusters which amounts to more than 1 million requests per second. 

Nearly all of this traffic is from customer devices and browsers that enable the discovery and playback experience you are likely familiar with.
This post will overview Zuul 2, provide details on some of the interesting features we are releasing today, and discuss some of the other projects that 

we’re building with Zuul 2."

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Lessons from Building Observability 
Tools at Netflix

Jun 4, 2018

"Our mission at Netflix is to deliver joy to our members by providing high-quality content, presented with a delightful experience. We are constantly 
innovating on our product at a rapid pace in pursuit of this mission. Our innovations span personalized title recommendations, infrastructure, and application 

features like downloading and customer profiles. Our growing global member base of 125 million members can choose to enjoy our service on over a 
thousand types of devices. If you also consider the scale and variety of content, maintaining the quality of experience for all our members is an interesting 

challenge. We tackle that challenge by developing observability tools and infrastructure to measure customers’ experiences and analyze those measurements to 
derive meaningful insights and higher-level conclusions from raw data. By observability, we mean analysis of logs, traces, and metrics. In this post, we share 

the following lessons we have learned:"

In this post, we share the following lessons we have learned:
At some point in business growth, we learned that storing raw application logs won’t scale. To address scalability, we switched to streaming logs, 

filtering them on selected criteria, transforming them in memory, and persisting them as needed.
As applications migrated to having a microservices architecture, we needed a way to gain insight into the complex decisions that microservices were 
making. Distributed request tracing is a start, but is not sufficient to fully understand application behavior and reason about issues. Augmenting the 

request trace with application context and intelligent conclusions is also necessary.
Besides analysis of logging and request traces, observability also includes analysis of metrics. By exploring metrics anomaly detection and metrics 

correlation, we’ve learned how to define actionable alerting beyond just threshold alerting.
Our observability tools need to access various persisted data types. Choosing which kind of database to store a given data type depends on how each 

particular data type is written and retrieved.
Data presentation requirements vary widely between teams and users. It is critical to understand your users and deliver views tailored to a user’s profile.

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"However, at some point in our business growth, storing device and server logs didn’t scale because the increasing volume of log data caused our storage cost to balloon and query times to increase. Besides reducing our storage retention time period, we addressed scalability by implementing a real-time stream processing 
platform called Mantis. Instead of saving all logs to persistent storage, Mantis enables our users to stream logs into memory, and keep only those logs that match SQL-like query criteria. Users also have the choice to transform and save matching logs to persistent storage. A query that retrieves a sample of playback start 

events for the Apple iPad is shown in the following screenshot:" "The key takeaway is that storing all logs in persistent storage won’t scale in terms of cost and acceptable query response time. An architecture that leverages real-time event streams and provides the ability to quickly and iteratively identify the relevant 
subset of logs is one way to address this problem." "In summary, the key learnings from our effort are that tying multiple request traces into a logical concept, a playback session in this case, and providing additional context based on constituent traces enables our users to quickly determine the root cause of a streaming 

issue that may involve multiple systems. In some cases, we are able to take this a step further by adding logic that determines the root cause and provides an English explanation in the user interface." "We store data used by our tools in Cassandra, Elasticsearch, and Hive. We chose a specific database based primarily on 
how our users want to retrieve a given data type, and the write rate. For observability data that is always retrieved by primary key and a time range, we use Cassandra. When data needs to be queried by one or more fields, we use Elasticsearch since multiple fields within a given record can be easily indexed. Finally, we 

observed that recent data, such as up to the last week, is accessed more frequently than older data, since most of our users troubleshoot recent issues. To serve the use case where someone wants to access older data, we also persist the same logs in Hive but for a longer time period." "Examining a given log type may 
require domain expertise that not all users may have. For example, for a given log from a Netflix device, understanding the data in the log requires knowledge of some identifiers, error codes, and some string keys. Our tools try to minimize the specialized knowledge required to effectively diagnose problems by joining 

identifiers with the data they refer to, and providing descriptions of error codes and string keys.
In short, our learning here is that customized views and helpful context provided by visualizations that surface relevant information are critical in communicating insights effectively to our users." "Our observability tools have empowered many teams within Netflix to better understand the experience we are delivering to 
our customers and quickly troubleshoot issues across various facets such as devices, titles, geographical location, and client app version. Our tools are now an essential part of the operational and debugging toolkit for our engineers. As Netflix evolves and grows, we want to continue to provide our engineers with the 

ability to innovate rapidly and bring joy to our customers. In future blog posts, we will dive into technical architecture, and we will share our results from some of our ongoing efforts such as metrics analysis and using machine learning for log analysis."

The End of Video Coding? Jun 13, 2018
People were postulating that video coding was dead more than four decades ago. And yet here we are in 2018, organizing the 33rd edition of Picture Coding 

Symposium (PCS).

Is image and video coding dead? From the standpoint of application and relevance, video compression is very much alive and kicking and thriving on the 
internet. The Cisco white paper “ The Zettabyte Era: Trends and Analysis (June 2017)” reported that in 2016, IP video traffic accounted for 73% of total IP 
traffic. This is estimated to go up to 82% by 2021. Sandvine reported in the “ Global Internet Phenomena Report, June 2016” that 60% of peak download 

traffic on fixed access networks in North America was accounted for by four VOD services: Netflix, YouTube, Amazon Video and Hulu. Ericsson’s 
“ Mobility Report November 2017” estimated that for mobile data traffic in 2017, video applications occupied 55% of the traffic. This is expected to 

increase to 75% by 2023.

Tecnologia de vídeo. Médio.
Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 

conteúdo. 
De forma tangencial. Não. Não. De forma tangencial.

"Like many global internet companies, Netflix realizes that advancements in video coding technology are crucial for delivering more engaging video experiences. On one end, many people are constrained by unreliable networks or limited data plans, restricting the video quality that can be delivered with current 
technology. On the other side of the spectrum, premium video experiences like 4K UHD, 360-degree video and VR, are extremely data-heavy. Video compression gains are necessary to fuel the adoption of these immersive video technologies." "So how will we get to deliver HD quality Stranger Things at 100 kbps for 
the mobile user in rural Philippines? How will we stream a perfectly crisp 4K-HDR-WCG episode of Chef’s Table without requiring a 25 Mbps broadband connection? Radically new ideas. Collaboration. And forums like the Picture Coding Symposium 2018 where the video coding community can share, learn and 

introspect."

Metacat: Making Big Data Discoverable 
and Meaningful at Netflix

Jun 14, 2018

"Most large companies have numerous data sources with different data formats and large data volumes. These data stores are accessed and analyzed by many 
people throughout the enterprise. At Netflix, our data warehouse consists of a large number of data sets stored in Amazon S3 (via Hive), Druid, Elasticsearch, 

Redshift, Snowflake and MySql. Our platform supports Spark, Presto, Pig, and Hive for consuming, processing and producing data sets. Given the diverse 
set of data sources, and to make sure our data platform can interoperate across these data sets as one “ single” data warehouse, we built Metacat. In this blog, 

we will discuss our motivations in building Metacat, a metadata service to make data easy to discover, process and manage."

"The core architecture of the big data platform at Netflix involves three key services. These are the execution service (Genie), the metadata service, and the 
event service. These ideas are not unique to Netflix, but rather a reflection of the architecture that we felt would be necessary to build a system not only for 

the present, but for the future scale of our data infrastructure.
Many years back, when we started building the platform, we adopted Pig as our ETL language and Hive as our ad-hoc querying language. Since Pig did 

not natively have a metadata system, it seemed ideal for us to build one that could interoperate between both.
Thus Metacat was born, a system that acts as a federated metadata access layer for all data stores we support. A centralized service that our various 

compute engines could use to access the different data sets. In general, Metacat serves three main objectives:
Federated views of metadata systems

Unified API for metadata about datasets
Arbitrary business and user metadata storage of dataset"

Dados. Médio. Tecnologia que organiza o acesso a big data. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial.

"Metacat is a federated service providing a unified REST/Thrift interface to access metadata of various data stores. The respective metadata stores are still the source of truth for schema metadata, so Metacat does not materialize it in its storage. It only directly stores the business and user-defined metadata about the 
datasets. It also publishes all of the information about the datasets to Elasticsearch for full-text search and discovery.

At a higher level, Metacat features can be categorized as follows:
Data abstraction and interoperability

Business and user-defined metadata storage
Data discovery

Data change auditing and notifications
Hive metastore optimizations"

Growth Engineering at Netflix — 
Accelerating Innovation

Jun 18, 2018

"These prospective members arrive from over 190 countries around the world, and each person arrives with a different set of preferences and intentions. Perhaps 
they want to see what all the buzz is about and learn what Netflix is, or perhaps they already know what Netflix is and can’t wait to sign up and try out the 
service. Marketing, social, PR, and word of mouth all help to create awareness and convert that into demand. Growth Engineering collects this demand by 

helping people sign up, while optimizing for key business metrics such as conversion rate, retention, revenue, etc. We do this by building, maintaining, and 
operating the backend services that support the signup and login flows that work across mobile phones, tablets, computers and connected televisions."

"The customer experience is remarkably different in each of these cases, but the goal is the same. We seek to offer the best possible signup experience to 
our prospective members while at the same time, remaining extremely lean, agile and efficient in our implementation of these disparate experiences.

Offering an amazing signup experience for thousands of devices in over 190 countries is an incredibly challenging and rewarding task."
Operacional. Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
impacto cultural direto.

Não. Não. Não. Não.

"In the signup funnel, we have a short time to get to know our users and we want to help them sign up as efficiently and effectively as possible. How do we know if we’re succeeding at meeting these goals? We experiment constantly. We use A/B testing in order to learn and improve how users navigate the signup 
funnel. This enables Growth Engineering to be a lean team that has a tremendous and measurable impact on the business.""As you can see, there is a lot of complexity abstracted away in a simple attempt to register for Netflix. In general, processing a request consists of 3 steps:

Validate the request and retrieve necessary state. In this step we check if the request is valid as per the JSON protocol contract. If so, then we hydrate the context object with additional state.
The fully-hydrated context object is then passed to the state machine, which will determine where to take the user next.

JSON response composition. In this final step, we use the context object and the decision from the state machine to compose a response that the UI can consume.
The JSON protocol also enables Growth Engineering to be a source of truth for all events pertaining to the signup funnel. This enables us to centrally collect and monitor all the core sign up related business metrics, thus enabling us to be nimble day-to-day.

What’s next?
As the stewards of the business logic for the signup funnel, Growth Engineering has an incredibly important role at Netflix. Our work directly affects the membership growth rate and as a result, directly impacts Netflix revenue. Although Netflix is more than two years into our journey as a fully global entertainment 

company, we are only just beginning to understand many of the complicated and intricate consumer preferences that will inform the next set of experiments aimed at improving the signup funnel. We are just beginning to unlock user experience improvements in our international markets.
Netflix has over 125 million members worldwide. The number of global broadband households is over 1 billion and the number of daily internet users is over 4 billion. Growth Engineering is key to making Netflix more accessible for people around the world

Simplifying Media Innovation at Netflix 
with Archer

Jun 20, 2018
"In the past, our developers have had to think of all of these things and as you can see, it’s quite taxing when the goal is to simply get the algorithm right. In 
this blog post, we will share our journey into how we built a platform called Archer where everything is handled transparently enabling the users to dive right 

into the algorithm."

"We are Media Cloud Engineering (MCE). We enable high scale media processing which includes media transcoding, trailer generation, and high-quality 
image processing for artwork. Our compute farm runs tens of thousands of EC2 instances to crank through dynamic workloads. Some examples of compute-

hungry use cases include A/B tests, catalog-wide re-encoding for shot-based encoding, and high-quality title images. We handle large-scale distributed 
computing aspects of the media compute platform and partner closely with Encoding Technologies team for the media standards and codecs."

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Archer is an easy to use MapReduce style platform for media processing that uses containers so that users can bring their OS-level dependencies. Common media processing steps such as mounting video frames are handled by the platform. Developers write three functions: split, map and collect; and they can use any 
programming language. Archer is explicitly built for simple media processing at scale, and this means the platform is aware of media formats and gives white glove treatment for popular media formats. For example, a ProRes video frame is a first class object in Archer and splitting a video source into shot based chunks 

[1] is supported out of the box (a shot is a fragment of the video where the camera doesn’t move)." "With a simple platform like Archer, our engineers are free to dream about ideas and realize them in a matter of hours or days. Without Archer to do the heavy lifting, we may not have attempted some of these innovations. 
Our users leveraged tens of millions of CPU hours to create amazing applications. Some examples:

Image discovery — AVA: The Art and Science of Image Discovery at Netflix
Dynamic Optimizer — a perceptual video encoding optimization framework.

Subtitle authoring — shot change and burnt-in text location data surfaced by Archer applications are used for subtitle authoring.
Optimal image selection — to find images that are best suited for different canvasses in the Netflix product interface.

Machine assisted QC — to help in various QC phases. This assistance includes text on text detection, audio language checks, and detecting faulty video pixels."

Netflix at Spark+AI Summit 2018 Jun 21, 2018
"We believe strongly in sharing our learnings with the broader Spark community and at this year’s Spark +AI Summit in San Francisco, we had the 

opportunity to do so via three different talks on projects using Spark at Netflix scale. This post summarizes the three talks."
É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento.

"Fact Store for Netflix Recommendations (Nitin Sharma, Kedar Sadekar)
The first talk cataloged our journey building training data infrastructure for personalization models — how we built a fact store for extracting features in an ever-evolving landscape of new requirements. To improve the quality of our personalized recommendations, we try an idea offline using historical data. Ideas that 

improve our offline metrics are then pushed as A/B tests which are measured through statistically significant improvements in core metrics such as member engagement, satisfaction, and retention. The heart of such offline analyses are historical facts (for example, viewing history of a member, videos in ‘My List’ etc) that 
are used to generate features required by the machine learning model. Ensuring we capture enough fact data to cover all stratification needs of various experiments and guarantee that the data we serve is temporally accurate is an important requirement.

In the talk, we presented the key requirements, evolution of our fact store design, its push-based architecture, the scaling efforts, and our learnings." "We discussed how we use Spark extensively for data processing for this fact store and delved into the design tradeoffs of fast access versus efficient storage.
Near Real-time Recommendations with Spark Streaming (Elliot Chow, Nitin Sharma)

Many recommendations for the personalization use cases at Netflix are precomputed in a batch processing fashion, but that may not be quick enough for time sensitive use cases that need to take into account member interactions, trending popularity, and new show launch promotions. With an ever-growing Netflix 
catalog, finding the right content for our audience in near real-time is a necessary element to providing the best personalized experience.

Our second talk delved into the realtime Spark Streaming ecosystem we have built at Netflix to provide this near-line ML Infrastructure. This talk was contextualized by a couple of product use cases using this near-real-time (NRT) infrastructure, specifically how we select the personalized video to present on the Billboard 
(large canvas at the top of the page), and how we select the personalized artwork for any title given the right canvas. We also reflected upon the lessons learnt while building a high volume infrastructure on top of Spark Streaming." "Spark-based Stratification library for ML use cases (Shiva Chaitanya)

Our last talk introduced a specific Spark based library that we built to help with stratification of the training sets used for offline machine learning workflows. This allows us to better model our users’ behaviors and provide them great personalized video recommendations.
This library was originally created to implement user selection algorithms in our training data snapshotting infrastructure, but it has evolved to cater to the general-purpose stratification use cases in ML pipelines. The main idea here is to be able to provide a mechanism for down-sampling the data set while still 

maintaining the desired constraints on the data distribution. We described the flexible stratification API on top of Spark Dataframes."

Auto Scaling Production Services on 
Titus

Jul 9, 2018
"Over the past three years, Netflix has been investing in container technology. A large part of this investment has been around Titus, Netflix’s container 

management platform that was open sourced in April of 2018. Titus schedules application containers to be run across a fleet of thousands of Amazon EC2 
instances."

"Early on Titus focused on supporting simple batch applications and workloads that had a limited set of feature and availability requirements. As several 
internal teams building microservices wanted to adopt containers, Titus began to build scheduling support for service applications. However, supporting 
services, especially those in the customer critical path, required Titus to provide a much richer set of production ready features. Since Netflix’s migration 

to AWS began almost a decade earlier, microservices have been built atop EC2 and heavily leverage AWS and internal Netflix infrastructure services. The 
set of features used by an internal service then drove if or how that service could leverage Titus."

Operacional. Baixo.
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Up until today, Titus has leveraged this functionality as a private AWS feature. We are happy that AWS has recently made this feature generally available to all customers as Custom Resource Scaling. Beyond container management platforms like Titus, any resource that needs scaling, like databases or big data 
infrastructure, can now leverage AWS Auto Scaling. In addition to helping drive key functionality for Titus, we are excited to see Netflix’s collaboration with AWS yield new features for general AWS customers.

Evolution of Application Data Caching : 
From RAM to SSD

Jul 12, 2018

"In 2013, we introduced EVCache a distributed in-memory caching solution based on memcached that offers low-latency, high-reliability caching and storage. 
It is well integrated with AWS and EC2, a Netflix OSS project, and in many occasions it is termed as “ the hidden microservice”. Since then, EVCache has 

become a fundamental tier-0 service storing petabytes of data and hundred of billions of items, performing trillions of operations per day, has the ability to 
persist the data to the disk, and has a footprint of thousands of servers in three AWS regions."

"Storing large amounts of data in volatile memory (RAM) is expensive. Modern disk technologies based on SSD are providing fast access to data but at a 
much lower cost when compared to RAM. Hence, we wanted to move part of the data out of memory without sacrificing availability or performance. The 

cost to store 1 TB of data on SSD is much lower than storing the same amount in RAM.
We observed during experimentation that RAM random read latencies were rarely higher than 1 microsecond whereas typical SSD random read speeds are 

between 100–500 microseconds. For EVCache our typical SLA (Service Level Agreement) is around 1 millisecond with a default timeout of 20 
milliseconds while serving around 100K RPS. During our testing using the storage optimized EC2 instances (I3.2xlarge) we noticed that we were able to 
perform over 200K IOPS of 1K byte items thus meeting our throughput goals with latency rarely exceeding 1 millisecond. This meant that by using SSD 

(NVMe) we were able to meet our SLA and throughput requirements at a significantly lower cost."

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"With extstore we are able to handle all types of workloads whether it is a read heavy, write heavy or balanced. We are also able to handle data sets ranging from gigabytes to petabytes while maintaining consistent performance.
It has been quite a journey to move from Moneta to extstore and as of now we have moved all our production clusters running Moneta to extstore. We have also been able to move some of the large RAM based memcached clusters to considerably smaller extstore clusters. The new architecture for EVCache Server running 

extstore is allowing us to continue to innovate in ways that matter. There’s still much to do and If you want to help solve this or similar big problems in cloud architecture, join us."

Netflix Cloud Security SIRT releases 
Diffy: A Differencing Engine for Digital 

Forensics in the Cloud
Jul 17, 2018 "The Netflix Security Intelligence and Response Team (SIRT) announces the release of Diffy under an Apache 2.0 license."

"The Netflix Security Intelligence and Response Team (SIRT) announces the release of Diffy under an Apache 2.0 license. Diffy is a triage tool to help 
digital forensics and incident response (DFIR) teams quickly identify compromised hosts on which to focus their response, during a security incident on 

cloud architectures."
Tecnologia de segurança. Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
impacto cultural direto.

Não. Não. Não. Não.
Efficiently highlights outliers in security-relevant instance behavior. For example, you can use Diffy to tell you which of your instances are listening on an unexpected port, are running an unusual process, include a strange crontab entry, or have inserted a surprising kernel module.
Uses one, or both, of two methods to highlight differences: 1) Collection of a “ functional baseline” from a “ clean” running instance, against which your instance group is compared, and 2) a “ clustering” method, in which all instances are surveyed, and outliers are made obvious.

Uses a modular plugin-based architecture. We currently include plugins for collection using osquery via AWS EC2 Systems Manager (formerly known as Simple Systems Manager or SSM).

Pseudo Localization @ Netflix Aug 6, 2018
"In the past 8 years Netflix has transformed from an English-only product, to now supporting 26 languages and growing. As we add language support for our 

members residing in 190 different countries, scaling globalization at Netflix has never been more important. Along the way we’ve built out countless 
solutions to help us achieve globalization at scale. In this article we’ll focus on one my team has been working on, Pseudo Localization."

 "The problem we set out to solve was simple: Expansion of text due to translation causes most of the UI layout issues we detect during localization 
testing.

When translating into other languages, the translated text could be up to 40% longer than the English. This is more prevalent in German, Hebrew, 
Polish, Finnish, and Portuguese. Take this real-world example from our German UI :" "This is one example among many. The source of the problem is 
that our UIs are designed in English, and assume English string lengths, line heights, and glyphs. More often than not, when those strings are translated 

we will see expansion that causes layout issues. When the product is translated into 26 languages, like ours is, you potentially end up with 26 defects that 
need to be logged, managed, and resolved; all the while we had the opportunity to fix the issue at the English design phase, before translation ever started.

The solution
Enter Pseudo Localization. Pseudo Localization is a way to simulate translation of English UI strings, without waiting for, or going to the effort of doing 

real translation. Think of it as a fake translation that remains readable to an English speaking developer, and allows them to test for translation related 
expansion, among other important things. Here’s an example of our Netflix Pseudo Localization in action on iOS:"

Tecnologia de localização. Médio. Tecnologia de localização para traduções para outras línguas. Sim. Não. Não. Sim.

"Training and education: everyone had to know what it was, and why we wanted them to use it. We had to demonstrate impact.
Ease of use: we had to make it as easy as possible for development teams to integrate with our solution. Adding any type of friction wasn’t an option.

Opt-out: we wanted the Netflix Pseudo Localization service to be opt-out. What this meant was Pseudo Localization was the default development language for all UI developers, when they run their debug builds, they see Pseudo Localization. We were effectively asking every UI developer to fundamentally change the way 
they work."

Netflix Cloud Security: Detecting 
Credential Compromise in AWS

Aug 8, 2018

"Credential compromise is an important concern for anyone operating in the cloud. The problem becomes more obvious over time, as organizations continue 
to adopt cloud resources as part of their infrastructure without maintaining an accompanying capability to observe and react to these compromises. The 

associated impacts to these compromises vary widely as well. Attackers might use this for something as straightforward as stealing time and CPU on your 
instances to mine Bitcoin, but it could be a lot worse; credential compromise could lead to deletion of infrastructure and stolen data." "We on the Netflix 
Security Tools and Operations team want to share a new methodology for detecting temporary security credential use outside of your AWS environment. 

Consider your AWS environment to be “ all those AWS resources that are associated with your AWS accounts.”"

"In this post, we’ll show you how to detect compromised AWS instance credentials (STS credentials) outside of your environment. Keep in mind, 
however, that you could do this with other temporary security credentials, such as ECS, EKS, etc."

Tecnologia de segurança. Baixo.
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 "Attackers understand where your applications run, as well as common methods of detecting credential compromise. When attacking AWS, attackers will often try to use your captured AWS credentials from within their AWS account. Perhaps you’re already paying attention to invocations of the “ dangerous” AWS API 
calls in your environment — which is a great first step — but attackers know what will get your attention, and are likely to try innocuous API calls first. The obvious next step is to determine if API calls are happening from outside of your environment. Right now, because the more general AWS IP space is well-

known, it’s easy to detect if API calls originate from outside of AWS. If they originate from AWS IPs other than your own, however, you’ll need some extra magic. That’s the methodology we’re publicizing here."

Beyond Interactive: Notebook Innovation 
at Netflix

Aug 16, 2018

"Notebooks have rapidly grown in popularity among data scientists to become the de facto standard for quick prototyping and exploratory analysis. At 
Netflix, we’re pushing the boundaries even further, reimagining what a notebook can be, who can use it, and what they can do with it. And we’re making big 

investments to help make this vision a reality.
In this post, we’ll share our motivations and why we find Jupyter notebooks so compelling. We’ll also introduce components of our notebook infrastructure 

and explore some of the novel ways we’re using notebooks at Netflix."

"Data powers Netflix. It permeates our thoughts, informs our decisions, and challenges our assumptions. It fuels experimentation and innovation at 
unprecedented scale. Data helps us discover fantastic content and deliver personalized experiences for our 130 million members around the world.

Making this possible is no small feat; it requires extensive engineering and infrastructure support. Every day more than 1 trillion events are written into a 
streaming ingestion pipeline, which is processed and written to a 100PB cloud-native data warehouse. And every day, our users run more than 150,000 

jobs against this data, spanning everything from reporting and analysis to machine learning and recommendation algorithms. To support these use cases at 
such scale, we’ve built an industry-leading Data Platform which is flexible, powerful, and complex (by necessity). We’ve also built a rich ecosystem of 

complementary tools and services, such as Genie, a federated job execution service, and Metacat, a federated metastore. These tools simplify the 
complexity, making it possible to support a broader set of users across the company." "Project Jupyter began in 2014 with a goal of creating a consistent 

set of open-source tools for scientific research, reproducible workflows, computational narratives, and data analytics. Those tools translated well to 
industry, and today Jupyter notebooks have become an essential part of the data scientist toolkit. To give you a sense of its impact, Jupyter was awarded 

the 2017 ACM Software Systems Award — a prestigious honor it shares with Java, Unix, and the Web."

Dados. Médio. Tecnologia de Notebooks para análise de dados. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial.

Notebooks have rapidly grown in popularity among data scientists to become the de facto standard for quick prototyping and exploratory analysis. At Netflix, we’re pushing the boundaries even further, reimagining what a notebook can be, who can use it, and what they can do with it. And we’re making big investments 
to help make this vision a reality.

In this post, we’ll share our motivations and why we find Jupyter notebooks so compelling. We’ll also introduce components of our notebook infrastructure and explore some of the novel ways we’re using notebooks at Netflix. [ver os links citados]". "data exploration — occurs early in a project; may include viewing 
sample data, running queries for statistical profiling and exploratory analysis, and visualizing data

data preparation — iterative task; may include cleaning, standardizing, transforming, denormalizing, and aggregating data; typically the most time-intensive task of a project
data validation — recurring task; may include viewing sample data, running queries for statistical profiling and aggregate analysis, and visualizing data; typically occurs as part of data exploration, data preparation, development, pre-deployment, and post-deployment phases

productionalization — occurs late in a project; may include deploying code to production, backfilling datasets, training models, validating data, and scheduling workflows
To help our users scale, we want to make these tasks as effortless as possible. To help our platform scale, we want to minimize the number of tools we need to support. But how? No single tool could span all of these tasks; what’s more, a single task often requires multiple tools. When we add another layer of 

abstraction, however, a common pattern emerges across tools and languages: run code, explore data, present results.
As it happens, an open source project was designed to do precisely that: Project Jupyter." "Project Jupyter began in 2014 with a goal of creating a consistent set of open-source tools for scientific research, reproducible workflows, computational narratives, and data analytics. Those tools translated well to industry, and 

today Jupyter notebooks have become an essential part of the data scientist toolkit. To give you a sense of its impact, Jupyter was awarded the 2017 ACM Software Systems Award — a prestigious honor it shares with Java, Unix, and the Web.
To understand why the Jupyter notebook is so compelling for us, consider the core functionality it provides:

a messaging protocol for introspecting and executing code which is language agnostic
an editable file format for describing and capturing code, code output, and markdown notes

a web-based UI for interactively writing and running code as well as visualizing outputs
The Jupyter protocol provides a standard messaging API to communicate with kernels that act as computational engines. The protocol enables a composable architecture that separates where content is written (the UI) and where code is executed (the kernel). By isolating the runtime from the interface, notebooks can span 

multiple languages while maintaining flexibility in how the execution environment is configured. If a kernel exists for a language that knows how to communicate using the Jupyter protocol, notebooks can run code by sending messages back and forth with that kernel.
Backing all this is a file format that stores both code and results together. This means results can be accessed later without needing to rerun the code. In addition, the notebook stores rich prose to give context to what’s happening within the notebook. This makes it an ideal format for communicating business context, 

documenting assumptions, annotating code, describing conclusions, and more.
Use Cases

Of our many use cases, the most common ways we’re using notebooks today are: data access, notebook templates, and scheduling notebooks.
Data Access

Notebooks were first introduced at Netflix to support data science workflows. As their adoption grew among data scientists, we saw an opportunity to scale our tooling efforts. We realized we could leverage the versatility and architecture of Jupyter notebooks and extend it for general data access. In Q3 2017 we began this 
work in earnest, elevating notebooks from a niche tool to a first-class citizen of the Netflix Data Platform.

From our users’ perspective, notebooks offer a convenient interface for iteratively running code, exploring output, and visualizing data — all from a single cloud-based development environment. We also maintain a Python library that consolidates access to platform APIs. This means users have programmatic access to 
virtually the entire platform from within a notebook. Because of this combination of versatility, power, and ease of use, we’ve seen rapid organic adoption for all user types across our entire platform.

Part 2: Scheduling Notebooks at Netflix Aug 22, 2018

"At Netflix we’ve put substantial effort into adopting notebooks as an integrated development platform. The idea started as a discussion of what development 
and collaboration interfaces might look like in the future. It evolved into a strategic bet on notebooks, both as an interactive UI and as the unifying foundation 

of our workflow scheduler. We’ve made significant strides towards this over the past year, and we’re currently in the process of migrating all 10,000 of the 
scheduled jobs running on the Netflix Data Platform to use notebook-based execution. When we’re done, more than 150,000 Genie jobs will be running 

through notebooks on our platform every single day."

"One tool that showed promise was the Jupyter notebook. Notebooks were already used at Netflix for data science but were increasingly being used for 
other types of workloads too. With its flexible nature and high extensibility, plus its large and vibrant open source community, notebooks was a 

compelling option. So, we took a deeper look at how we might use it as a common interface for our users.
Notebooks are, in essence, managed JSON documents with a simple interface to execute code within. They’re good at expressing iterative units of work 
via cells, which facilitate reporting and execution isolation with ease. Plus, with different kernels, notebooks can support a wide range of languages and 

execution patterns. These attributes mean that we can expose any arbitrary level of complexity for advanced users while presenting a more easily followed 
narrative for consumers — all within a single document. We talk about these attributes and their supporting services more in our previous post. If you 

haven’t read it yet, it’s a good introduction to the work we’re doing on notebooks, including our motivations and other use cases."

Dados. Médio. Tecnologia de Notebooks para análise de dados. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial.

"When thinking about the future of analytics tooling, we initially asked ourselves a few basic questions:
What interface will a data scientist use to communicate the results of a statistical analysis to the business?

How will a data engineer write code that a reliability engineer can help ensure runs every hour?
How will a machine learning engineer encapsulate a model iteration their colleagues can reuse?

We also wondered: is there a single tool that can support all of these scenarios?" "On the surface, notebooks pose a lot of challenges: they’re frequently changed, their cell outputs need not match the code, they’re difficult to test, and there’s no easy way to dynamically configure their execution. Furthermore, you need a 
notebook server to run them, which creates architectural dependencies to facilitate execution. These issues caused some initial push-back internally at the idea. But that has changed as we’ve brought in new tools to our notebook ecosystem.

The biggest game-changer for us is Papermill. Papermill is an nteract library built for configurable and reliable execution of notebooks with production ecosystems in mind. What Papermill does is rather simple. It take a notebook path and some parameter inputs, then executes the requested notebook with the rendered 
input. As each cell executes, it saves the resulting artifact to an isolated output notebook."
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Engineering to Improve Marketing 
Effectiveness (Part 2) — Scaling Ad 

Creation and Management
Sep 4, 2018

"In the first part of this series of blogs, we described our philosophy, motivations, and approach to blending ad technology into our marketing. In addition, 
we laid out some of the engineering undertakings to solve creative development and localization at scale.

In this Part-2, we describe the process of scaling advertising at Netflix through ad assembly and personalization on the various ad platforms that we advertise 
in."

"Our world-class marketing team has the unique task of showcasing our growing slate of Original Movies and TV Shows, and the unique stories behind 
every one of them. Their job is not just about promoting awareness of the content we produce, but an even harder one — of tailoring the right content, 
with the right message to qualified non-members (acquisition marketing) and members — collectively, billions of users who are reached by our online 
advertising. These ads will have to reach users on the internet on a variety of websites and publishers, on Facebook, Youtube and other ad platforms." 

"Imagine if you had to launch the digital marketing campaign for the next big blockbuster movie or must-watch TV show. You will need to create ads for 
a variety of creative concepts, A/B tests, ad formats and localizations, then QC (quality control) all of them for technical and content errors. Having taken 

those variations into consideration, you’ll need to traffic them to the respective platforms that those ads are going to be delivered from. Now, imagine 
launching multiples titles daily while still ensuring that every single one of these ads reaches the exact person that they are meant to speak to. Finally, 

you need to continue to manage your portfolio of ads after the campaign launches in order to ensure that they are kept up to date (for eg. music licensing 
rights and expirations) and continue to support phases that roll in post-launch.

There are three broad areas that the problem can be broken down into :
Ad Assembly: A scalable way of producing ads and building workflow automation

Creative QC: Set of tools and services that make it possible to easily QC thousands of ad units for functional and semantic correctness
Ad Catalog Management: Capabilities that make it possible for managing scale campaigns easily — ML based automation"

Tecnologia de marketing. Alto. Tecnologia que aumenta a efetividade do marketing. Sim. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. Sim.

"If you were to simply vary just the unique localizations for this ad for all the markets that we advertise in, that would result in ~30 variations. In a world with static ad creation, that means that 30 unique ad files will be produced by marketing and then trafficked. In addition to the higher effort, any change that needs to 
address all the units would then have to be introduced into each of them separately and then QC-ed all over again. Even a minor modification in just a single creative expression, such as an asset change, would involve making modifications within the ad unit. Each variation would then need to go through the rest of the 
flow involving, QC and a creative update / re-trafficking." "Our solve for the above was to build a dynamic ad creation and configuration platform — our ad production partners build a single dynamic unit and then the associated data configuration is used to modify the behavior of the ad units contextually. Secondly, by 

providing tools where marketers have to express just the variations and automatically inherit what doesn’t change, we significantly reduce the surface area of data that needs to be defined and managed.
If you look at the localized versions below, they reused the same fundamental building blocks but got expressed as different creatives based on nothing but configuration." "Creative QC

One major aspect of quality control to ensure that the ad is going to render correctly and free from any technical or visual errors — we call this “ functional QC”. Given the breadth of differences amongst various ad types and the kinds of possible issues, here are some of the top-line approaches that we have pursued to 
improve the state of creative QC.

First, we have tools that plug in sensible values throughout the ad assembly process and reduce the likelihood of errors.
Then, we minimize the total volume of QC issues encountered by adding validations and correctness checks throughout the ad assembly process. For eg. we surface a warning when character limits on Facebook video ads are exceeded." "In true, Netflix fashion, we arrived at this model through a series of A/B tests — 

originally, we ran several tests learning that an always-on ad catalog with personalized delivery outperformed our previous tentpole launch approach. We then ran many more follow-ups to determine how to do it well on different platforms. As one would imagine, this is fundamentally a process of continuous learning and 
we’re pleasantly surprised to find huge, successive improvements on our optimization metrics as we’ve continued to run growing number of marketing A/B tests around the world." "In summary, we’ve discussed how we build unique ad technology that helps us add both scale and add intelligence into advertising efforts. 

Some of the details themselves are worth follow-up posts on and we’ll be publishing them in the future.
To further our marketing technology journey, we’ll have the next blog shortly that moves the story forward towards how we support marketing analytics from a variety of platforms and make it possible to compare proverbial apples and oranges and use it to optimize campaign spend."

Keystone Real-time Stream Processing 
Platform

Sep 10, 2018

"Keystone Stream Processing Platform is Netflix’s data backbone and an essential piece of infrastructure that enables engineering data-driven culture. While 
Keystone focuses on data analytics, it is worth mentioning there is another Netflix homegrown reactive stream processing platform called Mantis that targets 

operational use cases. We’ll discuss Mantis and its important role in the Netflix ecosystem in a future post." "In this post, we’ll go over some of the 
challenges, design principles, our platform mindset, high level architecture, and finally our visions and core values the platform offers to Netflix."

"Today, the Keystone platform offers two production services:
Data Pipeline: streaming enabled Routing Service and Kafka enabled Messaging Service, together is responsible for producing, collecting, processing, 

aggregating, and moving all microservice events in near real-time.
Stream Processing as a Service (SPaaS): enables users to build & operate custom managed stream processing applications, allowing them to focus on 

business application logic while platform provides the scale, operations, and domain expertise."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

In the past year and half, the Keystone stream processing platform has proven itself beyond the trillion events per day scale. Our partner teams have built and productionized various analytical streaming use cases. Furthermore, we are starting to see higher level platforms being built on top.
However, our story does not end here. We still have a long journey ahead of us to fulfill our platform vision. Below are some of the interesting items we are looking into:

Schema
Service layer to enable more flexible platform interaction

Provide streaming SQL and other higher level abstractions to unlock values for different audiences
Analytics & Machine Learning use cases

Microservices event sourcing architectural pattern
This post presented a high level view of Keystone platform. In the future, we will follow up with more detailed drill downs into use cases, component features, and implementations. Please stay tuned.

Announcing the Netflix Post Technology 
Alliance

Sep 13, 2018
You’re working on the next great show or film that will deliver to Netflix. You know Netflix has a high quality bar for its content and you want the delivery 

to go smoothly. Do you know if the tools you have invested in can deliver to that quality? Will they connect to the sophisticated systems Netflix has in 
place? Until now, it hasn’t been easy to know that.

"As an artist, it’s important that your needs drive the technical innovation in the tools you use. The Netflix Post Technology Alliance will act as a 
conduit for Netflix to support creatives and technology partners on new feature sets for tools, so artists can spend their energy on what matters most — the 

storytelling.
Today, we’re launching a new logo program to help with this. When you see the Netflix Post Technology Alliance logo, you’ll know the product meets 

Netflix technical and delivery specifications today, and will continue to do so in the future." "Manufacturers of products bearing this logo are closely 
partnered with Netflix. They have early access to the Netflix technical roadmap and collaborate with Netflix on technical support, training, and updates. As 

Netflix technical requirements evolve, you can be assured products bearing this logo will evolve in step with us. Today, the Netflix Post Technology 
Alliance includes the industry leaders in four categories: cameras, creative editorial, color grading, and IMF packaging, with products from Adobe, Arri, 

Avid, Blackmagic Design, Canon, Colorfront, Fraunhofer IIS, Filmlight, Marquise Technologies, MTI Film, Ownzones, Panasonic, Red Digital 
Cinema, Rohde & Schwarz, and Sony. Visit pta.netflixstudios.com for a complete list of products."

Tecnologia da cadeia de fornecimento. Alto. 
"When you see the Netflix Post Technology Alliance logo, you'll know the 
product meets Netflix technical and delivery specifications today, and will 

continu to do so in the future".
Sim. Sim. Sim. Não.

"Today, the Netflix Post Technology Alliance includes the industry leaders in four categories: cameras, creative editorial, color grading, and IMF packaging, with products from Adobe, Arri, Avid, Blackmagic Design, Canon, Colorfront, Fraunhofer IIS, Filmlight, Marquise Technologies, MTI Film, Ownzones, 
Panasonic, Red Digital Cinema, Rohde & Schwarz, and Sony. Visit pta.netflixstudios.com for a complete list of products." "This is just a start, though. Over time, we’ll add more products in these categories, and we’ll expand the categories to include sound production, dubbing, and other disciplines in post-

production. Any product that generates or manages any kind of sound data, image data, or metadata from production through post-production is a candidate for the Netflix Post Technology Alliance logo.
What about products that don’t have the logo?

There are two answers to this question:
First, we don’t expect this program to cover every type of tool used throughout a production. As one example, we don’t expect lenses to be included. Lenses do generate metadata that’s useful in post, but since that metadata is incorporated into camera metadata, cameras themselves are the more suitable product for this 

logo.
Second, we’re in the early stages. Many more of the other tools you use every day will be added to the program. If you are a tool & technology maker, or on an advisory board, recommend that the company consider submitting its product for inclusion.

Finally, this is not a prescription for which products to use. As an artist, you should use the tools that make sense for your production, are best suited to your workflows, and serve your creative interests. With that in mind, this logo is an identifier to quickly tell you a product has been vetted for delivery to Netflix, and 
that the company who makes the product is committed to ongoing support and innovation.

In conclusion
Empowering our creative partners is incredibly important to us at Netflix, and we look forward to building a more seamless experience from production through post-production. More information on the program, how to submit products for inclusion and FAQ, are available pta.netflixstudios.com."

Streaming Video Experimentation at 
Netflix:

Visualizing Practical and Statistical 
Significance

Sep 17, 2018

"Streaming video experimentation at Netflix seeks to optimize the Quality of Experience (QoE for short) of the videos we stream to our 130 million members 
around the world. To measure QoE, we look at a wide variety of metrics for each playback session, including play delay; the rates of rebuffers (playback 
interruptions when the video buffer empties), playback errors, and user-initiated aborts; the average bitrate throughout playback; and Video Multimethod 

Assessment Fusion, a measure of perceptual video quality developed here at Netflix."

The quantile function Q(

𝜏

) is the inverse of the cumulative distribution function for a given random variable. It accepts as argument a probability 

𝜏

 
(between zero and one) and returns a threshold value such that draws of the random variable are less than this value with probability 

𝜏

.
Tecnologia de vídeo. Médio.

Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 
conteúdo. 

De forma tangencial. Não. Não. De forma tangencial.

Quantile functions, and the difference in quantile functions between test experiences, have proven to be meaningful and intuitive tools for summarizing how the distributions of streaming Quality of Experience metrics, such as play delay or average bitrate, differ between test experiences. A key advantage of quantile and 
delta quantile functions is that the y-axes are in the meaningful units of the metric: plots readily provide a sense of practical significance to our engineering partners. Statistical significance is provided by confidence intervals derived from fast bootstrapping achieved by reducing the cardinality of the original data.

This is just one way that we are improving streaming experimentation at Netflix, and the quantile function is a good summary of only some of our metrics. We are actively working on fast bootstrapping techniques for ratios, rates, zero-inflated observations, and other challenging metrics. Another line of our research 
involves fitting flexible conditional quantile functions in one or two dimensions, with the required regularization parameter estimated via cross validation and uncertainty estimated using the distributed “ bag of little bootstraps.” More to follow in future posts.

Netflix at the Spinnaker Summit 2018 Sep 18, 2018

"Since releasing Spinnaker as an open source project in late 2015, the Spinnaker user and contributor community has grown by leaps and bounds. Our strong 
partnership with Google and other companies has led to a plethora of innovations and features that enable rapid, safe, and reliable delivery to AWS, GCP, 
Azure, Pivotal Cloud Foundry, DC/OS, Kubernetes, Titus, and Oracle Cloud. Moreover, internally at Netflix, Spinnaker continues to increase in overall 

scope with the incorporation of globally safe data delivery, library management, and Open Connect appliance firmware delivery. Indeed, the many benefits of 
Continuous Delivery with Spinnaker have proven invaluable for Netflix and myriad other companies.

Last year we hosted the inaugural Spinnaker Summit at Netflix and had a blast learning from various folks within the Spinnaker community about leveraging 
Spinnaker, adding new features, and customizing Spinnaker to fit diverse and unique needs. Consequently, we’re excited to sponsor this year’s Spinnaker 

Summit in Seattle, WA on Oct 8th and 9th.
This year’s Summit promises to be an amazing two days, as there are over 45 presentations, panel discussions, labs, and breakouts. There are speakers from 

around the globe representing companies such as:
Netflix
Google
AWS

Capital One
Schibsted

Cisco
Pivotal
Redbox

There are talks covering the gamut of Spinnaker features including:
Automated canary analysis with Kayenta
Leveraging Spinnaker with Kubernetes

Using Spinnaker to deploy games and stateful services
Leveraging Spinnaker for AWS Lambda

How to contribute to Spinnaker
How to operate Spinnaker

What’s more, there’s a half-day Spinnaker bootcamp, a half-day Automated Canary Analysis workshop, office hours focusing on operating Spinnaker, 

É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento.

Quasi Experimentation at Netflix Sep 19, 2018

"Experimentation informs much of our decision making at Netflix. We design, analyze, and execute experiments with rigor so that we have confidence that the 
changes we’re making are the right ones for our members and our business. We have many years of experience running experiments in all aspects of the 
Netflix product, continually improving our UI, search, recommendations, video streaming, and more. Consequently, we’ve dramatically increased the 

maturity of the platform for A/B testing and the culture surrounding it. However, while A/B testing is a useful tool for many types of hypotheses, there are a 
few reasons that some hypotheses cannot be tested with an A/B test: It’s just not technically feasible to have individual-level randomization of users as we 

would in a classical A/B test
We can randomize but expect interference between users assigned to different experiences, either through word-of-mouth, mass media, or even our own ranking 

systems; in short, the stable unit treatment value assumption (SUTVA) would be violated, biasing the results"

How are we to measure the impact of the change? Usually, we’d like to run a classic individual-level randomized experiment but randomizing which 
individuals see a billboard ad, as an example, is not possible. However, while we cannot randomly assign individuals, we can randomly choose some 

cities within which to show billboards and other cities to leave without.
Now we can look for changes in the test regions at-specific-times as compared to the control regions at-specific-times. Since random changes happen all the 

time, we need to look historically to figure out what kinds of changes are normal so we can identify the impact of our test. We call this a quasi-
experiment, because groups of individuals are assigned based on location rather than assigning each individual at random, and without the individual 

randomization there is a much larger chance for imbalance due to skewness and heterogeneous differences. The results of a quasi-experiment won’t be as 
precise as an A/B, but we aspire towards a directional read on causality.

Tecnologia para testes. Médio. 

Formato de testes internos: For example: We may aim to better understand 
the interaction effects of promoting a specific title in our member in-product 
experience while also doing so via out-of-home marketing efforts. Are the 

effects additive or do they cannibalize from one another?

De forma tangencial. Sim. Sim. Sim. 

"Over the past year, our marketing team has started to run a lot more quasi experiments to measure the business impact of marketing movies & TV shows across various canvases (in the member experience, in TV commercials, in out-of-home advertising, in online ads, etc.) towards the broader goal of maximizing the 
enjoyment of our content by our members.

Our success with quasi experimentation in marketing at Netflix subsequently spurred interest across many other teams to scale their own quasi experiment efforts, i.e. we’ll be running a lot of quasi experiments. To scale further, we’re developing a new product, called “ Quasimodo” within the wider Experimentation 
Platform, to automate some aspects of the scientists workflow so we can free up our scientists and run more quasi-experiments in parallel." "We have 3 key ideas shaping our focus for Quasimodo:

Netflix teams think most about the hypothesis generation and results interpretation, without worrying about the mechanical and operational aspects of running a quasi experiment
We leverage best practices from A/B testing and consider how best to build a holistic experimentation platform to supports the ambitious scale of our efforts at Netflix

A cross-functional team of scientists can constantly collaborate on the best ways to design and analyze quasi experiments, since this is an emerging area. It’s crucial they can then graduate those ideas into a platform to benefit a wider audience of experimenters at Netflix"

Enhancing the Netflix UI Experience with 
HDR

Sep 24, 2018

"Some of you have probably heard about HDR, or High Dynamic Range, which can produce a higher level of brightness, a wider range of colors, and an 
increased level of detail and accuracy that empowers visual storytellers to deliver more impactful experiences for people to enjoy. Netflix has been delivering 
HDR video for several years now, so it made sense for us to start exploring ways to provide the benefits of HDR to the imagery we showcase in the browse 

experience where viewers initially discover and connect with stories."

"We’re excited to roll out experimental HDR images for the very first time to the Netflix app on the latest generation of game consoles. These are images 
that take advantage of a display’s HDR capabilities (just like HDR video) and not to be confused with HDR photos that your phone or camera might take 

by combining multiple exposures to generate a high-contrast scene."
Tecnologia de vídeo. Médio.

Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 
conteúdo. 

De forma tangencial. Não. Não. De forma tangencial.

"We’re starting with a small test on two shows: The Innocents and Marvel’s Iron Fist. This modest “ proof of concept” test will allow us to begin learning how to create and deliver HDR images globally to millions of people. Members with HDR capable TVs using Netflix on an HDR enabled PS4 Pro, Xbox One S or 
X will have a chance to see these experimental images as these titles get promoted on the main billboard of the app. And while it’s a small set of titles, it’s a big first step down the path of an exciting technical innovation. Reaching this initial milestone was a culmination of many months of research and countless 

discoveries along the way." "‘What’s the motivation behind HDR images?’ If you haven’t already noticed, the industry has been in the process of a technological transition from SDR (Standard Dynamic Range) to HDR over the past several years. The promise of HDR is not just in the superior picture quality it can 
deliver but in its ability to better preserve the creative intent of content authors." "The Problem is in trying to answer the above questions when there is no clearly paved path for us to follow. It requires exploration and carving out new solutions based on existing technologies and at times making wrong turns in the 

process. Ultimately, we arrived at our intended destination, but by no means is this meant to be a map for others to follow. We are sharing part of our journey in hopes to find others in the industry with similar stories and to help pave a solid path forward for HDR graphics and images to exist in our ecosystem." "We 
have been reaching out to other industry leaders to have discussions and to share our knowledge and learnings around this topic. Without industry-wide collaboration and momentum, we risk being stuck with SDR images in an HDR world. We hope we can work together to help push the industry forward so that 

viewers can enjoy an even richer experience on every device.
Netflix works hard to be at the forefront of innovation, especially when it comes to delivering the best-in-class experience for our global members. While we are excited about reaching this milestone of delivering HDR images to select game consoles, we are eager to push the technology and capabilities further into many 

more devices and experiences."

Netflix’s Production Technology = 
Voltron

Sep 26, 2018

"Change management is hard. In everyday production, there are numerous factors working against embracing change. Limited preparation time, whole new 
show = whole new crew, innumerable planning variables, and the challenge of driving an operational plan based on creative instincts. These are problems that 

technology is not yet built to solve. Time, training, and education can and will make a dent in our efforts, but creative planning is nuanced, and by nature, 
human."

We built Prodicle with the intention of being modular, which is critical based on the wide variety and volume of content we produce. We are not a 
domestic TV studio. We are a global streaming studio, which means we need to produce entertainment that satisfies the different tastes of our members all 
over the world. Live action films, multi-camera comedies, weekly talk shows, global competitions, international crime dramas, documentaries about the 
Rajneesh — all forms of content for all audiences. This means that one giant monolithic software solution will not work — build, buy or otherwise. We 
are often pitched the dreamstate of software: one end-to-end solution to rule them all. While all-in ecosystems may work for smaller studios/production 

companies, the variables across our content slate makes it very difficult to successfully operationalize. As such, our offering will always be a modular 
ecosystem of connected solutions, some things built by us, other things bought from vendors, and a whole bunch of stuff in between. The beauty is 

twofold — products that work great on their own, products that work better together. It’s like Voltron. Season 7 now streaming.

Tecnologia para produção. Alto. Tecnologia para produção. Sim. Sim. Sim. De forma tangencial.

"So, where do we start? What can production management technology do now to pave the way for future change? Having spent the past two years building Prodicle, our production suite of apps, we hit several pockets of success, while learning from numerous obstacles. Others have ventured down this path as well, and 
there are several start-ups and moderate size companies that reach out to us about their product offerings. It’s exciting to see others with the same level of passion and enthusiasm we have for improving the way entertainment gets made. After many meetings, memos, pitches and 30-day trials, there are a number of trends 

we often find ourselves discussing with all production SaaS providers and we think it’s worthwhile to share these key development pillars to start an ongoing conversation about how we’re thinking of pursuing these problems. Some have manifested themselves in how we’ve built Prodicle, others are ideas and 
pipedreams we hope to pursue in time. If you’re a SaaS provider seeking to dig your heels into the entertainment production space, here are some common themes we often discuss with our partners, our crews and our software development teams." "Modularity is key.

We built Prodicle with the intention of being modular, which is critical based on the wide variety and volume of content we produce. We are not a domestic TV studio. We are a global streaming studio, which means we need to produce entertainment that satisfies the different tastes of our members all over the world. 
Live action films, multi-camera comedies, weekly talk shows, global competitions, international crime dramas, documentaries about the Rajneesh — all forms of content for all audiences. This means that one giant monolithic software solution will not work — build, buy or otherwise. We are often pitched the dreamstate 
of software: one end-to-end solution to rule them all. While all-in ecosystems may work for smaller studios/production companies, the variables across our content slate makes it very difficult to successfully operationalize. As such, our offering will always be a modular ecosystem of connected solutions, some things built 

by us, other things bought from vendors, and a whole bunch of stuff in between. The beauty is twofold — products that work great on their own, products that work better together. It’s like Voltron. Season 7 now streaming." "It’s perfectly fine for a singular solution to solve one problem really well — in fact, this is 
often preferred. If your solution seeks to do seven things, chances are we’ve already solved for five of them — we just need the remaining two. Those two become the attractive secret sauce, and if they play well in a modular sandbox, we want to hear more! But when they don’t, and we have to go all-in on multiple 
ecosystems that overlap in functionality, the pain of deployment and support makes it a near non-starter. Passport is Prodicle’s menu-based portal that brings multiple solutions together in one place. It’s where we seek to grow our product offering for our crews. One modular location, many products." "Identity is 

complex.
It’s important to have safeguards in place to protect our content. Filmmaking is collaborative and lots of people touch the final product. Safely getting in and out of our ecosystem is important to get right. If too complex, it becomes a barrier to change management and introduces less-than-ideal workarounds. If too liberal, 
then we face the possibility of content leaking early. It’s an exercise in balance. Where do we start? From the product/user perspective, we need one login. We cannot have a multitude of solutions all utilizing different usernames and passwords. Retail has got this figured out, the freelance work environment needs to solve 
it as well. If your product doesn’t offer SSO (single sign-on) it becomes an immediate point of resistance. SSO is crucial to making security as transparent to the user as possible. Second? Roles and permissions. Our Content Engineering team has built an internal solution to manage app-to-app roles and permissions in a 
single administrative portal. This means we can provision users across multiple apps in one location. We’d love the ability to call your APIs and set application roles individually and in-bulk from one place. It’s a user administrator’s dream. Working with tens of thousands of freelancers around the world mandates this 

as a requirement. SSO and APIs for roles/permissions is a biggie.
Collaboration is key.

Netflix adopted Google Cloud’s G Suite in 2013. This means our entire corporate file sharing platform is Google Drive. Thousands of users, millions of files within the cloud — accessible everywhere. When we started the studio, we were faced with a choice: a) deviate and use a different file sharing platform, perhaps 
different platforms for different types of content, or b) use G Suite on our productions so corporate, studio and production are all in one shared space. This was a tough call, as the variables within our content, as noted above, are extensive. However, we felt G Suite was and is flexible enough while subscribing to our core 
principles of modularity. Utilizing their service within our ecosystem was the fastest way to stand-up a global file sharing platform. We have hundreds of productions using the tools within G Suite, collaborating with our studio users. Instead of trying to build our own file platform, or buying a multitude of third party 

platforms, we started building production-centric features on top of G Suite. For dynamic watermarking, password protection and expiring links, we built Prodicle Distribution. It sits on top of Google Drive, taking advantage of the multitude of G Suite functions that would be silly for us to build ourselves, e.g. 
collaboration, commenting, file previews, etc. In doing this, utilizing consumer facing tech from companies whose full-time focus is workplace solutions (our main focus is great content), we’re able to leverage what works well and add what we need to that. We don’t expect consumer tech companies to build production 
functionality, but if we can leverage what they do well and we build what we need for us to do well (produce great content) it gives us a significant head start. We look for this in third-party production tools all the time. Again, we want production components that don’t exist anywhere else, not another folder-based file 

repository to store our scripts." "Data as operational currency.
There are groups, committees, and conferences where universal data IDs are endlessly discussed. While not impossible, the effort needed for unification is tremendous. Data reconciliation will be an ongoing challenge especially when data accessibility isn’t solved. As such, availability of production and studio generated 

data is a must-have. The production-to-studio relationship requires the real time transfer of assets and data. When data is locked behind a proprietary file format or within data architecture with no accessible APIs, the constraints significantly reduce the data’s usefulness. Studios are hampered by the time it takes for 

Rethinking Netflix’s Edge Load 
Balancing

Sep 28, 2018
"We briefly touched on some of the load balancing improvements we’ve recently been making in our Open Sourcing Zuul 2 post. In this post, we’ll go into 

more detail on the whys, hows and results of that work."

"On the Netflix Cloud Gateway team we are always working to help systems reduce errors, gain higher availability, and improve Netflix’s resilience to 
failures. We do this because even a low rate of errors at our scale of over a million requests per second can degrade the experience for our members, so 

every little bit helps.
So we set out to take our learnings from Zuul, plus those from other teams, and improve our load balancing implementation to further reduce errors caused 

by overloaded servers."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"This post isn’t intended as a plug for Zuul — although it is a great system — but more to share and add another datapoint to the wealth of interesting approaches out there in the proxying/service-mesh/load-balancing community. Zuul is a great system to test, implement, and improve these kinds of load balancing 
schemes; running them with the demands and scale of Netflix gives us the capabilities to prove and improve these approaches."

The Netflix Media Database Oct 15, 2018

"Let us imagine we are working on the next generation adaptive video streaming algorithm. Our goal is to minimize the playback startup time for the 
millions of Netflix members all over the world. To do that we need to gather aggregate statistics (minimum, maximum, median, mean, any number of 

percentiles) for the header sizes of our ISO BMFF (Base Media File Format) formatted bitstreams. The Netflix trans-coding pipeline services a huge catalog of 
content and produces a large ladder of bitstreams (with varying codec + quality combinations) for every title. In the past, we would need to write one-off 
scripts that would crawl the bitstream header information from our bitstreams in an arduous fashion before we could analyze the data. Such an approach is 
clearly not scalable — a software bug in our script would reset the entire effort. Further, a new “ throwaway” script would be needed for analyzing another 
completely different dimension of our media data. Repeating this methodology over several times for problems from different domains made us realize that 

there was a pattern here, and set us on the path to build a system that would address this in a scalable way.
This blog post introduces the Netflix Media DataBase (NMDB) — a highly queryable data system built on the Netflix micro-services platform."

"NMDB is used to persist deeply technical metadata about various media assets at Netflix and to serve queries in near real-time using a combination of 
lookups as well as runtime computation. NMDB enables developers (such as video streaming researchers) to focus their time on developing insights into 

media data and crank out awesome data-driven algorithms as opposed to worrying about the task of collecting and organizing data."
Dados. Médio. Tecnologia que se relaciona a análise de dados. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial.

"An optimized user interface, meaningful personalized recommendations, efficient streaming and a vast catalog of content are the principal factors that define the end-user Netflix experience. A myriad of business workflows of varying complexities need to come together to realize this experience." "Artwork imagery and title 
synopses (see above picture) that are pertinent to the story as well as insightful video previews go a long way in helping users find relevant shows and movies. The ever increasing scale of content ingestion at Netflix necessitates the development of systems that can assist our creative teams synthesize high quality digital 
merchandise assets in a timely fashion. This could be done for example, by providing them with meaningful raw imagery and video clips automatically (algorithmically) extracted from the source video assets. This could serve as a starting point for creating engaging digital media assets." "As shown below, the content 
recommendations system economically surfaces choices that are personalized to the content preferences and tastes of the end-user. Compact and effective feature representations of the content present in the Netflix catalog are critical to this function. Such representations could for example, be obtained by building machine 
learning models that use the media files (audio, timed text, video) as well as title metadata (genre tags, synopses) as their input." "Efficient audio and video encoding recipes lead to creation of compact bitstreams — a precursor to efficient streaming of media over the Internet. Temporal and spatial video analyses such as 
detecting moments of shot and scene changes, as well as identifying salient parts and objects in the video frames help generate critical input for the video encoding system." "Lastly, maintaining high standards on the quality of the source content ingested at Netflix is vital to a great end-user Netflix experience. The above 

image illustrates one such use case. This image corresponds to a video frame for a title from the Western Classical genre. In this case, a camera used for the production of the title is visible in the video. It is highly desirable to have an automated analysis system that would detect and localize (perhaps through a rectangular 
bounding box) the presence of the camera. Another such case is illustrated in the following picture. In this case, the subtitles text is placed on top of the text that is burnt in the video rendering both of them unreadable. A video text detection algorithm together with knowledge of timing and positioning of subtitles could 
be used to solve this problem automatically." "We would like to note that the seemingly disparate use cases illustrated above actually overlap in their use of core component algorithms. For instance, shot change data serves a critical role for the video encoding use case. Different shots have different visual characteristics 
and merit different bit budgets. For the same reason, shot change data is also an essential ingredient for producing diverse raw imagery and video clips from source video assets. A collection of high quality raw artwork candidates could be obtained by selecting the top few candidates from each shot. Likewise, meaningful 

latent representations for video media can be constructed by composing per shot representations. As another example, while video text detection data serves an invaluable role in content quality control, it is also beneficial for the video encoding and the artwork automation use cases — video frames containing large 
amounts of text typically do not serve as good artwork image candidates.

Further, many of these analyses tend to be very expensive computationally — it would be highly inefficient to repeat the same computation when addressing different business use cases. Together, these reasons make an argument for a data system that could act as a universal storage for any analysis related to the timeline 
of a media. In other words, we need a “ media database”. "Characteristics of a Media Database

A media database houses media analysis data corresponding to media of varying modalities — these include audio, video, images, and text (e.g., subtitles). It is expected to service arbitrary queries on the media timeline. For example, what time intervals in the timeline of an audio track contain music, or the list of video 
frames in a video that contain text, or the set of time intervals in a subtitles file that correspond to dialog. Given the breadth of its scope, we believe that the following are the vital traits of a media database:

Affinity to structured data: Data that has a schema is amenable to machine-based processing and is thus available for analysis and consumption at scale. In our case, schema compliance allows us to index data which in-turn enables data search and mining opportunities. Further, this unburdens the creator of the data from 
needing to “ white glove” consumers of the data. This results in an efficient overall system.

Efficient media timeline modeling: The ability to service various types of media timeline data ranging from periodic sample-oriented ones (e.g., video frames) to event based ones (e.g., timed text intervals) is a fundamental trait of a media database.
Spatio-temporal query-ability: A media database natively supports the temporal (e.g., time intervals in an audio track) as well as spatial (e.g., parts of an image) characteristics of media data and provides high query-ability on these dimensions. As an example, a media database makes it easy to check if a contiguous 

sequence of video frames contains text in a specific spatial region (e.g., top-left corner) of the video frame. Such a query could come in handy for detecting collisions between text present in video and subtitles.
Multi-tenancy: A well-designed media database could serve as a platform for supporting a plurality of analyses data from a plurality of applications. As such, it allows storing arbitrary data provided that it is structured. Additionally, if that data can also be associated to a particular time interval of the media resource, each 

tenant can then benefit from the efficient query-ability of our system.
Scalability: A scalable micro-services based model is essential. This means that the system has to address issues related to availability and consistency under various load scenarios.

Introducing Netflix Media DataBase
The use cases outlined above inspired us to build NMDB — a universal store for any analysis related to the timeline of a media that can be used to answer spatio-temporal queries on the media timeline at scale. The Netflix catalog comprises a large number of media assets of varying modalities — examples of static 

Lumen: Custom, Self-Service 
Dashboarding For Netflix

Oct 17, 2018

"Netflix generates a lot of data. One of the ways that we gain useful insights is by visualizing that data in dashboards which allow us to comprehend large 
amounts of information quickly. This is particularly important when operational issues arise as our engineers need to be able to quickly diagnose problem 

areas and work to correct them.
Operational issues, however, are just one potential use case for dashboards at Netflix. We also use dashboards to track and chart key business metrics, 

compare the results of experiments, monitor real-time data, and even find out if burgers are on the menu for lunch.
In short, dashboards are important to Netflix, but not just any dashboarding platform would work well for us.

In particular, any dashboarding platform for Netflix has the following constraints that must be met:
Users need to be able to construct dynamic dashboards on their own. Since Netflix engineers are Full Cycle Developers, our platform should be self-service 

such that a centralized team doesn’t become the bottleneck for addressing the various needs of engineers and the services they own.
Following from the above, it must support a wide variety of use cases and usage patterns, so the solution needs to be very flexible and allow custom 

dashboard creation.
Must support data coming from a myriad of different sources utilizing different transport methods, such as streaming data over WebSockets, long-running 

queries that redirect to a cache upon completion, and standard RESTful APIs.
In the event of an operational incident, dashboards need to be fast and responsive so that quick analysis and, potentially, exploration can be done to identify 

and remediate issues.
Must provide first-class support for Atlas and other Netflix technologies critical to operations.

Our platform needs to be highly flexible, dynamic, and performant while giving users a great amount of control. When we first invested in a dashboarding 
platform for our operational metrics over eight years ago, there was no reasonable solution that met the constraints above while continuing to be cost-effective 

for Netflix. So, we built our own. It is called Lumen."

"Lumen is a dashboarding platform that allows users to define JSON configuration files that are parsed at runtime in the browser to generate custom 
dashboards.

At a high-level, Lumen’s architecture seems relatively simplistic. A config is loaded from the backend store and then parsed into an internal data structure. 
That data structure is then passed to a renderer, which generates the visualizations and UI controls for the dashboard. When a user then interacts with one 

of the rendered UI controls, the process repeats with new values applied to the same config."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"So now, each dashboard in Lumen is mainly comprised of the following concepts:
Data Sources — Define how to load a certain type of data into the dashboard for use. They can either be generic, such as a REST data source, or typed, such as an Atlas data source. The typed data sources can be built on top of the core, generic types of data sources. For instance, an Elasticsearch data source could be built 

as a REST data source that is configured to POST a query to an Elasticsearch API.
Visualizations — Define how to display some data in the dashboard. Lumen supports a variety of visualizations from your standard line or bar charts to custom Markdown formatted tables. These visualization types are independent of any specific data source, but they do require the input data to have a specific structure.
Mappers — Define how to transform the payload from a Data Source into a format that Lumen can understand and use, such as for the data structures expected by visualizations. This is how Lumen enables any data source to be used with any visualization. Mappers can also be used to transform the dashboard configs 

themselves or map data into variables, as discussed next.
Variables — Define values which can then be substituted into other portions of the configuration. Variables can be statically defined in the config but they can also be defined as controls, such as inputs or toggles, that the user can then modify from the UI. For instance, you could add a variable control that allows users to 

switch between viewing data for a production environment or a test environment. Variables allow you to add dynamic values to your dashboard and can even be used to modify the output of a mapper for even greater flexibility." "As Netflix continues to grow, we expect the need for a robust dashboarding platform to 
continue to increase and are excited to continue improving Lumen. There are currently three major areas we see for improvement in Lumen.

The first is to reduce legacy features that no longer fit in with the core concepts Lumen is now based on. As with many long-lived projects, some features added in the past no longer make sense; some were too specific to a limited use-case and others have been replaced by more general solutions that give users more 
control.

The second is to improve the usability of Lumen by making it easier for users to create and manage their dashboards. Currently, this means improving the config editing tools we provide users with. In the future, this will mean giving users a robust, WYSIWYG-style interface that reduces cognitive load while making it 
easier to discover the powerful features Lumen provides.

Finally, we want to continue investing in the extensibility of Lumen. While the current architecture makes it easy to bring your own data source, creating custom visualizations or adding first-class support for integrations with other tools requires changes to Lumen’s source code. We plan to make the system much more 
pluggable such that users are able to extend the platform without needing direct support from maintainers.

Our ultimate goal with Lumen is to meet all the challenges for our myriad users while providing them an experience that allows them to focus on the critical information and value in their dashboards instead of the tool they’re using. The future for Lumen is bright!

VMAF: The Journey Continues Oct 25, 2018

"How will Netflix members rate the quality of this video — poor, average or excellent?
Which video clip looks better — encoded with Codec A or Codec B?

For this episode, at 1000 kbps, is it better to encode with HD resolution, with some blockiness, or will SD look better?
These were example questions we asked ourselves as we worked towards delivering the best quality of experience for Netflix members. A few years ago, we 

realized that we were unable to answer these questions effectively by simply relying on “ golden eyes.” Expert viewing was not scalable across content, 
encoding recipes, and the overall output of our encoding pipeline. It was possible to deploy existing video quality metrics, such as PSNR and SSIM at scale, 

but they fell short of accurately capturing human perception. Thus, we embarked on a journey to develop an automated way to answer the question, “ How 
will a Netflix member rate the quality of this encode?” This was the birth of VMAF."

Video Multi-method Assessment Fusion, or VMAF for short, is a video quality metric that combines human vision modeling with machine learning. 
The project started as research collaboration between our team and Prof. C.-C. Jay Kuo from University of Southern California. His research group had 

previously worked on perceptual metrics for images, and together, we worked on extending the ideas to video. Over time, we have collaborated with other 
research partners such as Prof. Alan Bovik from the University of Texas at Austin and Prof. Patrick Le Callet from Université de Nantes with the goal of 

improving VMAF accuracy related to human subjective perception, and broaden its scope to cover more use cases. In June 2016, we open-sourced VMAF 
on Github, and also published the first VMAF techblog. In this new techblog, we want to share our journey.

Tecnologia de vídeo. Médio.
Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 

conteúdo. 
De forma tangencial. Não. Não. De forma tangencial.

"Outside of Netflix, the video community is finding VMAF a valuable tool for quality assessment. Because of industry adoption, the project is benefitting from broader contribution from researchers, video-related companies and the open-source community.
VMAF has been integrated into 3rd-party video analysis tools (for example, FFmpeg, Elecard StreamEye, MSU Video Quality Measurement Tool and arewecompressedyet), putting it side-by-side with more established metrics such as PSNR and SSIM.

In industry trade shows and meet-ups such as NAB, Video@Scale and Demuxed, demos and presentations are given using VMAF scores to compare quality and efficiency of various encoding techniques.
The Video Quality Experts Group (VQEG) is an international consortium of video quality assessment experts. In the recent Los Gatos, Krakow and Madrid VQEG meetings, VMAF was evaluated in multiple discussions." "VMAF is used throughout our production pipeline, not only to measure the outcome of our 

encoding process, but also to guide our encodes towards the best possible quality. An important example of how VMAF is used within encoding is in our Dynamic Optimizer, where encoding decisions for each individual shot are guided by bitrate and quality measurements for each encoder option. VMAF scores are 
essential in this optimization process to get accurate quality measurements, and to select the final resolution/bitrate points on the convex hull." "Researchers in different business areas — TV UI teams and streaming client teams, for example — are constantly innovating to improve streaming quality. With VMAF, we 

have a tool that allows us to run system-wide A/B tests and quantify the impact on members’ video quality. For example, a researcher changes the adaptive streaming algorithm or deploys new encodes, runs an experiment, and compares VMAF between the old and new algorithms or encodes. This metric is well-suited 
for assessing quality in experiments because of its consistency across content and accuracy in reflecting human perception of quality. For example, a VMAF score of 85 will mean “ good” quality for all titles, as opposed to using bitrate, where the same bitrate may indicate different quality between titles." "From an 

internal project to help deliver the best video quality to Netflix’s members, to an open-source project that starts attracting a community of users and contributors, VMAF has been constantly evolving and continuously finding new areas of applications. We are pleased to see that inside and outside Netflix, VMAF has been 
applied to codec comparison, encoding optimization, A/B experimentation, video analysis, post-processing optimization, and many more areas. Independent researchers have helped cross-verify the perceptual accuracy of VMAF. The open-source community has helped speed up the tool, create easy-to-use interfaces, and 

moderate the Github repo.
But we are just getting started.

Through conversations with researchers and VMAF adopters, we have realized that there are many areas that the current VMAF can improve upon. To give a few examples:
VMAF uses a simple temporal feature, which is the average low-pass filtered differences between adjacent frames. Potentially, VMAF could benefit from more sophisticated models that can better measure the temporal perceptual effects.

VMAF does not fully capture the benefits of perceptual optimization options found in many codecs, although it is moving in the right direction compared to PSNR.
Currently, VMAF does not use chroma features, and does not fully express the perceptual advantage of HDR / WCG videos.

The VMAF model works the best with videos of a few seconds. It does not capture long-term effects such as recency and primacy, as well as rebuffering events.
In the coming years, we strive to continue improving VMAF, and we invite industry, academia and the open-source community to collaborate with us.
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The New Netflix Stethoscope Native App 
- A user focused approach to endpoint 

health and management
Oct 30, 2018

"We are happy to announce the next big release in user focused security, the Stethoscope native app. The new native app includes basic device health 
recommendations with inline clickable instructions on how to update settings. It can also communicate with a web app (such as a Single Sign On provider) 

in order to make device health suggestions at pivotal moments."

Last year we introduced Stethoscope along with the concept of user focused security. TL;DR: Basic device hygiene is a fundamental security practice. 
People want to securely configure their devices, but they may not know what the best practices are, or how to comply with them. Empowering users to 

see the state of their devices and how to get them into an ideal state improves the overall security posture of an organization.
Tecnologia de segurança. Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
impacto cultural direto.

Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Operating systems frequently release security patches, and people change device settings, so we think it’s important to remind people at a regular cadence about the state their devices are in." "What About Mobile?
The world and the workforce are shifting to mobile. It’s important to ensure mobile devices are securely configured in addition to traditional corporate devices. We are working on a native mobile app, written with React Native. It makes basic recommendations about security practices to users for their mobile devices the 

same way the Electron app makes recommendations for Mac OS, and Windows devices.
Join us!

We hope that other organizations find the Stethoscope app to be a useful tool, and we welcome contributions and opportunities for collaboration. We have open sourced the app, which can be found in the Netflix Skunkworks organization: https://github.com/Netflix-Skunkworks/stethoscope-app. While we’re excited for 
the opportunity to collaborate, we chose to open source the app in Skunkworks for now, as we’re early in this journey, and are still making frequent changes.

Our Identity and Access Engineering and Enterprise Security teams are hiring managers at our Los Gatos office: Identity Engineering Manager and Corporate Information Security Manager. If you’d like to help us work on Stethoscope and related tools, please apply!"

Netflix Media Database — the Media 
Timeline Data Model

Oct 31, 2018

"In the previous post in this series, we described some important Netflix business needs as well as traits of the media data system — called “ Netflix Media 
DataBase” (NMDB) that is used to address them. The curious reader might have noticed that a majority of these characteristics relate to properties of the data 
managed by NMDB. Specifically, structured data that is modeled around the notion of a media timeline, with additional spatial properties. This blog post 

details the structure of the media timeline data model used by NMDB called a “ Media Document”."

"The Media Document model is intended to be a flexible framework that can be used to represent static as well as dynamic (varying with time and space) 
metadata for various media modalities. For example, we would like to be able to represent (1) per-frame color and luminosity information for a video file 

with 29.97 fps NTSC frame rate, (2) subtitle styling and layout information in a timed text file that is using units of the “ media timebase”, as well as (3) 
spatial attributes of time varying 3D models generated by VFX artists, all with full precision in temporal as well as spatial dimensions."

Dados. Médio. Tecnologia que se relaciona a análise de dados. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial.
"The Media Document model is designed to be versatile, to allow representing a wide number of document types, ranging from documents resulting from the analysis of an encoded video stream and containing VMAF scores, to documents providing information about events happening simultaneously within multiple 

timed text streams, to documents providing structured information about a series of DPX images forming a movie clip. To satisfy all these use cases, the Media Document is built around a few core principles that are detailed in the following."

Scaling Time Series Data Storage — 
Part II

Nov 5, 2018

"In January 2016 Netflix expanded worldwide, opening service to 130 additional countries and supporting 20 total languages. Later in 2016 the TV 
experience evolved to include video previews during the browsing experience. More members, more languages, and more video playbacks stretched the times 

series data storage architecture from part 1 close to its breaking point. In part 2 here, we will explore the limitations of that architecture and describe how 
we’re re-architecting for this next phase in our evolution.

Breaking Point
Part 1’s architecture treated all viewing data the same, regardless of type (full title plays vs video previews) or age (how long ago a title was viewed). The 

ratio of previews to full views was growing rapidly as that feature rolled out to more devices. By the end of 2016 we were seeing 30% growth in one quarter 
for that data store; video preview roll-outs were being delayed because of their potential impact to this data store. The naive solution would be to scale the 

underlying viewing data Cassandra (C*) cluster to accommodate that growth, but it was already the biggest cluster in use and nearing cluster size limits that 
few C* users have gone past successfully. Something had to be done, and that too soon.

Rethinking Our Design
We challenged ourselves to rethink our approach and design one that would scale for at least 5x growth. We had patterns that we could reuse from part 1’s 

architecture, but by themselves those weren’t sufficient. New patterns and techniques were needed."

"Our goal was to design a solution that would scale to 5x growth, with reasonable cost efficiencies and improved as well as more predictable latencies. 
Informed by the analysis and understanding of the problems discussed above, we undertook this significant redesign. Here are our design guidelines:

Data Category
Shard by data type

Reduce data fields to just the essential elements
Data Age

Shard by age of data. For recent data, expire after a set TTL
For historical data, summarize and rotate into an archive cluster

Performance
Parallelize reads to provide an unified abstraction across recent and historical data" "Previously, we had all the data combined together into one cluster, 
with a client library that filtered the data based on type/age/level of detail. We inverted that approach and now have clusters sharded by type/age/level of 

detail. This decouples each data set’s different growth rates from one another, simplifies the client, and improves the read latencies" "For the fastest 
growing data sets, video previews and language information, we were able to align with our partners on only keeping recent data. We do not store very 
short duration preview plays since they are not a good signal of member’s interest in the content. Also, we now store the initial language preference and 
then store only the deltas for subsequent plays. For vast majority of members, this means storing only a single record for language preference resulting in 
huge storage saving. We also have a lower TTL for preview plays and for language preference data thereby expiring it more aggressively than data for full 

title plays." "Finally, instead of storing all the details for historical full title plays, we store summarized view with fewer columns in a separate table. This 
summary view is also compressed to further optimize for storage costs."

Dados. Médio. Tecnologia que se relaciona a análise de dados. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial.

"Analysis
We started by analyzing our data set’s access patterns. What emerged was three distinct categories of data:

Full title plays
Video preview plays

Language preference (i.e., which subtitles/dubs were played, indicating what is the member’s preference when they play titles in a given language)
For each category, we discovered another pattern — the majority of access was to recent data. As the age of the data increased, the level of detail needed decreased. Combining these insights with conversations with our data consumers, we negotiated which data was needed at what detail and for how long.

Storage Inefficiency
For the fastest growing data sets, video previews and language information, our partners needed only recent data. Very short duration views of video previews were being filtered out by our partners as they weren’t a positive or negative signal of member’s intent for the content. Additionally, we found most members 

choose the same subs/dubs languages for the majority of the titles that they watched. Storing the same language preference with each viewing record resulted in a lot of data duplication.
Client Complexity

Another limiting factor we looked into was how our viewing data service’s client library satisfied a caller’s particular need for specific data from a specific time duration. Callers could retrieve viewing data by specifying:
Video Type — Full title or video preview

Time Range — last X days/months/years with X being different for various use cases
Level of detail — complete or summary

Whether to include subs/dubs information
For the majority of use cases, these filters were applied on the client side after fetching the complete data from the back-end service. As you might imagine, this led to a lot of unnecessary data transfer. Additionally, for larger viewing data sets the performance degraded rapidly, leading to huge variations in the 99th 

percentile read latencies." "Viewing data storage architecture has come a long way over the last few years. We evolved to using a pattern of live and compressed data with parallel reads for viewing data storage and have re-used that pattern for other time-series data storage needs within the team. Recently, we sharded our 
storage clusters to satisfy the unique needs of different use cases and have used the live and compressed data pattern for some of the clusters. We extended the live and compressed data movement pattern to move data between the age-sharded clusters.

Designing these extensible building blocks scales our storage tier in a simple and efficient way. While we redesigned for 5x growth of today’s use cases, we know Netflix’s product experience continues to change and improve. We’re keeping our eyes open for shifts that might require further evolution.
If similar problems excite you, we are always on the lookout for talented engineers to join our team and help us solve the next set of challenges around scaling data storage and data processing."

Netflix Hack Day — Fal l  2018 Nov 7, 2018
"Hack Days are a big deal at Netflix. They’re a chance to bring together employees from all our different disciplines to explore new ideas and experiment with 

emerging technologies."
É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento.

Delivering Meaning with Previews on 
Web

Nov 12, 2018

"As the Netflix catalog of films and series continues to grow, it becomes more challenging to present members with enough information to decide what to 
watch. How can a member tell if a movie is both a horror and a comedy? The synopsis and artwork help provide some context, but how can we leverage 

video previews (trailers) to help members find something great to watch?
Our goal was to create a rich and enjoyable video preview experience to give our users a deeper understanding of the content we have to offer. This deeper 

understanding about the characters, mood, and other elements of a title is what we consider as meaning."

"Giving members meaning via video previews brings new technical and experiential challenges. It would need to have fast playback, smooth transitions, 
and minimal friction. The tasks ahead of us were:

Optimize the existing homepage to reduce CPU load and network traffic
Integrate video preview playback in existing canvases

Create an intuitive user experience"

Tecnologia para previews. Alto.
Tecnologia que viabiliza previews de conteúdo para entregar "meaning" aos 

usuários
Sim. Não. Não. Sim.

"The previous version of the home page rendered all rows of titles as its highest priority. This included fetching data from the server, creating all DOM nodes, and loading images. Our goal was to enable fast vertical scrolling through 30+ rows of titles.
For the new experience, we needed our page to load faster, minimize memory overhead, and allow for smooth playback. We knew these performance optimizations would come with a tradeoff against existing member behavior. To understand these tradeoffs, we began by measuring the existing home page load.

When the home page loads, we first render the billboard image and the top three rows on the server. Once this page has been delivered to the client, we make a call for the rest of the homepage, render the rest of the rows, and load all the images."  "We conducted experiments to determine when to load images and how 
many to load. We found the best performance by simply rendering only the first few rows of DOM and lazy loading the rest as the member scrolled. This resulted in a decreased load time for members who don’t scroll as far, with a tradeoff of slightly increased rendering time for those who do scroll. The overall result was 

faster start times for our video previews and full -screen playback." "To get an optimal video preview playback experience, we
Optimized network usage

Optimized video player creation
Simplified existing audio toggling behavior

Our concern with introducing video previews was the impact it would have on network throughput. We did not want to saturate a member’s connection to the point where network contention would slow down non-video requests. We tackled this problem by matching the video preview stream resolution to be roughly 
the same size as the video preview canvas, thus lowering the amount of video data requested.

To improve video preview start times, we developed a new business logic layer on the client that specifically focused on the creation and interaction of video player instances. This allowed us to decouple video player creation and state management from being tied only to the UI render cycle. With this system, we can 
efficiently create a video player instance during the UI animation when a focused title expands. While the 400ms animation is taking place, we are already pre-buffering the preview video. When the expanded title canvas renders, it is passed the previously created player instance." "Our main goal with the user experience 

was to allow our members to focus on each movie/series, understand what it is about, and avoid any friction from the interaction.
Our first point of friction was due to a large amount of information already shown on the expanded title canvas. We know this information is valuable to many members but would distract from the new video preview experience." "After trying different variations, we arrived at an expanded title canvas that slowly fades out 
this extra information over a 10 second period, gradually allowing the member to fully focus on the video preview. This fade out begins as soon as the video starts playing and reverts to full opacity on any interaction. This worked well for members who wanted to be immersed in the video, while still giving control to 

members who wanted to read the summary or add the title to their list." "Although we feel this is a great step forward in delivering more meaning to our members, we still see opportunities to make the website more effortless for content discovery and playback. In addition, there are more potential wins for members with 
low bandwidth and CPU restrictions by reducing payload and streamlining components."



Nome do Artigo Data de Publicação Objeto do Artigo Descrição da Tecnologia Mencionada Categoria 
Em que nível o objeto do artigo se relaciona com promoção (acesso, 

valorizaçao e difusão) de cultura nacional? Justificativa
O tema do artigo se relaciona com o fomento do setor 

audiovisual?
O tema do artigo pode gerar consequências para a criatividade 

de quem cria?
O tema do artigo pode gerar consequêcias para a criatividade 

de quem produz?
O tema do artigo pode gerar impacto à escolha de quem assiste ao 

conteúdo na plataforma de VOD? Pontos Adicionais

Netflix at AWS re:Invent 2018 Nov 26, 2018
"AWS re:Invent is back in Las Vegas this week! Many Netflix engineers and leaders will be among the 40,000 attending the conference to connect with fellow 
cloud and OSS enthusiasts. You can find us at our booth on the expo floor, speaking on a variety of subjects, and at meetups and events around the re:Invent 

campus. We have listed all our talks below to make it easy to hear what we have been up to. Please say hello — we would love to hear from you!"
É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento.

Netflix Information Security: Preventing 
Credential Compromise in AWS

Nov 28, 2018

"Previously we wrote about a method for detecting credential compromise in your AWS environment. The methodology focused on a continuous learning 
model and first use principle. This solution still is reactive in nature — we only detect credential compromise after it has already happened.. Even with 
detection capabilities, there is a risk that exposed credentials can provide access to sensitive data and/or the ability to cause damage in our environment.

Today, we would like to share two additional layers of security: API enforcement and metadata protection. These layers can be used to help prevent credential 
compromise in your environment."

In this post, we’ll discuss how to prevent or mitigate compromise of credentials due to certain classes of vulnerabilities such as Server Side Request 
Forgery (SSRF) and XML External Entity (XXE) injection. If an attacker has remote code execution (RCE) or local presence on the AWS server, these 

methods discussed will not prevent compromise. For more information on how the AWS services mentioned work, see the Background section at the end 
of this post.

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Cache warming: Agility for a stateful 
service

Dec 4, 2018

"EVCache has been a fundamental part of the Netflix platform (we call it Tier-1), holding Petabytes of data. Our caching layer serves multiple use cases from 
signup, personalization, searching, playback, and more. It is comprised of thousands of nodes in production and hundreds of clusters all of which must 

routinely scale up due to the increasing growth of our members. To address the high demand of our caching we have recently discussed the Evolution of 
Application Data Caching: From RAM to SSD."

"The storage capacity of the cache can be increased by scaling out or scaling up (in some cases moving from RAM to SSD). Many services perform 
trillions of queries per day which stresses the network capacity of our caching infrastructure. When we needed to scale the cache either due to storage or 

network demand, our approach was to provision a new empty cache, dual-write to the existing cache and the new one, and then allow the data to expire in 
the older cluster after their Time to Live (TTL) value. This methodology worked well. But for every scale up activity, we had to pay the additional cost 
of keeping the old cluster and the newly scaled up cluster for the duration of the TTL. This approach didn’t suit well for clusters that had items with no 
expiration time or were not mutated in between. Also, natural warmup of data on nodes that are replaced in one or more replicas can cause cache misses."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"In this blog, we discussed the architecture of our cache warming infrastructure. The flexible cache warming architecture allowed us to copy data from existing replicas to one more new replicas and warm up nodes that were terminated or replaced due to hardware issues. Our architecture also enabled us to control the pace 
of cache warmup due to the loose coupling between the cache Dumper and Populator and various configurable tune-up settings. We have been using cache warmer to scale & warm up the caches for a few months now and we plan to extend it to support other systems."

Our learnings from adopting GraphQL
A Marketing Tech Campaign

Dec 10, 2018
"In an earlier blog post, we provided a high-level overview of some of the applications in the Marketing Technology team that we build to enable scale and 
intelligence in driving our global advertising, which reaches users on sites like The New York Times, Youtube, and thousands of others. In this post, we’ll 

share our journey in updating our front-end architecture and our learnings in introducing GraphQL into the Marketing Tech system."

"To winnow down the number of fields sent to the client, one approach is to build custom endpoints for every page; it was a fairly obvious non-starter. 
Instead of building these custom endpoints, we opted for GraphQL as the middle layer of the app. We also considered Falcor as a possible solution since 
it has delivered great results at Netflix in many core use cases and has a ton of usage, but a robust GraphQL ecosystem and powerful third party tooling 

made GraphQL the better option for our use case. Also, as our data structures have become increasingly graph-oriented, it ended up being a very natural fit. 
Not only did adding GraphQL solve the network bandwidth bottleneck, but it also provided numerous other benefits that helped us add features more 

quickly." "
We have been running GraphQL on NodeJS for about 6 months, and it has proven to significantly increase our development velocity and overall page load 

performance."

Tecnologia de marketing. Alto. Tecnologia que viabiliza as campanhas de marketing. Sim. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. Sim.
"Our primary application for managing the creation and assembly of ads that reach the external publishing platforms is internally dubbed Monet. It’s used to supercharge ad creation and automate management of marketing campaigns on external ad platforms. Monet helps drive incremental conversions, engagement with 

our product and in general, present a rich story about our content and the Netflix brand to users around the world. To do this, first, it helps scale up and automate ad production and manage millions of creative permutations. Secondly, we utilize various signals and aggregate data such as understanding of content 
popularity on Netflix to enable highly relevant ads. Our overall aim is to make our ads on all the external publishing channels resonate well with users and we are constantly experimenting to improve our effectiveness in doing that."

Modernizing the Web Playback UI Dec 11, 2018
"Over the past two years, the Web UI team has had a long running goal to modernize the user experience of playback for our members. Playback consists of 

three primary canvases:"

Over the past two years, the Web UI team has had a long running goal to modernize the user experience of playback for our members. Playback consists of 
three primary canvases:

Pre Play: A video to be shown to members before the main content (e.g. a season recap).
Video Playback: The member is watching their selected content, and has access to controls to pause the video, change the volume, etc.

Post Play: When the selected content ends, members are presented with the next episode in a series, or recommendations on what to watch next.
Through AB testing and subsequent learning, we have launched an updated, modern playback UI experience for our members. We want to share our 

journey of how we got to where we are today.

UI. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"With new and improved state management and development patterns for fellow engineers to use, our final step in the modernization journey was to update the visual design of the UI.
From our previous learning about change isolation, the plan was to create an AB test that only focused on updating the UI in the video playback experience, and not modifying any other canvases of playback, or the architecture.

By utilizing our implementation of Redux and extending existing React components, it was easier than ever to turn our design prototypes into production code for the AB test. We rolled out the test in the Summer of 2018. We got back the results in the Fall, and found that members preferred the modern visual design 
along with new video player controls that allowed them to seek back and forth, or pause the video by simply clicking on the screen.

This final AB test in the modernization journey was easy to implement and analyze. By making mistakes and learning from them, we built intuition and best practices around ensuring you are not trying to do too many things at once."

Performance comparison of video coding 
standards: an adaptive streaming 

perspective
Dec 14, 2018

"At Netflix, we are continually refining the recipes we use to serve your favorite shows and movies at the best possible quality. An essential element in this 
dish is the video encoding technology we use to transform our video content into compressed bitstreams (suitable for whatever bandwidth you happen to be 
enjoying Netflix at). A fantastic amount of work has been done by the video coding community to develop video coding standards (codecs) with the goal of 

achieving always better compression ratios. Therefore, an essential task is the assessment of the quality of the ingredients we use and, in the Netflix encoding 
kitchen, we do this by regularly evaluating the performance of existing and upcoming video codecs and encoders. We select the freshest and best encoding 

technologies so that you can savor our content, from the satiating cinematography of Salt Fat Acid Heat to the gorgeous food shots of Chef’s Table."

"A deeper dive into the topic reveals that these apparent contradictions should be expected. Why? Because the testing methodology and content play a 
crucial role in the evaluation of video codecs. A different selection of the testing conditions can lead to disparate results. We discuss below several factors 

that impact the assessment of video codecs:
Encoder implementation

Encoder settings
Methodology

Content
Metrics

Where applicable, we make the distinction between the traditional comparison approach and our approach for adaptive streaming."

Tecnologia de vídeo. Médio.
Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 

conteúdo. 
De forma tangencial. Não. Não. De forma tangencial. "For more detailed technical information and results, you can check out the paper ‘Video codec comparison using the dynamic optimizer framework’ by Ioannis Katsavounidis and Liwei Guo."

Implementing the Netflix Media Database Dec 14, 2018
"n this post we will provide details of the NMDB system architecture beginning with the system requirements — these will serve as the necessary motivation 

for the architectural choices we made."

"In the previous blog posts in this series, we introduced the Netflix Media DataBase (NMDB) and its salient “ Media Document” data model. In this post 
we will provide details of the NMDB system architecture beginning with the system requirements — these will serve as the necessary motivation for the 

architectural choices we made. A fundamental requirement for any lasting data system is that it should scale along with the growth of the business 
applications it wishes to serve. NMDB is built to be a highly scalable, multi-tenant, media metadata system that can serve a high volume of write/read 
throughput as well as support near real-time queries. At any given time there could be several applications that are trying to persist data about a media 

asset (e.g., image, video, audio, subtitles) and/or trying to harness that data to solve a business problem."

Dados. Médio. Tecnologia que se relaciona a análise de dados. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial.
"Some of the essential elements of such a data system are (a) reliability and availability — under varying load conditions as well as a wide variety of access patterns; (b) scalability — persisting and serving large volumes of media metadata and scaling in the face of bursty requests to serve critical backend systems like 

media encoding, (c) extensibility — supporting a demanding list of features with a growing list of Netflix business use cases, and (d) consistency — data access semantics that guarantee repeatable data read behavior for client applications. The following section enumerates the key traits of NMDB and how the design aims 
to address them."

Netflix OSS and Spring Boot — 
Coming Full Circle

Dec 18, 2018

"In 2007, Netflix started on a long road towards fully operating in the cloud. Much of Netflix’s backend and mid-tier applications are built using Java, and as 
part of this effort Netflix engineering built several cloud infrastructure libraries and systems — Ribbon for load balancing, Eureka for service discovery, and 
Hystrix for fault tolerance. To stitch all of these components together, additional libraries were created — Governator for dependency injection with lifecycle 

management and Archaius for configuration. All of these Netflix libraries and systems were open-sourced around 2012 and are still used by the community to 
this day.

In 2015, Spring Cloud Netflix reached 1.0. This was a community effort to stitch together the Netflix OSS components using Spring Boot instead of Netflix 
internal solutions. Over time this has become the preferred way for the community to adopt Netflix’s Open Source software. We are happy to announce that 

starting in 2018, Netflix is also making the transition to Spring Boot as our core Java framework, leveraging the community’s contributions via Spring 
Cloud Netflix."

"Why is Netflix adopting Spring Boot after having invested so much in internal solutions? In the early 2010s, key requirements for Netflix cloud 
infrastructure were reliability, scalability, efficiency, and security. Lacking suitable alternatives, we created solutions in-house. Fast forward to 2018, the 

Spring product has evolved and expanded to meet all of these requirements, some through the usage and adaptation of Netflix’s very own software! In 
addition, community solutions have evolved beyond Netflix’s original needs. Spring provides great experiences for data access (spring-data), complex 

security management (spring-security), integration with cloud providers (spring-cloud-aws), and many many more."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"The Spring Boot transition is not something we are undertaking alone. We have been in collaboration with Pivotal throughout the process. Whether it be Github issues and feature requests, in-person conversations at conferences or real-time chats over Gitter/Slack, the responses from Pivotal have been excellent. This 
level of communication and support gives us great confidence in Pivotal’s ability to maintain and evolve the Spring ecosystem.

Moving forward, we plan to leverage the strong abstractions within Spring to further modularize and evolve the Netflix infrastructure. Where there is existing strong community direction — such as the upcoming Spring Cloud Load Balancer — we intend to leverage these to replace aging Netflix software. Where there is 
new innovation to bring — such as the new Netflix Adaptive Concurrency Limiters — we want to help contribute these back to the community.

The union of Netflix OSS and Spring Boot began outside of Netflix. We now embrace it inside of Netflix. This is just the beginning of a long journey, and we will be sure to provide updates and interesting findings as we go. We want to give special thanks to the many people who have contributed to this effort over the 
years, and hope to be part of future innovations to come."

Detecting Performance Anomalies in 
External Firmware Deployments

Jan 31, 2019

"Netflix has over 139M members streaming on more than half a billion devices spanning over 1,700 different types of devices from hundreds of brands. This 
diverse device ecosystem results in a high dimensionality feature space, often with sparse data, and can make identifying device performance issues 

challenging. Identifying ways to scale solutions in this space is vital as the ecosystem continues to grow both in volume and diversity. Streaming devices are 
also used on a wide range of networks which directly impact the delivered user experience. The video quality and app performance that can be delivered to a 

limited-memory mobile phone with a spotty cellular connection is quite different than what can be achieved on a cable set top box with high speed 
broadband; understanding how device characteristics and network behavior interact adds a layer of complexity in triaging potential device performance issues."

We strive to ensure that when a member opens the Netflix app and presses play, they are presented with a high-quality experience every step of the way. 
Encountering an error page, waiting a very long time for video to begin playing, or having the video pause during playback, etc. are poor experiences, and 

we strive to minimize them. Previous blog posts have detailed the efforts of the Device Reliability Team (part 1, part 2) to identify issues and 
troubleshoot them and have given examples of the uses of machine learning to improve streaming quality.

Device-related issues typically occur in one of two scenarios: (1) Netflix introduces a change to the app or backend servers that interacts badly with some 
devices or (2) a consumer electronics partner, browser developer, or operating system developer pushes a change (e.g. a firmware change or browser/OS 

change) that interacts poorly with our app. While we have tools for dealing with the first scenario (for example, automated canary analysis using Kayenta), 
the second type previously was only detected when the update had reached a sufficient volume of devices to shift core performance metrics. Being able to 
quickly identify firmware updates that result in poorer member experience allows us to minimize the impact of these issues and work with device partners 

to root-cause problems.

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"The introduction of Jigsaw into the Netflix device reliability engineering team’s workflow quickly made direct impact on our members’ experiences. During the summer of 2018, two device performance deteriorations were detected while the culpable new firmware was only present on 0.5% of the several million 
potentially impacted devices. With the early alerts from Jigsaw, the device reliability team was able to work with our consumer electronics partners to correct the problem and prevent millions of users from experiencing errors during playback. Work is underway to use the Jigsaw framework to understand more than 

firmware changes, as well. Comparing metrics between two web browser software versions or operating system versions is aiding several of the Netflix engineering teams understand the effects of in-field software changes on performance metrics.
Netflix members have many options when it comes to entertainment. We strive to provide the best possible experience each time anyone launches Netflix. By enriching our device performance monitoring with automated anomaly detection, we can scale our efforts as the device ecosystem continues to grow and evolve. 

Through being proactive rather than reacting to issues after they have had wide impact, we protect our members from poor experiences, empowering them to continue to find more moments of uninterrupted joy."

Improving Experimentation Efficiency at 
Netflix with Meta Analysis and Optimal 

Stopping
Jan 31, 2019

"From living rooms in Bogota, to morning commutes in Tokyo, to beaches in Los Angeles and dorms in Berlin, Netflix strives to bring joy to over 139 
million members around the globe and connect people with stories they’ll love. Every bit of the customer experience is imbued with innovation, right from 

the very first encounter with Netflix during the signup process — whether it be on mobile, tablet, laptop or TV. We strive to bring the best experience to our 
customers through experimentation by continuously learning from data and refining our product. In the customer acquisition area, we aim to make the signup 

process as accessible, smooth, and intuitive as possible."

There are numerous challenges in experimentation at scale. But believe it or not, even with millions of global daily visitors and state-of-the-art A/B 
testing infrastructure, we still wish we had larger samples to test more innovative ideas. There are many benefits to ending experiments early when 

possible. To name just a few:
We could run more tests in the same amount of time, improving our chances of finding better experiences for our customers.

We could rapidly test the waters to identify the best areas to invest in for future innovation.
If we could, in a principled way, end an experiment earlier when a sizable effect is detected, we could bring more delight to our customers sooner.

On the other hand, there are some risks associated with running short experiments:
Very often tests are allocated much longer than the minimal required time determined by power analysis, to mitigate potential seasonal fluctuations (e.g., 

time of day, day of week, week over week, etc.), identify any diminishing novelty effect, or account for any treatment effects which may take longer to 
manifest.

Holidays and special events, such as new title launches, may attract non-representative audiences. This may render the test results less generalizable.
Improperly calling experiments early (such as by HARKing or p-hacking) may substantially inflate false positive rates and consequently lead to wasted 

business effort.
So in order to develop a scientific framework for faster product innovation through experimentation, there are two key questions we would like to answer: 

1) How much, if at all, does seasonality impact our experiments and 2) If seasonality is not a great concern, how can we end experiments early in a 
scientifically principled way?

Tecnologia para testes. Médio. Metodologia para realização de testes. Sim. Sim. Sim. Sim. 

"While seasonality is perceived to render short tests less generalizable, not all tests should be equally vulnerable. For example, if we experiment on the look and feel of a ‘continue’ button, Monday visitors should not have drastic differences in aesthetic preference compared with Friday visitors. On the other hand, a 
background image featuring a new original TV series may be more compelling during the time of launch when visitors may have higher awareness and intent to join. The key, then, is to identify the tests with time-invariant treatment effects and run them more efficiently. This requires a mix of technical work and 

experience." "The secret sauce we used here is meta-analysis, a simple yet powerful method of analyzing related analyses. We adopted this methodology to identify time-varying treatment effects. One frequent application of this method in healthcare is to combine results from independent studies to boost power and 
improve estimates of treatment effects, such as the efficacy of a new drug. At a high level:

If outcomes from independent studies are consistent as shown in the following chart (left side), the data can be fitted with a fixed-effect model to generate a more confident estimate. The treatment effect of five individual tests were all statistically insignificant but directionally negative. When pooled together, the model 
produces a more accurate estimate, as shown in the fixed-effect row.

By contrast, if outcomes from independent studies are inconsistent, as shown in the right side of the chart, with both positive and negative treatment effects, meta analysis will appropriately acknowledge the higher degree of heterogeneity. It will adjust to a random-effect model to accommodate the wider confidence 
intervals, as shown in the future prediction interval row." "More details can be found in this reference. The model-fitting process (i.e. fixed-effect model versus random-effect model) can be leveraged to test whether heterogeneous treatment effects are present across time dimensions (e.g., time of day, day of week, week over 

week, pre-/post-event). We conducted a comprehensive retrospective study in A/B tests on the signup flow. As expected, we found most tests do not demonstrate strong heterogeneous treatment effects over time. Therefore, we could have ended some tests early, innovated more, and brought an even better experience to 
our prospective customers sooner." "GST demonstrated the best performance and practical value in our study; it is widely used in clinical trials in which samples are accumulated over time in batches, which is a perfect fit our use case. This is roughly how it works:

Before a test starts, we decide the minimum required running time and the number of interim analyses.
GST then allocates the total tolerable Type I error (for example, 0.05) into all interim analyses, such that the total Type I error sums up to the overall Type I error. As a result, each interim test becomes more conservative than regular peeking.

A test can be stopped immediately whenever it becomes statistically significant. This often happens when the observed treatment effect size is substantially larger than expected." "Now that our initial research is completed, we are actively developing meta analysis, optimal stopping, heterogeneity treatment effects 
detection, and much more into the larger Netflix Experimentation and Causal Inference platform. We hope such features will accelerate our current experimentation workflow, expedite product innovation, and ultimately bring the best experience and delight to our customers. This is an ongoing journey, and if you are 

passionate about our mission and our exciting work, join our all-star team!"

Engineering to Improve Marketing 
Effectiveness (Part 3) — Scaling Paid 

Media campaigns
Feb 4, 2019

"This is the third blog of the series on Marketing Technology at Netflix. This blog focuses on the marketing tech systems that are responsible for campaign 
setup and delivery of our paid media campaigns. The first blog focused on solving for creative development and localization at scale. The second blog focused 

on scaling advertising at Netflix through easier ad assembly and trafficking."

"Netflix’s Marketing team is interested in raising awareness about our content, our brand and get new consumers excited about signing up to our service. 
We use a combination of paid media, owned media (e.g. via Netflix twitter handle), and earned media (publicity) to reach people all over the world. We 

use a mix of art and science to decide which titles to promote in which market.
The Netflix Marketing Tech team focuses on automation and experimentation to help our marketing team save time and money. These marketing 

campaigns help raise brand awareness on services/channels outside of the Netflix product itself (e.g. social media channels)."

Tecnologia de marketing. Alto. Tecnologia que viabiliza as campanhas de marketing. Sim. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. Sim.

"The marketing tech team’s goal is to build scalable systems which enable marketers at Netflix to efficiently manage, measure, experiment and learn about tactics that help unlock the effectiveness of our paid media efforts." "Improving Incremental Marketing Effectiveness: Netflix wants to use paid media to drive 
incremental value to the business. For instance, if we are interested in using a campaign to get people to sign up, we only want to measure the success of our campaign on users we caused to sign up, which is a subset of total signups. We measure this through ongoing experiments and control/holdout groups. This lets 

us understand the difference between all signups (correlational) and incremental signups (causal). For more detailed information on this topic, please refer to some of the work done in this space — incrementality bidding and attribution and measuring ad effectiveness." "Enabling Marketing At Scale: Netflix is now 
available in over 190 countries and advertises globally outside of our service in dozens of languages, for hundreds of pieces of content, ultimately using millions of promotional assets created solely for the purposes of marketing. One trailer for a title can quickly turn into hundreds of individual ads with permutations by 

languages, aspect ratios, subtitles, testing variations, etc. Our Marketing Tech platforms need to support the assembly and delivery of a wide variety of campaigns and plan type combinations, on a variety of external advertising platforms at global scale.
Enabling Easy Experimentation: Similar to how we test on the Netflix Product, the Netflix Marketing team embraces experimentation to identify the best marketing tactics for spending paid media dollars. The Marketing Tech team seeks to create technology that will enable our partners in marketing to spend more of 

their time on strategic and creative decisions. Our teams use experimentation to guide their instincts on the best performing campaigns. We enable experimentation through methodologies like A/B testing and geo-based quasi testing.
Near Real-time Measurement: As an advertiser running paid media across multiple global ad platforms, our systems need to provide accurate, near real-time answers about campaign performance. We then use this data to adapt and optimize our campaign spend in order to achieve our conversion goals." "How are we 

solving them?
The tech systems which solve for these problems can be broken into the following types:

Systems which are responsible for automating the workflows used for buying paid media and unlocking efficiencies in those flows (media planner)
Systems which help with creative development & localization and assembly of ads from the creative assets.

Systems which are responsible for marketing campaign creation and execution (campaign management system)
Systems which are responsible for collecting analytics and insights into how our campaigns are performing on ad platforms like Google (advertising insights)

Systems that enable changing budget on live campaigns in order to optimize our marketing spend (ad budget optimization)
Here is a highly simplified life cycle of a paid media marketing campaign." "The programmatic marketing team at Netflix is responsible for planning, setting up and executing marketing campaigns on the ad platforms. Each campaign requires a separate structure, and combinations of different geography, inventory sources, 
etc. We built our campaign management system in order to automate large parts of the campaign creation process. The system automates the process of campaign creation by abstracting out complexities in ad catalog setup, budget recommendation, experimentation, audience and campaign setup." "The complexity of the 
campaigns is further increased because the programmatic marketing team often runs experiments as part of a campaign. For example, we may use a campaign to test the relative effectiveness of a 30 second creative vs. a 6 second creative. Other experiments might try to determine optimal campaign parameters like budget 

allocation. Without tooling, all of the combinatorics would lead to dramatic increase in campaign setup time and complexity.
To solve this, our campaign management system has the notion of plan type (recipe) — pre-built combinations of various factors such as campaign type, objective, etc. With the help of this feature, we enable the selection of an appropriate recipe and add setup information for multiple cross-country and cross-platform tests 

in a single place. This dramatically reduces campaign setup time, removes error prone manual steps, and increases our confidence in test learnings." "Ad Budget Optimization System
When we run a marketing campaign with an objective of increasing incremental new sign ups, we are faced with the challenge of spending marketing budgets across the globe. For example, should the next incremental dollar get allocated to marketing in the U.S. or Thailand if incremental sign up and revenue is our 

ultimate objective? Stated simply, this is a budget allocation problem with several hard to measure factors that are behind it — Netflix product/market fit, cost of media, etc.
We solve this problem by building a system to dynamically distribute budgets across campaigns and countries to maximize incremental revenue. The system retrieves live campaign performance data from ad platforms and calculates the budget allocation per country and platform based on the current spend and the number 

of days remaining in the campaign." "As our business is evolving, our systems need to scale to support for accelerated experimentation and expanded creative inventory. We will also continue to fine tune our systems to make our workflows as automated as possible. The less time and effort spent manually creating ad 
campaigns, the faster we will be able to move as a business. Our goal is to continue to build an efficient, robust and scalable marketing platform that is greater than the sum of its parts and which ultimately enables consumer delight.

Protecting a Story’s Future with History 
and Science

Feb 5, 2019

"By reaching beyond film and television art and into the realms of history and science, we’ve been working on solving this issue for Netflix projects. The 
future of our industry always has unknowns thanks in large part to rapidly accelerating innovations in technology. However, we can use what we do know 
from a hundred years of filmmaking, and the study of human perception, to best preserve content as new technology emerges which allows us to make the 

experience of viewing it even better. Preserving creative intent while preserving these important images is the goal."

"With some attention and care spent up front on building and testing a color managed workflow, a show can look as expected at every point in the 
process, and archival assets can be created that increase the longevity of a show far into the future and protect it for remastering. The assets we require at 

Netflix might be digital files that make their way to the cloud via our Content Hub, but the concepts are rooted in history and science."

Tecnologia de preservação de 
conteúdo.

Alto.
Tecnologia para gravar corretamente o conteúdo e também aumentar a 

longevidade para o futuro e proteger o conteúdo para "remastering"
Sim. Não. Não. Sim. 

"Anyone who has delivered to (or been interested in delivering to) Netflix is familiar with these terms: non-graded archival master (NAM) and SMPTE interoperable master format (IMF). Other studios or facilities may have similar assets or similar names, and these are ours. Generally speaking, each delivery to Netflix 
will include these assets.

A non-graded archival master (NAM) is a complete copy of the ungraded, yet fully conformed, final locked picture including VFX, rendered in the original working color space such as ACES or the original camera log space, with no output or display transform rendered in or applied. This is used strictly for archival 
purposes." "]The interoperable master format (IMF) deliverable is a complete copy of the fully conformed, final locked picture with VFX, this time rendering in the output or display transform, meaning it is encoded in the mastering display’s color space. While the IMF is also archived, it is used to create all streaming 

masters." "Drawing a parallel to a film or television show, preserving these captured moments and assuring the creative intent behind them is preserved and protected for years of enjoyment is incredibly important. Some shows become cultural touchstones. Others are personal favorites that provide comfort for many years. 
In any case, for many filmmakers they are the culmination of an individual’s life work and deserve the respect of a high quality viewing experience and high fidelity archive." "At Netflix, we are constantly refining our process and approach to these processes while continuing to rely on the vast collective knowledge of so 

many years of film history and scientific research. Within the Creative Technologies team, we are always on the hunt for new and innovative ways to increase the usefulness of assets while becoming more and more flexible for creatives and technicians alike. In addition to our focus on color management, we are also 
investigating the next step in the evolution of archival and streaming assets: a dual-purpose archival/streaming deliverable specification which would encapsulate scene-referred imagery within an IMF container. While history and science may give us many resources to work from, the relationships we cultivate with the 

production community may give the best guidance.
Some movies have been lost to time. Some remastered films are missing entire scenes. And I’m not the only one whose family photo albums are rapidly fading, their quality locked in by the imaging technology available at the time. By combining thoughtful planning and technology, we can preserve the human 

experience and its stories for decades to come."

Building a Cross-platform In-app 
Messaging Orchestration Service

Feb 11, 2019
"Thoughtful, relevant, and timely messaging is an integral part of a customer’s Netflix experience. The Netflix Messaging Engineering team builds the 

platform and the messages to communicate with Netflix customers."

In-app messages at Netflix fall broadly into two channels — Notifications and Alerts. Notifications are content recommendations that show up in the 
Notification Center within the Netflix app. Alerts are typically account related messages that are designed to draw the customer’s attention to take some 

action and show up on the main screen. This blog post will focus on the Alerts channel.
Operacional. Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
impacto cultural direto.

Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Our primary goals at project inception were the following:
Continue to support in-app Alert messaging in the new Website architecture (i.e remain backward compatible)

Transfer business logic around messaging orchestration from the UI tier to the in-app messaging service
Support cross-platform messaging

Minimize time spent on running and productizing messaging A/B tests. "Challenges
One of the main challenges we faced when starting down this path was that messaging engineers had little to no knowledge about UI platforms and the nuances among them. We had to learn to account for differences such as message fetching patterns, testing infrastructure, bandwidth, refresh times, etc. We also evolved 

our payload from a one size fits all approach to a more balanced one by taking on some of the complexity and managing the nuances by implementing a UI-centric design based payload.
Another challenge was around test automation. Our early days were filled with running manual tests because we didn’t have the infrastructure in place to integrate with UI automation frameworks. In the past year, our investment in test automation has resulted in shortening the time taken for validating changes.

Finally, localization QC was a challenge because we didn’t have the tooling in place to take screenshots across the various UIs for a message. We now have a workflow that allows the localization team to generate Alert screenshots for all languages and devices.
Wins

The in-app messaging service has opened up avenues to run more A/B tests than was possible before.
We now build cross-platform experiences so that customers can get a consistent messaging experience on all devices.

We have reduced the development time for messaging experimentation because resources and context for these projects are contained within the messaging team.
We run omnichannel messaging tests that incorporate other messaging channels such as email, push notifications, etc.

We run experiments using levers such as timing, channel selection, frequency, etc. since the in-app messaging service is integrated into the Netflix customer messaging platform.""

Extending Vector with eBPF to inspect 
host and container performance

Feb 20, 2019
"Improving the tools available to our engineers to help them diagnose, triage, and work through software performance challenges in the cloud is a key goal for 

the cloud performance engineering team at Netflix."

"Today we are excited to announce latency heatmaps and improved container support for our on-host monitoring solution — Vector — to the broader 
community. Vector is open source and in use by multiple companies. These updates also bring other user experience improvements and a fresher 

technology stack." "Vector is an open-source host-level performance monitoring framework which we have been using for some time. Having the right 
metrics available on demand and at a high resolution is key to understanding how a system behaves and helps to quickly troubleshoot performance issues. 

For more information on the background and architecture of Vector and PCP, you can see our earlier tech blog post “ Introducing Vector”."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Why the changes
There are two main triggers for the refresh:

Firstly, at Netflix we are seeing significant growth in the use of our container environment (Titus). Historically the focus of our tooling and platform has been on AWS EC2, but with more users making the migration, we need to provide better support for container use cases.
For example, being able to present both host and container level metrics on the same dashboard helps us provide a way to quickly answer questions: “ am I being throttled by the container runtime?” or “ are there noisy neighbors affecting my container task?”.
Secondly, we have a collection of open requests and issues that were difficult to resolve with the current dashboard component. There was no way to pause graphs to take screenshots, and chart legends were sometimes laid out obscuring the actual chart data."

How Data Inspires Building a Scalable, 
Resilient and Secure Cloud Infrastructure 

At Netflix
Mar 5, 2019

Netflix’s engineering culture is predicated on Freedom & Responsibility, the idea that everyone (and every team) at Netflix is entrusted with a core 
responsibility and they are free to operate with freedom to satisfy their mission. This freedom allows teams and individuals to move fast to deliver on 

innovation and feel responsible for quality and robustness of their delivery. Central engineering teams enable this operational model by reducing the cognitive 
burden on innovation teams through solutions related to securing, scaling and strengthening (resilience) the infrastructure." "In the next section, we will 

highlight some high level areas of focus in each dimension of our infrastructure. In the last section, we will attempt to feed your curiosity by presenting a set 
of opportunities that will drive our next wave of impact for Netflix."

While our engineering teams have and continue to build solutions to lighten this cognitive load (better guardrails, improved tooling, …), data and its 
derived products are critical elements to understanding, optimizing and abstracting our infrastructure. This is where our data (engineering and science) 

teams come in: we leverage vast amounts of data produced by our platforms and micro-services to inform and automate decisions related to operating the 
many components of our cloud infrastructure reliably, securely and efficiently.

In the next section, we will highlight some high level areas of focus in each dimension of our infrastructure. In the last section, we will attempt to feed 
your curiosity by presenting a set of opportunities that will drive our next wave of impact for Netflix.

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"In the Security space, our data teams focus almost all our efforts on detecting suspicious or malicious activity using a collection of machine learning and statistical models. Historically, this has been focussed on potentially compromised employee accounts, but efforts are in place to build a more agnostic detection 
framework that would consider any agent (human or machine). Our data teams also invest in building more transparency around our security and privacy to support progress in reducing threats and hazards faced by our micro-services or internal stakeholders.

In the Reliability space, our data teams focus on two main approaches. The first is on prevention: data teams help with making changes to our environment and its many tenants as safe as possible through contained experiments (e.g., Canaries), detection and improved KPIs. The second approach is on the diagnosis side: 
data teams measure the impact of outages and expose patterns across their occurrence, as well as provide a connected view of micro-service-level availability.

In the Efficiency space, our data teams focus on transparency and optimization. In Netflix’s Freedom and Responsibility culture, we believe the best approach to efficiency is to give every micro-service owner the right information to help them improve or maintain their own efficiency. Additionally, because our 
infrastructure is a complex multi-tenant environment, there are also many data-driven efficiency opportunities at the platform level. Finally, provisioning our infrastructure itself is also becoming an increasingly complex task, so our data teams contribute to tools for diagnosis and automation of our cloud capacity 

management.
In the Performance space, our data teams currently focus on the quality of experience on Netflix-enabled devices. The main motivation is that while the devices themselves have a significant role in overall performance, our network and cloud infrastructure has a non-negligible impact on the responsiveness of devices. There 

is a continuous push to build improved telemetry and tools to understand and minimize the impact of our infrastructure in the overall performance of Netflix application across a wide range of devices.
In the People space, our data teams contribute to consolidated systems of record on employees, contractors, partners and talent data to help central teams manage headcount planning, reduce acquisition cost, improve hiring practices, and other people analytics related use-cases."

MezzFS — Mounting object storage in 
Netflix’s media processing platform

Mar 6, 2019

"We are constantly innovating on video encoding technology at Netflix, and we have a lot of content to encode. Video encoding is what MezzFS was 
originally designed for and remains one of its canonical use cases, so we’ll focus on video encoding to describe the problem that MezzFS solves.

Video encoding is the process of converting an uncompressed video into a compressed format defined by a codec, and it’s an essential part of preparing 
content to be streamed on Netflix. A single movie at Netflix might be encoded dozens of times for different codecs and video resolutions. Encoding is not a 

one-time process — large portions of the entire Netflix catalog are re-encoded whenever we’ve made significant advancements in encoding technology.
We scale out video encoding by processing segments of an uncompressed video (we segment movies by scene) in parallel. We have one file — the original, 

raw movie file — and many worker processes, all encoding different segments of the file. That file is stored in our object storage service, which splits and 
encrypts the file into separate chunks, storing the chunks in Amazon S3. This object storage service also handles content security, auditing, disaster recovery, 

and more.
The individual video encoders process their segments of the movie with tools like FFmpeg, which doesn’t speak our object storage service’s API and expects 

to deal with a file on the local filesystem. Furthermore, the movie file is very large (often several 100s of GB), and we want to avoid downloading the entire 
file for each individual video encoder that might be processing only a small segment of the whole movie.

This is just one of many use cases that MezzFS supports, but all the use cases share a similar theme: stream the right bits of a remote object efficiently and 
expose those bits as a file on the filesystem."

MezzFS (short for “ Mezzanine File System”) is a tool we’ve developed at Netflix that mounts cloud objects as local files via FUSE. It’s used extensively 
in our media processing platform, which includes services like Archer and runs features like video encoding and title image generation on tens of 

thousands of Amazon EC2 instances. There are similar tools out there, but we’ve developed some unique features like “ replays” and “ adaptive buffering” 
that we think are worth sharing

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"MezzFS collects metrics on data throughput, download efficiency, resource usage, etc. in Atlas, Netflix’s in-memory dimensional time series database. Its logs are collected in an ELK stack. But one of the more novel tools we’ve developed for debugging and developing is the MezzFS “ replay”." "At mount time, 
MezzFS can be configured to record a “ replay” file. This file includes:

Metadata — This includes: the remote objects that were mounted, the environment in which MezzFS is running, etc.
File operations — All “ open” and “ read” operations. That is, all mounted files that were opened and every single byte range read that MezzFS received.

Actions — MezzFS records everything it buffers and everything it caches
Statistics — Finally, MezzFS will record various statistics about the mount, including: total bytes downloaded, total bytes read, total time spent reading, etc." "Conclusion

MezzFS has become a core part of our media transformation and innovation platform. We’ve built some pretty fancy tools around it that we’re actively using to quickly and confidently develop new features and optimizations.
The next big feature on our roadmap is support for writes, which has exciting potential for our next generation media processing platform and our growing, global network of movie production studios."

Trace Event, Chrome and More Profile 
Formats on FlameScope

Mar 6, 2019

"Less than a year ago, FlameScope was released as a proof of concept for a new profile visualization. Since then, it helped us, and many other users, to easily 
find and fix performance issues, and allowed us to see patterns that we had never noticed before in our profiles.

As a tool, FlameScope was limited. It only supported the profile format generated by Linux perf, which at the time, was the profiler of choice internally at 
Netflix.

Immediately after launch, we received multiple requests to support other profile formats. Users looking to use the FlameScope visualization, with their own 
profilers and tools. Our goal was never to support hundreds of profile formats, especially for tools we don’t use internally, but we always knew that 

supporting a few “ generic” formats would be useful, both for us, and the community.
After receiving multiple requests from users and investigating a few profile formats, we opted to support the Trace Event Format. It is well documented. It is 
flexible. Multiple tools already use it, and it is the format used by Trace-Viewer, which is the javascript frontend for Chrome’s about:tracing and Android’s 

systrace tools."

"The complete documentation for the format can be found here, but in a nutshell, it consists of an ordered list of events. For now, FlameScope only 
supports Duration and Complete event types. According to the documentation:

Duration events provide a way to mark a duration of work on a given thread. The duration events are specified by the B and E phase types. The B event 
must come before the corresponding E event. You can nest the B and E events. This allows you to capture function calling behavior on a thread.

Each complete event logically combines a pair of duration (B and E) events. The complete events are designated by the X phase type.
There is an extra parameter dur to specify the tracing clock duration of complete events in microseconds. All other parameters are the same as in duration 

events."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. "We might consider adding support for more formats in the future, or accept pull requests that add support for something new, but in general, profile converters are the simplest solution. If you created a converter for a known profile format, we are happy to link to it on FlameScope’s documentation!"
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Design Principles for Mathematical 
Engineering in Experimentation Platform 

at Netflix
Mar 7, 2019

"At Netflix, we have data scientists coming from many backgrounds such as neuroscience, statistics and biostatistics, economics, and physics; each of these 
backgrounds has a meaningful contribution to how experiments should be analyzed. To unlock these innovations we are making a strategic choice that our 

focus should be geared towards developing the surrounding infrastructure so that scientists’ work can be easily absorbed into the wider Netflix 
Experimentation Platform. There are 2 major challenges to succeed in our mission:

We want to democratize the platform and create a contribution model: with a developer and production deployment experience that is designed for data 
scientists and friendly to the stacks they use.

We have to do it at Netflix’s scale: For hundreds of millions of users across hundreds of concurrent tests, spanning many deployment strategies from 
traditional A/B experiments, to evolving areas like quasi experiments."

"Mathematical engineers at Netflix in particular work on the scalability and engineering of models that estimate treatment effects. They develop scientific 
libraries that scientists can apply to analyze experiments, and also contribute to the engineering foundations to build a scientific platform where new 
research can graduate to. In order to produce software that improves a scientist’s productivity we have come up with the following design principles."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Data Science is a curiosity driven field, and should not be unnecessarily constrained[1]. We support data scientists to have freedom to explore research in any new direction. To help, we provide software autonomy for data scientists by focusing on composition, a design principle popular in data science software like 
ggplot2 and dplyr[2]. Composition exposes a set of fundamental building blocks that can be assembled in various combinations to solve complex problems. For example, ggplot2 provides several lightweight functions like geom_bar, geom_point, geom_line, and theme, that allow the user to assemble custom 

visualizations; every graph whether simple or complex can be composed of small, lightweight ggplot2 primitives.
In the democratization of the experimentation platform we also want to allow custom analysis. Since converting every experiment analysis into its own function for the experimentation platform is not scalable, we are making the strategic bet to invest in building high quality causal inference primitives that can be 

composed into an arbitrarily complex analysis. The primitives include a grammar for describing the data generating process, generic counterfactual simulations, regression, bootstrapping, and more." "We are actively developing high performance software for regression, heterogeneous treatment effects, longitudinal studies 
and much more for the Experimentation Platform at Netflix. We aim to accelerate research in causal inference methodology, expedite product innovation, and ultimately bring the best experience and delight to our members. This is an ongoing journey, and if you are passionate about our exciting work, join our all-star 

team!"

Spinnaker Sets Sail to the Continuous 
Delivery Foundation

Mar 12, 2019

"Since releasing Spinnaker to the open source community in 2015, the platform has flourished with the addition of new cloud providers, triggers, pipeline 
stages, and much more. Myriad new features, improvements, and innovations have been added by an ever growing, actively engaged community. Each new 

innovation has been a step towards an even better Continuous Delivery platform that facilitates rapid, reliable, safe delivery of flexible assets to pluggable 
deployment targets."

"Over the last year, Netflix has improved overall management of Spinnaker by enhancing community engagement and transparency. At the Spinnaker 
Summit in 2018, we announced that we had adopted a formalized project governance plan with Google. Moreover, we also realized that we’ll need to 
share the responsibility of Spinnaker’s direction as well as yield a level of long-term strategic influence over the project so as to maintain a healthy, 

engaged community. This means enabling more parties outside of Netflix and Google to have a say in the direction and implementation of Spinnaker.
A strong, healthy, committed community benefits everyone; however, open source projects rarely reach this critical mass. It’s clear Spinnaker has reached 

this special stage in its evolution; accordingly, we are thrilled to announce two exciting developments.
First, Netflix and Google are jointly donating Spinnaker to the newly created Continuous Delivery Foundation (or CDF), which is part of the Linux 

Foundation. The CDF is a neutral organization that will grow and sustain an open continuous delivery ecosystem, much like the Cloud Native 
Computing Foundation (or CNCF) has done for the cloud native computing ecosystem. The initial set of projects to be donated to the CDF are Jenkins, 
Jenkins X, Spinnaker, and Tekton. Second, Netflix is joining as a founding member of the CDF. Continuous Delivery powers innovation at Netflix and 
working with other leading practitioners to promote Continuous Delivery through specifications is an exciting opportunity to join forces and bring the 

benefits of rapid, reliable, and safe delivery to an even larger community.
Spinnaker’s success is in large part due to the amazing community of companies and people that use it and contribute to it. Donating Spinnaker to the 

CDF will strengthen this community. This move will encourage contributions and investments from additional companies who are undoubtedly waiting 
on the sidelines. Opening the doors to new companies increases the innovations we’ll see in Spinnaker, which benefits everyone.

Donating Spinnaker to the CDF doesn’t change Netflix’s commitment to Spinnaker, and what’s more, current users of Spinnaker are unaffected by this 
change. Spinnaker’s previously defined governance policy remains in place. Overtime, new stakeholders will emerge and play a larger, more formal role in 

shaping Spinnaker’s future. The prospects of an even healthier and more engaged community focused on Spinnaker and the manifold benefits of 
Continuous Delivery is tremendously exciting and we’re looking forward to seeing it continue to flourish."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Netflix Public Bug Bounty, 1 year later Mar 21, 2019

"As Netflix continues to create entertainment people love, the security team continues to keep our members, partners, and employees secure. The security 
research community has partnered with us to improve the security of the Netflix service for the past few years through our responsible disclosure and bug 
bounty programs. A year ago, we launched our public bug bounty program to strengthen this partnership and enable researchers across the world to more 

easily participate."

"When we decided to go public with our bug bounty, we revamped our program terms to bring even more targets (including Netflix streaming mobile 
apps) in scope and set clearer guidelines for researchers that participate in our program. We have always tried to prioritize a good researcher experience in 
our program to keep the community engaged. For example, we maintain an average triage time of less than 48 hours for issues of all severity. Since the 

public launch, we have engaged with 657 researchers from around the world. We have collectively rewarded over $100,000 for over 100 valid bugs in that 
time."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Over the past year, we have received various high quality submissions from researchers, and we want to continue to engage with them to improve Netflix security. Todayisnew has been the highest earning researcher in our program over the last year. We recently revisited our overall reward ranges to make sure we are 
competitive with the market for our risk profile. In 2019, we also started publishing quarterly program updates to highlight new product areas for testing. Our goal is to keep the Netflix program an interesting and fresh target for bug bounty researchers.

Going into next year, our goal is to maintain the quality of the researcher experience in our program. We are also thinking about how to extend our bug bounty coverage to our studio app ecosystem. Last year, we conducted a bug bash specifically for some of our studio apps with researchers across the world. We found 
some significant issues through that and are exploring extending our program to some of our studio production apps in 2019. We thank all the researchers that have engaged in our program and look forward to continued collaboration with them to secure Netflix."

Building and Scaling Data Lineage at 
Netflix to Improve Data Infrastructure 

Reliability, and Efficiency
Mar 25, 2019

"At Netflix, user stories centered on understanding data dependencies shared above and countless more in Detection & Data Cleansing, Retention & Data 
Efficiency, Data Integrity, Cost Attribution, and Platform Reliability subject areas inspired Data Engineering and Infrastructure (DEI) team to envision a 

comprehensive data lineage system and embark on a development journey a few years ago. We adopted the following mission statement to guide our 
investments:

“ Provide a complete and accurate data lineage system enabling decision-makers to win moments of truth.” "In the rest of this blog, we will a) touch on the 
complexity of Netflix cloud landscape, b) discuss lineage design goals, ingestion architecture and the corresponding data model, c) share the challenges we 

faced and the learnings we picked up along the way, and d) close it out with “ what’s next” on this journey."

"In the rest of this blog, we will a) touch on the complexity of Netflix cloud landscape, b) discuss lineage design goals, ingestion architecture and the 
corresponding data model, c) share the challenges we faced and the learnings we picked up along the way, and d) close it out with “ what’s next” on this 

journey."
Cloud. Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
impacto cultural direto.

Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Freedom & Responsibility (F&R) is the lynchpin of Netflix’s culture empowering teams to move fast to deliver on innovation and operate with freedom to satisfy their mission. Central engineering teams provide paved paths (secure, vetted and supported options) and guard rails to help reduce variance in choices 
available for tools and technologies to support the development of scalable technical architectures. Nonetheless, Netflix data landscape (see below) is complex and many teams collaborate effectively for sharing the responsibility of our data system management. Therefore, building a complete and accurate data lineage 

system to map out all the data-artifacts (including in-motion and at-rest data repositories, Kafka topics, apps, reports and dashboards, interactive and ad-hoc analysis queries, ML and experimentation models) is a monumental task and requires a scalable architecture, robust design, a strong engineering team and above all, 
amazing cross-functional collaboration." "At the project inception stage, we defined a set of design goals to help guide the architecture and development work for data lineage to deliver a complete, accurate, reliable and scalable lineage system mapping Netflix’s diverse data landscape. Let’s review a few of these principles:

Ensure data integrity — Accurately capture the relationship in data from disparate data sources to establish trust with users because without absolute trust lineage data may do more harm than good.
Enable seamless integration — Design the system to integrate with a growing list of data tools and platforms including the ones that do not have the built-in meta-data instrumentation to derive data lineage from.

Design a flexible data model — Represent a wide range of data artifacts and relationships among them using a generic data model to enable a wide variety of business use cases." "The lineage data, when enriched with entity metadata and associated relationships, become more valuable to deliver on a rich set of business 
cases. We leverage Metacat data, our internal metadata store and service, to enrich lineage data with additional table metadata. We also leverage metadata from another internal tool, Genie, internal job and resource manager, to add job metadata (such as job owner, cluster, scheduler metadata) on lineage data. The 

ingestions (ETL) pipelines transform enriched datasets to a common data model (design based on a graph structure stored as vertices and edges) to serve lineage use cases. The lineage data along with the enriched information is accessed through many interfaces using SQL against the warehouse and Gremlin and a REST 
Lineage Service against a graph database populated from the lineage data discussed earlier in this paragraph." "We faced a diverse set of challenges spread across many layers in the system. Netflix’s diverse data landscape made it challenging to capture all the right data and conforming it to a common data model. In 

addition, the ingestion layer designed to address several ingestions patterns added to operational complexity. Spark is the primary big-data compute engine at Netflix and with pretty much every upgrade in Spark, the spark plan changed as well springing continuous and unexpected surprises for us.
We defined a generic data model to store lineage information and now conforming the entity and associated relationships from various data sources to this data model. We are loading the lineage data to a graph database to enable seamless integration with a REST data lineage service to address business use cases. To 

improve data accuracy, we decided to leverage AWS S3 access logs to identify entity relationships not been captured by our traditional ingestion process.
We are continuing to address the ingestion challenges by adopting a system level instrumentation approach for spark, other compute engines, and data transport tools. We are designing a CRUD layer and exposing it as REST APIs to make it easier for anyone to publish lineage data to our pipelines.

We are taking a mature and comprehensive data lineage system and now extending its coverage far beyond traditional data warehouse realms with a goal to build universal data lineage to represent all the data artifacts and corresponding relationships. We are tackling a bunch of very interesting known unknowns with 
exciting initiatives in the field of data catalog and asset inventory. Mapping micro-services interactions, entities from real time infrastructure, and ML infrastructure and other non traditional data stores are few such examples." "Current Use Cases

Big Data Portal, a visual interface to data management at Netflix, has been the primary consumer of lineage data thus far. Many features benefit from lineage data including ranking of search results, table column usage for downstream jobs, deriving upstream dependencies in workflows, and building visibility of jobs 
writing to downstream tables.

Our most recent focus has been on powering (a) a data lineage service (REST based) leveraged by SLA service and (b) the data efficiency (to support data lifecycle management) use cases. SLA service relies on the job dependencies defined in ETL workflows to alert on potential SLA misses. This service also proactively 
alerts on any potential delays in few critical reports due to any job delays or failures anywhere upstream to it.

The data efficiency use cases leverages visibility on entities and their relationships to drive cost and attribution gains, auto cleansing of unused data in the warehouse .""What’s next?
Our journey on extending the value of lineage data to new frontiers has just begun and we have a long way to go in achieving the overarching goal of providing universal data lineage representing all entities and corresponding relationships for all data at Netflix. In the short to medium term, we are planning to onboard 

more data platforms and leverage graph database and a lineage REST service and GraphQL interface to enable more business use cases including improving developer productivity. We also plan to increase our investment in data detection initiatives by integrating lineage data and detection tools to efficiently scan our data 
to further improve data hygiene.

Please share your experience by adding your comments below and stay tuned for more on data lineage at Netflix in the follow up blog posts. "

Hailstorm — the Netflix scaling solution 
over Android TV

Apr 4, 2019
"Hailstorm is an Android TV scaling program designed by Netflix to reduce the Netflix integration effort for partners on the Android TV platform. It aims to 
shorten partner’s time to market and to unlock more pay TV operators’ device reach opportunities, making Netflix even more accessible to members around 

the world. As of today, we have observed an initial reduction of certification time from 3 months to 1 week from our pilot projects."

"Hailstorm is an Android TV scaling program designed by Netflix to reduce the Netflix integration effort for partners on the Android TV platform. It aims 
to shorten partner’s time to market and to unlock more pay TV operators’ device reach opportunities, making Netflix even more accessible to members 

around the world. As of today, we have observed an initial reduction of certification time from 3 months to 1 week from our pilot projects."
Android Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
impacto cultural direto.

Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Introducing SVT-AV1: a scalable open-
source AV1 framework

Apr 17, 2019

"Intel and Netflix announced their collaboration on a software video encoder implementation called SVT-AV1 on April 8, 2019. Scalable Video Technology 
(SVT) is Intel’s open source framework that provides high-performance software video encoding libraries for developers of visual cloud technologies. In this 

tech blog, we describe the relevance of this partnership to the industry and cover some of our own experiences so far. We also describe how you can become a 
part of this development."

"The advantage of adopting a video compression standard is interoperability. The standard specification describes in minute detail how a video bitstream 
should be processed in order to produce displayable video frames. This allows device manufacturers to independently work on their decoder 

implementations. When content providers encode their video according to the standard, this guarantees that all compliant devices are able to decode and 
display the video." "Reference software typically focuses on the best possible compression at the expense of encoding speed. It is well known that 

encoding time of reference software for modern video codecs can be rather long.
One of Intel’s goals with SVT-AV1 development was to create a production-grade AV1 encoder that offers performance and scalability. SVT-AV1 uses 

parallelization at several stages of the encoding process, which allows it to adapt to the number of available cores including newest servers with significant 
core count. This makes it possible for SVT-AV1 to decrease encoding time while still maintaining compression efficiency.

In August 2018, Netflix’s Video Algorithms team and Intel’s Visual Cloud team decided to join forces on SVT-AV1 development. Since that time, 
Intel’s and Netflix’s teams closely collaborated on SVT-AV1 development, discussing architectural decisions, implementing new tools, and improving 
the compression efficiency. Netflix’s main interest in SVT-AV1 was somewhat different and complementary to Intel’s intention of building a production-

grade highly scalable encoder.
At Netflix, we believe that the AV1 ecosystem would benefit from an alternative clean and efficient open-source encoder implementation. There exists at 

least one other alternative open-source AV1 encoder, rav1e. However, rav1e is written in Rust programming language, whereas an encoder written in C has 
a much broader base of potential developers. The open-source encoder should also enable easy experimentation and a platform for testing new coding tools. 

Consequently, our requirements to the AV1 software are as follows:
Easy to understand code with a low entry barrier and a test framework

Competitive compression efficiency on par with the reference implementation
Complete toolset and a decoder implementation sharing common code with the encoder, which simplifies experiments on new coding tools

Decreased encoder runtime that enables quicker turn-around when testing new ideas
We believe that if SVT-AV1 is aligned with these characteristics, it can be used as a platform for future video coding standards development, such as the 

research and development efforts towards the AV2 video codec, and improved AV1 encoding.
Thus, Netflix and Intel approach SVT-AV1 with complementary goals. The encoder speed helps innovation, as it is faster to run experiments. Cleanliness 

of the code helps adoption in the open-source community, which is crucial for the success of an open-source project. It can be argued that extensive 
parallelization may have compression efficiency trade-offs but it also allows testing more encoding options. Moreover, we expect multi-core platforms be 

prevalently used for video encoding in the future, which makes it important to test new tools in an architecture supporting many threads."

Tecnologia de vídeo. Médio.
Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 

conteúdo. 
De forma tangencial. Não. Não. De forma tangencial.

We have accomplished the following milestones to achieve the goals of making SVT-AV1 an excellent experimentation platform and AV1 reference:
Open-sourced SVT-AV1 on GitHub https://github.com/OpenVisualCloud/SVT-AV1/ with a BSD + patent license.

Added a continuous integration (CI) framework for Linux, Windows, and MacOs.
Added a unit tests framework based on Google Test. An external contractor is adding unit tests to achieve sufficient coverage for the code already developed. Furthermore, unit tests will cover new code.

Added other types of testing in the CI framework, such as automatic encoding and Valgrind test.
Started a decoder project that shares common parts of AV1 algorithms with the encoder.

Introduced style guidelines and formatted the existing code accordingly.
SVT-AV1 is currently work in progress since it is still missing the implementation of some coding tools and therefore has an average gap of about 14% in PSNR BD-rate with the libaom encoder in a 1-pass mode. The following features are planned to be added and will decrease the BD-rate gap:

Multi-reference pictures
ALTREF pictures

Eighth-pel motion compensation (1/8-pel)
Global motion compensation

OBMC
Wedge prediction

TMVP
Palette prediction

Adaptive transform block sizes
Trellis Quantized Coefficient Optimization

Segmentation
4:2:2 support

Rate control (ABR, CBR, VBR)
2-pass encoding mode

There is still much work ahead, and we are committed to making the SVT-AV1 project satisfy the goal of being an excellent experimentation platform, as well as viable for production applications. You can track the SVT-AV1 performance progress on the beta of AWCY (AreWeCompressedYet) website. AWCY was the 
framework used to evaluate AV1 tools during its development. In the figure below, you can see a comparison of two versions of the SVT-AV1 codec, the blue plot representing SVT-AV1 version from March 15, 2019, and the green one from March 19, 2019.

Python at Netflix Apr 29, 2019

"As many of us prepare to go to PyCon, we wanted to share a sampling of how Python is used at Netflix. We use Python through the full content lifecycle, 
from deciding which content to fund all the way to operating the CDN that serves the final video to 148 million members. We use and contribute to many 

open-source Python packages, some of which are mentioned below. If any of this interests you, check out the jobs site or find us at PyCon. We have donated 
a few Netflix Originals posters to the PyLadies Auction and look forward to seeing you all there."

Linguagem de programação Python. Alto.

"As many of us prepare to go to PyCon, we wanted to share a sampling of 
how Python is used at Netflix. We use Python through the full content 

lifecycle, from deciding which content to fund all the way to operating the 
CDN that serves the final video to 148 million members". 

Sim. Sim. Sim. Sim.

"Open Connect
Open Connect is Netflix’s content delivery network (CDN). An easy, though imprecise, way of thinking about Netflix infrastructure is that everything that happens before you press Play on your remote control (e.g., are you logged in? what plan do you have? what have you watched so we can recommend new titles to 

you? what do you want to watch?) takes place in Amazon Web Services (AWS), whereas everything that happens afterwards (i.e., video streaming) takes place in the Open Connect network. Content is placed on the network of servers in the Open Connect CDN as close to the end user as possible, improving the 
streaming experience for our customers and reducing costs for both Netflix and our Internet Service Provider (ISP) partners.

Various software systems are needed to design, build, and operate this CDN infrastructure, and a significant number of them are written in Python. The network devices that underlie a large portion of the CDN are mostly managed by Python applications. Such applications track the inventory of our network gear: what 
devices, of which models, with which hardware components, located in which sites. The configuration of these devices is controlled by several other systems including source of truth, application of configurations to devices, and back up. Device interaction for the collection of health and other operational data is yet 
another Python application. Python has long been a popular programming language in the networking space because it’s an intuitive language that allows engineers to quickly solve networking problems. Subsequently, many useful libraries get developed, making the language even more desirable to learn and use.

Demand Engineering
Demand Engineering is responsible for Regional Failovers, Traffic Distribution, Capacity Operations, and Fleet Efficiency of the Netflix cloud. We are proud to say that our team’s tools are built primarily in Python. The service that orchestrates failover uses numpy and scipy to perform numerical analysis, boto3 to make 

changes to our AWS infrastructure, rq to run asynchronous workloads and we wrap it all up in a thin layer of Flask APIs. The ability to drop into a bpython shell and improvise has saved the day more than once.
We are heavy users of Jupyter Notebooks and nteract to analyze operational data and prototype visualization tools that help us detect capacity regressions.

CORE
The CORE team uses Python in our alerting and statistical analytical work. We lean on many of the statistical and mathematical libraries (numpy, scipy, ruptures, pandas) to help automate the analysis of 1000s of related signals when our alerting systems indicate problems. We’ve developed a time series correlation 

system used both inside and outside the team as well as a distributed worker system to parallelize large amounts of analytical work to deliver results quickly.
Python is also a tool we typically use for automation tasks, data exploration and cleaning, and as a convenient source for visualization work.

Monitoring, alerting and auto-remediation
The Insight Engineering team is responsible for building and operating the tools for operational insight, alerting, diagnostics, and auto-remediation. With the increased popularity of Python, the team now supports Python clients for most of their services. One example is the Spectator Python client library, a library for 

instrumenting code to record dimensional time series metrics. We build Python libraries to interact with other Netflix platform level services. In addition to libraries, the Winston and Bolt products are also built using Python frameworks (Gunicorn + Flask + Flask-RESTPlus).
Information Security

The information security team uses Python to accomplish a number of high leverage goals for Netflix: security automation, risk classification, auto-remediation, and vulnerability identification to name a few. We’ve had a number of successful Python open sources, including Security Monkey (our team’s most active open 
source project). We leverage Python to protect our SSH resources using Bless. Our Infrastructure Security team leverages Python to help with IAM permission tuning using Repokid. We use Python to help generate TLS certificates using Lemur.

Some of our more recent projects include Prism: a batch framework to help security engineers measure paved road adoption, risk factors, and identify vulnerabilities in source code. We currently provide Python and Ruby libraries for Prism. The Diffy forensics triage tool is written entirely in Python. We also use Python 
to detect sensitive data using Lanius.

Personalization Algorithms
We use Python extensively within our broader Personalization Machine Learning Infrastructure to train some of the Machine Learning models for key aspects of the Netflix experience: from our recommendation algorithms to artwork personalization to marketing algorithms. For example, some algorithms use TensorFlow, 
Keras, and PyTorch to learn Deep Neural Networks, XGBoost and LightGBM to learn Gradient Boosted Decision Trees or the broader scientific stack in Python (e.g. numpy, scipy, sklearn, matplotlib, pandas, cvxpy). Because we’re constantly trying out new approaches, we use Jupyter Notebooks to drive many of our 

Engineering a Studio Quality Experience 
With High-Quality Audio at Netflix

May 1, 2019

"Most conversations about streaming quality focus on video. In fact, Netflix has led the charge for most of the video technology that drives these 
conversations, from visual quality improvements like 4K and HDR, to behind-the-scenes technologies that make the streaming experience better for everyone, 

like adaptive streaming, complexity-based encoding, and AV1.
We’re really proud of the improvements we’ve brought to the video experience, but the focus on those makes it easy to overlook the importance of sound, 
and sound is every bit as important to entertainment as video. Variances in sound can be extremely subtle, but the impact on how the viewer perceives a 

scene differently is often measurable. For example, have you ever seen a TV show where the video and audio were a little out of sync?" "At Netflix, we work 
hard to bring great audio to our members. We began streaming 5.1 surround audio in 2010, and began streaming Dolby Atmos in 2016, but wanted to bring 

studio quality sound to our members around the world. We want your experience to be brilliant even if you aren’t listening with a state-of-the-art home 
theater system. Just as we support initiatives like HDR and Netflix Calibrated Mode to maintain creative intent in streaming you picture, we wanted to do the 

same for the sound. That’s why we developed and launched high-quality audio.
To learn more about the people and inspiration behind this effort, check out this video. In this tech blog, we’ll dive deep into what high-quality audio is, 

how we deliver it to members worldwide, and why it’s so important to us."

"If you’ve ever been in a professional recording studio, you’ve probably noted the difference in how things sound. One reason for that is the files used in 
mastering sessions are 24-bit 48 kHz with a bitrate of around 1 Mbps per channel. Studio mixes are uncompressed, which is why we consider them to be 

the “ master” version.
Our high-quality sound feature is not lossless, but it is perceptually transparent. That means that while the audio is compressed, it is indistinguishable 
from the original source. Based on internal listening tests, listening test results provided by Dolby, and scientific studies, we determined that for Dolby 
Digital Plus at and above 640 kbps, the audio coding quality is perceptually transparent. Beyond that, we would be sending you files that have a higher 

bitrate (and take up more bandwidth) without bringing any additional value to the listening experience.
In addition to deciding 640 kbps — a 10:1 compression ratio when compared to a 24-bit 5.1 channel studio master — was the perceptually transparent 

threshold for audio, we set up a bitrate ladder for 5.1-channel audio ranging from 192 up to 640 kbps. This ranges from “ good” audio to “ transparent” — 
there aren’t any bad audio experiences when you stream!

At the same time, we revisited our Dolby Atmos bitrates and increased the highest offering to 768 kbps. We expect these bitrates to evolve over time as 
we get more efficient with our encoding techniques.

Our high-quality sound is a great experience for our members even if they aren’t audiophiles. Sound helps to tell the story subconsciously, shaping our 
experience through subtle cues like the sharpness of a phone ring or the way a very dense flock of bird chirps can increase anxiety in a scene. Although 

variances in sound can be nuanced, the impact on the viewing and listening experience is often measurable.
And perhaps most of all, our “ studio quality” sound is faithful to what the mixers are creating on the mix stage. For many years in the film and television 

industry, creatives would spend days on the stage perfecting the mix only to have it significantly degraded by the time it was broadcast to viewers. 
Sometimes critical sound cues might even be lost to the detriment of the story. By delivering studio quality sound, we’re preserving the creative intent 

from the mix stage."

Tecnologia de áudio. Médio.
Tecnologia que se relaciona tangencialmente à criação, produção e acesso de 

conteúdo. 
De forma tangencial. Não. Não. De forma tangencial.

"Since we began streaming, we’ve used static audio streaming at a constant bitrate. This approach selects the audio bitrate based on network conditions at the start of playback. However, we have spent years optimizing our adaptive streaming engine for video, so we know adaptive streaming has obvious benefits. Until 
now, we’ve only used adaptive streaming for video." "Adaptive streaming is a technology designed to deliver media to the user in the most optimal way for their network connection. Media is split into many small segments (chunks) and each chunk contains a few seconds of playback data. Media is provided in several 

qualities." "An adaptive streaming algorithm’s goal is to provide the best overall playback experience — even under a constrained environment. A great playback experience should provide the best overall quality, considering both audio and video, and avoid buffer starvation which leads to a rebuffering event — or 
playback interruption" "Constrained environments can be due to changing network conditions and device performance limitations. Adaptive streaming has to take all these into account. Delivering a great playback experience is difficult." "This simple example highlights that static audio streaming can lead to suboptimal 

playback experiences with fluctuating network conditions. This motivated us to use adaptive streaming for audio.
By using adaptive streaming for audio, we allow audio quality to adjust during playback to bandwidth capabilities, just like we do for video." "Once we knew that adaptive streaming for audio was achievable on most of our TV devices, we had to answer the following questions as we designed the algorithm:

How could we guarantee that we can improve audio subjective quality without degrading video quality and vice-versa?
How could we guarantee that we won’t introduce additional rebuffers or increase the startup delay with high-quality audio?

How could we guarantee that this algorithm will gracefully handle devices with different performance characteristics?
We answered these questions via experimentation that led to fine-tuning the adaptive streaming for audio algorithm in order to increase audio quality without degrading the video experience. After a year of work, we were able to answer these questions and implement adaptive audio streaming on a majority of TV 

devices." " If your network conditions are good, you’ll be served up the best possible audio, and it will now likely sound like it did on the mixing stage. If your network has an issue — your sister starts a huge download or your cat unplugs your router — our adaptive streaming will help you out."

Rx onError Guidelines May 1, 2019
"v“ Creating a good API is hard.” — anyone who has created an API used by others

As with any API, wrapping your data stream in a Rx observable requires consideration for reasonable error handling and intuitive behavior. The following 
guidelines are intended to help developers create consistent and intuitive API."

"Since we frequently create Rx Observables in our Android app, we needed a common understanding of when to use onNext() and when to use onError() to 
make the API more consistent for subscribers. The divergent understanding is partially because the name “ onError” is a bit misleading. The item emitted 

by onError() is not a simple error, but a throwable that can cause significant damage if not caught. Our app has a global handler that prevents it from 
crashing outright, but an uncaught exception can still leave parts of the app in an unpredictable state.

TL;DR — Prefer onNext() and only use onError() for exceptional cases.
Considerations for onNext / onError

The following are points to consider when determining whether to use onNext() versus onError()."

API. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Lerner — using RL agents for test case 
scheduling

May 22, 2019

"Netflix brings delightful customer experiences to homes on a variety of devices that continues to grow each day.
Partners across the globe leverage Netflix device certification process on a continual basis to ensure that quality products and experiences are delivered to their 

customers. The certification process involves the verification of partner’s implementation of features provided by the Netflix SDK.
The Partner Device Ecosystem organization in Netflix is responsible for ensuring successful integration and testing of the Netflix application on all partner 
devices. Netflix engineers run a series of tests and benchmarks to validate the device across multiple dimensions including compatibility of the device with 

the Netflix SDK, device performance, audio-video playback quality, license handling, encryption and security. All this leads to a plethora of test cases, most 
of them automated, that need to be executed to validate the functionality of a device running Netflix."

Problem
With a collection of tests that, by nature, are time consuming to run and sometimes require manual intervention, we need to prioritize and schedule test 

executions in a way that will expedite detection of test failures. There are several problems efficient test scheduling could help us solve:
Quickly detect a regression in the integration of the Netflix SDK on a consumer electronic or MVPD (multichannel video programming distributor) device.

Detect a regression in a test case. Using the Netflix Reference Application and known good devices, ensure the test case continues to function and tests 
what is expected.

When code many test cases are dependent on has changed, choose the right test cases among thousands of affected tests to quickly validate the change 
before committing it and running extensive, and expensive, tests.

Choose the most promising subset of tests out of thousands of test cases available when running continuous integration against a device.
Recommend a set of test cases to execute against the device that would increase the probability of failing the device in real-time.

Solving the above problems could help Netflix and our Partners save time and money during the entire lifecycle of device design, build, test, and 
certification." "We built a system called Lerner that consists of a set of microservices and a python library that allows scalable agent training and inference 

for test case scheduling. We also provide an API client in Python."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"These problems could be solved in several different ways. In our quest to be objective, scientific, and inline with the Netflix philosophy of using data to drive solutions for intriguing problems, we proceeded by leveraging machine learning." "Our inspiration was the findings in a research paper “ Reinforcement Learning 
for Automatic Test Case Prioritization and Selection in Continuous Integration” by Helge Spieker, et. al. We thought that reinforcement learning would be a promising approach that could provide great flexibility in the training process. Likewise it has very low requirements on the initial amount of training data.

In the case of continuously testing a Netflix SDK integration on a new device, we usually lack relevant data for model training in the early phases of integration. In this situation training an agent is a great fit as it allows us to start with very little input data and let the agent explore and exploit the patterns it learns in the 
process of SDK integration and regression testing. The agent in reinforcement learning is an entity that performs a decision on what action to take considering the current state of the environment, and gets a reward based on the quality of the action." "Lerner works in tandem with our continuous integration framework that 

executes on-device tests using the Netflix Test Studio platform. Tests are run on Netflix Reference Applications (running as containers on Titus), as well as on physical devices.
There were several motivations that led to building a custom solution:

We wanted to keep the APIs and integrations as simple as possible.
We needed a way to run agents and tie the runs to the internal infrastructure for analytics, reporting, and visualizations.

We wanted the to tool be available as a standalone library as well as scalable API service." "The neural network (NN)-based agent uses a deep net with fully connected layers. The NN gets the state of a particular test case (the input) and outputs a continuous value, where a higher number means an earlier position in a test 
execution schedule. The inputs to the neural network include: general historical features such as the last N executions and several domain specific features that provide meta-information about a test case.

The Lerner APIs are split into three areas:
Storing execution results.

Getting recommendations based on the current state of the environment.
Assign reward to the agent based on the execution result and predicted recommendations."

Making our Android Studio Apps 
Reactive with UI Components & Redux

May 30, 2019
"Recently Netflix has started building mobile apps to bring technology and innovation to our Studio Physical Productions, the portion of the business 

responsible for producing our TV shows and movies."

Our very first mobile app is called Prodicle and was built for Android & iOS using the same reactive architecture in both platforms, which allowed us to 
build 2 apps from scratch in 3 months with 4 software engineers.

The app helps production crews organize their shooting days through shooting milestones and keeps everyone in a production informed about what is 
currently happening.

Here is a shooting day for Glow Season 3.

Tecnologia para produção. Alto. App para as produções. Sim. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. Não.

"We’ve been experimenting with an idea to use reactive components on Android for the last two years. While there are some frameworks that implement this, we wanted to stay very close to the Android native framework. It was extremely important to the team that we did not completely change the way our engineers 
write Android code.

We believe reactive components are the key foundation to achieve composable UIs that are scalable, reusable, unit testable and AB test friendly. Composable UIs contribute to fast engineering velocity and produce less side effect bugs.
Our current player UI in the Netflix Android app is using our first iteration of this componentization architecture. We took the opportunity with building Prodicle to improve upon what we learned with the Player UI, and build the app from scratch using Redux, Components, and 100% Kotlin."

Predictive CPU isolation of containers at 
Netflix

Jun 4, 2019

"When you’re running in the cloud your containers are in a shared space; in particular they share the CPU’s memory hierarchy of the host instance.
Because microprocessors are so fast, computer architecture design has evolved towards adding various levels of caching between compute units and the main 

memory, in order to hide the latency of bringing the bits to the brains. However, the key insight here is that these caches are partially shared among the 
CPUs, which means that perfect performance isolation of co-hosted containers is not possible. If the container running on the core next to your container 

suddenly decides to fetch a lot of data from the RAM, it will inevitably result in more cache misses for you (and hence a potential performance degradation)."

"CFS operates by very frequently (every few microseconds) applying a set of heuristics which encapsulate a general concept of best practices around CPU 
hardware use.

Instead, what if we reduced the frequency of interventions (to every few seconds) but made better data-driven decisions regarding the allocation of processes 
to compute resources in order to minimize collocation noise?

One traditional way of mitigating CFS performance issues is for application owners to manually cooperate through the use of core pinning or nice values. 
However, we can automatically make better global decisions by detecting collocation opportunities based on actual usage information. For example if we 

predict that container A is going to become very CPU intensive soon, then maybe we should run it on a different NUMA socket than container B which is 
very latency-sensitive. This avoids thrashing caches too much for B and evens out the pressure on the L3 caches of the machine."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Traditionally it has been the responsibility of the operating system’s task scheduler to mitigate this performance isolation problem. In Linux, the current mainstream solution is CFS (Completely Fair Scheduler). Its goal is to assign running processes to time slices of the CPU in a “ fair” way.
CFS is widely used and therefore well tested and Linux machines around the world run with reasonable performance. So why mess with it? As it turns out, for the large majority of Netflix use cases, its performance is far from optimal. Titus is Netflix’s container platform. Every month, we run millions of containers on 

thousands of machines on Titus, serving hundreds of internal applications and customers. These applications range from critical low-latency services powering our customer-facing video streaming service, to batch jobs for encoding or machine learning. Maintaining performance isolation between these different applications 
is critical to ensuring a good experience for internal and external customers.

We were able to meaningfully improve both the predictability and performance of these containers by taking some of the CPU isolation responsibility away from the operating system and moving towards a data driven solution involving combinatorial optimization and machine learning." "If any of this piques your 
interest, reach out to us! We’re looking for ML engineers to help us push the boundary of containers performance and “ machine learning for systems” and systems engineers for our core infrastructure and compute platform."

Netflix Studio Hack Day — May 2019 Jun 20, 2019

"Hack Days are a big deal at Netflix. They’re a chance to bring together employees from all our different disciplines to explore new ideas and experiment with 
emerging technologies.

For the most recent hack day, we channeled our creative energy towards our studio efforts. The goal remained the same: team up with new colleagues and 
have fun while learning, creating, and experimenting. We know even the silliest idea can spur something more.

The most important value of hack days is that they support a culture of innovation. We believe in this work, even if it never ships, and love to share the 
creativity and thought put into these ideas.

Below, you can find videos made by the hackers of some of our favorite hacks from this event."

É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento.

Delightful User Interfaces: Easter Eggs Jun 24, 2019

"The first easter egg appeared in the 1979 Atari release of Adventure the video game. Often hidden in the edges and corners of software, engineers have been 
leaving behind secret clues ever since. Those that hunt for clues and discover easter eggs are given the opportunity to share in delight something surprising, 

odd, or mysterious.

Sharing in delight is what drives us at Netflix. From building a great customer experience to delivering great original content around the world. We take great 
pride in making our members happy. And our guests too!"

"For the final season of Marvel’s Jessica Jones, we wanted to do something extraordinary for the fans. We planted an easter egg for members and non-
members. Members were given the opportunity to search for clues that were planted through social media and discover a hidden trailer. For fans, we 

planted an easter egg in the title page that when activated would transport the user to another world in the cinematic universe."
Conteúdo. Médio. Via tecnologia gerando relações com o público. Sim. Não. Não. Sim.

"In the background, a lightbulb would dangle from the ceiling and flicker. On the desktop, when hovered over, the light surges more brightly. Clicking the lightbulb would reveal The Dark Room of the season’s mysterious malefactor. A deep red casts upon the photos strung along a wire. Among these photos are our 
heroes, Jessica Jones, and friends. The scene sharpens to focus as the trailer, one of the photographs, develops to reveal a hidden message from the sinister Gregory Sallinger."

Bringing Rich Experiences to Memory-
Constrained TV Devices

Jul 1, 2019

"Netflix has over 148M paid members streaming on more than half a billion devices spanning over 1,900 different types. In the TV space alone, there are 
hundreds of device types that run the Netflix app. We need to support the same rich Netflix experience on not only high-end devices like the PS4 but also 
memory and processor-constrained consumer electronic devices that run a similar chipset as was used in an iPhone 3Gs." "In a previous post, we described 
how our TV application consists of a C++ SDK installed natively on the device, an updatable JavaScript user interface (UI) layer, and a custom rendering 

layer known as Gibbon. We ship the same UI to thousands of different devices in order to deliver a consistent user experience. As UI engineers we are excited 
about delivering creative and engaging experiences that help members choose the content they will love so we are always trying to push the limits of our UI.
In this post, we will discuss the development of the Rich Collection row and the iterations we went through to be able to support this experience across the 

majority of the TV ecosystem."

One of our most ambitious UI projects to date on the TV app is the animated Rich Collection Row. The goal of this experience from a UX design 
perspective was to bring together a tightly-related set of original titles that, though distinct entities on their own, also share a connected universe. We 

hypothesized this design would net a far greater visual impact than if the titles were distributed individually throughout the page. We wanted the 
experience to feel less like scrolling through a row and more like exploring a connected world of stories.

Recomendações. Alto. UI alinhado com tecnologia de recomendação. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. Sim.

For the collections below, the row is composed of characters representing each title in a collected universe overlaid onto a shared, full-bleed background image which depicts the shared theme for the collection. When the user first scrolls down to the row, the characters are grouped into a lineup of four. The name of the 
collection animates in along with the logos for each title while a sound clip plays which evokes the mood of the shared world. The characters slide off screen to indicate the first title is selected. As the user scrolls horizontally, characters slide across the screen and the shared backdrop scrolls with a parallax effect. For some 

of the collections, the character images themselves animate and a full-screen tint is applied using a color that is representative of the show’s creative (see “ Character Images” below)." "Development
As part of developing this type of UI experience on any platform, we knew we would need to think about creating smooth, performant animations with a balance between quality and download size for the images and video previews, all without degrading the performance of the app. Some of the metrics we use to measure 

performance on the Netflix TV app include animation frames per second (FPS), key input responsiveness (the amount of time before a member’s key press renders a change in the UI), video playback speed, and app start-up time.
UI developers on the Netflix TV app also need to consider some challenges that developers on other platforms often are able to take for granted. One such area is our graphics memory management. While web browsers and mobile phones have gigabytes of memory available for graphics, our devices are constrained to mere 

MBs. Our UI runs on top of a custom rendering engine which uses what we call a “ surface cache” to optimize our use of graphics memory." "Surface cache is a reserved pool in main memory (or separate graphics memory on a minority of systems) that the Netflix app uses for storing textures (decoded images and cached 
resources). This benefits performance as these resources do not need to be re-decoded on every frame, saving CPU time and giving us a higher frame-rate for animations.

Each device running the Netflix TV application has a limited surface cache pool available so the rendering engine tries to maximize the usage of the cache as much as possible. This is a positive for the end experience because it means more textures are ready for re-use as a customer navigates around the app.
The amount of space a texture requires in surface cache is calculated as:

width * height * 4 bytes/pixel (for rgba)
Most devices currently run a 1280 x 720 Netflix UI. A full-screen image at this resolution will use 1280 * 720 * 4 = 3.5MB of surface cache. The majority of legacy devices run at 28MB of surface cache. At this size, you could fit the equivalent of 8 full-screen images in the cache." "Reserving this amount of memory 

allows us to use transition effects between screens, layering/parallax effects, and to pre-render images for titles that are just outside the viewport to allow scrolling in any direction without images popping in. Devices in the Netflix TVUI ecosystem have a range of surface cache capacity, anywhere from 20MB to 96MB and 
we are able to enable/disable rich features based on that capacity.

When the limit of this memory pool is approached or exceeded, the Netflix TV app tries to free up space with resources it believes it can purge (i.e. images no longer in the viewport). If the cache is over budget with surfaces that cannot be purged, devices can behave in unpredictable ways ranging from application crashes, 
displaying garbage on the screen, or drastically slowing down animations." "As UI engineers on the TVUI platform at Netflix, we have the challenge of delivering ambitious UI experiences to a highly fragmented ecosystem of devices with a wide range of performance characteristics. It’s important for us to reach as many 

devices as possible in order to give our members the best possible experience.
The solutions we developed while scaling the Rich Collection row have helped inform how we approach ambitious UI projects going forward. With our optimizations and fallback experiences we were able to almost double the number of devices that were able to get the Rich Collection row.

We are now more thoughtful about designing fallback experiences that degrade gracefully as part of the initial design phase instead of just as a reaction to problems we encounter in the development phase. This puts us in a position of being able to scale an experience very quickly with a set of knobs and levers that can be 
used to tune an experience for a specific class of devices.

Most importantly, we received feedback that our members enjoyed our Rich Collection row experience — both the full and fallback experiences — when we rolled them out globally at the end of 2018.
If this interests you and want to help build the future UIs for discovering and watching shows and movies, join our team!"

Scalling Appsec at Netflix. Jul 8, 2019
"The Application Security team at Netflix is responsible for securing the applications that help run the Netflix business and the streaming product. Our 

customers are primarily engineering teams that produce software deployed within our cloud infrastructure. In addition to this, we run the Netflix bug bounty 
program and provide product security incident response capabilities." 

"One of Netflix’s current technology challenges lies in the design and creation of an app ecosystem that enables the Netflix Studio to scale as we create 
original programming around the world. As our engineering customer base grows, the value of automation to scale ourselves is increasing.

Our team’s work falls into three categories:
Operational Appsec capabilities — This includes traditional Appsec activities like bug bounty triage, pentesting, threat modeling, vulnerability 

management, and product security incident response.
Security Partnerships — Security Partnerships are aimed at driving holistic security improvements to drive down risk.

Appsec Automation — Appsec Automation aims to build a comprehensive app inventory and enable self-service security guidance."

Tecnologia de segurança. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"The Netflix cultural values of ‘Context not Control’ and ‘Freedom and Responsibility’ highly influence how we do Security at Netflix. Our goal is to enable Netflix engineering teams to build secure software while providing them the appropriate security context to make decisions. You can read more about the impact 
of Netflix culture on our security approach here."

Re-Architecting the Video Gatekeeper Jul 12, 2019
"This is the story about how the Content Setup Engineering team used Hollow, a Netflix OSS technology, to re-architect and simplify an essential 

component in our content pipeline — delivering a large amount of business value in the process.

"The Context
Each movie and show on the Netflix service is carefully curated to ensure an optimal viewing experience. The team responsible for this curation is Title 

Operations. Title Operations will confirm, among other things:
We are in compliance with the contracts — date ranges and places where we can show a video are set up correctly for each title

Video with captions, subtitles, and secondary audio “ dub” assets are sourced, translated, and made available to the right populations around the world
Title name and synopsis are available and translated

The appropriate maturity ratings are available for each country
When a title meets all of the minimum above requirements, then it is allowed to go live on the service. Gatekeeper is the system at Netflix responsible for 

evaluating the “ liveness” of videos and assets on the site. A title doesn’t become visible to members until Gatekeeper approves it — and if it can’t 
validate the setup, then it will assist Title Operations by pointing out what’s missing from the baseline customer experience.

Gatekeeper accomplishes its prescribed task by aggregating data from multiple upstream systems, applying some business logic, then producing an output 
detailing the status of each video in each country."

Conteúdo. Alto. Tecnologia que define se um conteúdo está pronto para ser veiculado. Sim. Não. Não. Não.

[relevante para políticas de fomento como cota] - "We decided to employ a total high-density near cache (i.e., Hollow) to eliminate our I/O bottlenecks. For each of our upstream systems, we would create a Hollow dataset which encompasses all of the data necessary for Gatekeeper to perform its evaluation. Each upstream 
system would now be responsible for keeping its cache updated." "Perhaps even more beneficial than the performance gains has been the improvement in our development velocity in this system. We can now develop, validate, and release changes in minutes which might have before taken days or weeks — and we can do 

so with significantly increased release quality.
The time-machine aspect of Hollow means that every deterministic process which uses Hollow exclusively as input data is 100% reproducible. For Gatekeeper, this means that an exact replay of what happened at time X can be accomplished by reverting all of our input states to time X, then re-evaluating everything again.

We use this fact to iterate quickly on changes to the Gatekeeper business logic. We maintain a PREPROD Gatekeeper instance which “ follows” our PROD Gatekeeper instance. PREPROD is also continuously evaluating liveness for the entire catalog, but publishing its output to a different Hollow dataset. At the 
beginning of each cycle, the PREPROD environment will gather the latest produced state from PROD, and set each of its input datasets to the exact same versions which were used to produce the PROD output." "Conclusion

This new implementation of the Gatekeeper system opens up opportunities to capture additional business value, which we plan to pursue over the coming quarters. Additionally, this is a pattern that can be replicated to other systems within the Content Engineering space and elsewhere at Netflix — already a couple of 
follow-up projects have been launched to formalize and capitalize on the benefits of this n-hollow-input, one-hollow-output architecture.

Content Setup Engineering is an exciting space right now, especially as we scale up our pipeline to produce more content with each passing quarter. We have many opportunities to solve real problems and provide massive value to the business — and to do so with a deep focus on computer science, using and often 
pioneering leading-edge technologies. If this kind of work sounds appealing to you, reach out to Ivan to get the ball rolling.

Who We Are: The Content Creative Engineering team creates and manages applications for acquisition & management of media (AV, Subtitles, Audio etc) & metadata (tags, annotations, maturity ratings, synopsis etc) for content going live on Netflix. The team builds back-end services that power user interfaces that are 
used internally at Netflix as well as externally by our content partners, fulfillment partners, creative agencies and freelancers that work with Netflix to curate one of the best entertainment catalogs in the world."
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valorizaçao e difusão) de cultura nacional? Justificativa
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Customer Cal l  Centers: A  UXer’s 
Secret Weapon

Jul 23, 2019

"As a Content Designer (aka UX Writer, Content Strategist) on Netflix’s Experience Design team, I spend a lot of time putting myself in the shoes of users to 
understand their pain points and moments of joy. How I do this on any given day ranges from informally surveying a few friends to using tools like 

UserTesting.com, to partnering with researchers to fly 8,000 miles across the world to conduct a consumer study in Thailand.
At Netflix, writing and designing with empathy means imagining what it’s like to watch all different types of TV shows and movies, on multiple platforms, 

in nearly 200 countries around the world.
Easy, right?

Not so much. But recently, I discovered a new (to me) secret weapon in my quest to meet users where they are and help them achieve their goals.
Two words: call center."

"At Netflix, providing high-quality support to customers when and where they need it is a major undertaking: We have more than a dozen call centers 
around the world, staffed by thousands of agents who speak more than 20 languages. Collectively, they handle tens of millions of contacts annually."

Call center. Baixo. Time de call center. Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Evolution of Netflix Conductor:
v2.0 and beyond

Jul 30, 2019

"Conductor is a workflow orchestration engine developed and open-sourced by Netflix. If you’re new to Conductor, this earlier blogpost and the 
documentation should help you get started and acclimatized to Conductor." "In the last two years since inception, Conductor has seen wide adoption and is 

instrumental in running numerous core workflows at Netflix. Many of the Netflix Content and Studio Engineering services rely on Conductor for efficient 
processing of their business flows. The Netflix Media Database (NMDB) is one such example.

In this blog, we would like to present the latest updates to Conductor, address some of the frequently asked questions and thank the community for their 
contributions."

"Conductor is one of the most heavily used services within Content Engineering at Netflix. Of the multitude of modules that can be plugged into 
Conductor as shown in the image below, we use the Jersey server module, Cassandra for persisting execution data, Dynomite for persisting metadata, 

DynoQueues as the queuing recipe built on top of Dynomite, Elasticsearch as the secondary datastore and indexer, and Netflix Spectator + Atlas for 
Metrics. Our cluster size ranges from 12–18 instances of AWS EC2 m4.4xlarge instances, typically running at ~30% capacity."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"As of writing this blog, Conductor orchestrates 600+ workflow definitions owned by 50+ teams across Netflix. While we’re not (yet) actively measuring the nth percentiles, our production workloads speak for Conductor’s performance. Below is a snapshot of our Kibana dashboard which shows the workflow execution 
metrics over a typical 7-day period." "Some of the use cases served by Conductor at Netflix can be categorized under:

Content Ingest and Delivery
Content Quality Control

Content Localization
Encodes and Deployments

IMF Deliveries
Marketing Tech

Studio Engineering

Applying Netflix DevOps Patterns to 
Windows

Aug 22, 2019
"Customizing Windows images at Netflix was a manual, error-prone, and time consuming process. In this blog post, we describe how we improved the 

methodology, which technologies we leveraged, and how this has improved service deployment and consistency.

"Configuration as Code
The first part of our new Windows baking solution is Packer. Packer allows you to describe your image customization process as a JSON file. We make 
use of the amazon-ebs Packer builder to launch an EC2 instance. Once online, Packer uses WinRM to copy files and run PowerShell scripts against the 
instance. If all of the configuration steps are successful then Packer saves a new AMI. The configuration file, referenced scripts, and artifact dependency 
definitions all live in an internal git repository. We now have the software and instance configuration as code. This means changes can be tracked and 

reviewed like any other code change.
Packer requires specific information for your baking environment and extensive AWS IAM permissions. In order to simplify the use of Packer for our 

software developers, we bundled Netflix-specific AWS environment information and helper scripts. Initially, we did this with a git repository and Packer 
variable files. There was also a special EC2 instance where Packer was executed as Jenkins jobs. This setup was better than manually baking images but 

we still had some ergonomic challenges. For example, it became cumbersome to ensure users of Packer received updates.
The last piece of the puzzle was finding a way to package our software for installation on Windows. This would allow for reuse of helper scripts and 

infrastructure tools without requiring every user to copy that solution into their Packer scripts. Ideally, this would work similar to how applications are 
packaged in the Animator process. We solved this by leveraging Chocolatey, the package manager for Windows. Chocolatey packages are created and then 
stored in an internal artifact repository. This repository is added as a source for the choco install command. This means we can create and reuse packages 

that help integrate Windows into the Netflix ecosystem."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Changes that used to require hours of manual work are now easy to modify, test, and deploy. Other teams can quickly deploy secure and reproducible instances in an automated fashion. Services are more reliable, testable, and documented. Changes to the infrastructure are now reviewed like any other code change. This 
removes unnecessary cognitive load and documents tribal knowledge. Removing toil has allowed the team to focus on other features and bug fixes. All of these benefits reduce the risk of a customer-affecting outage. Adopting the Immutable Server pattern for Windows using Packer and Chocolatey has paid big dividends."

Inca - Messa Tracing and Loss Detection 
for Streaming Data @Netflix

Sep 3, 2019
"At Netflix, our real time data infrastructure have embraced the multi-cluster Kafka architecture and Flink powered stream processing platform, which enable us 

to deliver trillions of messages per day. This architecture is described in detail in the above blogs and is illustrated in the diagram below."

"This architecture centers on the concept of “ stream” and enables us to provide tiers of services that provide different message delivery guarantees for 
different use cases.

Recently we launched a new effort to create a distributed and real time message tracing system inside this streaming data infrastructure. We named the 
tracing system Inca, which is a famous mountain trail in South America. This name — a departure from our convention to use mountain names like 

Everest and Rocky for data infrastructure — reflects our belief that this is a trail that can help us to climb higher."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Reimagining Experimentation Analysis 
at Netflix

Sep 11, 2019
"Another day, another custom script to analyze an A/B test. Maybe you’ve done this before and have an old script lying around. If it’s new, it’s probably 

going to take some time to set up, right? Not at Netflix."

"Suppose you’re running a new video encoding test and theorize that the two new encodes should reduce play delay, a metric describing how long it takes 
for a video to play after you press the start button. You can look at ABlaze (our centralized A/B testing platform) and take a quick look at how it’s 

performing."
Testes A/B Médio. Teste A/B De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial.

"Netflix runs on an A/B testing culture: nearly every decision we make about our product and business is guided by member behavior observed in test. At any point a Netflix user is in many different A/B tests orchestrated through ABlaze. This enables us to optimize their experience at speed. Our A/B tests range across 
UI, algorithms, messaging, marketing, operations, and infrastructure changes. A user might be in a title artwork test, personalization algorithm test, or a video encoding testing, or all three at the same time.

The analysis reports tell us whether or not a new experience made statistically significant changes to relevant metrics, such as member behavior, or technical metrics that describe streaming video quality. However, the default reports only provide a summary view of the data with some powerful but limited filtering 
options. Our data scientists often want to apply their knowledge of the business and statistics to fully understand the outcome of an experiment." "The two main challenges with this approach are establishing an easy contribution framework and handling Netflix’s scale of data. When dealing with ‘big data’, it’s common 
to perform computation on frameworks like Apache Spark or Map Reduce. In order to reduce the learning curve of contributing analyses, we’ve decided to take an alternative path by performing all of our analyses on one machine. Due to compression and high performance computing, scientists can analyze billions of rows 

of raw data on their laptops using languages and statistical libraries they are familiar with like Python and R." "Challenges with Pre-existing Infrastructure
Netflix’s well-known experimentation culture was fueled by our previous infrastructure: an optimized framework that scaled to the wide variety of use cases across Netflix. But as our experimentation culture grew, so too did our product areas, users, and ambitions around more sophisticated methodology on measurement.
Our data scientists faced numerous challenges in our previous infrastructure. Complex business logic was embedded directly into the ETL pipelines by data engineers. In order to replicate results, scientists had to delve deep into the data, code, and documentation. Due to Netflix’s scale of over 150 million subscribers, 

scientists also frequently encountered issues while fetching data and performing custom statistical models in Python or R.
To offer new methods to the community and overcome any existing engineering barriers, scientists would have to run custom scripts outside of the centralized platform. Heavily used or high value scripts were sometimes converted into Shiny apps, allowing easy access to these novel features. However, because these apps 

lived separately from the platform, they could be difficult to maintain as the underlying data and platform evolved. Also, since these apps were generally written for specific use cases, they were difficult to generalize and graduate back into the platform.
Our scientists come from many backgrounds, such as neuroscience, biostatistics, economics, and physics; each of these backgrounds has a meaningful contribution to how experiments should be analyzed. Instead of spending their time wrangling data and conducting the same ad-hoc analyses multiple times, we would 

like our data scientists to focus on contributing new and innovative techniques for analyzing tests, such as Interleaving, Quantile Bootstrapping, Quasi Experiments, Quantile Regression, and Heterogeneous Treatment Effects. Additionally, as these new techniques are contributed, we want them to be effortlessly leveraged 
across the Netflix experimentation community." "Getting data with Metrics Repo

Metrics Repo is an in-house Python framework where users define programmatically generated SQL queries and metric definitions. It centralizes metrics definitions which used to be scattered across many teams. Previously, many teams at Netflix had their own pipelines to calculate success metrics which caused a lot of 
fragmentation and discrepancies in calculations.

A key design decision of Metrics Repo is that it moves the last mile of metric computation away from engineering owned ETL pipelines into dynamically generated SQL. This allows scientists to add metrics and join arbitrary tables. The new architecture is much more flexible compared to the previous Spark based jobs. 
Views of reports are only calculated on demand and take a couple minutes to execute, so there are no migrations or backfills when making changes or updates to metrics. Adding a new metric is as easy as adding a new field or joining a different table in SQL. By leveraging PyPika, we represent each table as a Python 

class that can be customized with filters and additional joins. The code is self documenting and serializes to JSON so it can be easily exposed as an API.
Calculating Statistics with Causal Models

Causal Models is an in-house Python library that allows scientists to contribute generic models for causal inference. Previously, the centralized platform only had T-Test and Mann-Whitney while advanced statistical tests were only available via scripts or Shiny apps. Scientists can now add their statistical models by 
overriding two functions in a model subclass. Many of the models are simple wrappers over Scipy, but it’s flexible enough to do arbitrarily complex calculations. The library also provides helper methods which abstract accessing compressed or raw data. We use rpy2 so that models can be written in either R or Python.

We do not want data scientists to have to go outside of their comfort zone by writing Spark Scala or Map Reduce jobs. We also want to leverage the large ecosystem of statistical libraries written in Python and R. However, many analyses have raw datasets that don’t fit on one machine. So, we’ve implemented an 
optional compression layer that drastically reduces the size of the data. Depending on the statistic, the compression can be either lossless or tunably lossy. Additionally, we’ve structured the API so that model implementors don’t need to distinguish between compressed and uncompressed data. When contributing a new 

statistical test, the data scientist only needs to think about one comparison computation at a time. We take the functions that they’ve written and parallelize it for them through multi-processing.
Sometimes statistical models are expensive to run even on compressed data. It can be difficult to efficiently perform linear algebra operations in native Python or R. In those cases, our mathematical engineering team writes custom C++ in order to speed through those bottlenecks. Our scientists can then reference them 

Evolving Regional Evacuation Sep 23, 2019

"In order to achieve this level of availability, we leverage an N+1 architecture where we treat Amazon Web Services (AWS) regions as fault domains, 
allowing us to withstand single region failures. In the event of an isolated failure we first pre-scale microservices in the healthy regions after which we can shift 
traffic away from the failing one. This pre-scaling is necessary due to our use of autoscaling, which generally means that services are right-sized to handle their 

current demand, not the surge they would experience once we shift traffic."

"Though this evacuation capability exists today, this level of resiliency wasn’t always the standard for the Netflix API. In 2013 we first developed our 
multi-regional availability strategy in response to a catalyst that led us to re-architect the way our service operates. Over the last 6 years Netflix has 

continued to grow and evolve along with our customer base, invalidating core assumptions built into the machinery that powers our ability to pre-scale 
microservices. Two such assumptions were that:

Regional demand for all microservices (i.e. requests, messages, connections, etc.) can be abstracted by our key performance indicator, stream starts per 
second (SPS).

Microservices within healthy regions can be scaled uniformly during an evacuation."

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

Understanding the uniqueness of demand across our microservices improved the quality of our predictions, leading to safer and more efficient evacuations at the cost of additional computational complexity. This new approach, however, is itself an approximation with its own set of assumptions. For example, it assumes 
all categories of traffic for a device type has similar shape, for example Android logging and playback traffic. As Netflix grows our assumptions will again be challenged and we will have to adapt to continue to provide our customers with the availability and reliability that they have come to expect.

"Delta: A Data Synchronization and 
Enrichment Platform

Part I: Overview"
Oct 15, 2019

"It is a commonly observed pattern for applications to utilize multiple datastores where each is used to serve a specific need such as storing the canonical form 
of data (MySQL etc.), providing advanced search capabilities (ElasticSearch etc.), caching (Memcached etc.), and more. Typically when using multiple 

datastores, one of them acts as the primary store, and the others as derived stores. Now the challenge becomes how to keep these datastores in sync."

We have observed a series of distinct patterns which have tried to address multi-datastore synchronization, such as dual writes, distributed transactions, 
etc. However, these approaches have limitations in regards to feasibility, robustness, and maintenance. Beyond data synchronization, some applications 

also need to enrich their data by calling external services.
To address these challenges, we developed Delta. Delta is an eventual consistent, event driven, data synchronization and enrichment platform.

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Delta has been developed to address the limitations of existing solutions for data synchronization, and also allows to enrich data on the fly. Our goal was to abstract those complexities from application developers so they can focus on implementing business features. In the following, we are describing “ Movie Search”, 
an actual use case within Netflix that leverages Delta. In Netflix the microservice architecture is widely adopted and each microservice typically handles only one type of data. The core movie data resides in a microservice called Movie Service, and related data such as movie deals, talents, vendors and so on are managed 

by multiple other microservices (e.g Deal Service, Talent Service and Vendor Service). Business users in Netflix Studios often need to search by various criteria for movies in order to keep track of productions, therefore, it is crucial for them to be able to search across all data that are related to movies.
Prior to Delta, the movie search team had to fetch data from multiple other microservices before indexing the movie data. Moreover, the team had to build a system that periodically updated their search index by querying others for changes, even if there was no change at all. That system quickly grew very complex and 
became difficult to maintain." "After on-boarding to Delta, the system is simplified into an event driven system, as depicted in the following diagram. CDC (Change-Data-Capture) events are sent by the Delta-Connector to a Keystone Kafka topic. A Delta application built using the Delta Stream Processing Framework 
(based on Flink) consumes the CDC events from the topic, enriches each of them by calling other microservices, and finally sinks the enriched data to the search index in Elasticsearch. The whole process is nearly real-time, meaning as soon as the changes are committed to the datastore, the search indexes are updated." 

"We have developed a CDC service named Delta-Connector, which is able to capture committed changes from a datastore in real-time and write them to a stream. Real-time changes are captured from the datastore’s transaction log and dumps. Dumps are taken because transaction logs typically do not contain the full 
history of changes. Changes are commonly serialized as Delta events so that a consumer does not need to be concerned if a change originates from the transaction log or a dump.

Delta-Connector offers multiple advanced features such as:
Ability to write into custom outputs beyond Kafka.

Ability to trigger manual dumps at any time, for all tables, a specific table, or for specific primary keys.
Dumps can be taken in chunks, so that there is no need to repeat from scratch in case of failure.

No need to acquire locks on tables, which is essential to ensure that the write traffic on the database is never blocked by our service.
High availability, via standby instances across AWS Availability Zones.

We currently support MySQL and Postgres, including when deployed in AWS RDS and its Aurora flavor. In addition, we support Cassandra (multi-master). Details of the Delta-Connector is covered in this blog.
Kafka & Transport Layer

The transport layer of Delta events were built on top of the Messaging Service in our Keystone platform.
Historically, message publishing at Netflix is optimized for availability instead of durability (see a previous blog). The tradeoff is potential broker data inconsistencies in various edge scenarios. For example, unclean leader election will result in consumer to potentially duplicate or lose events.

For Delta, we want stronger durability guarantees in order to make sure CDC events can be guaranteed to arrive to derived stores. To enable this, we offered special purpose built Kafka cluster as a first class citizen. Some broker configuration looks like below." "Delta has been running in production for over a year and has 
been playing a crucial role in many Netflix Studio applications. It has helped teams implement use cases such as search indexing, data warehousing, and event driven workflows. Below is a view of the high level architecture of the Delta platform."

How Netflix microservices tackle dataset 
pub-sub

Oct 16, 2019

"In a microservice architecture such as Netflix’s, propagating datasets from a single source to multiple downstream destinations can be challenging. These 
datasets can represent anything from service configuration to the results of a batch job, are often needed in-memory to optimize access and must be updated as 

they change over time.
One example displaying the need for dataset propagation: at any given time Netflix runs a very large number of A/B tests. These tests span multiple services 

and teams, and the operators of the tests need to be able to tweak their configuration on the fly. There needs to be the ability to detect nodes that have failed to 
pick up the latest test configuration, and the ability to revert to older versions of configuration when things go wrong.

Another example of a dataset that needs to be disseminated is the result of a machine-learning model: the results of these models may be used by several 
teams, but the ML teams behind the model aren’t necessarily interested in maintaining high-availability services in the critical path. Rather than each team 

interested in consuming the model having to build in fallbacks to degrade gracefully, there is a lot of value in centralizing the work to allow multiple teams to 
leverage a single team’s effort.

Without infrastructure-level support, every team ends up building their own point solution to varying degrees of success. Datasets themselves are of varying 
size, from a few bytes to multiple gigabytes. It is important to build in observability and fault detection, and to provide tooling to allow operators to make 

quick changes without having to develop their own tools."

"At Netflix we use an in-house dataset pub/sub system called Gutenberg. Gutenberg allows for propagating versioned datasets — consumers subscribe to 
data and are updated to the latest versions when they are published. Each version of the dataset is immutable and represents a complete view of the data — 
there is no dependency on previous versions of data. Gutenberg allows browsing older versions of data for use cases such as debugging, rapid mitigation of 

data related incidents, and re-training of machine-learning models. This post is a high level overview of the design and architecture of Gutenberg."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"The top-level construct in Gutenberg is a “ topic”. A publisher publishes to a topic and consumers consume from a topic. Publishing to a topic creates a new monotonically-increasing “ version”. Topics have a retention policy that specifies a number of versions or a number of days of versions, depending on the use case. 
For example, you could configure a topic to retain 10 versions or 10 days of versions.

Each version contains metadata (keys and values) and a data pointer. You can think of a data pointer as special metadata that points to where the actual data you published is stored. Today, Gutenberg supports direct data pointers (where the payload is encoded in the data pointer value itself) and S3 data pointers (where 
the payload is stored in S3). Direct data pointers are generally used when the data is small (under 1MB) while S3 is used as a backing store when the data is large." "Gutenberg provides the ability to scope publishes to a particular set of consumers — for example by region, application, or cluster. This can be used to 

canary data changes with a single cluster, roll changes out incrementally, or constrain a dataset so that only a subset of applications can subscribe to it. Publishers decide the scope of a particular data version publish, and they can later add scopes to a previously published version. Note that this means that the concept of a 
latest version depends on the scope — two applications may see different versions of data as the latest depending on the publish scopes created by the publisher. The Gutenberg service matches the consuming application with the published scopes before deciding what to advertise as the latest version." "Use cases

The most common use case of Gutenberg is to propagate varied sizes of data from a single publisher to multiple consumers. Often the data is held in memory by consumers and used as a “ total cache”, where it is accessed at runtime by client code and atomically swapped out under the hood. Many of these use cases can 
be loosely grouped as “ configuration” — for example Open Connect Appliance cache configuration, supported device type IDs, supported payment method metadata, and A/B test configuration. Gutenberg provides an abstraction between the publishing and consumption of this data — this allows publishers the freedom 

to iterate on their application without affecting downstream consumers. In some cases, publishing is done via a Gutenberg-managed UI, and teams do not need to manage their own publishing app at all.
Another use case for Gutenberg is as a versioned data store. This is common for machine-learning applications, where teams build and train models based on historical data, see how it performs over time, then tweak some parameters and run through the process again. More generally, batch-computation jobs commonly 

use Gutenberg to store and propagate the results of a computation as distinct versions of datasets. “ Online” use cases subscribe to topics to serve real-time requests using the latest versions of topics’ data, while “ offline” systems may instead use historical data from the same topics — for example to train machine-learned 
models.

An important point to note is that Gutenberg is not designed as an eventing system — it is meant purely for data versioning and propagation. In particular, rapid-fire publishes do not result in subscribed clients stepping through each version; when they ask for an update, they will be provided with the latest version, even 
if they are currently many versions behind. Traditional pub-sub or eventing systems are suited towards messages that are smaller in size and are consumed in sequence; consumers may build up a view of an entire dataset by consuming an entire (potentially compacted) feed of events. Gutenberg, however, is designed for 

publishing and consuming an entire immutable view of a dataset."

ML Platform Meetup: Infra for 
Contextual Bandits and Reinforcement 

Learning
Oct 18, 2019

Contextual and Multi-armed Bandits enable faster and adaptive alternatives to traditional A/B Testing. They enable rapid learning and better decision-making 
for product rollouts. Broadly speaking, these approaches can be seen as a stepping stone to full-on Reinforcement Learning (RL) with closed-loop, on-policy 

evaluation and model objectives tied to reward functions. At Netflix, we are running several such experiments. For example, one set of experiments is 
focussed on personalizing our artwork assets to quickly select and leverage the “ winning” images for a title we recommend to our members.

"As with other traditional machine learning and deep learning paths, a lot of what the core algorithms can do depends upon the support they get from the 
surrounding infrastructure and the tooling that the ML platform provides. Given the infrastructure space for RL approaches is still relatively nascent, we 

wanted to understand what others in the community are doing in this space.
This was the motivation for the meetup’s theme. It featured three relevant talks from LinkedIn, Netflix and Facebook, and a platform architecture overview 

talk from first time participant Dropbox." [In marketing terms, a multi-armed bandit solution is a 'smarter' or more complex version of A/B testing that 
uses machine learning algorithms to dynamically allocate traffic to variations that are performing well, while allocating less traffic to variations that are 

underperforming.]

Tecnologia para testes. Médio. Metodologia para realização de testes. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. Sim. 

[ é um evento também] "This was the motivation for the meetup’s theme. It featured three relevant talks from LinkedIn, Netflix and Facebook, and a platform architecture overview talk from first time participant Dropbox." "The second talk was by Netflix on our Bandit Infrastructure built for personalization use cases. 
Fernando Amat and Elliot Chow jointly gave this talk.

Fernando started the first part of the talk and described the core recommendation problem of identifying the top few titles in a large catalog that will maximize the probability of play. Using the example of evidence personalization — images, text, trailers, synopsis, all assets that come together to add meaning to a title — 
he described how the problem is essentially a slate recommendation task and is well suited to be solved using a Bandit framework.

If such a framework is to be generic, it must support different contexts, attributions and reward functions. He described a simple Policy API that models the Slate tasks. This API supports the selection of a state given a list of options using the appropriate algorithm and a way to quantify the propensities, so the data can 
be de-biased. Fernando ended his part by highlighting some of the Bandit Metrics they implemented for offline policy evaluation, like Inverse Propensity Scoring (IPS), Doubly Robust (DR), and Direct Method (DM).

For Bandits, where attribution is a critical part of the equation, it’s imperative to have a flexible and robust data infrastructure. Elliot started the second part of the talk by describing the real-time framework they have built to bring together all signals in one place making them accessible through a queryable API. These 
signals include member activity data (login, search, playback), intent-to-treat (what title/assets the system wants to impress to the member) and the treatment (impressions of images, trailers) that actually made it to the member’s device.

Elliot talked about what is involved in “ Closing the loop”. First, the intent-to-treat needs to be joined with the treatment logging along the way, the policies in effect, the features used and the various propensities. Next, the reward function needs to be updated, in near real time, on every logged action (like a playback) 
for both short-term and long-term rewards. And finally each new observation needs to update the policy, compute offline policy evaluation metrics and then push the policy back to production so it can generate new intents to treat.

To be able to support this, the team had to standardize on several infrastructure components. Elliot talked about the three key components — a) Standardized Logging from the treatment services, b) Real-time stream processing over Apache Flink for member activity joins, and c) an Apache Spark client for attribution and 
reward computation. The team has also developed a few common attribution datasets as “ out-of-the-box” entities to be used by the consuming teams.

Finally, Elliot ended by talking about some of the challenges in building this Bandit framework. In particular, he talked about the misattribution potential in a complex microservice architecture where often intermediary results are cached. He also talked about common pitfalls of stream-processed data like out of order 
processing.

This framework has been in production for almost a year now and has been used to support several A/B tests across different recommendation use cases at Netflix." "In the Personalization org at Netflix, we are always interested in exchanging ideas about this rapidly evolving ML space in general and the bandits and 
reinforcement learning space in particular. We are committed to sharing our learnings with the community and hope to discuss progress here, especially our work on Policy Evaluation and Bandit Metrics in future meetups. If you are interested in working on this exciting space, there are many open opportunities on both 

engineering and research endeavors."

Open Sourcing Mantis: A Platform For 
Building Cost-Effective, Realtime, 
Operations-Focused Applications

Oct 21, 2019
"Today we’re excited to announce that we’re open sourcing Mantis, a platform that helps Netflix engineers better understand the behavior of their applications 
to ensure the highest quality experience for our members. We believe the challenges we face here at Netflix are not necessarily unique to Netflix which is why 

we’re sharing it with the broader community."

"As a streaming microservices ecosystem, the Mantis platform provides engineers with capabilities to minimize the costs of observing and operating 
complex distributed systems without compromising on operational insights. Engineers have built cost-efficient applications on top of Mantis to quickly 
identify issues, trigger alerts, and apply remediations to minimize or completely avoid downtime to the Netflix service. Where other systems may take 

over ten minutes to process metrics accurately, Mantis reduces that from tens of minutes down to seconds, effectively reducing our Mean-Time-To-Detect. 
This is crucial because any amount of downtime is brutal and comes with an incredibly high impact to our members — every second counts during an 

outage."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. "At Netflix, we embrace personalization and algorithmically adapt many aspects of our member experience, including the rows we select for the homepage, the titles we select for those rows, the galleries we display, the messages we send, and so forth. Each

Open-sourcing Polynote: an IDE-inspired 
polyglot notebook

Oct 23, 2019 We are pleased to announce the open-source launch of Polynote:

"We are pleased to announce the open-source launch of Polynote: a new, polyglot notebook with first-class Scala support, Apache Spark integration, multi-
language interoperability including Scala, Python, and SQL, as-you-type autocomplete, and more." "Polynote provides data scientists and machine 

learning researchers with a notebook environment that allows them the freedom to seamlessly integrate our JVM-based ML platform — which makes 
heavy use of Scala — with the Python ecosystem’s popular machine learning and visualization libraries. It has seen substantial adoption among Netflix’s 

personalization and recommendation teams, and it is now being integrated with the rest of our research platform.
At Netflix, we have always felt strongly about sharing with the open source community, and believe that Polynote has a great potential to address similar 

needs outside of Netflix."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não.

"Polynote promotes notebook reproducibility by design. By taking a cell’s position in the notebook into account when executing it, Polynote helps prevent bad practices that make notebooks difficult to re-run from the top." "On the Netflix Personalization Infrastructure team, our job is to accelerate machine learning 
innovation by building tools that can remove pain points and allow researchers to focus on research." "We have described some of the key features of Polynote here. We’re proud to share Polynote widely by open sourcing it, and we’d love to hear your feedback. Take it for a spin today by heading over to our website or 

directly to the code and let us know what you think! Take a look at our currently open issues and to see what we’re planning, and, of course, PRs are always welcome! Polynote is still very much in its infancy, so you may encounter some rough edges. It is also a powerful tool that enables arbitrary code execution (“ with 
great power, comes great responsibility”), so please be cognizant of this when you use it in your environment.

Plenty of exciting work lies ahead. We are very optimistic about the potential of Polynote and we hope to learn from the community just as much as we hope they will find value from Polynote. If you are interested in working on Polynote or other Machine Learning research, engineering and infrastructure problems, check 
out the Netflix Research site as well as some of the current openings."

GraphQL Search Indexing Nov 4, 2019

"Almost a year ago we described our learnings from adopting GraphQL on the Netflix Marketing Tech team. We have a lot more to share since then! There 
are plenty of existing resources describing how to express a search query in GraphQL and paginate the results. This post looks at the other side of search: how 

to index data and make it searchable. Specifically, how our team uses the relationships and schemas defined within GraphQL to automatically build and 
maintain a search database."

"Our goal is to promote Netflix’s content across the globe. Netflix has thousands of shows on the service, operates in over 190 countries, and supports 
around 30 languages. For each of these shows, countries, and languages we need to find the right creative that resonates with each potential viewer. Our 
team builds the tools to produce and distribute these marketing creatives at a global scale, powering 10s of billions of impressions every month!"  "To 
enable our marketing stakeholders to manage these creatives, we need to pull together data that is spread across many services — GraphQL makes this 

aggregation easy."

Tecnologia de marketing. Alto. Tecnologia para serviços de marketing. Sim. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. Sim.

"As an example, our data is centered around a creative service to keep track of the creatives we build. Each creative is enhanced with more information on the show it promotes, and the show is further enhanced with its ranking across the world. Also, our marketing team can comment on the creative when adjustments are 
needed. There are many more relationships that we maintain, but we will focus on these few for the post." "Displaying the data for one creative is helpful, but we have a lot of creatives to search across. If we produced only a few variations for each of the shows, languages, and countries Netflix supports, that would result in 
over 50 million total creatives. We needed a proper search solution." "If we had a single database with all of the information in it, the search would be easy. We can write a couple join statements and where clauses: problem solved. Nevertheless, a single database has its own drawbacks, mainly, around limited flexibility 

in allowing teams to work independently and performance limitations at scale.
Another option would be to use a custom aggregation service that builds its own index of the data. This service would understand where each piece of data comes from, know how all of the data is connected, and be able to combine the data in a variety of ways. Apart from the indexing part, these characteristics perfectly 

describe the entity relationships in GraphQL." "Since we already use GraphQL, how can we leverage it to index our data? We can update our GraphQL query slightly to retrieve a single creative and all of its related data, then call that query once for each of the creatives in our database, indexing the results into 
Elasticsearch. By batching and parallelizing the requests to retrieve many creatives via a single query to the GraphQL server, we can optimize the index building process." "Indexing the data once isn’t enough. We need to make sure that the index is always up to date. Our data changes constantly — marketing users make 

edits to creatives, our recommendation algorithm refreshes to give the latest title popularity rankings and so on. Luckily, we have Kafka events that are emitted each time a piece of data changes. The first step is to listen to those events and act accordingly.
When our indexer hears a change event it needs to find all the creatives that are affected and reindex them. For example, if a title ranking changes, we need to find the related show, then its corresponding creative, and reindex it. We could hardcode all of these rules, but we would need to keep these rules up to date as our 

data evolves and for each new index we build.
Fortunately, we can rely on GraphQL’s entity relationships to find exactly what needs to be reindexed. Our search indexer understands these relationships by accessing a shared GraphQL schema or using an introspection query to retrieve the schema." "In our earlier example, the indexer can fan out one level from title 

ranking to show by automatically generating a query to GraphQL to find shows that are related to the changed title ranking. After that, it queries Elasticsearch using the show and title ranking data to find creatives that reference these values. It can reindex those creatives using the same pipeline used to index them in the 
first place. What makes this method so great is that after defining GraphQL schemas and resolvers once, there is no additional work to do. The graph has enough data to keep the search index up to date" "Finally, if you don’t already use GraphQL or your data is not distributed across multiple databases, there are plenty 
of ways to quickly perform searches. A few table joins in a relational database provide pretty good results. For larger scale, we’re building a similar graph-based solution that multiple teams across Netflix can leverage which also keeps the search index up to date in real time." "There are many other ways to search across 

data, each with its own pros and cons. The best thing about using GraphQL to build and maintain our search index is its flexibility, ease of implementation, and low maintenance. The graphical representation of data in GraphQL makes it extremely powerful, even for use cases we hadn’t originally imagined.
If you’ve made it this far and you’re also interested in joining the Netflix Marketing Technology team to help conquer our unique challenges, check out the open positions listed on our page. We’re hiring!"

Page Simulation for Better Offline 
Metrics at Netflix

Nov 12, 2019

"At Netflix, we spend a lot of effort to make it easy for our members to find content they will love. To make this happen, we personalize many aspects of our 
service, including which movies and TV shows we present on each member’s homepage. Over the years, we have built a recommendation system that uses 
many different machine learning algorithms to create these personalized recommendations. We also apply additional business logic to handle constraints like 

maturity filtering and deduplication of videos. All of these algorithms and logic come together in our page generation system to produce a personalized 
homepage for each of our members, which we have outlined in a previous post. While a diverse set of algorithms working together can produce a great 

outcome, innovating on such a complex system can be difficult. For instance, adding a single feature to one of the recommendation algorithms can change 
how the whole page is put together. Conversely, a big change to such a ranking system may only have a small incremental impact (for instance because it 

makes the ranking of a row similar to that of another existing row)."

With systems driven by machine learning, it is important to measure the overall system-level impact of changes to a model, not just the local impact on 
the model performance itself. One way to do this is by running A/B tests. Netflix typically A/B tests all changes before rolling them out to all members. 
A drawback to this approach is that tests take time to run and require experimental models be ready to run in production. In Machine Learning, offline 

metrics are often used to measure the performance of model changes on historical data. With a good offline metric, we can gain a reasonable understanding 
of how a particular model change would perform online. We would like to extend this approach, which is typically applied to a single machine-learned 

model, and apply it to the entire homepage generation system. This would allow us to measure the potential impact of offline changes in any of the 
models or logic involved in creating the homepage before running an A/B test.

Recomendações. Alto. Machine learing para recomendação. Sim. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. Sim. 

"To achieve this goal, we have built a system that simulates what a member’s homepage would have been given an experimental change and compares it against the page the member actually saw in the service. This provides an indication of the overall quality of the change. While we primarily use this for evaluating 
modifications to our machine learning algorithms, such as what happens when we have a new row selection or ranking algorithm, we can also use it to evaluate any changes in the code used to construct the page, from filtering rules to new row types. A key feature of this system is the ability to reconstruct a view of the 
systemic and user-level data state at a certain point in the past. As such, the system uses time-travel mechanisms for more precise reconstruction of an experience and coordinates time-travel across multiple systems. Thus, the simulator allows us to rapidly evaluate new ideas without needing to expose members to the 

changes.
In this blog post, we will go into more detail about this page simulation system and discuss some of the lessons we learned along the way." "A simulation system needs to run on many samples to generate reliable results. In our case, this requirement translates to generating millions of personalized homepages. 

Naturally, some problems of scale come into the picture, including:
How to ensure that the executions run within a reasonable time frame
How to coordinate work despite the distributed nature of the system

How to ensure that the system is easy to use and extend for future types of experiments" "In the first approach, we use data from time-travel infrastructure built at Netflix to compute pages as they would have been at some point in the past. In the experimentation landscape, this gives us the ability to backtest the 
performance of experimental page generation model accurately. In particular, it lets us compare a new page against a page that a member has seen and interacted with in the past, including what actions they took in the session.

The second approach retrieves data in the exact same way as the live production system. To simulate production systems closely, in this mode, we randomly select profiles that have recently logged into Netflix. The primary drawback of using live data is that we can only compute a limited set of metrics compared to the 
time-travel approach. However, this type of experiment is still valuable in the following scenarios:

Doing final sanity checks before allocating a new A/B test or rolling out a new feature
Analyzing changes in page composition, which are measures of the rows and videos on the page. These measures are needed to validate that the changes we seek to test are having the intended effect without unexpected side-effects

Determining if two approaches are producing sufficiently similar pages that we may not need to test both
Early detection of negative interactions between two features that will be rolled out simultaneously

Stratification
Once the data source is specified, a combination of different stratification types can be applied to refine user selection. Some examples of stratification types are:

Country — select profiles based on their country
Tenure — select profiles based on their membership tenure; long-term members vs members in trial period

Login device — select users based on their active device type; e.g. Smart TV, Android, or devices supporting certain feature sets
Number of Profiles

We typically start with a small number to perform a dry run of the experiment configuration and then extend it to millions of users to ensure reliable and statistically significant results.
Simulating Modified Behavior

Once the experiment scope is determined, experimenters specify the modifications they would like to test within the page generation framework. Generally, these changes can be made by either modifying the configuration of the existing system or by implementing new code and deploying it to the simulation system.
There are several ways to control what changes are run in the simulator, including but not limited to:

Garbage collecting unhealthy JVMs, a 
proactive approach. 

Nov 15, 2019
"Netflix’s Cloud Data Engineering team runs a variety of JVM applications, including popular datastores like Cassandra and Elasticsearch. While the 

majority of our clusters run stably with the memory allocated to them, on occasion a “ query of death” or a bug in the datastore itself will cause runaway 
memory usage, which can trigger garbage collection (GC) loops or even run the JVM out of memory."

"We’ve built an appreciation for jvmkill to remediate such situations: jvmkill is an agent which runs in the JVM process using the JVMTI API. When 
the JVM runs out of memory or is unable to spawn a thread, jvmkill steps in and kills the whole process. We combine jvmkill with the -

XX:HeapDumpOnOutOfMemoryError Hotspot flag so we can come back to analyze the heap after the fact, with the goal of gaining insight on why we ran 
out of resources. For our applications, this situation is ideal: a JVM that is out of memory is unable to make forward progress, and once jvmkill steps in, 

systemd will re-start the failed process from a clean slate."

Cloud. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

Netflix at AWS re:Invent 2019 Nov 22, 2019
AWS re:Invent is a couple weeks away and our engineers & leaders are thrilled to be in attendance yet again this year! Please stop by our “ Living Room” for 

an opportunity to connect or reconnect with Netflixers. We’ve compiled our speaking events below so you know what we’ve been working on. We look 
forward to seeing you there!

É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento.

é um evento - "10am-11am NFX 203 From Pitch to Play: The technology behind going from ideas to streaming
Ryan Schroeder, Senior Software Engineer

Abstract: It takes a lot of different technologies and teams to get entertainment from the idea stage through being available for streaming on the service. This session looks at what it takes to accept, produce, encode, and stream your favorite content. We explore all the systems necessary to make and stream content from 
Netflix."

Data Compression for Large-Scale 
Streaming Experimentation

Dec 3, 2019

"Ever wonder why Netflix works so well when you’re streaming at home, on the train, or in a foreign hotel? Behind the scenes, Netflix engineers are 
constantly striving to improve the quality of your streaming service. The goal is to bring you joy by delivering the content you love quickly and reliably 

every time you watch. To do this, we have teams of experts that develop more efficient video and audio encodes, refine the adaptive streaming algorithm, and 
optimize content placement on the distributed servers that host the shows and movies that you watch. Within each of these areas, teams continuously run 

large-scale A/B experiments to test whether their ideas result in a more seamless experience for members.
With all these experiments, we aim to improve the Quality of Experience (QoE) for Netflix members. QoE is measured with a compilation of metrics that 
describe everything about the user’s experience from the time they press play until the time they finish watching. Examples of such metrics include how 

quickly the content starts playing and the number of times the video froze during playback (number of rebuffers).
Suppose the encoding team develops more efficient encodes that improve video quality for members with the lowest quality (those streaming on low 

bandwidth networks). They need to understand whether there was a meaningful improvement or if their A/B test results were due to noise. This is a hard 
problem because we must determine if and how the QoE metric distributions differ between experiences. At Netflix, we addressed these challenges by 

developing custom tools that use the bootstrap, a resampling technique for quantifying statistical significance. This helps the encoding team move past means 
and medians to evaluate how well the new encodes are working for all members, by enabling them to easily understand movements in different parts of a 
metric’s distribution. They can now answer questions such as: “ Has the intervention improved the experience for the 5th percentile (corresponding to 

members with generally low video quality) while deteriorating the experience for the 95th (corresponding to those with generally high video quality), or has 
the intervention had a positive impact on all members?”

Although our engineering stakeholders loved the statistical insights, obtaining them was time consuming and inconvenient. When moving from an ad-hoc 
solution to integration into our internal platform, ABlaze, we encountered scaling challenges. For our methods to power all streaming experimentation 

reports, we needed to precompute the results for hundreds of streaming experiments, all segments of the population (e.g. device types), and all metrics. To 
make this happen, we developed an effective data compression technique by cleverly bucketing our data. This reduced the volume of our data by up to 1,000 
times, allowing us to compute statistics in just a few seconds while maintaining precise results. The development of an effective data compression strategy 

enabled us to deploy bootstrapping methods at dramatically greater scale, allowing experimenters to analyze their A/B test results faster and with clearer 
insights.

Compression is used in many statistical applications, but why is it so valuable for Quality of Experience metrics? In short: we are interested in detecting 
arbitrary changes in various distributions while not making parametric assumptions, and simple statistical summarization methods are insufficient."

"Although our engineering stakeholders loved the statistical insights, obtaining them was time consuming and inconvenient. When moving from an ad-
hoc solution to integration into our internal platform, ABlaze, we encountered scaling challenges. For our methods to power all streaming experimentation 
reports, we needed to precompute the results for hundreds of streaming experiments, all segments of the population (e.g. device types), and all metrics. To 

make this happen, we developed an effective data compression technique by cleverly bucketing our data. This reduced the volume of our data by up to 
1,000 times, allowing us to compute statistics in just a few seconds while maintaining precise results. The development of an effective data compression 
strategy enabled us to deploy bootstrapping methods at dramatically greater scale, allowing experimenters to analyze their A/B test results faster and with 

clearer insights.
Compression is used in many statistical applications, but why is it so valuable for Quality of Experience metrics? In short: we are interested in detecting 

arbitrary changes in various distributions while not making parametric assumptions, and simple statistical summarization methods are insufficient."

Dados. Médio. Análise global de dados. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial.

"The Bootstrapping Methods
Suppose you are watching The Crown on a train and Claire Foy’s face appears pixelated. Your instinct might tell you this is caused by an unusually slow network, but you still become frustrated that the video quality is not perfect. The encoding team can develop a solution for this scenario, but they need a way to test 

how well it actually worked.
In this section we briefly go over two sets of bootstrapping methods developed for different types of tests for metrics with different distributions.

“ Quantile Bootstrap”: A Solution for Understanding Movement in Parts of a Distribution
One class of methods, which we call quantile bootstrapping, was developed to understand movement in certain parts of metric distributions. Often times simply moving the mean or median of a metric is not the experimenter’s goal. We need to determine whether new encodes create a statistically significant improvement 

in video quality for members who need it most. In other words, we need to evaluate whether new encodes move the lower tail of the video quality distribution and whether this movement was statistically significant or simply due to noise.
To quantify whether we moved specific sections of the distribution, we compare differences in quantile functions between the treatment and production experiences. These plots help experimenters quickly assess the magnitude of the difference between test experiences for all quantiles. But did this difference happen by 

chance? To measure statistical significance, we use an efficient bootstrapping procedure to create confidence intervals and p-values for all quantiles (with adjustments to account for multiple comparisons). The encoding team then understands the improvement in perceptual video quality for members who experience the 
worst video quality. If the p-values for the quantiles of interest are small, they can be assured that the newly developed encodes do in fact improve quality in the treatment experience. For more detail on how this methodology is implemented, you can read the following article on measuring practical and statistical 

significance." "“ Rare Event Bootstrap”: A Solution for Metrics with Non-Standard Distributions
In streaming experiments, we care a lot about changes in the frequency of rare events. One such example is how many rebuffers — the spinning wheels that interrupt our members’ playback experience — occur per hour. Since the service generally works quite well, most streaming sessions do not have rebuffers. However 

when a rebuffer does occur, it is very disruptive to the member. Many experiments aim to evaluate whether we have reduced rebuffers per hour for some members, and in all streaming experiments we check that the rebuffer rate has not increased.
To understand differences in metrics that occur rarely, we developed a class of methods we call the rare event bootstrap. Summary statistics such as means and medians would be insufficient for this class, since they would be calculated from member-level aggregates (as this is the grain of randomization in our 

experiments). These are unsatisfactory for a few reasons:
If a member streamed for a very short period of time but had a single rebuffer, their rebuffers per hour value would be extremely large due to the small denominator. A mean over the member-level rates would then be dominated by these outlying values.

Since these events occur infrequently, the distribution of rates over members consists of almost all zeros and a small fraction of non-zero values. The median is not a useful statistic as even large changes to the overall rebuffer rate would not result in the median changing.
This makes a standard nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test ineffective as well.

To account for these properties of rate metrics that are often zero, we develop a custom technique that compares rates for the control experience to the rate for each treatment experience. In the previous section, quantile bootstrap analysis, we had “ one vote per member” since member-level aggregates do not encounter the 
two issues above. In the rare event analysis, we weigh each hour (or session) equally instead. We do so by summing the rebuffers across all accounts, summing the total hours of content viewed across all accounts, and then dividing the two for both the production and treatment experience.

To assess whether this difference is statistically significant, we need to quantify the uncertainty around our point estimates. We resample with replacement the pairs of {rebuffers, view hours} per member and then sum each to form the ratio. The new datasets are used to derive confidence intervals and compute p-values. 
When generating new datasets, we must resample a two-vector pair to maintain the member-level information, as this is our grain of randomization. Resampling the member’s ratio of rebuffers per hour will lose information about the viewing hours. For example, zero rebuffers in one second versus zero rebuffers in two 

hours are very different member experiences. Had we only resampled the ratio, both of those would have been 0 and we would not maintain meaningful differences between them." "Taken together, the two methods give a fairly complete view of the QoE metric movements in an A/B test.
A Solution That Scales: An Effective Compression Mechanism

Our next challenge was to adapt these bootstrapping methods to work at the scale required to power all streaming QoE experiments. This means precomputing results for all tests, all QoE metrics, and all commonly compared segments of the population (e.g. for all device types in the test). Our method for doing so 
focuses on reducing the total number of rows in the dataset while maintaining accurate results compared to using the full dataset.

Open-Sourcing Metaflow, a Human-
Centric Framework for Data Science

Dec 3, 2019 "Metaflow is now open-source! Get started at metaflow.org."

"We realized that nearly everything that data scientists wanted to do was already doable technically, but nothing was easy enough. Our job as a Machine 
Learning Infrastructure team would therefore not be mainly about enabling new technical feats. Instead, we should make common operations so easy that 
data scientists would not even realize that they were difficult before. We would focus our energy solely on improving data scientist productivity by being 

fanatically human-centric.
How could we improve the quality of life for data scientists? The following picture started emerging:" "A key observation was that most of our data 
scientists had nothing against writing Python code. In fact, plain-and-simple Python is quickly becoming the lingua franca of data science, so using 

Python is preferable to domain specific languages. Data scientists want to retain their freedom to use arbitrary, idiomatic Python code to express their 
business logic — like they would do in a Jupyter notebook. However, they don’t want to spend too much time thinking about object hierarchies, 

packaging issues, or dealing with obscure APIs unrelated to their work. The infrastructure should allow them to exercise their freedom as data scientists 
but it should provide enough guardrails and scaffolding, so they don’t have to worry about software architecture too much." "These observations 

motivated Metaflow, our human-centric framework for data science. Over the past two years, Metaflow has been used internally at Netflix to build and 
manage hundreds of data-science projects from natural language processing to operations research."

Dados. Médio. Tecnologi para análise de dados. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. De forma tangencial. Sim. "Out of the box, Metaflow provides a first-class local development experience. It allows data scientists to develop and test code quickly on your laptop, similar to any Python script. If your workflow supports parallelism, Metaflow takes advantage of all CPU cores available on your development machine."
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Netflix Hack Day — Fall 2019 Dec 10, 2019
"Hack Day at Netflix is an opportunity to build and show off a feature, tool, or quirky app. The goal is simple: experiment with new ideas/technologies, 

engage with colleagues across different disciplines, and have fun!"
É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento. É um evento.

Rebooting datastores into the future Dec 12, 2019
"The Netflix Cloud Data Engineering team is delighted to open source s3-flash-bootloader, our tool for performing in-place OS image upgrades on stateful 

cloud instances, substituting a new AMI where an old one was. In this post, I’ll cover some of the context which led us to develop this tooling, and discuss 
how it has sped up upgrades of Cassandra and Elasticsearch by an order of magnitude."

"The Netflix Cloud Data Engineering team is delighted to open source s3-flash-bootloader, our tool for performing in-place OS image upgrades on stateful 
cloud instances, substituting a new AMI where an old one was. In this post, I’ll cover some of the context which led us to develop this tooling, and 

discuss how it has sped up upgrades of Cassandra and Elasticsearch by an order of magnitude."
Cloud. Baixo.

Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 
impacto cultural direto.

Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A

DBLog: A Generic Change-Data-Capture 
Framework

Dec 17, 2019
"Change-Data-Capture (CDC) allows capturing committed changes from a database in real-time and propagating those changes to downstream consumers 

[1][2]. CDC is becoming increasingly popular for use cases that require keeping multiple heterogeneous datastores in sync (like MySQL and ElasticSearch) 
and addresses challenges that exist with traditional techniques like dual-writes and distributed transactions [3][4]."

"In databases like MySQL and PostgreSQL, transaction logs are the source of CDC events. As transaction logs typically have limited retention, they 
aren’t guaranteed to contain the full history of changes. Therefore, dumps are needed to capture the full state of a source. There are several open source 
CDC projects, often using the same underlying libraries, database APIs, and protocols. Nonetheless, we found a number of limitations that could not 

satisfy our requirements e.g. stalling the processing of log events until a dump is complete, missing ability to trigger dumps on demand, or 
implementations that block write traffic by using table locks.

This motivated the development of DBLog, which offers log and dump processing under a generic framework. In order to be supported, a database is 
required to fulfill a set of features that are commonly available in systems like MySQL, PostgreSQL, MariaDB, and others.

Some of DBLog’s features are:
Processes captured log events in-order.

Dumps can be taken any time, across all tables, for a specific table or specific primary keys of a table.
Interleaves log with dump events, by taking dumps in chunks. This way log processing can progress alongside dump processing. If the process is 

terminated, it can resume after the last completed chunk without needing to start from scratch. This also allows dumps to be throttled and paused if needed.
No locks on tables are ever acquired, which prevent impacting write traffic on the source database.

Supports any kind of output, so that the output can be a stream, datastore, or even an API.
Designed with High Availability in mind. Hence, downstream consumers have confidence to receive change events as they occur on a source."

Operacional. Baixo.
Tecnologia que viabiliza o modelo de negócio da Netflix, mas não gera 

impacto cultural direto.
Não. Não. Não. Não. N/A
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Para acessar a planilha de Excel feita pela autora acerca do mapeamento das 

contribuições recebidas na Consulta Pública conduzida pela Ancine, basta acessar o seguinte 

link: https://1drv.ms/x/s!Ar_HynSQHQ4-uUTxNiCn2KdQygUL. 

 

Para fins de controle, ela consta na íntegra em PDF a seguir: 



TITULAR DA 
CONTRIBUIÇÃO 

DATA
FALA SOBRE PROBLEMA 

ESTRUTURAL DA AIR?

FALA SOBRE 
RESPONSABILIDADE 

PELO CONTEÚDO

FALA SOBRE POLÍTICAS 
ESPECÍFICAS PARA O VOD 

CONSIDERANDO AS 
ESPECIFICIDADES DESTE 

MERCADO?

FALA SOBRE 
IMPORTÂNCIA DO 

MERCADO AUDIOVISUAL 
BRASILEIRO?

FALA SOBRE ESTRUTURA 
DE MERCADO DE VOD?

FALA SOBRE 
POLÍTICAS DE 
FOMENTO DO 

MERCADO 
AUDIOVISUAL 
BRASILEIRO?

FALA SOBRE 
COTA?

FALA SOBRE 
PROEMINÊNCIA?

FALA SOBRE 
INVESTIMENTO/LICE

NCIAMENTO DE 
OBRAS 

BRASILEIRAS?

FALA SOBRE 
PROMOÇÃO 
CULTURAL?

FALA SOBRE 
TRIBUTAÇÃO?

FALA SOBRE 
TECNOLOGIA?

FALA SOBRE 
COMUNICAÇÃO 

SOCIAL?

FALA DE 
INOVAÇÃO?

OUTROS PONTOS 
RELEVANTES

CONTRA OU A 
FAVOR DA 

REGULAÇÃO?

OI MÓVEL AS 14/11/2019 Sim Não Sim Sim Não
Sim. É a favor, mas contra 

as sugestões da Ancine. 
Sim. É contra. Sim. É contra. Não Não

Sim. Contrário à 
cobrança de 
Condecine.

Não Não Não Sim Contra

TAP BRASIL - 
ASSOCIAÇÃO DOS 

PROGRAMADORES DE 
TELEVISÃO

08/11/2019 Sim Não Não Não Sim Sim. É contra. Sim. É contra. Sim. É contra. Não Não
Sim. Contrário à 

cobrança de 
Condecine.

Não Não Não Sim Contra

ASSOCIAÇÃO 
NACIONAL DE 

DISTRIBUIDORAS 
AUDIOVISUAIS 

INDEPENDENTES - 
ANDAI

Sem data Não Não Sim Sim Sim Sim.É a favor. Sim. É a favor. Não Sim. É a favor. Não
Sim. Favorável à 

cobrança de 
Condecine. 

Não Não Não Não A favor

APACI - ASSOCIAÇÃO 
PAULISTA DE 

CINEASTAS
13/11/2019 Não Não Sim Sim Sim Sim. É a favor. Sim. É a favor. Sim. É a favor. Sim. É a favor. Não

Sim. Favorável à 
cobrança de 
Condecine. 

Sim Não Não Sim A favor

ASSOCIAÇÃO 
BRASILEIRA DE 

INTERNET ABRANET

Sem data Sim Não Não Não Sim Sim. É contra. Sim. É contra. Não Não Não
Sim. Favorável à 

revisão.
Sim Sim Sim Sim Contra

SYNAPSE BRAZIL 14/11/2019 Sim Não Não Não Sim Não Não Não Não Não
Sim. Contrário à 

cobrança de 
Condecine.

Sim Não Não Sim Contra

ITI 13/11/2019 Não Não Sim Sim Sim Sim. É contra. Sim. É contra. Sim. É contra. Não Sim Não Sim Não Sim Não Contra

ASSOCIAÇÃO NEO Sem data Não Não Não Sim Sim Sim. É a favor. Não Não Não Sim
Sim. Favorável à 

revisão.
Sim Não Não Sim A favor

NETFLIX 
ENTRETENIMENTO DO 

BRASIL LTDA

Sem data Não Não Sim Sim Sim Sim. É a favor. Sim. É contra. Sim. É contra. Sim. É a favor. Sim
Sim. Favorável à 

revisão.
Sim Sim Sim Sim Contra

TELEFONICA
14  de novembro 

de 2019
Não Sim Sim Sim Sim Sim. É contra. Sim. É contra. Não Sim. É a favor. Sim

Sim. Favorável à 
revisão.

Sim Sim Siim Sim Contra

PRO, BRAVI, SIAESP e 
SICAV

13/11/2019 Não Não Sim Sim Sim Sim. É a favor. Sim. É a favor. Sim. É a favor. Sim. É a favor. Não
Sim. Favorável à 

cobrança de 
Condecine. 

Sim Não Não Sim A favor

SES
14  de novembro 

de 2019
Não Não Não Não Sim Não Não Não Não Não Não Sim Não Sim Sim Contra

TIM SA
14  de novembro 

de 2019
Não Não Não Não Não Não Não Não Não Não

Sim. Favorável à 
revisão.

Não Não Não Sim Contra

ABDITIC
14  de novembro 

de 2019
Sim Sim Sim Sim Sim Sim. É contra. Sim. É contra. Sim. É contra. Não Não

Sim. Favorável à 
revisão.

Sim Não Sim Sim Contra

ALGAR Sem data Não Não Não Não Sim Sim. É contra. Sim. É contra. Não Não Não
Sim. Favorável à 

revisão.
Sim Não Sim Sim Contra

BRAVI 13/11/2019 Não Não Sim Sim Sim Sim. É a favor. Sim. É a favor. Sim. É a favor. Sim. É a favor. Não
Sim. Favorável à 

cobrança de 
Condecine. 

Sim Não Não Sim A favor

CAMARA-E. NET
14  de novembro 

de 2019
Sim Sim Sim Sim Sim Sim. É contra. Sim. É contra. Sim. É contra.

Sim. É a favor, mas sem 
regulação.

Sim
Sim. Contrário à 

cobrança de 
Condecine.

Sim Sim Sim Sim Contra

CLARO Sem data Não Não Não Sim Sim Sim. É a favor. Sim. É a favor. Sim. É a favor. Não Não
Sim. Favorável à 

revisão.
Não Não Não Sim A favor

MOTION PICTURE 
ASSOCIATION 

AMÉRICA LATINA 
(MPAL-AL)

14  de novembro 
de 2019

Sim Não Não Não Sim Sim. É contra. Sim. É contra. Não Não Não
Sim. Contrário à 

cobrança de 
Condecine.

Sim Não Não Sim Contra

ABRACI/RJ
14  de novembro 

de 2019
Não Não Não Sim Não Sim. É a favor. Sim. É a favor. Sim. É a favor. Não Sim Não Não Sim Não Não A favor

GBSA (Carlos Goncalves 
Junior)

14 de novembro 
de 2019

Não Não Sim Não Sim Sim Sim. É a favor. Sim. É a favor. Não Não
Sim. Favorável à 

revisão.
Não Não Não Sim A favor

TEREZA TAUTMAN 14/11/2019 Não Não Sim Sim Sim Sim. É a favor. Sim. É a favor. Sim. É a favor. Sim. É a favor. Não
Sim. Favorável à 

revisão.
Não Não Não Sim A favor

ABRANET (Segunda 
contribuição)

14/11/2019 Não Não Não Não Sim Sim. É contra. Sim. É contra. Não Não Não Não Sim Não Sim Sim Contra


